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Sborník prací Pedagogické fakulty Masarykovy univerzity,
řada společenských věd 24, 2010, č. 2
HISTORY
USING THE RESULTS OF THE ARCHAELOGICAL EXCAVATIONS
OF THE DEPARTMENT IN ZNOJMO-HRADIŠTĚ
TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF EARLY CHRISTIANITY IN MORAVIA
BOHUSLAV FRANTIŠEK KLÍMA
Katedra historie Pedagogické fakulty Masarykovy univerzity je jednou z „oprávněných organizací“ samostatně od r. 1993 provádějící archeologický výzkum. Ten je zahrnut i do rámce výukového procesu, do něhož se zapojují též studenti archeologie a zájemci o obor z jiných fakult
a vysokých škol. Je realizován na velkomoravském výšinném hradišti sv. Hypolita ve Znojmě. Na
základě konkrétních výsledků vědeckovýzkumné práce přibližuje příspěvek problematiku počátku křesťanství a směr jeho pronikání do oblasti jihozápadní Moravy.
Klíčová slova: Velká Morava; počátky křesťanství; Hradiště sv. Hypolita ve Znojmě; archeologický výzkum; církevní architektura; kostrové hroby centrálního pohřebiště; milodary v hrobech
In spite of hard work and continuous historical and archaeological research, the issue of early
Christianity in Moravia is still shrouded in a certain cloak of mystery. The historians have rather
limited primary sources, which are repeatedly discussed, evaluated and interpreted. We know that
the old pagan religious ideas were maintained with the Slavs for relatively a long time until the
Middle Ages, in any case until the 11th and 12th centuries (e.g. the Eastern Slavs, the Baltic Slavs)1
and they also became the reason for the violent expansion of the Christian monarchs. We must
include the Great Moravian ruler Svatopluk, as early as in the 9th century BC, with his conquests
into Silesia and the Vistula river area. Unlike the named Eastern and Baltic Slavs, the Slavs of the
West, settled in our country, came into direct contact with the Christian world and learning quite
soon. And it occurred in our western and southern neighbourhoods. No doubt, it happened no later
than at the end of the 8th century AD, when missionaries gradually began to penetrate into our area.
It was the clergy who came to Moravia from the Bavarian bishoprics and monasteries, especially
from Passau and Salzburg. The Frankish Church itself participated in the missions only to a limited
extent. We could see the adoption of a certain element of the organizational structure and defining
of the areas of interest and Christianity at the proceedings of the synod held sometime at the end
of the summer in 796 by Pippin in a military camp near the Danube, in order, along with other
church/clerical leaders, to set the process of Christianization in the middle area of the Danube
(mainly the Avars)2. There they could have also defined the influence of Passau (Moravia) and
Salzburg (Slovakia). Moravia was increasingly experiencing the tendency of the effects
particularly of the diocese of Passau. Before the end of the first third of the 9th century, we know
about bishop Reginharius, who died in 838, and the history of the bishops of Passau and the
1
2

VÁŇA, Z.: Svět slovanských bohů a démonů. (The Slavic world of gods and demons.) Praha 1990, p. 27.
MĚŘÍNSKÝ, Z.: České země od příchodu Slovanů po Velkou Moravu. (The Czech lands since the arrival of the Slavs
to Great Moravia) Praha 2006, p. 438.
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Bavarian dukes is even called “the apostle of the Moravians”3. This fact eloquently shows us the
efforts of the Frankish environment for making Moravia Christian, yet definitely partly pagan at
that time and thus making our country closer to the sphere of influence of the Frankish Empire. In
this context, we must particularly mention the monastery at St. Pölten in Lower Austria, whose
origins go back to 760 AD. The monastery also spread Christianity throughout the region. This is
evidenced by the dedication of the first Great Moravian church at the Stronghold in Znojmo
(Pöltenberg) to St. Hippolytus.
The Christian ideology spread “from above” and its most ancient centres of power were in
the centre of the Great Moravian Empire. The first missionaries headed for the environment of
noblemen’s courts, and here, in the centres of the power elites, Christianity progressed early.
From there, it was then gradually distributed to ordinary people in the rural environment, and the
agricultural facilities of the fortifications. Based on the previous knowledge, we must consider
the specific possible procedure of these groups of potential heralds of the new ideology in our
countries, in the Great Moravian centres. The literature often mentions the traditional idea of the
ancient route along the Danube to Děvín, and then along the Morava River upstream to the north
in the direction to Pohansko, and then to Mikulčice, Old Town near Uherské Hradiště and

Fig. 1. Znojmo-Hradiště. A schematic contour map of the Great Moravian fortification of St. Hippolytus outlined with
the lines of fortifications and places of the discovered churches.
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Olomouc. The mentioned route leading to the Great Moravian centres along the Danube and the
Morava River was definitely the easiest and almost perfect. Aside from this, there are
considerations concerning some of the Great Moravian centres outside that central region. We
mean especially Znojmo-Hradiště, which, as we have proved by our archaeological research,
represented the main headquarters across south-western Moravia and Lower Austria from the 8th
century AD. This argument can be documented quite significantly by typical findings of a fairly
extensive collection of spurs with hooks (type I b by Mrs Bialeková), which represent the
variants of the oldest type of the Slavic spurs of the pre Great Moravian period, appearing from
the 7th to 8th centuries4, and coming from Znojmo from the settlement area as well as several
internal buildings of the inner castle. Their users were the members of the military entourage of
the noblemen. It is inconceivable for the missionaries to miss this place, the settlement of
Znojmo, which actually represented the first centre in the “buffer zone” with Western
neighbours. After all, the local fortification with an ancient patrocínio of the church, derived
from St. Pölten, lay on the ancient and important trade route with salt and iron, which led from
the Danube through Pokampí to Znojmo and was by far the shortest connection from the
southwest towards Moravia5.
We come to the fortification of Stronghold of St. Hippolytus itself, where we have been
performing the archaeological excavations, in particular of a rescue nature, since 1986. First,
under the direction of the Archaeological Institute of the Academy of Science of the Czech
Republic in Brno, and then, from 1993, under the auspices of the Department of History of the
Faculty of Education Masaryk University. For the past 24 seasons of the research, we have
managed to collect a large amount of knowledge and information presenting the site as an
important centre and equal to the above mentioned Moravian centres6. They also provided some
important knowledge about the origins of Christianity. Among such very important discoveries,
which in general have moved our knowledge of Great Moravia forward, is the excavation of
modest foundations of the ancient stone church architecture – the first two local Moravian
churches (Fig. 1). They are both badly damaged. The first one (the church I), situated on the
highest point of the inner castle, shows the remains of buildings of single-nave church with a
rectangular presbytery. According to its building design, it may rank among the oldest Great
Moravian churches in our country, built perhaps by the end of the first third of the 9th century and
the influence of the Bavarian missionaries. It showed a rectangular nave with the internal size of
7.75 by 5.90 metres, approximately a squared presbytery measuring 3.9 by 3.4 metres and
maximum masonry thickness of 85 cm. A greater part of a brick wall between the nave and the
presbytery has been preserved, which could reveal the presence of a triumphal arch. The interior
finish of the church was linked with two larger pits on stilts with the diameter of 30 cm,
symmetrically cut in a parallel line with the western wall of the church, which was 140 cm distant.
3
4
5
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HAVLÍK, E.: Kronika o Velké Moravě. (A Chronicle of Great Moravia) Brno 1987, p. 68.
BIALEKOVÁ, D.: Sporen von slawischen Fundplätzen in Pobedim (Typologie und Datierung). Slovenská archeológia XXV-1. Bratislava 1977, s. 120–121, Abb. 2.
KLÍMA, B.: Přínos nových výzkumů velkomoravských center pro poznání nejstarších národních dějin. (Benefits of
new research Greatmoravian centers for knowledge of the oldest national history) In: PODBORSKÝ, V. (ed.):
Sborník z konference o pravěké a raně středověké stibologii. Brno 2006, pp. 93–96; KLÍMA, B. – KVĚT, R.: Komunikační spojení Znojma-Hradiště. (Communication link of Znojmo-Hradiště) In: Staré stezky v geografii a archeologii. Brno 2008.
KLÍMA, B.: Nová etapa archeologických výzkumů Znojma-Hradiště. (A new phase of archaeological excavations of
Znojmo-Hradiště) In: Jižní Morava 25, sv. 28. Brno 1989, s. 125–144; Idem: Hradiště sv. Hypolita ve Znojmě. Deset
let výzkumů velkomoravského centra. (Stronghold of St. Hippolytus in Znojmo. Ten years of research of the Great
Moravian centre) In: Sborník prací PdF MU, řada společenských věd č. 17, 1999, pp. 3–66.
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In respect of the total destruction of the find situation and bedrock in the places of the northern
part of the nave of the church (building covered by a modern farmhouse), we were unable to
confirm the presence of another two pits, but we definitely assume them there. It seems that the
erected poles in these pits supported the church stand in the later period of the existence of the
church, which was accessible from the adjacent hallway/narthex. Based on the find circumstances,
the Church had two construction phases. The earlier, in which the nave and the presbytery were
built, probably comes from the end of the first third of the 9th century, and it is connected to the
Christianization efforts of the Passau Episcopate. In this area we can also see the analogous forms
of the church with a rectangular presbytery reflecting more ancient influences of Irish-Scottish
constructional art7. Around the middle of the 9th century, grave No. 150 with a canister in the left
foot buried with a child was placed next to the western wall. The second, later construction phase,
which could have been more distant in time from the first one, was probably built sometime at the
end of the 9th century, and on the west side of the Great Moravian Church, the widening
represented a spacious hall. The time lag of both phases of the construction is clearly documented
by the link in the walls of the southern wall with the interruption of the bond, which confirms the
extension to the standing church. From the hall stairs, there was a staircase leading to the stand on
the western side of the nave. This period is probably linked with the second child’s grave No. 112
in the southeast corner of the extension. The archaeological research was very challenging and
complicated due to very poor soil conditions (a shallow soil cover of the rock mass) and also due

Fig. 2. Preservation of the child’s grave near the remains of the foundation masonry of the western wall of the church I.
(Photo by R. Michálek).
7

KOTRBA, V.: Církevní stavby Velké Moravy. (Ecclesiastical buildings of Great Moravia) In: Umění XII/4, 1964,
s. 325–361.
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to constant interruptions of the find situation in the modern history of Hradiště. Even today, some
scholars do not accept our interpretation, because the collected evidence is less conclusive for
them. But they could not explain and refute our basic argument, based on one of the skeletal graves
being in an unusual orientation from north to south, which in a very close proximity to six inches
along the west wall of the nave of the church strictly respected the corner and the build of the
church. It was cut 22 cm into the underlying hard rock and it was covered only by a thin layer of
clay, reaching a thickness up to 17 cm. The grave was equipped with a bowl, which clearly
confirmed the age of Great Moravia. Also other children’s graves, discovered near the building,
contained a typical inventory of Great Moravia – a necklace of glass beads, an earring with a
double drop and a whorl8. We have always based our clear and only possible conclusion and
interpretation on these findings. The Great Moravian graves respect the remains of the stone
building foundations and therefore this structure must be older than the graves and must have
originated only from the time of Great Moravia.
We do not have any marked finding support for the general appearance of one nave church
I with a rectangular sanctuary in Znojmo-Hradiště, but we may consider that analogous to the
identical buildings of the Great Moravian period, which were successfully introduced in the

Fig. 3. The preservation of the second child’s grave was watched by the film makers and working procedure is filmed
directly from the place of the recognized remainder of the western wall of the church I. A tiny earth profile wall of the
bedrock cover (behind the working student) is perfectly captured in the photograph. (Photo by the author).
8

KLÍMA, B.: Archeologický výzkum MU na velkomoravském výšinném hradišti sv. Hypolita ve Znojmě – Grossmährische Kirchenarchitektur auf dem St. Hippolyt-Burgwall in Znaim. In: GALUŠKA, L. – KOUŘIL, P.
– MĚŘÍNSKÝ, Z. (eds.): Velká Morava mezi východem a západem. (Great Moravia between the East and the West)
Spisy AÚ AV ČR Brno č. 17, 2001, pp. 229–240.
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reconstruction by J. Pošmourný.9 The two leading architects from Brno ing. M. Říčný and ing.
V. Čuhel (Fig. 3, 4) performed our probable reconstruction on the basis of mutual consultations
and their extensive experience. In terms of proportions, the church I of Znojmo is nearest to the
churches II, V, and VIII in Mikulčice10 according to the size of the building and the shape of the
presbytery, then it is very close to the oldest church building of Sadská complex11, the church in
Modrá near Velehrad12 and the church in Staré Město “Na Valách”13. The last mentioned,
however, has the conclusion of its presbytery slightly rounded inside.

Fig. 4. The field situation on the research of the Great Moravian Church I. Legend: 1 – stones and mortar of the walls;
2 – remains of the early modern buildings; 3 – remains of a modern wall; 4 – standing building of a barn; 5 – pole holes;
6 – graves; 7 – the furrows of the medieval age from the bedrock surface.
9
10

11

12
13

POŠMOURNÝ, J.: Církevní architektura Velkomoravské říše. (Religious architecture of the Great Moravian Empire)
Umění XII, 1964, pp. 157–202.
POULÍK, J.: Výsledky výzkumu na velkomoravském hradišti „Valy“ u Mikulčic. (The Results of research on the Great Moravian fortified settlement “Valy” near Mikulčice) PA XLVIII, 1957, pp. 241–288; Idem: Mikulčice. Sídlo a pevnost knížat velkomoravských. (Mikulčice. A Seat and fortress of the Greatmoravian princes). Praha 1975, pp. 49–60, 71–72, 95–96, 11–112.
HRUBÝ, V.: Uherské Hradiště-Sady. Velkomoravský vlastnický dvorec s chrámem. (Uherské Hradiště-Sady. A Great
Moravian ownership farm with the church). Uherské Hradiště–Brno 1963; Ibid: Metropolitní výšina. (Metropolitan
height). In: Uherské Hradiště-Sady. Středisko velkomoravské kultury a moci. Brno 1975, pp. 1–17; GALUŠKA, L.:
Uherské Hradiště-Sady. Křesťanské centrum Říše velkomoravské. (Uherské Hradiště-Sady. The Great Moravian Empire Christian Center). Brno 1996.
CIBULKA, J.: Velkomoravský kostel v Modré u Velehradu a začátky křesťanství na Moravě. (The Great Moravian
Church in Modra near Velehrad and the beginnings of Christianity in Moravia.). Praha 1952.
HRUBÝ, V.: Nález kostela na staroslovanském pohřebišti ve Starém Městě „Na Valách“. (The Finding of the Church
on the Slavonic burial site in Staré Město „Na Valách“.) Památky archeologické XLVI, 1955, pp. 26–306.
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Fig. 5. The layout, the mass reconstruction, the transaction cut older (left) and the younger stages of the church building
I Znojmo-Hradiště. Carried out by: ing. Arch. M. Říčný and ing. arch. V. Čuhel.

A very complex find situation was also found in the place of the second Great Moravian
Church, and therefore it is not entirely convincing to some archaeologists. The church building
here was a rotunda, gradually covered with two younger churches. The archaeological research
managed to excavate only a part of the stone walls face of the apse and the nave. The whole
space in the middle of the inner castle near the Baroque church, the sacristy and the adjoining
monastery buildings quadrature was almost completely destroyed by later buildings, and also
here by six other horizons of graves of the church cemetery, which was used from the 9th century
until 1782. The captured masonry of the oldest church phase (the first one of three) as a rotunda

9
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from the Great Moravian period clearly demonstrates the slice of the peripheral part of perhaps
a larger cemetery with 29 captured skeletal graves that respect the building and are also equipped
with a typical early medieval inventory. There are also arms in the men’s graves – axes, knives,
spurs with the sets of forging as well as jewellery and ornamental objects in women’s and
children’s graves – bronze, silver and gilded bronze earrings, glass beads necklaces, rings, and
gilded bronze buttons (gombíky)14.
Both discoveries of the first sacred buildings in Znojmo-Hradiště have already been
published in the basic form. However, under the limited conditions of the site, we have been
looking for other options to complement the research and to support our arguments and to
convince some archaeologists, mainly from Brno, of the correctness of our conclusions. In
particular we considered the detailed geophysical survey under the floor of the existing church
and together with it other targeted probes in the field.
Besides the remains of the oldest ecclesiastical architecture, the skeletal graves show the
strengthening position of Christianity in Great Moravia quite obviously. Originally a pyrogenic
rite, still quite prevalent in the 8th century, due to the growing Christian ideology, was
abandoned. Especially in the fortification centres and their nearest surroundings, the skeletal rite
began gradually to dominate. At the very settlement in Znojmo, we have found and searched a
number of isolated graves, and small groups of graves and parts of two larger cemeteries during
the past 24 seasons. We discussed one above when talking about the church II (rotunda) inside
the castle. But we were still looking for the central burial ground, which we managed to find
accidentally in the foreground of the fortification as late as the autumn of 2007 during the
construction of one of the houses. In the next two seasons, we continued the rescue and leading
research there, which was very successful and very rich in findings. We believe that we have
been working on one of the largest Great Moravian cemeteries, where we can expect more than
1,700 graves, often with unique inventory. So far, we have searched a relatively small area of
approximately 620 m2 and fully researched and documented 246 skeletal graves (Fig. 6, 7). In
collaboration with experts from various scientific disciplines, we are gaining maximum
knowledge and continuing the research, we can greatly enrich our knowledge of Great Moravia,
a chronology of material culture, the production procedures of making a series of articles
(metallography), the appearances, lives, injuries, illnesses and deaths of our ancestors
(anthropology, DNA research), environment (palaeobotany), fauna (palaeozoologie) and others.
We cannot completely exclude any other ecclesiastical building of the cemetery church, which
we would really welcome. We can say that we are trying to get the most general knowledge
about the life of the Old Moravians in this context, also about the beginnings of Christianity in
the 9th–10th centuries in the whole of south-western Moravia.
The archaeological research in Znojmo, which is progressing well each year, is closely
connected with the teaching process. It is carried being out mainly by our students within their
summer archaeological practice; they have an ideal opportunity to enrich their theoretical
knowledge and experience. They will be able to spread the acquired information among their
pupils in a much more gripping and erudite way and vividly describe the events of our oldest
national history. And it is precisely in this area that we see tremendous benefits in addition to
scientific positives, and which I believe we manage to achieve well.
14

KLÍMA, B.: Objev části velkomoravského pohřebiště pod středověkým až novověkým hřbitovem u kostela sv. Hypolita
ve Znojmě-Hradišti. (The Discovery of the Great Moravian burial site beneath a medieval graveyard or modern
burial site near the church of St. Hippolytus in Znojmo-Hradiště.) In: Zborník na počest Dr. Dariny Bialekovej.
Nitra: AÚ SAV 2004, pp. 179–190.
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Fig. 6. The west view of the searched area of the central Great Moravian cemetery with a dense covering of graves.

Fig. 7. The layout of the examined central part of the Great Moravian cemetery in Znojmo-Hradiště. The area of the
researches in 2007 (under the house, in 2008 and 2009). (Digitization J. Kováčik).
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Shrnutí
Využití výsledků archeologického výzkumu katedry ve Znojmě-Hradišti
k poznání počátků křesťanství na Moravě
Článek vychází z poznatků získaných archeologickým výzkumem na velkomoravském výšinném
hradišti sv. Hypolita ve Znojmě a přibližuje zcela logickou a nejpravděpodobnější představu o směru šíření
křesťanství na jz. Moravu. Dokládá, že doložitelné počátky křesťanství jsou na Znojemsku rozhodně
svázány s první polovinou 9. století a s pronikáním misionářů z prostředí pasovské diecéze. Tomuto
západnímu vlivu odpovídají objevené nejstarší pozůstatky základů kamenné církevní architektury
– jednolodního kostela s pravoúhlým presbytářem (kostel č. I.). Upevňující se pozici křesťanství v této
oblasti Moravy potvrzují rovněž stavební zbytky zdejšího druhého kostela – rotundy i typické prvky
křesťanského ritu, sledované na nedávno objeveném centrálním pohřebišti. Na něm bylo dosud
prozkoumáno téměř 400 z předpokládaných minimálně 1500 kostrových hrobů, vybavených bohatým
inventářem. Výzkum velkomoravského mocenského centra celé jihozápadní Moravy ve Znojmě i jeho
pohřebiště stále pokračuje a rozhodně přinese další pozoruhodné a jedinečné objevy, které dále doplní
poznání nejen o počátcích křesťanství na Moravě, ale obecně o našich nejstarších národních dějinách.
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ON THE ISSUE OF THE 16th AND 17th CENTURY
CONFESSIONALISATION IN THE EXAMPLE
OF EAST-SLOVAKIAN TOWNS
MARIE MAREČKOVÁ
V zemích habsburské monarchie úsilí protestantských komunit o legální toleranci nebo uznání
státem a vytvoření vlastních církevních organizací ovlivňovalo sociálně politické poměry v 16.
a 17. století. Evangelíci na území Slovenska během 17. století byli vystaveni rekatolizaci, protihabsburským povstáním uherských a sedmihradských stavů (Štěpána Bočkaje, Gabriela Bethlena, Jiřího I. Rákocziho, Imricha Thökölyho a Františka II. Rákocziho) a válkami s Turky.
Klíčová slova: Konfesionalizace; východoslovenská města; 16. a 17. století
In the countries of the Habsburg Monarchy, the endeavour of protestant communities to
obtain legal tolerance or recognition by the state and to create their own religious organizations
influenced the socio-political situation of the 16th and 17th centuries. During the 17th century
Evangelicals in “Upper Hungary” (Slovakia) had to face recatholisation, anti-Hapsburg
uprisings of the Hungarian and Transylvanian estates (Stephen Bocskay, Gabriel Bethlen,
George I. Rákóczi, Imre Thököly and Francis II. Rákoczi) and the wars against the Turks.
In the course of the 16th century, due to the reformation spreading, the religious conscience
of vast parts of European society was activated. The plurality of conscience and religious
tolerance was reflected in the transformation processes of modernisation and democratisation.
The ongoing process of confessionalisation of society simultaneously actuated the role of the
state in solving religious issues. Individual churches specified both their confessions and
tolerance to other confessions and, in particular, dealt with the relationship between the church
and the state. This problem gradually grew into a constitutional struggle in which different
concepts of state characteristics collided, i.e., the dualistic concept of an estate monarchy and the
absolute concept on a centralised monarchy.
Following the principle cuius region eius religio, the Peace of Augsburg of 1555 designated
the patronal and ownership law as a criterion of religious conflicts in Germany. Even if it did not
concern the countries of the Habsburg Crown, the Hungarian nobility and commons applied it
for decision-making on the patronal law to churches situated on their territory and, in particular,
to the right of the assembly, as the political representation of the country, to solve religious
issues.1
Every constitutional conflict concerning religious tolerance in Hungary during the 17th
century originated from these assembly resolutions of 1608. Their validity was confirmed both
by the Peace of Nikolsburg 1621 after the uprising of Gabriel Bethlen and by the Peace of Linz
1645 after the uprising of Francis Rákócsi, and also by assemblies in Sopron 1622 and in
1

DANIEL, D. P.: Konfesionalizácia reformácie a spoločenský význam augsburského vyznania v strednej a východnej
Európe. In: Prvé augsburské vyznanie viery na Slovensku a Bardejov. Prešov 2000, p. 15 ff. SCHILLING, H.: Das
konfessionelle Europa. Die Konfessionalisierung der europäischen Ländern seit Mitte des 16. Jahrhunderts und ihre
Folgen für Kirche, Staat, Gesellschaft und Kultur. In: Konfessionalisierung in Ostmittelueropa. Stuttgart 1999,
pp. 13–62.
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Bratislava 1647. From the middle of the 17th century, after the conversion of the majority of
Hungarian aristocracy to the Catholic Church, the suzerain competence in ordination of local
religious relations (private-legal institute) was applied.2
The situation in Prešov evolved in a dramatic way. After the discovery of the Wesselényi
Conspiracy in May 1670, Prešov was occupied by the emperor’s army. The confiscation of
Evangelical churches and property and the repression of the emperor’s army strengthened the
positive feelings of Prešov’s population towards the Kuruc uprising and following the receipt of
news about the successful progress of the uprising, it caused the population of Prešov to join the
uprising, restore the activities of the collegium, and establish freedom of belief in accordance
with the situation of 1670. At the end of September 1672 they greeted the solders of the uprising
as liberators, and only at the end of December 1672, after the solders of the uprising had left,
did they surrender the town to the emperor’s army. With the help of the army, Catholic members
were installed on the town council and all three churches were taken from the Evangelicals.3
The Sopron Council of 1681 accepted the religious laws of 1608 and emphasized the
necessity of respecting the patronal law of the suzerain, at that time an overwhelmingly Catholic
one. In every administrative region it was permitted to build two new Evangelical churches, socalled “articular churches”, and other churches at set locations mainly in the suburbs of royal
and mining towns.4
Four days after the seizure of Prešov by Imre Thököly’s army on August 16, 1682, there was
a restitution of religious freedom and property of the Evangelical Church and a return of the
priests and teachers, and the election of an Evangelical town council took place. After the
military defeat of the uprising on September 17, 1684, Prešov maintained the only rebel fortress
in the East of Slovakia. It surrendered as late as one year later (on September 11, 1685) after a
seven-week siege by the emperor’s army and under the condition that the continuation of
Evangelical Church, schools and the town committee would be granted.5
After the capture of Budia on September 2, 1686, the anti-reformation orientation of
Habsburg policy and return to the solution of 1681 was established. The schools, churches and
the town committees were headed by Catholics, and the Evangelists were given places for the
building their churches and schools on the outskirts of the town.
A collection in aid of former professors of the university collegiums was the pretext for the
formation of an extraordinary court with the aim of clarifying the preparations of the antiHabsburg revolt with the centre in Prešov, the goal of which was allegedly the control of
Hungary by the Turks. According to the general Antonio Caraffa, the commander of the UpperHungarian army, the 400 florins collected were intended for Thököly’s wife, Helen Zrinski, in
2

3

4

5

KOLÁROVSKÝ, P.: Niektoré okolnosti a postavy Bratislavských súdov. In: Cesty hĺadania. Zborník k 60. výročiu
Evangelickej bohosloveckej fakulty Univerzity Komenského v Bratislave. Bratislava 1994, p. 91 ff. ČORNEJOVÁ,
I. – RAK, J. – VLNAS, V.: Ve stínu tvých křídel. Habsburkové v českých dějinách. Praha 1995, p. 95 ff.
State Archive Prešov, Archive of town Prešova, manuscript number 2118, year 1537–1676, f. 77; NÉMETH, István
H.: Mestská politika Uhorského kráĺovstva v období raného novoveku. In: Csukovits Enikö – Lengyelová, T. (eds.):
Z Bardejova do Prešporku. Prešov–Bratislava 2005, p. 290.
KÓNYA, P.: Spoločnosť hornouhorských miest v 17. storočí. In: Csukovits Enikö – Lengyelová, Tünde (eds.):
Z Bardejova do Prešporku. Prešov–Bratislava 2005, pp. 269, 274–277, 283–284; KÓNYA, P.: Prešov, Bardejov
a Sabinov počas protireformácie a protihabsburských povstaní (1670–1711). Prešov 2000, p. 24 ff.
NÉMETH, I. H.: Mestská politika Uhorského kráĺovstva v období raného novoveku. In: Csukovits Enikö – Lengyelová, T. (eds.): Z Bardejova do Prešporku. Prešov–Bratislava 2005, tabulka p. 295; KÓNYA, P.: Prešov, Bardejov
a Sabinov počas protireformácie a protihabsburských povstaní (1670-1711). Prešov 2000, p. 88 ff. KÓNYA, P.:
Spoločnosť hornouhorských miest v 17. storočí. In: Csukovits, Enikö – Lengyelová, T. (eds.): Z Bardejova do Prešporku. Prešov–Bratislava 2005, p. 267 ff.
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besieged Mukachevo, whose letters to prominent Prešov burghers had reportedly been seized.
The organiser of the collection, the collegium’s curator and member of the Prešov town council
Zikmund Zimmermann became one of the first four victims of Prešov sanguinary court, which
from the March 5th to September 12th 1687 sentenced 24 protestant burghers and nobles to
death. After this, the sessions of the Prešov court were terminated. At the Bratislava Assembly
in October 1687 the Prešov court was nullified and the confiscated property was given back to
the survivors of the executed6. At the assembly a compromise with the Habsburg policy was also
negotiated. The assembly acknowledged the Hungarian throne as hereditary in the Habsburg
dynasty and abolished “jus resistendi”, i.e., the 31st article of the Golden Bull of Andrew II of
the year 1222, which guaranteed nobles the right to armed resistance against unlawful acts of the
monarch7, the article which all anti-Hapsburg estate rebellions had cited. The royal towns were
politically weakened by only one vote at the assembly. The freedom of confession was enacted
by a resolution of the Sopron Assembly of the year 1681.8
The forming opposition, oriented towards an alliance with France and its coalition partners
in the War of the Spanish Succession, exploited the popular uprisings of the Kurucs, yeomen and
burghers, and on May 7th 1703 called the last anti-Habsburg uprising headed by Francis II
Rákóczi. In his effort for the pacification of Hungary, the commander-in-chief of the emperor’s
army in Hungary, marshal Johann Pálffy, chose an agreement with the revolting nobles. Joseph
I, the emperor, agreed with the amnesty, the return of confiscated property, respecting of all
constitutional and state privileges and also religious freedom in accordance with the Sopron
Assembly of the year 1681.
The compromise solutions were confirmed by the Peace of Szatmár on May 30th, 1711.9 It
responded well to the political and economic interests of Hungarian nobles, who kept their estate
privileges during the process of transformation of the Habsburg state into an absolute monarchy.
Confessional aims were realised to a minimal extent in accordance with the assembly resolution
of 1608, although religious tolerance reflected the monarch’s rights. In every administrative
region two new so-called articular churches were to be built and other ones at places situated on
the outskirts of free royal and mining towns. The ongoing recatholisation pressure during the
18th century did not favour a violent form but utilised the systematic ideological activities of the
privileged religion. Although tolerance was limited, with the governor’s consent both Protestant
churches could exist and spread their activities throughout Hungary.
The codification and application of national languages in church services and religious
writings influenced the development and reception of cultural, national and civic consciousness
6

7

8

9

KÓNYA, P.: Prešovský krvavý súd z roku 1687. Prešov 2001, p. 26 ff. KÓNYA, P.: Prešovské evanjelické kollégium
v politických zápasoch konca 17. a začiatku 18. storočia. In: Kónya, Peter – Matlovič, René (eds.): Prešovské evanjelické kolégium, jeho miesto a význam v kulturných dejinách strednej Európy. Prešov 1997, pp. 21–24. NÉMETH,
I. H.: Mestská politika Uhorského kráĺovstva v období raného novoveku. In: Csukovits Enikö – Lengyelová, Tünde
(eds.): Z Bardejova do Prešporku. Prešov–Bratislava 2005, p. 270.
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novověku. Brno 1995, p. 143.
KVAČALA, J.: Dejiny reformácie na Slovensku. Liptovský sv. Mikuláš 1935, p. 249; KOHÚTOVÁ, M.: Uhorsko před
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and the system and values of the everyday life of the masses in society. In these spheres in the
course of the specific process of Slovak civic and democratic society the activities of Slovak
Evangelists were very important, even if the confessionalisation of European society at the time
of the Enlightenment due to secularisation was gradually receding.10
The defeat of the last anti-Habsburg uprising, conclusion of the Peace of Szatmár and the
growing dualism of political power influenced the transformation of the Hungarian state and its
further development within the Habsburg monarchy. The Habsburgs succeeded in subordinating
religious issues to the authority of the monarch and to the interests of the absolute state.
However, they did not establish the elimination of the protestant denomination, and they did not
renew the hegemony of Catholic religion, which together with the Catholic Church they had
attempted at the beginning of the 17th century.
In the data on the number of non-Catholics and their percentage in individual East Slovakian
free royal towns in the year 1777 we can see that a balanced proportion was maintained between
the Protestants and Catholics in provincial towns which were loosing the character of important
centres of production and trade and where the immigration of new burghers was limited to the
nearest surroundings. In Kežmarok the non-Catholics formed 59.0% of burghers, in Sabinov
51.2% and in Bardějov 46.2% of burghers. The situation was similar in Levoča, which in terms
of the character of its social-economic structure had been approximating to those provincial
towns with a more conservative burgher mentality from the end of the 17th century, and there
were 36.7% of non-Catholics in 1777. The situation in the prosperous and well-developing
towns of Košice and Prešov, where the non-Catholics represented one fifth of the population
(19.1% and 20.6%), differed from this trend.11
Nevertheless, on the whole this official data of the central records of the population from 1777
constitutes evidence of a certain progress during the 100 years of systematic recatholisation of
East Slovakian towns and the influence of quality catholic monastic schools. In particular in
Košice and Prešov, densely populated and economically prosperous towns with a developed
social structure open to a flow of new burghers from both Slovak and foreign regions, the
proportion of tolerated confessions gradually stabilised in favour of the state religion.
Research has proven that the recatholisation in the East Slovakian burgher environment did
not result in the expected religious unification. Whereas under Czech unified confessional
conditions recatholisation succeeded within two generations, i.e., in the 1680s the non-Catholics
formed a majority of the population, in the Hungarian environment during the 17th century a
legal limited existence of protestant communities was possible. In the broader consequences it
also influenced the formation of social elites in East-Slovakian towns at the time of National
Revival and during the early capitalist industrialisation.
The results so far have shown that power-confessional struggles lead to an asymmetrical
development of clerically juristic situations and mentalities in individual central European
countries and immediately neighbouring regions.
The rapid and spontaneous response of the reformation in Slovakia, particularly in the
aristocratic and burgher environment, gradually led to a fundamental rejection of Habsburg
10

11
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Catholicism. During the course of the Thirty Years’ War the Slovak, Hungarian and
Transylvanian aristocracy and burghers became a direct ally to the European reformation and to
the estates’ struggle against the Habsburg concept of a Spanish-Catholic model of society.
The attempts of the Habsburgs to enforce the rigorous centralisation and confessional
unification of the central European monarchy were not initially promising, but the defeat of the
Czech estates’ uprising made possible the establishment this concept.
Official data from the central records of the population from 1777 constitutes evidence of a
certain progress during the one hundred years of systematic recatholisation of East Slovakian
towns. Nevertheless it is undeniable that the recatholisation in the East Slovakian burgher
environment did not result in the presupposed religious unification. Although in the middle of
the 17th century the Catholics in Bohemia did not predominate in terms of numbers, over two
generations recatholisation was established, and around 1680 convinced Catholics formed the
majority of the population.

Shrnutí
K problematice konfesionalizace 16. a 17. století na příkladu východoslovenských měst
Dosavadní výsledky ukazují, že mocensko-konfesijní zápasy vedly k asymetrickému vývoji církevně
právních poměrů a mentalit v jednotlivých středoevropských zemích a oblastech, které spolu bezprostředně
sousedily. Rychlý a spontánní ohlas reformace na Slovensku zejména ve šlechtickém a měšťanském prostředí vedl postupně k zásadnímu odmítnutí habsburského katolicismu. V průběhu třicetileté války se slovenská, uherská a sedmihradská šlechta i měšťanstvo staly bezprostředním spojencem evropské reformace
a stavovského zápasu s habsburskou koncepcí španělsko-katolického modelu společnosti. Úsilí Habsburků
o důslednou centralizaci a konfesijní unifikaci středoevropské monarchie nemělo zprvu nadějné vyhlídky,
až porážka českého stavovského povstání umožnila úspěšné prosazení této koncepce.
Údaje ústřední evidence obyvatelstva pro rok 1777 jsou dokladem jistého postupu za sto let systematické rekatolizace východoslovenských měst, a to zejména v Košicích a v Prešově, lidnatých a prosperujících městech. Přesto je nesporné, že rekatolizace ve východoslovenském měšťanském prostředí nepřinesla očekávanou náboženskou unifikaci. Ačkoliv v polovině 17. století v Čechách byli nekatolíci zřejmě
v početní převaze, za dvě generace se rekatolizace prosadila, neboť kolem roku 1680 přesvědčení katolíci
tvořili většinu obyvatelstva.
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CHRISTIAN UPBRINGING IN PIARIST SCHOOLS
AT THE TIME OF THE GRAND DUCHY OF WARSAW
AND THE POLISH KINGDOM (1807–1809)
MARIUSZ AUSZ
V době pruské anexe získali piaristé šest středních škol. Na konci 19. století povstala piaristická škola na území Kongresovky z ruin a funguje dle tradice do dnešních dnů.
Klíčová slova: Křesťanská výchova; piaristické školy; Varšavské velkovévodství
After peace was concluded in July 1807, the Grand Duchy of Warsaw was formed from the lands
of the second and the third Prussian annexation running into 104 thousand km2 and about 2.5
million inhabitants1. On this not large territory Piarists owned six high schools: 2 in Warsaw
(Collegium Regium, also called Collegium Vetus, and Collegium Nobilium, also called the Piarist
Boarding School or Żoliborski Boarding School), one in Łowicz – Warsaw department; one in
Rydzyń – Poznań department, in Wieluń and Piotrków Trybunalski – Kaliski department. The
formation of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw ameliorated the deteriorating situation of Piarist schools
under the rule of Prussia. The reason why this happened was the politics of the Prussian government,
which confiscated landed estates and some buildings from which the order made a profit, it did not
pay retirements, made it difficult for people to be admitted to the novitiate, closed schools
(Szczuczyn), restricted the freedom of the order which guaranteed canon law and intensified the
Germanistic politics. Those actions were undoubtedly intended for the realization of the already
existing plan of abolishing Piarist schools in Prussian annexation2. The defeat of Napoleon by
Prussia and the formation of the Duchy preserved Piarists from annulment. Such misfortune
happened to orders and their estates which remained on the lands of Prussian annexation3.
The education of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw was under the protection of the Education
Room, which had been brought into existence by the decree of the Ruling Committee before
peace had been concluded in Tilsit (26th of January 1807)4. This institution attempted to
continue the traditions of the National Education Committee, while for Polish education its
members became people of merit. Heading the Committee was Stanisław Kostka Potocki, and
his close co-workers included, among others, Stanisław Staszic, Samuel Bogumił Linde, also
Piarist Onufry Kopczyński. These were all the members of the former Eforat, formed by the
Prussians to supervise the Warsaw High School, formed in 1804 (as regards teaching,
administrative and financial supervision). A year later, the Prussian authorities gave Eforat the
supreme control over all of Warsaw education. The first task for the new education authorities
was the Polonizing of schools, earlier exposed to Germanization. It intensified especially after
Fryderyk Wilhelm III had assumed authority over the Prussian throne. And so did the Piarists,
1
2

3
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who conformed to the authorities of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw in times of the National
Education Committee.
In 1809, as a result of the expansion of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw, there were more Piarist
collegiums: in Cracow (there were not any high schools), Radom, Chełm, Łuków, Opole
Lubelskie. Later Piarists won back the Collegium in Góra Kalwaria, and in 1820/21 they opened
a school in Włocławek5.
At the time of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw and the Polish Kingdom, the number of Piarist
schools changed, both in terms of numbers and structure, for instance a school in Rydzyń, after
the Viennese Congress, was located in the Grand Duchy of Poznań and after the downfall of the
schools in Chełm (stopped functioning in 1823), the promotion of schools in Łuków and Radom
(1817) and in Piotrków (1827) and the schools were stripped of their rank as provincial schools.
They were an essential part of the education and they educated a good number of students. In
1820 Piarists controlled 4 provincial schools out of 11 (2 in Warsaw – Collegium Vetus and
Żoliborski Boarding School, Łuków and Radom), controlled 6 departmental schools out of 14
(Chełm, Łowicz, Opole Lubelskie, Wieluń, Włocławek and Piotrków), and 3 subdepartmental
schools out of 1 in Góra Kalwaria. At that time, they had also been teaching about 45% of
students in provincial schools and about 30% in departmental schools6. Piarist schools
represented a high level teaching, had a reputation for patriotic education of school children and
they resulted in a massive increase in children at schools.
The years 1817–1830 saw a massive increase in the number of school children at all Piarist
schools, by about 60%. In 1830, including both provincial and departmental schools, Piarists
were teaching 29,1% of students in the Polish Kingdom, and students had been taught by 30,8%
of teachers7.
Until the abolition of order schools in 1832, the time of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw and the
Polish Kingdom was the time when the Piarist education played an important social role for the
last time. They made a major contribution to forming the education system of the Grand Duchy
of Warsaw and the Polish Kingdom by working with the authorities and carrying out their own
projects, their institutions were the essential parts of the whole education system of the Grand
Duchy of Warsaw and the Polish Kingdom. They propagated a modern European pedagogic
thought and contributed to the development of both Polish pedagogic and didactic thought.
Everything occurred at a very difficult time for the order, when Piarist schools had both financial
and local problems (as a result of military operations, some of the buildings were destroyed,
some others were occupied by the army).
The time of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw was especially the time of both considerable
pedagogic effort and organizational effort. It was necessary to provide financial funds, in many
cases also to redecorate schools. Finally, to prepare new teaching programs, because the high
school education authorities, considered to be Piarists’ domain, did not provide them till the
year-round school 1812/13. Such problems also concerned schools which were a part of the
Grand Duchy in 1809, they had a shorter time for changing the teaching, and when they had
finally accustomed to the new situation, a reformation came in 1812 and again were forced to
change the teaching program.
The education of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw was under the protection of the House of
Public Education. Piarists deferred to the education authorities of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw.
5
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School curriculum (provincial)
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A year after the Austrians had left, in 1810 it was stated that the condition of both teaching and
learning in Piarist schools was satisfactory. Within a year the schools had become Polish with
regard to the spirit and the content, restored to education according to the act of the National
Education Committee. The main task was to execute a new teaching program. The education
authorities of the Grand Duchy have not formulated the basic principles of high schools’
functioning yet. In 1808 Warsaw Piarists, wishing to regulate this condition, published their own
Urządzenie tymczasowe szkół pijarskich. The school was supposed to be made up of seven
classes: a preparatory class and classes 1–6. Apart from general provisions, it included a
teaching program with detailed content and methodological instructions. It also contained the
following subjects: Polish, German, French, Latin, Greek, general history, geography, natural
history, technology, physics, arithmetic, geometry, literature, pronunciation, moral science,
religion, health science, development of intellect and physical education. When it came to
German, there was a statement that its teaching is necessary due to German’s connections with
Saxony. When it came to teaching, teachers should use a catechismal, Socratic and akroamatical
method. The first one was recommended for teaching religion, history, geography, natural
history, grammar and national law, the second one – arithmetic, algebra, geometry and moral
science, the third one could be widely used for all subjects8. The issue of teaching religion was
discussed at the very end. It was also exhaustively examined. The Christian upbringing was
supposed to find fulfillment in religion and partly in moral science. Both subjects were lectured
in all classes. According to this document, in the initial class students were to become familiar
with examples from the Holy Bible. There was a similar situation in programs designed by the
education authorities of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw and the Polish Kingdom, to the will of
which the Piarists were bent and the science was accomplished according to these rules. Religion
was excluded from the school curriculum and discussed at the very end. The situation altered
after Stanisław Kostka Potocki’s dismissal. The period of minister Stanisław Grabowski, who
was a great conservative and loyalist, began. At that time religion was restored to the leading
place, the number of hours was increased and moral science as well as social science was added.
In this way, studying religion was performed at school in Chełm (departmental – 4 classes). The
first class – issues concerning the first part of Katechizm historyczny mniejszy9 were discussed. In the
second class – the first part of Katechizm was finished. In the third class – the first part of Katechizm
historyczny większy10 and students were to become familiar with the life of Jesus Christ11.
In Łuków (until 1817 departmental – 4 classes, from 1817 provincial – 6 classes). In the first
class students were taught religion from the first part of Katechizm historyczny mniejszy and the
history of people of God was taught.
In the second class students used the second part of Katechizm historyczny mniejszy. There
was a reading about the history of the Ancient Israelites. When it came to social science, a
teacher explained the following issues: patience, humanity, gratitude, enduring human flaws,
harmony and peace, discipline, bad examples, conscience, respecting of faith.
In the third class students used the first part of Katechizm historyczny mniejszy, in addition
to this, there was a reading about the life of Jesus Christ. Students learned from social science
about leading a life of virtue and offences against it.
8
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Urządzenie tymczasowe szkół pijarskich. Warszawa 1808, pp. 2–23.
FLEURY, C. (Szymon BIELSKI, SchP, translation): Katechizm historyczny mniejszy, zawierający historię świętą
i naukę chrześcijańską. Warszawa 1812.
FLEURY, C. (Szymon BIELSKI, SchP, translation): Katechizm historyczny większy, zawierający historię świętą
i naukę chrześcijańską. Warszawa 1817.
AUSZ, M.: Szkoły, p. 128.
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School curriculum (departmental)

Source: Wewnętrzne urządzenie szkół wydziałowych. Warszawa 1812, pp. 105–106; Wewnętrzne urządzenie szkół
wydziałowych. Warszawa 1820, p. 106; Rys ogólnego Planu Edukacji Publicznej w Królestwie Polskiem. Warszawa
1830, p. 28–29.

In the fourth class, religion was taught from the second part of Katechizm historyczny
większy. The ancient Christian traditions were discussed.
That is why it is worth showing at least one detailed discussion on the principles of teaching
after 1819. The program implemented during the first year of the functioning of the new Device,
that is in school year 1820/21, was held up as an example of the principles of teaching. In the
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first class students were taught faith, sacraments, the Ten Commandments, merciful deeds etc.
Students also studied the first part of Katechizm historyczny mniejszy, whereas from the book
Christian and moral teaching 7 paragraphs concerning customs and traditions were examined.
In the second class, the second part of Katechizm historyczny mniejszy was discussed, there was
a reading from the Old Testament, and other 8 paragraphs concerning customs and traditions. In
the third class the whole catechism was revised, the first part of Katechizm historyczny większy
was examined and students also studied the traditions of the Israelites. In the fourth class, from
the second part of the Katechizm, the teacher lectured on faith, hope and love, the Apostles,
taught the Lord’s prayer and the Ten Commandments. Attention was also paid to the traditions
from chapters I and II, generally from chapters III and IV. In the fifth class, also from the second
part of Katechizm students were taught the Seven Sacraments, the New Testament was discussed
(4 Evangelists), sermons were read. In the sixth class, from the New Testament students read the
Acts of the Apostles, Apostolic letters and sermons, teachers also drew students’ attention to
“preach pronunciation”12.
Naturally, essential elements of Christian education were obligatory, for instance Christmas
Masses as well as services for different types of occasions. In the Piarists’ view, religion and
Christian obligations and duties should be approached with the utmost care, respect, faith,
trustingly, love for God and appropriate body arrangement. That is: students during morning and
evening prayer, while receiving the sacrament of penance had to kneel in rows with folded
hands. On entering and leaving the church, they had to kneel down and worship. They received
the Holy Communion in a row of six13.
To sum up this period, it was a time when the Piarists had a profound impact on the shape of
the Polish educational system through participation in government and the number of schools.
There were many eminent persons in their team who were very popular in society. The reforms
of Stanisław Konarski and his contribution to the reconstruction of Polish education in 18th
century won great popularity in Polish society which has not expired even today. The Piarists
also made a major contribution to the development of Polish pedagogical thought in the first half
of the 19th century. Apart from the aforementioned services, Wojciech Szweykowski
(1773–1838) published a book, called Remarks on Polish high schools in comparison with
German ones. Warsaw 1808. This work was of great cognitive value, apart from comparing the
Polish education to the German one, Szweykowski presented his pedagogical approaches. He
also expressed his opinion about teaching methods, he postulated greater interest in teachers’
working conditions because ignoring them had a negative influence not only on this particular
profession group but also on the education as a whole. This Piarist schools’ alumnus, and then a
professor in Drohiczyn, Szczuczyn, Łomża and Warsaw, was secularized and became a secular
priest. He continued his work in the field of education, firstly as a Warsaw High School professor
and from 1816 as a Warsaw University organizer, where he served as a president and a director
in the Faculty of Philology until 1831.
Similarly to Jędrzej Śniadecki, the Piarist Franciszek Siarczyński (1758–1829) also paid
attention to the role of physical education in the education itself, he included his contemplations on
this subject in a thesis published in 1829, called Youth physical education and wrestling exercises.
The aforementioned Edward Czarnecki (1774–1831), thanks to studying abroad and a trip to
the best educational institutions in Germany, together with Szweykowski and Jakub Falkowski
got to know very well the contemporary trends in pedagogy (especially German ones) and
12
13

Ibidem, p. 153.
KAMIEŃSKI, K.: Opis historyczny Konwiktu Warszawskiego Księży Pijarów. Z rękopisu do druku przygotował
i przedmową opatrzył R. MĄCZYŃSKI. In: Analecta. Studia i materiały z dziejów nauki, 2004, vol. 2, p. 64.
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became a faithful supporter of neohumanism in education. Subsequently he worked as a
professor in a college in Łomża, from 1809 served as a president of Warsaw College, teaching
at the same time the history of Polish literature in Warsaw High School. Czarnecki included his
contemplations in a publication called The discourse on qualities and dispositions in teachers’
conditions, first published as an introduction to August Herman Niemeyer’s translated work
– The Basic Principles of Education and Instruction according to A. H. Niemeyer, Warsaw
180814.
It is also worth mentioning, even though it does not concern high schools, the role of Jakub
Falkowski (1775–1848) – a pioneer in the teaching of the deaf children – a creator of the
Institute for Deaf People in 1817, and an exPiarist Konstanty Wolski (1762–1810), discussed
above, was one of the most outstanding educators of that time, converted to Protestantism, got
married and worked as a teacher at Warsaw High School. He was also the creator of a reading
primer (Research on initial reading, writing and calculating, Warsaw 1811), where he for the
first time introduced the so-called phonetic method into the Polish education which eliminated
reading letter by letter (the creator of this method was wrongly considered to be the German
Stefany)15.
As a result, they were considered enlightened people, so they were not suspected of
conservatism and religious intolerance. One of the finest Piarists of that time was Onufry
Kopczyński. He wrote in the Rights of Piarist students that religion, morality, worthy behavior
and diligence are the four main principles that lead to happiness16. These principles were
naturally executed on the religious field, however, it was clear that in programs and students
relationships the principles were not the current trends in education in Piarist schools. It was
common that religion was taught by secular teachers, not by Piarists17.
Their schools had been primarily seen as centers that guaranteed a high level of both
education and patriotic education, which was highly important at these difficult times for the
Poles. The Piarists thought that bad religion and the wrong upbringing of students would cause
Piarists schools trouble. At that time the Piarists attached great importance to the development
of worthy views and ideals such as patriotic attitudes and tolerance. One of the Piarist high
school students in Warsaw wrote: “At school we were taught only the principles of Catholic
religion, those who were not Catholics were allowed to leave the classroom. The school was very
religious, but I do not recall any fact that would resemble ultramontanism”18. As the abovementioned Kopczyński wrote, a student of a Piarist school should gain religious knowledge in
order not to be deluded and beguiled by non-believers. He or she should also love his or her
religion, should not mock or persecute other religions. As a matter of fact, it was the reason for
the attacks from conservative backgrounds and members of the Catholic clergy.
Another testimony to the important social role that Piarist education played are peoples’
memories of that period. Reading memoirs in the time of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw and the
Polish Kingdom we can often find reviews of Piarists and their schools. Writers often
emphasized the merits of the Piarists and respect that society had for them, especially for the
patriotism inculcated into the youth. It is worth quoting a few of those opinions. Stanisław
Fiszer’s wife, Wirydianna Fiszerowa wrote about the Piarists: “Piarists are undoubtedly
14
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MOŻDZEŃ, S. I.: Historia wychowania 1795–1918. Kielce 2000, pp. 227–228.
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distinguished by their ardent patriotism, shared republican principles. Their devotion was free
from superstition. Such rules were inculcated into students.”19. Prot Lelewel, Joachim’s brother,
while recalling his studies, wrote in a similar way:” Piarists, very enlightened people, had been
trying to inculcate into the young people’s minds the principles of honesty, respectability and
devotion to homeland. […] Piarists knew the position of the nation and prepared the youth for
the predicted changes, and at the earliest opportunity made the youth think of the past, the
present and the hope…”20. No wonder that Piarist schools were a threat to conquerors. Edward
Czacki describes the czar Mikołaj I’s unpleasant visit to that school, during which the ruler said
that: “vipers were being educated there”. It is also worth mentioning Rozalia Rzewuska’s
opinion about the Piarists. She had a reputation for loyalty and conservative values. She
condemned Piarist schools for their patriotism and lack of proper religious education. In the
author’s opinion, this opinion is negative and it shows what role Piarist schools had played
during the annexation. She wrote: “I have met many Piarists; one of their monasteries was
established by my family in a place where I used to live (Opole Lubelskie). Among them I
encountered a few enlightened people, their behavior was appropriate but they lacked the sacred
fire which the love of God kindles in pious hearts. A brilliant Kamieński (Kajetan Kamieński –
Major Superior in years 1818–1825) was the only one who seemed to be the embodiment of pure
spirit, moreover, he was too occupied with patriotic ideas and his patriotism and, like my
daughter Kaliksta used to say, was merely a political provincialism that did not rise above
general opinions. He, guided by compassion evoking the condition of poverty and misery, gained
permission from Rome to pay annual salaries. It was prohibited by the first Order rule. In this
way young princes having the authority for collecting government salaries became well-paid
teachers, occupied with worldly possessions rather than internal ones. The permission given to
novices to participate in university lectures was considered a great carelessness and it indeed
inflicted pain on Piarists’ morality. Their concentration was extinguished forever. Apart from
this, Kamiński’s excessive zeal resulted in the fact that he admitted, with alarming ease,
unsuitable individuals to the Order who, in fact, expressed their desire to join the clergy. He said
with naivety that the Piarists were the only citizens dressed in habits. He also believed that their
patriotism represented virtues he found in his own heart, regularly practiced by himself. His
fellow-citizens learned something quite different at university. Neglected their prayer and
clerical duties. A good number of them changed their religion, married wrong women. Those
who joined the clergy in order to earn for life, propagated revolutionary ideas and maintained
false doctrines which pushed short-sighted people to reprehensible conspiracy”21.
Unfortunately, the collapse of the November Uprising marked the end of the Piarist
education. The Piarists paid for their involvement in education among students who actively
participated in battles, worked in departments of health or helped to construct fortifications.
During the November Uprising 20 students of Piarist schools received orders of merit, nearly
half of the Polish army were graduates of Piarist schools. It did not escape the attention of the
czar authorities’, who decided to punish the Piarists. At the beginning of 1832, as a result of
repression, the czar formed a new committee to reorganize the system of education in the Polish
Kingdom, constituted by Mikołaj Nowisilcow, who suggested that the Piarists be excluded from
teaching young people until a reform of the education system was implemented. That was the
czar’s wish which had been introduced by Iwan Paskiewicz in an appeal to Strogonow 26 August
19
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1832 […] “the czar’s wish is that the Order of Piarists be excluded from teaching the youth”22.
At the end of the 19th century, on Austrian territory Piarist schools arose from the ruins and
function to this day, continuing the beautiful tradition, however, because of their negligible
number they cannot function as they used to in the past.

Shrnutí
Křesťanská výchova v piaristických školách
ve velkovévodství Varšavském a království Polském (1807–1809)
Za pruské anexe získali piaristé šest středních škol. Na konci 19. století povstala piaristická škola na
území Kongresovky z ruin a funguje dle tradice do dnešních dnů.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION AND CHRISTIAN UPBRINGING
IN THE POLISH TERRITORY UNDER RUSSIAN RULE
IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE 19th CENTURY
AND THE BEGINNING OF THE 20th CENTURY.
DARIUSZ SZEWCZUK
V 19. a na počátku 20. století byly polské země kontrolovány Rakouskem, Pruskem a Ruskem,
což přineslo celkový úpadek. Rusové se snažili omezit aktivitu katolíků, a proto měli církevní
hodnostáři zapovězený přístup do škol i tam, kde byla katolická většina.
Klíčová slova: Křesťanská výchova; náboženské vzdělávání; Polsko v 19. a ve 20. století
The 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century was a very difficult period for Polish
society due to the lack of Polish statehood. Polish lands were controlled by three countries,
Austria, Prussia and Russia, which had brought about the decline of the Polish state at the end
of the 18th century. These countries, although they were all Christian, varied in their dominant
religious denomination: Austria was Catholic, Prussia was Protestant and Russia was Orthodox.
The situation of the Orthodox faith in Tsarist Russia was special, as it was closely connected
with the state and the ruling house. The relationship was so strong that it can be interpreted as a
subordination of the Church to the interests of the Russian state with the simultaneous
identification of the Orthodox faith with Russia. The Orthodox denomination had the status of
the national Russian religion, although formally the subjects of the Tsarist state enjoyed freedom
of confession. However, among the remaining Christian denominations, mainly Catholics and
members of the Evangelical Church could enjoy the freedom of religious practice. The Russian
state acted particularly aggressively towards all sects and groups formed on the basis of the
Orthodox faith. The Greek-Catholic Church was repressed for an extensive period of time by the
Russian administration co-operating with the Orthodox Church and finally, in the 1870s, it was
liquidated entirely in Russia. The worshippers and the clergy of this denomination were
pronounced members of the Orthodox Church, while the individuals defying this ruling were
punished with imprisonment or deportation to Russia’s interior1.
The second half of the 19th century was particularly difficult for clergy and the Catholic
Church in the areas of the former Polish borderlands (kresy). After the defeat of the January
Uprising, the Tsarist government, as part of the fight against Polish identity, started taking action
against Catholic worshippers. Denomination was treated as the main criterion defining
nationality, in accordance with which every Pole was a Catholic. Thus, tsarist repressions
affected Catholic parishes and monasteries, which were liquidated, and churches, which were
converted into Orthodox ones. Religious practices of Catholics were subject to restrictions
limiting them to temple walls. The Polish language was eliminated from public life and schools,
and its use in churches was also limited2.
1
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Religion and especially Catholicism played an important part in the functioning of Polish
society at the turn of the 19th century. Religion constituted a basis on which the process of
educating the young generation was based. Three principal milieus can be distinguished in
which the influence of religion on the young generation occurred. The first of them was family,
the second equally important one was church, and the third was school. In each of these places
the doctrine of faith was taught and young people were educated in the Christian spirit.
The importance of family in religious education could be observed in all social classes. Both
in the gentry and peasant families, values based on Christian principles were important in the
education of the young generation. Irrespective of social class, mothers were traditionally
assigned a particular role in the religious education of children. Also, the Polish Catholic Church
stressed their role as guardians of Christian morality, securing the young generation’s adherence
to the religious and national tradition. The Church saw in them the readiness to perform religious
practices, religious zeal, and an example for children3.
The traditional model of a Polish peasant family of the turn of the 19th century was based on
religious and social values. Principles propagated by the Church were rigorously observed. In
accordance with them, having numerous children was viewed as “God’s gift”. Members of a
rural family were united by bonds based on maintaining traditional norms of conduct,
attachment to the land, common customs, language, culture and faith. Mothers, often supported
by grandparents, took care of religious education of children from their earliest days. Children
learnt from them the sign of the cross, their first prayers and basic doctrines of faith. Thus,
mothers played a particular part in instilling Christian ethical and moral norms in their children.
The role of fathers increased in later periods, when children started to participate actively in
religious practices. The father took care of controlling their attendance at masses and services as
well as the quality of their participation in religious practices. The process of educating children
was largely based on adoption of the values and views of the elders, especially parents and
grandparents4.
Religion also played an important educational part in families of landed and lesser gentry.
Children of gentry families were taught the catechism and fundamental doctrines of faith
through home schooling. The knowledge and observance of religious norms by children made it
easier for their parents to solve pedagogical problems. Religious education at home instilled in
the children respect for their parents and the elders. It helped bring up the children teaching them
about the Christian duty to take care of others, especially to take care of their parents until their
death. Religion introduced the child into the world of proper behaviour in interpersonal
relationships. As part of Christian education, children were taught to share with others by
participating in charity work. This was done mainly by including children in the activity of adult
family members aimed at poor people coming from the lowest classes or the families of farm
workers of the estate. The inclusion of the youngest generation in charity work from their
earliest days meant that when the children came of age they treated the activity for the benefit
of the needy as something obvious and natural. Mothers played a special part in the educational
process in landed and lesser gentry families. Usually they introduced children to the realm of
Christian and patriotic values as well as family tradition5.
3
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Church institutions supported families in religious education and this issue was discussed by
Church dignitaries, priests, journalists and educators. The attitude of the Catholic Church
towards the problem of educating the young generation is best evidenced in the papal encyclicals
of Pius IX and Leo XIII. Pius IX, in the encyclical Quanta cura as well as the Syllabus attached
to it, condemned the views endangering public morality and order. Socialism, communism,
liberalism, rationalism and naturalism were deemed erroneous. The adoption of the idea that
accumulating wealth is the sole aim of a person’s life was considered equally dangerous. He also
opposed the attempts at changing the traditional, Christian model of maternity and family life.
The encyclical by Leo XIII, Rerum novarum, provided the foundations for Catholic social
science. During his pontificate, the Catholic milieu took up counter-actions against further
limitation of the teaching of religion as well as the removal of clerical teachers and religious
symbols from schools. The next Pope, Pius X started the reform of education and formation of
clergy so that it was better prepared for religious service6.
It is worth noticing that irrespective of the religious world view, in the mid-19th century
upbringing was an expression of concern for the adequate physical, spiritual and moral
development of children and consequently their preparation for social functioning. It was
assumed that following religious principles constituted the best protection against the destructive
influences of the surrounding world. Priests were given the task of propagating evangelical
principles in the environment in which they were working. Attention was paid to consolidating
religiousness and introducing children and young people to the liturgical life of the Church.
Religious teaching was aimed at instructing children about the rules of catechism as well as at
forming their correct moral attitude. It was considered necessary to educate the young generation
in the spirit of Christian principles due to the inadequate state of the religious consciousness of
Poles. Such actions were supposed to protect children against secularisation and to get them
accustomed to life in the Church community. The role of those few priests – teachers of religion
who were allowed by the Russian authorities to teach at school was particularly important. The
Church realized, however, that teaching religion at school without the cooperation with parents
would not necessarily yield the desired results. The need was observed for personal contacts
between priests and parents in order to persuade them to set an example for their own children.
These contacts were to promote such changes in the family which would ensure that the family’s
life would proceed in accordance with the teaching of the Church7.
Religion played an immense role in contemporary schools both as a teaching course as well
as an element in the pedagogical formation of pupils. Both in primary and secondary schools,
each day study was preceded by prayer. Combining religious practice with school ceremonies
was a standard. All state holidays celebrated at school also had their religious aspect. State
anniversaries, celebrations of the crowning of the emperor, jubilees, or death of the monarch
were always connected with religious services in which teachers and pupils participated
together. During such ceremonies, in the second half of the 19th century, it happened that
secondary school pupils had to go to a local Orthodox church irrespective of their denomination.
Pupils of Orthodox denomination participated in the ceremonial liturgy together with Catholics,
Protestants and even Jews8.
Religious matters influenced the changes in the organisation of education introduced in 1864
by the tsarist authorities on the territory of the Kingdom of Poland. The reform introduced
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single- and double-class elementary schools as well as secondary schools – real and classical
grammar schools. Initially, in areas dominated by Polish population, the schools retained their
national character. Elementary schools were categorised according to the denomination – there
were separate schools for members of the Orthodox Church, Catholics, Protestants and Jews.
Also secondary schools were divided into those for members of the Orthodox Church and
Protestants as well as so-called mixed schools. In addition, separate elementary and secondary
schools were established for the population of Greek-Catholics9. In the 1870s, after the
liquidation of the union by the Russian authorities, the schools were converted into Orthodox
schools with Russian as the language of instruction.
Protestants, especially of the Evangelical denomination, enjoyed a relative liberty of
teaching religion at school. They owed this to the support on the part of the Russian
administration in the Kingdom of Poland, in which many prominent posts were occupied by
persons of German descent and Evangelical denomination. The Russian authorities feared that
without their support the local members of the Evangelical Church and the settlers coming from
Germany and settling in rural areas would assimilate with the Polish population and convert to
Catholicism. That is why the establishment of Evangelical elementary schools was supported
and the functioning of church schools at Kantorat prayer houses was allowed. The liberty in this
matter was perceived particularly by people of German descent as a way of preserving their own
national and religious identity10.
Russian authorities decided to deprive Catholic clergy and gentry of any influence on
education with administrative measures. This particularly concerned elementary schools, which
were considered to play an important role in the plan to assimilate the Polish population into the
Russian state. This was done through the introduction of compulsory Russian language courses
(1872), appropriate handbooks, supervision over Polish teachers, whom the authorities
attempted to replace, when possible, with Russians at all levels of education. Finally in 1885, the
instruction in Russian of all courses in elementary schools, except for religion and the Polish
language, was introduced. A similar process was initiated regarding secondary and higher
education in the territory of the Kingdom of Poland11.
The educational policy of that period, especially the one adopted at the time when A.
Apukhtin (Pol. Apuchtin) was appointed Curator of the Warsaw Educational District, was to
obstruct implementation of any educational regulations favourable to the Polish population
especially of Catholic denomination. During his rule, the teaching of religion in the mother
tongue was illegally discontinued in elementary schools and the Catholic clergy was removed
from teaching in those schools. Simultaneously, Orthodox and Evangelical clergymen were
allowed to teach the Catholic religion in predominantly rural areas12. Oftentimes the former
place of the Catholic clergymen in the teaching the religion of this denomination was also taken
by teachers of the Orthodox or Protestant denomination. In the school year 1891–1892, in 58
village schools in the territory of the Kingdom of Poland, Catholic religion was taught by
Evangelical teachers, and in 44 schools by Orthodox teachers13.
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The activity of Curator Apukhtin in this matter was also criticised by the Warsaw generalgovernor Hurko. In 1889, he pointed to the negative effects of the complete removal of Catholic
priests from teaching fundamental doctrines of faith in village schools. General-governor
Hurko’s actions, defending the right of the Catholic clergy to teach religion in rural schools, was
motivated not solely by his readiness to observe the legal regulations in this matter. He held a
view that this state caused dislike among Catholic clergy towards schools and the Russian
educational administration. The attitude of the clergy greatly influenced the opinion of the
parents, who, among others for this reason, did not send their children to school. This led to a
decrease in the Polish society’s interest in the development of elementary schools. Generalgovernor Hurko considered the removal of Catholic priests from teaching religion, especially in
village schools, a grave political mistake as it resulted in the peasants’ hostility towards the
actions of the Russian administration. In consequence, similarly to the Polish educated classes,
they were becoming hostile towards the government and the interests of the Russian state14.
Suggestions regarding the return of Catholic priests to schools were met with understanding
on the part of the ministry of education of the Russian Empire, which decided it was
recommended to nominate Roman Catholic parish priests as teachers of religion in village
schools. However, the implementation of this decision was resisted by the Curator of the Warsaw
Educational District and his subordinate heads of administration supported by provincial
administration15. The position of the ministry of education on this matter also changed. The new
minister Delyanov stated that it was better not to have any schools than to allow them to be
managed by Catholic priests. Finally though, in 1892 it was decided that priests should be
allowed to teach Catholic religion in elementary schools in the territory of the Kingdom of
Poland. However, in order to assume the post of a religious teacher at a district or village school,
a Catholic clergyman needed to obtain the consent of school administration and of the provincial
authorities. Each case was to be examined individually at the suggestion of the local community.
At the same time, it was decided that the Roman Catholic religion could not be taught by persons
of a different denomination. In this way, the question of allowing the Catholic clergy to teach
religion in elementary schools seemed finally resolved. However, Curator Apukhtin soon issued
a circular in which he stated that: “The Roman Catholic parish clergy should not teach the
catechism to children who attend elementary schools, and in general such education should be
conducted solely inside a church.”16.
A mass return of Catholic clergymen to teaching religion in elementary schools occurred
only at the beginning of the 20th century. It should be noted though, that this was not the case in
the entire territory of the Kingdom of Poland. By means of administrative measures, Russian
authorities did not allow Catholic clergymen to teach at schools in the eastern areas of the Lublin
and Siedlce provinces. The Orthodox population, which constituted a substantial religious
minority in this region, was subject to intensive Russianization17. Russians tried in various ways
to limit the activity of Catholics, which they thought would contribute to Polonization of the
local population. Thus, the Catholic clergy were denied access to schools and were not allowed
to teach religion in them even in places where Catholics constituted the majority of the
population.
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Shrnutí
Výuka náboženství a křesťanská výchova na polských územích pod nadvládou Ruska
ve druhé polovině 19. a na počátku 20. století
V 19. a na počátku 20. století byly polské země kontrolovány Rakouskem, Pruskem a Ruskem, což
přineslo celkový úpadek. Rusové se snažili omezit aktivitu katolíků, a proto měli církevní hodnostáři
zapovězený přístup do škol i tam, kde byla katolická většina.
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RELIGIOUS RELATIONS OF CZECH EMIGRANTS ABROAD
JAROSLAV VACULÍK
U českých vystěhovalců, kteří odešli do ciziny v době od poloviny 16. století do druhé světové
války, musíme rozlišovat náboženskou emigraci protestantů v 16.–18. století a hospodářskou
emigraci 19. a 20. století. Protestantští exulanti, kteří odcházeli zvláště do Německa, Polska
a Uher zůstávali pevně připoutáni ke své víře, jež jim pomáhala udržovat i jejich českou národnost.
Klíčová slova: Emigranti; náboženské poměry
If we study the lives of Czech emigrants who went abroad in the period from the mid 16th
century until the Second World War, we must distinguish between religious emigration of
Protestants in the 16th to 18th century, and economic emigration in the 19th and 20th century.
Protestant exiles who went especially to Germany, Poland and Hungary remained firmly
attached to their faith, which also helped them maintain their Czech nationality.
The situation of economic emigrants, the majority of whom formally professed the Roman
Catholic Church, was different. After arriving in the new environment, and after breaking the
existing strong links with the rural environment, the situation changed for many. This was
particularly true for emigrants to the USA, where a large proportion of Czechs were attracted to
the liberal atheistic environment. In Russia, where they had originally been promised religious
freedom, they were subjected to political and economic pressure of the tsarist government and
largely forced to convert to the ruling Orthodox Church.
The old country started to pay attention to the religious needs of the Czech emigrants only
after the formation of the independent Czechoslovak state. About one half of the 2 million
Czechs and Slovaks outside Czechoslovakia was religious; of them there were about 650
thousand Roman Catholics, 330 thousand Evangelicals and 100 thousand Greek Catholics.1
In the USA there were 339 catholic priests who spoke Czech or Slovak, and 495 Czech and
Slovak settlements with their own church. Of all the destination states, religious conditions in
the USA were the best. Where there was a church, there was also a school. In the Czech catholic
villages 21,965 children attended school.2 In Lisle and Chicago Czech Benedictines built a
College; it was followed by a number of academies, specialist schools and boarding houses built
thanks to Czech nuns in the United States. In 1910 poor school nurses from Notre Dame in
Horažďovice commenced their activities in the USA. In the 1930s they managed an academy in
Omaha and had 11 houses, boarding houses and schools. Dominican nuns from Moravia had
four houses in the USA. In the Czech settlements in the USA, 594 nuns taught in the catholic
schools. Four American bishops and eight papal prelates were of the Czech origin. In the USA
there were a great number of catholic associations. In most Czech settlements the National
Council of Catholic Charity tended to the Czech emigrants.
As far as Canada is concerned, it was the destination of Czech emigrants mainly after World
War I. The settlement Fort William was the centre of Czech Catholics; there was a church with
1
2
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a priest and St. Peter’s School, in which seven sisters taught 495 children. Several other
settlements had a church, but no priest. The missionary A. Florián during his tour of Canada in
1928–1930 and in 1934 found a great spiritual poverty and moral decay of our emigrants. He
visited 84 settlements; in larger cities he kept coming across suspicion and disregard. He
interviewed 4 831 expatriates; he found and visited Czechs even in Alaska. Emigrants were
provided with valuable assistance by the new Canadian Catholic order, Sisters of Service. Its
members were waiting for the emigrants in ports; in each town they offered shelters to women
and girls.
The society of St. Rafael, which was responsible for the care of Czech Catholics overseas,
ascertained that the most difficult situation was in Argentina, where there were 10 thousand
Catholics without their own church, priest and society. There was only one Czech priest in the
whole of Argentina, Father Praclík from Moravia. He held Czech religious services and taught
children in the Salesian monastery near Buenos Aires. In Peru, there were four Czech
theologians and Salesians, in Brazil, one Czech Jesuit Professor, and one Czech theologian,
Salesian.3
In European countries the care for the spiritual life of compatriots was taken by the
Apostolate of St. Cyril and Methodius in Olomouc. In France and Belgium the Czechs were
tended by the Catholic Mission in France. In France, the Czech compatriots had the Czech priest
Rudolf Zháněl, but it did not suffice for all 50 thousand Czech Catholics in 100 colonies and 14
dioceses. To help in this situation, assistant priests were sent from Czechoslovakia to enable the
Czech Catholics to join the Holy Communion, especially at the Easter time. In 1929 there were
seven priests assisting in this way in France. Also the members of different orders helped out,
who were on studies in Western Europe, particularly in Belgium and Holland. In Belgium they
had Father Weiss-Nagel, who worked as a voluntary and unpaid catechist for miners’ children in
Winterslag and Waterschei. In Holland P. Křivánek held missions for Czech miners. There were
several zealous Catholics in Sweden, too.
In Austria Czech and Slovak sermons could be attended in eleven Viennese churches. Czech
sermons were also given in Linz. Czech Evangelicals in Austria were members of German
groups, but established the Union of Czechoslovak Evangelicals in Austria. Czech catholic
societies in Vienna were grouped in the Union of St. Methodius, founded in 1865. The Union
had two thousand members. The Union owned a Czech church on Rennweg, where the
Congregation of the Fathers – Comforters worked. The second oldest catholic society was the
Order of St. Francis, which had 1 200 members. Before World War I, the Society of St. Zita was
founded. Significant catholic associations were “Československý Orel“ (Czechoslovak Eagle)
with one thousand members, or “Mariánská družina paní“ (Lady’s Suite for Women) and
“Mariánská družina dívek“ (Lady’s Suite for Girls).
Compatriots from Prussian Klodzko went to church in Bohemia because the Czech language
disappeared from the churches in Klodzko. In terms of the religion, Kladsko belonged to the
Archbishopric of Prague, but the archbishop delegated the right to appoint local parish priests to
the dean in Klodzko, who also sent German clergymen to Czech locations. A Czech evangelical
pastor preached every third week. The Czech Evangelicals sang from the Czech hymn books and
used Czech prayer books.
Most of the Moravians around Prussian Glubczyce and Racibor professed the Roman
Catholic religion. Czech magazines and books could be found mainly in catholic presbyteries,
mainly including the periodicals Catholic Papers and Dominican Rose. The Catholic Papers,
3
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founded in 1893 by local priests, strove to preserve Czech nationality. The area did belong to the
Olomouc archdiocese, but at the time of Bismarck’s cultural struggle against Catholics in the
1870s the Czech language was banned from schools and churches.
After the establishment of the Czechoslovak Republic the evangelical Czech Brethren
Church also carried out missionary activities among the descendants of Czech exiles in the
Strehlen area in Prussian Lower Silesia. In 1920, they were visited by the Secretary of the
Biblical Union, Vladimír Mičan from Brno. A youth club was founded in Husinec at his
initiative, where children learned religious songs. In 1921 he brought 36 Strehlen Czechs to the
festivities at the Rose Meadow, and in 1923 organized a trip of 32 children to Bohemia.4
Between the wars, more than 30 thousand Czechs lived in Poland, of whom 57% were
members of the Orthodox Church, 24% Roman Catholics and 13% Reformed Evangelicals. The
members of the Orthodox Church and Catholics could be found mainly in Volhynia, while
central Poland was dominated by the members of evangelical denominations. The Czech
Orthodox Church maintained rich relationships with the Orthodox Church in Poland. Increased
activities of catholic and evangelical missionaries from the Czechoslovak Republic generated
some concerns of the Orthodox Church. Orthodox leaders criticized the conversion of some
Orthodox families to Catholicism and considered it an open offensive against orthodoxy, which
deteriorated the possibility of cooperation between the two churches. Czechs fell mostly under
Russian and Ukrainian clergymen. The Catholics did not have their own Czech clergymen and
were attached to parishes with Polish priests. Missionaries from the Czechoslovak Republic tried
to strengthen religious feelings of Czech Catholics; among them there was Dr. Josef Beran, later
Archbishop of Prague (1946–1969).
In central Poland, the Czechs of evangelical-reformed faith prevailed. They maintained the
traditions of Czech Brethren, and through the Czech liturgy cultivated the Czech language,
organized education in that language and performed extensive editing. Parishes in Volhynia
belonged under the synod in Vilnius, the reformed from Zelov and Lódź belonged under the
synod in Warsaw. In Zelov there were 2 709 reformed, 60 free reformed, 997 Baptists and 57
Methodists. The Constance and Missionary Unions from the Czechoslovak Republic took care
of the Czech Protestants in Poland.
Yugoslavian Czechs were mostly Roman Catholics, but did not have their own priests. In
Croatia they heard sermons in Croatian, in Banat in German. In Yugoslavia there were very few
Czech Evangelicals. In Croatian Daruvar, they formed - together with Hungarians – a Calvinist
group. The Catholics from the Czech lands brought the cult of St. Wenceslas, St. John of
Nepomuk, and Saints Cyril and Methodius. Initially there were very few marriages with
someone of another religion. Catholic and evangelical missionaries came to Croatia from
Czechoslovakia. In 1929, the Bohemian Brethren pastor Vladimir Mičan from Brno visited the
Czech Evangelicals in Daruvar. In 1933 the Czechoslovakian priest Antonín Venc from Brno
came to Croatia, as well as the Bohemian Brethren churchwarden Toman and the preacher Josef
Procházka. From 1935 catholic compatriots were helped by the Central Apostolate of St. Cyril
and Methodius in Olomouc, Society of St. Rafael, and Actions for our people in Volhynia. From
that time on Czech catholic priests and missionaries lived in Czech settlements in Croatia,
Bosnia and Banat, and founded there a number of catholic youth circles. In 1937 the member of
the Redemptorist Order, Vladimír Jeřábek, undertook a missionary trip to Yugoslavia. Before
World War II significant successes were experienced by the Catholic Action.
Alois Hanzelka was a catholic missionary in the Romanian Banat in the thirties. The
Episcopal Consistory in Timisoara appointed him an administrator in Eibenthal, where 622
4
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Czechs lived. According to Hanzelka’s report, “our youth grow up without any lead ... Ignorance
and godlessness grow in them... already now there is revenge, jealousy, hatred and ruthlessness
among them; slowly everything will turn wild here.”5 The opinion of this missionary was that
“the national consciousness can only grow in the church”.
At the turn of the 19th and 20th century, Czech Protestant immigrants came to Bulgarian
Vojvodovo from Hungarian Banat. From the 1920s they were split into two camps: Methodists
and Darbists. Up to the 1920s, there had been no entertainment events in the village. Extreme
religiosity prohibited the immigrants from participating in cultural and social life. They did not
drink, smoke, read secular literature, sing secular songs, dance, steal, or enter into marriages
with members of other religions. The religion was the factor that shaped and maintained the
identity of this ethno-confession community. Their cohesion was maintained by their faith.6

Shrnutí
Náboženské poměry českých vystěhovalců v cizině
Náboženským potřebám českých emigrantů byla věnována ze strany staré vlasti pozornost až po vzniku
samostatného československého státu. Ze 2 mil. Čechů a Slováků za hranicemi ČSR bylo nábožensky
cítících asi polovina, z toho asi 650 tisíc římských katolíků, 330 tisíc evangelíků a 100 tisíc řeckokatolíků
a pravoslavných.7
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FEATURES OF SOLIDARITY IN CZECH CHRISTIAN SOCIAL UNIONS
FRANTIŠEK ČAPKA
Studie přibližuje aktivity křesťanskosociálního hnutí v letech první republiky zaměřené k prosazování prvků solidarity.
Klíčová slova: Křesťanskosociální odbory; solidarita
The first Christian social union organizations in Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia had already
been created in 1902; the earliest one, “Všeodborové sdružení křesťanského dělnictva pro
Království české“ (the Union Christian Workers Association for the Czech Kingdom), was
established on 12 January in Týniště nad Orlicí (near Hradec Králové). The impetus for the
establishment of “Všeodborové sdružení křesťanskosociálního dělnictva na Moravě a ve
Slezsku” (the Union Christian Social Workers Association in Moravia and Silesia) came from
Zábřeh on 1 May 1902, and the Association itself was established on 21 July of the same year
at Velehrad. Bohuslav Koukal was elected Mayor, Monsignor Jan Šrámek, General Secretary.
About one year later (on 16 August 1903) they exchanged the functions at an extraordinary
general meeting in Brno. After the establishment of the Czechoslovak Republic a united
catholic-oriented union organization based in Brno was formed in the Czech lands, named
“Říšská československá všeodborová komise křesťanskosociální” (the Imperial Czechoslovak
Union Christian Social Commission); it also included the Prague “Všeodborové sdružení
křesťanského dělnictva pro Čechy” (the Union Christian Workers Association for Bohemia),
which constituted its part. Outside the Czech trade union organizations, the German Verband der
christlichen Gewerkschaften in der Tschechoslowakei existed in the Czech lands (based in
Liberec, and then in Svitavy). To illustrate the position of the Czech Christian social
organization among union organizations of the First Republic, we can, for example, provide the
information from 1925, which was the time of the greatest expansion of this movement; then it
occupied the notional fifth place among twelve organizations in the Czech lands (with the
number of 113 869 members of the total of 1 664 388 trade unionists, i.e. 6,8%). It should,
however, be emphasized that the core of the Czech Christian social trade union movement,
headed by the Chairman (Mayor) J. Šrámek, was represented by the Moravian Regional Union
organization, based also in Brno.1
Since its establishment, the Christian social union movement (sometimes called also
“black”) had stood on the extreme right of trade unions in the Czech lands. It rested on the
principles of the Christian world view and preached that the current economic and social order
was in conflict with the Christian spirit. It sought to eliminate social inequality and create such
a form of human community that would comply with justice; this was also connected with its
different interpretation of the effectiveness of economic activities. The Christian social unions
placed great emphasis on issues of morality and religion, and emphasized the principles of
solidarity, the pursuit of cultivating people, the revolution of their inner thinking and the gradual
1
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transformation of society towards a more equitable distribution of the fruits of economic activity.
They were considered as a kind of “agency of employers among workers” by the socialist unions
(which were strongest, with social-democratic and national-socialist orientation) , and for this
reason in the time of the post-war revolutionary wave the left-organized workers exerted
pressure on the catholic-oriented workers to change over to their, socialist trade unions. In many
places there were even conflicts between the catholic-oriented trade union organizations and
radical social democratic groups. Similarly, pressure was placed on employers not to allow the
establishment of catholic-oriented trade union organizations in their workplaces.
The vast majority of union organizations (despite their officially declared independence)
were linked to some of the political parties of the First Republic. The same applied to the
Christian social trade unions, where this “joining element” was the Czechoslovak People’s Party
(CPP). The specific form of this interdependence was reflected in a number of facts, of which
we should particularly mention the taking of the ideas from manifesto statements of the People’s
Party and including them in the ideological principles of the Christian social trade unions or, in
the personal sphere, frequent links of party functionaries to the trade union structures and vice
versa (trade union bosses held positions in the Czech People’s Party’s candidates lists). The most
striking example was the personality of Jan Šrámek – as the Chairman of the Czechoslovak
People’s Party and at the same time the President of the Christian social trade union
organization.2
The so-called “Christian solidarity” became the part of the official CPP manifesto; it could
be characterized as a conservative neo-liberalistic socio-economic model based on the original
so-called Christian socialism, in our conditions modified especially to cater for rural peasant
classes. The principles of the Christian social doctrine (as it is commonly known) are based on
the belief in the ‘personality being of man in the society’, which is sometimes called the
principle of personality. Among the main principles of the Christian social doctrine there is the
principle of solidarity, subsidiarity and public welfare. The solidarity itself represented a social
political concept spreading from the turn of the 19th and 20th century. In direct contrast to the
Marxist theory of the class struggle, it claimed the solidarity of its members to be the major
factor in the life of each society. The postulate of solidarity was aimed not only against Marxism,
but also against the individualism of the era of pre-monopolist capitalism. The solidarity spread
mainly in the reformist form, developed by the right-oriented part of the social democracy, and
in the form of Christian solidarity, which became the basis of the social programme of the
Catholic Church. The theory of solidarity also served as a basis for fascist corporatism and to the
concept of the “social partnership”.
The Christian-solidaristic concept, assumed by Christian social unions, enabled more
optimum cooperation of the catholic social reformism with the state social policy. The Christian
solidarity was based on the need of cooperation of all social strata on the basis of Christian
doctrines. This also corresponded to the original ideas of the encyclical of Pope Leo XIII Rerum
novarum (1891) and to the conclusions of the International Congress of the Christian Social
Workers in Lucerne in April 1919.3 The essence of these ideas was peace and cooperation of all
sections of the population, i.e. workers and businessmen, landowners, peasants and agricultural
workers, in the interest of public welfare and peace. The Christian solidarity was supposed to be
based on the new (Christian) economic system, the essence of which was the private ownership
2
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of the means of production and economic autonomy of individual businessmen, who, however,
were supposed to subordinate their interests to the society as a whole and to the “goal, which
was social welfare”. It was the Christian solidarity which was supposed to become a mediator
in all disputes between employers and employees; the first manifesto of the People’s Party in
Bohemia of 1920 was compiled in this spirit, and bore the name “Obnova lidské společnosti”
(the Renewal of the Human Society). The Moravian wing of the People’s Party issued its
manifesto in May 1921.
The Christian solidarity was based on idealistic individualism, since it strove to reform the
whole of human society and all its systems by the Christian moral correction of an individual.
The Christian-solidarity manifesto in some cases agreed also with government actions against
the abuse of private property “for exploitation or usury”, but it understood the exploitation in a
completely different way: as “immoral behaviour” of individual businessmen. The Christiansolidarity idea placed emphasis on the distribution of estates in society and the need to organize
the estates in the trade unions, chambers or interest groups – such as blue-collar groups,
craftsmen (trade) groups, white-collar groups, or agricultural workers groups; in them, a new
Christian and social order should have been implemented. Emphasis was placed on educational
activities of the trade union membership “according to the global Christian view”; in this context
it was planned to issue trade union literature, magazines of union, professional as well as social
nature, and also to set up reading rooms and libraries. The manifesto intended to address the socalled ‘workers issue’ in a cooperative manner when the workers were supposed to become coowners of cooperative enterprises. At the same time, they envisaged the setting up of
cooperatives of different focuses: construction, manufacturing, purchasing, or sales. The
Moravian modification of the manifesto was based on more modern principles, and emphasized
the absolute necessity of private property accompanied by the acknowledgement of “certain
limits” including the appropriateness of the collective reallocation “of natural resources and
natural energy (i.e. parcelling of big farms and socialization of industrial enterprises)”; but this
was not supposed to be the responsibility of the state at that time.
Other principles of the Christian solidarity from the manifesto of the People’s Party also got
into the manifesto documents of the Christian social unions. They mainly included the rejection
of inherent laws of social development or of the class nature of capitalism. They were based on
an idealistic notion that exploitation could be eliminated by the moral reform of entrepreneurs.
In a few places the Czech manifesto even idealized the Christian Middle Ages, especially its
guild system. Despite all the platonic criticism of capitalism the Christian solidarity was, by its
manifesto, clearly aimed against the Marxist socialism, against the class struggle. It clearly
spoke in favour of the current social system with the elements of a social reform. In matters
relating to the state system the Christian solidarity was supported by the existing parliamentary
democratic system.
The second side of Christian solidarity consisted of the cooperation of different “estate”
components in the party and trade unions. The Moravian manifesto of the People’s Party
addressed this issue by adding to the brief municipal manifesto a special manifesto of individual
interest constituents, which often diametrically opposed one another; it was an independent
Christian social workers’ manifesto, in which the political demands of trade unions were
addressed, and it particularly defined their certain independence within the People’s Party.4
In the social area the manifesto called for the introduction of social insurance, or for so-called
socialization on a cooperative basis, the prohibition of night work for women and juveniles, etc.
4
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Trade unionists should have been provided free legal protection in disputes arising from wage
labour as well as in other labour legal issues, such as unemployment, sickness, emergency
situations, efforts to be granted unemployment benefits, etc. An important function of trade
unions was bargaining with employers on wages, protective equipment for workers and
employees and entering into collective agreements.
The ideas of Christian solidarity, incorporated into trade union programmes, were often
vague and contradictory and enabled various modifications such as the primitive pro-industrial
form, Christian social modernism which – by its infiltration into the labour environment –
sought to achieve a better organized capitalist society, Christian democratism, seeking to build
solid political positions within the democratic system of that time, and even clero-fascist estates
corporatism.
In the field of education and culture, religious education in schools was promoted, as well as
the freedom of the Church and its societies, equality of religions, protection of catholic families
and indissolubility of marriage. Behind this whole issue was an attempt to avert the threat of
separation of the Church and state.
The feeling for Christian solidarity and mutual self-help was particularly strongly manifested
in the 1930s. It was the first time when it was connected with the years of the Great Depression,
when the threatening unemployment rate was bound to provoke reactions both on part of the
governmental bodies and trade unions. The government tried to resolve the situation by
employing various anti-crisis measures, which included in particular the amendment of the Gent
System introducing the extension of the payment of unemployment relief from 13 to 26 weeks,
and along with it the extension of the payment of state contributions, bound, of course, to the
payment of union contributions. In this difficult economic situation an internal split occurred in
the Christian social trade unions at the end of the twenties, but it was quite quickly overcome.
The newly formed common “Říšská odborová rada křesťanských odborových organizací”
(Imperial Union Council of Christian Trade Unions) (in January 1930) together with the
Czechoslovak People’s Party compiled its own programme of curative measures at the
beginning of 1931, which – inter alia – expressed the requirements for increasing the state
contribution to the unemployment relief, extending the scope of catering events, introducing a
seven-hour working day, and also limiting any overtime. Another proposal sounded interesting:
the reduction of the retirement age from the current 65 years to 60 years for men and 55 for
women; this proposal was justified by the fact that “young workers should be enabled to start
their employment earlier”.
Christian solidarity adopted a strongly political form for the second time when on the
occasion of the celebrations of 1 May 1936 “Říšská odborová rada” (the Imperial Union
Council) issued a call named “Práci a mír. Obnovou křesťanské spravedlnosti k novému
hospodářskému řádu” (Work and Peace. Achieving the New Economic Order by the Renewal of
Christian Justice). In this call the leadership of the Christian social unions clearly expressed
their views in favour of the defence of democracy and state in the period of the growing fascist
danger and deteriorating international situation. We chose only two major thoughts from this
comprehensive document, consisting of a number of stimulating ideas: 1) The basic means of
the national defence include a high moral will and resilience of the population which can be
strengthened, by which it can be ensured that social conditions in the state will be regulated
according to the principles of absolute social justice. 2) One who knows that the country gives
him what he needs for his life and for the life of his family, i.e. work and bread, will fight for
the country in the most convincing manner.5
5

Trade Unions Archive, Říšská odborová rada křesťanských organisazí v ČSR, sign. 2169/167.
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Conclusion: The principle of solidarity is based on a broader, overall understanding of man
and human society, their purpose, destination and interconnection. This broader intellectual
context was later formulated by Pope John XXIII in his encyclical Pacem in terris (Peace on
Earth, 1963); let us recall only some insights from it: “People are by nature social beings, and
they must therefore live together and seek common good. Orderly coexistence therefore requires
from them to respect mutually their rights and fulfil their obligations. It is also clear that
everyone must contribute generously to creating a social environment where the rights of
citizens are maintained in an increasingly better and conscientious manner, and their obligations
are fulfilled in the same way.”6 Also later Pope John Paul II in his encyclical Sollicitudo rei
socialis (On Social Issues, 1988) tried to create a certain definition of solidarity: “Solidarity is
not just a vague compassion or shallow emotion over evil affecting many people near or far. On
the contrary, it is a solid and lasting commitment to seek the common good or the good for all
and every one because we are all responsible for all.”7

Shrnutí
Prvky solidarity u českých křesťanskosociálních odborů
Po vzniku ČSR se vytvořily v českých zemích dvě celostátní katolické odborové ústředny – česká (se
sídlem v Brně coby Říšská čs. Všeodborová komise křesťanskosociální, jejíž součástí bylo i pražské Všeodborové sdružení křesťanského dělnictva pro Čechy) a německá – Verband der christlichen Gewerksschaften in der Tschechoslowakei (s poměrně slabší členskou základnou, se sídlem nejdřív v Liberci a poté ve Svitavách). Studie sleduje aktivity křesťanskosociálního hnutí v meziválečném období, směřující
k prosazování myšlenek a idejí solidarity, provádí konfrontaci na základě rozboru politického programu
křesťanskosociálního hnutí, tak jak reagovalo na vzniklé sociální otřesy v letech první republiky.

6
7

Pacem in terris. Encyklika Jana XXIII. o míru mezi všemi národy v pravdě, spravedlnosti, lásce a svobodě z 11. 4.
1963. In: Sociální encykliky (1891–1991). Praha 1996.
Sollicitudo rei socialis. Encyklika Jana Pavla II. o starosti církve o sociální otázky z 30. 12. 1987. In: Sociální encykliky (1891–1991), chap. V, part. 38.
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE PAPAL VISITS
TO CZECHOSLOVAKIA AND THE CZECH REPUBLIC
IN THE CONTEXT OF CHANGES TAKING PLACE
IN THE ECCLESIASTIC AND SOCIAL AREA
JAROSLAV ŠEBEK
Papež Benedikt XVI. přijel v září 2009 jako hlava katolické církve do České republiky poprvé.
Jeho předchůdce Jan Pavel II. stihl od roku 1990 návštěvy tři. Všechny tyto cesty v sobě přitom
nenesly jen pastorační a duchovní poselství a význam pro místní církevní společenství, ale jako
na projekčním plátně se do atmosféry, která je doprovázela, odrážely i momentální rozpoložení
v poměru církve, státu a společnosti.
Klíčová slova: Benedikt XVI.; Československo; Jan Pavel II.; papežská návštěva
Pope Benedict XVI arrived in the Czech Republic as the head of the Catholic Church for the
first time in September 2009. His predecessor, John Paul II, was able to visit the country three
times from 1990. All these travels did not only deliver a pastoral and spiritual message too and
were not only of great significance for the local Christian communities; the atmosphere
accompanying them also reflected like a mirror the immediate attitudes and the interrelations
between the church, state, and society.
The first one of these visits took place on April 21–22, 1990, and was very emotional and
extraordinary from the very moment when John Paul II as the first pope in the country’s history
stepped on the Czech soil. The fact that the pope arrived in Czechoslovakia only half a year after
what is known as the Velvet Revolution, was likened by President Václav Havel to a small
miracle. Actually, the pope’s presence in Prague had been something totally inconceivable just
a few months earlier. One has only to look back into the 1980s when the possibility of a papal
visit was seriously considered for the first time. John Paul II, the first pope of Slavonic origin,
already wanted to come to Czechoslovakia in 1985 to commemorate the 1100th anniversary of
Saint Method’s death. However, the invitation by Cardinal František Tomášek was not supported
by the Communist authorities. Even the collaborating clergy, whose leaders were represented in
the ecclesiastic commemoration preparatory bodies, did not have the courage to resist the
political pressure. Consequently, their representatives, headed by the Olomouc Archdiocese
Administrator, Bishop Josef Vrana, decided not to invite any foreign delegation, except that of
the Vatican, to attend the event; however, with the reservation that it would be headed by a papal
legate and not by the Pope himself.1 Although representatives of many foreign Episcopal
conferences showed interest in attending the Saint Method Anniversary ceremony, the position
of the Czechoslovak authorities did not change.2 The Archbishop of Vienna, Franz König,
symbolizing the support of oppressed churches behind the Iron Curtain, was not allowed to
1

2

National Archives Prague, Ministry of Culture – Secretariat for religious affairs (MK SPVC), Box 143, Oslavy sv.
Cyrila a Metoděje (Constantine and Method Anniversary), Velehrad, Ceremonial rally at Velehrad 7. 7. 1985 on the
occasion of the 1100th anniversary of Method’s death. Review of the available information and the respective conclusions.
Ibid.
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attend, either. The reason for such steps was the fear that the Pope’s presence could activate the
Christians in Czechoslovakia like in Poland where his 1979 visit helped mobilize the people and
contributed to the constitution of the anti-Communist Solidarity trade union movement one year
later.3
Nevertheless, the Pope wanted to show solidarity with the oppressed church in Communist
Czechoslovakia; therefore, a number of his documents and messages referred to the Constantine
and Method tradition striving openly to demonstrate the symbiosis of Western and Eastern
Christianity as a precondition of restoring the spiritual face of Europe. His ideas were delivered
at the Velehrad Rally by State Secretary Agostino Casaroli and also attracted much attention
from the Communist authorities.4 Casaroli, however, could also witness in Velehrad the fact that
the oppressed church was boldly holding its head high in Czechoslovakia as over a hundred
thousand people attending the ceremonial service in Velehrad in a loud voice clearly expressed
their dissent from the Communist policy.
A visit to the country by John Paul II was also discussed in connection with the canonization
of Agnes of Bohemia which was being prepared at that time and which finally took place on
November 12th, 1989, just five days before the demonstrations in downtown Prague that
triggered off the revolutionary changes in Czechoslovakia leading eventually to the fall of the
Communist regime in the country.5 Václav Havel as the first post-November president of
Czechoslovakia considered the Pope’s arrival as an important symbol. Also John Paul II himself
attached much significance to the visit, which was proved by the fact that it had been prepared
in an unusually short period of three months following the official invitation by President Václav
Havel early in 1990. The pope was well aware of the fact that he was coming to a country
characterized by mutual meetings of and also contradictions between different confessional
traditions that had often been a source of many conflicting attitudes, and to a country that had
critically opposed the papal policy in the past. Therefore, right upon his arrival and after having
traditionally kissed the soil of the hosting country, the Pope declared that „the Pope’s kiss has
been a kiss of fraternity, peace, and reconciliation. I wish it helps heal the scars of the past and
remove the ancient shadows of mistrust that lay between Bohemia and Rome in the past.”6 The
euphoric atmosphere of the visit is also confirmed by the huge crowds of people attending the
divine service. As to the number of attending worshippers, it was the greatest Pope’s visit to this
country. The mass at Letná Square was attended by an estimated seven hundred thousand
people, and in Velehrad, the place linked with the Constantine-and-Method tradition that had
been chosen by the Pope as the central place of his stay in Moravia, about half a million people
gathered. An important item in the Pope’s schedule was the meeting with representatives of the
realm of science, art and culture held in the Prague Castle where he stressed the important role
of artists and intellectuals in the struggle for right and justice under the Communist regime in
this country and in other East European countries as well, which eventually culminated in the
3
4

5
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RABANUS, J.: Europa in der Sicht Papst Johanes Pauls II. Eine Herausforderung für die Kirche und die europäische Gesellschaft. Paderborn 2004, p. 297.
National Archives Prague, MK SPVC, Box 143, Oslavy sv. Cyrila a Metoděje (Constantine and Method Anniversary),
Velehrad, Ceremonial rally at Velehrad 7. 7. 1985 on the occasion of the 1100th anniversary of Method’s death. Review of the available information and the respective conclusions.
During its visit to Czechoslovakia in April, 1989 the Vatican delegation informed the Communist authorities that the
Agnes canonization was to take place in Rome. This removed the permanent fear of the Communist leadership that
the ceremony would take place in Prague or another place in Czechoslovakia and that in that connection a petition
would be organized requiring the pope’s visit. For Czechoslovak-Vatican talks see CUHRA, J.: Československovatikánská jednání 1968–89. Praha 2001, pp. 212–13.
Katolický týdeník, 1, No. 19, 13. 5. 1990, p. 3.
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fall of the Iron Curtain. He wisely invited the Christians to join a nationwide dialog, as it is only
on that basis that the problems to be faced in the future in this country and in all Europe can be
solved. He pointed out that the dialog with the other partners should be held with mutual respect
and with a sense of responsibility „for the common roots of the nation and of its culture“.7 John
Paul II also mentioned the schism of Western Christianity whose roots go back to the Hussite
Movement in the Bohemian Lands. In line with the efforts of reconciliation and of historical
memory catharsis the Pope called for an objective assessment of the role of John Hus and
mentioned also the speech on the freedom of conscience delivered by Cardinal Josef Beran at
the Second Vatican Council in September, 1965. Thus, the Pope’s speech gave an important
impetus to the debate on Hus’s legacy and its interpretation in both the confessional and the
scientific field that culminated at the 1999 Lateran Symposium.8 During the Velehrad Worship
on April 22, 1990 he announced his intention to convene a special Episcopal Synod session to
discuss the question of the spiritual revival in Europe and the role of religion in post-Communist
Europe (the Synod was held in Rome at the end of November, 1991). The Pope closed his travel
about Czechoslovakia in Bratislava so that he could also meet Slovakian Christians. The great
success of the papal visit reflected the fact that there were great expectations in the country
related to the Catholic Church after 1989. The Catholic Church enjoyed much trust, which was
due to the fact that under the Communist rule it had constituted a clear alternative to the official
ideology, well comprehensible also outside the Church. Particularly in the 1980s, it was
František Tomášek, Archbishop of Prague and Cardinal, who became a generally recognized
representative of the anti-Communist resistance and who, supported by the uncompromising
policy of Pope John Paul II, was able to address large masses of the population. These – often
not too realistic – expectations could materialize only partly, which undoubtedly found its
reflection during the following papal visits.
In May, 1995 John Paul II came for another visit to the country, which in the meantime had
become a separate Czech Republic. This time he canonized Zdislava of Lemberg and John
Sarkander in Olomouc on May 21st, 1995. The visit also included a trip to Skoczow, Poland, the
birthplace of John Sarkander, where the pope met with members of the local Evangelical
congregation. Actually, the canonization of John Sarkander caused controversial reactions and
some non-Catholic churches opposed it. They regarded him as a traitor who had contributed to
the destruction of the Unitas Fratrum. John Paul II responded with an apology for the wrong
done by the Catholics in the past. At the same time, in front of a vast crowd of pilgrims and TV
cameras, he uttered words of forgiveness to non-Catholics. By doing so, the Pope acted as an
experienced diplomat and a charismatic gospeller as well.9 This visit can already be viewed as
a part of the projects prepared on the eve of the Third Millennium to purge the historical
memory, culminating in the ceremonial act of Pope’s declaration in expiation of the Church’s
past guilt and wrong „Mea culpa“ of March, 2000.
However, in addition to the interconfessional tensions the second visit by Pope John Paul II
was also affected by dissonances between the Church and the State whose visible beginning
went back to the debates that had started in the country after what is known as the Velehrad
Consecration of July, 1993. The consecration ceremony produced, as the Czech theologian
7
8

9

Katolický týdeník, 1, No. 20, 20. 5. 1990, p. 3.
For the discussions at and the significance of the Vatican symposium on the role of M. John Hus, see PÁNEK, J.
– POLÍVKA, M. (Eds.): Jan Hus ve Vatikánu. Mezinárodní rozprava o českém reformátoru 15. století a o jeho recepci na prahu třetího tisíciletí (John Hus in the Vatican. International discussion on the Czech 15th century reformer
and on his perception on the eve of the 3rd millennium). Praha 2000.
Katolický týdeník, 6, No. 22, 28. 5. 1995, p. 1.
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Tomáš Halík put it, the feeling of triumphalism without being accompanied by the relevant
spiritual education of Christians.10 Nevertheless, the negative response to that event was
unprecedented and it provided additional evidence of certain divergence between the prevailing
Czech society and the Church. As a matter of fact, the idea of fundamental irreconcilability
between the Catholic religion and the Czech nation had been developing in the Czech society
for a long time. This stereotyped pattern contributed to the fact that the position of the Catholic
Church became quite delicate after the disintegration of the Hapsburg Monarchy and the creation
of an independent Czechoslovak state in 1918. The feeling of solidarity with the Church
persecuted first by the Nazis during the German occupation of the country (1939–1945) and then
even more by the Communists (1948–1989) pushed the historical heritage of anti-Catholic
feelings to the background for some time, but failed to delete them fully. And these negative
reminiscences related to the Catholic Church came again to the fore in the mental attitude of the
Czech public during the first half of the 1990s. A significant symptom of the growing
dissonances between the church and the society was the drop of attendance at worships during
the Pope’s visit: In Prague, at the Strahov Stadium, less than a hundred thousand people were
present and in Olomouc only about a quarter of a million on May 21st, 1995.
John Paul II, who was already seventy-seven years old and in poor health, came to the Czech
Republic for the third time in April, 1997. The reason was the millennium of the martyr’s death
of Saint Adalbert. Again, the Pope met the Christian community also outside the capital; in
Hradec Králové, he celebrated a mass for 50,000 young people from Bohemian and Moravian
dioceses.11 But the main mass was held again in Prague’s Letná Square with the attendance of
about 130,000. John Paul II invited the Christians not to seclude themselves, and referring to
Saint Adalbert he warned of a pure adoration of well-being: „May his legacy help you correctly
understand the economic achievements without being enticed by the glitter of consumption.” He
described the connections between the legacy of Saint Adalbert and the tasks that the Church is
facing today, while mentioning also the European dimension of Adalbert’s personality and
stressing the need to reflect the Christian roots of European civilization.12 The unresolved
question of church property settlement was widely discussed in the media and there was also an
extensive debate on the normalization of relations between the Czech Republic and the Vatican.
While the economic settlement with churches was incessantly delayed by the Czech
governments, the talks on a Czech-Vatican agreement started in 2000 and were closed by its
signing in 2002. The agreement, however, has not come into effect yet, as the Lower House of
Parliament has failed to ratify it. The 1997 papal visit was the last trip to the Czech Republic
by John Paul II, a great man in 20th century Church history, who died in Rome in 2005.
Benedict XVI’s visit to the Czech Republic in September, 2009 took place in a totally different
atmosphere, which was also due to the rapid decline in the number of people professing a
religious faith. In the last national census of 2001 only a little over 32 percent of the country’s
population indicated their religious faith (by mentioning an explicit confession) compared to 44
percent in 1991.13 And the number of active Christians continues dropping. Certainly, a number
of explanations of and reasons for this situation can be found. It was only after the fall of the
10
11
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HALÍK, T.: Zasvěcení národa nebo krize dialogu (Consecration of nation or a crisis of dialog)?. In: Perspektivy,
September 1993 (supplement to Katolický týdeník 4, No. 39, 26. 9. 1993, p. 1).
Katolický týdeník, 8, No. 18, 4. 5. 1997.
Ibid.
For summary confession statistics during the post-revolution religious situation in the Bohemian Lands see
BISCHOF, A.: Konfessionsstatisken zu den Böhmischen Ländern und der Tschechoslowakei im 20. Jahrhundert. In:
Martin Schulze Wessel–Martin Zückert (eds.): Handbuch der Religions- und Kirchengeschichte der böhmischen Länder und Tschechiens im 20. Jahrhundert. München 2009, pp. 904–905.
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Communist regime that the serious consequences of the period of Communist persecution
became evident. The Church was too decimated by the years of oppression to be able to become
one of the leading forces guiding the social transformation. The consequences of the separation
of the Czech church from the international developments and from the theological and spiritual
evolution became visible. The church did not recover from the loss of its leading representatives
who had been arrested and sent to prison by both the Nazis and the Communists, and was unable
to replace these losses (many outstanding personalities who had helped formulate the visions of
the church in the Communist period were now active in the social and political arena while
sometimes inexpressive people were promoted to the strategic positions in the church).
However, it is in my opinion a sort of cliché to maintain that Czechs are the most atheistic nation.
Polls and censuses do not prove an atheistic character of society, but rather its rejection of
institutionalized religion. There are as many true atheists in society now as true believers, while
many people, particularly those who are more educated and live in the urban milieu, tend to
believe in supernatural phenomena.14 The fact that religion has fully withdrawn from the public
arena and that an open profession of faith under the Communist regime was not only improper,
but even dangerous can explain to some extent why the people in the Czech Republic are shy in
terms of religion even almost two decades after the Velvet Revolution of November, 1989.
The current problems, however, can also be explained by the underestimation of the real
post-November situation in Czech society in terms of spiritual life and its need. After 1989, some
Christians shared the opinion, which later proved to be illusory, that in the post-Communist era
Christianity could fill the gap that had developed after the fall of the Marxist ideology and
provide an alternative in the form of proven moral and value-based discourses. However, this
expectation proved to be poorly founded. Actually, Marxism was the official state ideology, but
in practice nobody had believed in it for many years; there is no doubt that what the Czech
people experienced after the fall of “the Prague Spring” in 1968 and during the period of socalled “normalization” strongly contributed to the death of Marxism in the mind of people.
Therefore, the church could hardly fill that space and spread its values there.15
In view of this trend in religion there was some skepticism about the pope’s forthcoming
visit. Nevertheless, the interest in the divine services celebrated by the pope exceeded the initial
estimates: the mass in Brno was attended by some 120,000 people, that in Stará Boleslav by
about 40–50,000. The interest of the media, which went beyond the mere full coverage of the
pope’s stay, was also quite unusual, as particularly the Czech TV channel ČT 24 reviewed the
history of interrelations between the church, state and society and showed it in a broad context.16
The pope stressed the effort to overcome the crisis, which in his opinion should concentrate on
intellectual questions and related spiritual revival, as well as on systematic work with the young
generation living in a valueless vacuum. It cannot be ignored that the pope’s statements could
resonate with the feelings of some part of society that was aware of the need for ethical limits in
social conduct and for alternative models to the consumption-based way of and approach to life.
Typical in this respect is the fact that the absence of ethical limits is felt not only at the
individual, but also at the public level.17 Outside the Catholic community, however, mainly in
14
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NEŠPOR, M.: Religion in der tschechischen Gesellschaft nach 1989. In: Martin Schulze Wessel – Martin Zückert
(eds.): Handbuch der Religions- und Kirchengeschichte der böhmischen Länder und Tschechiens im 20. Jahrhundert.
München 2009, p. 885.
The fact that the expected understanding and respect between the church and society did not come true made many
Christians very skeptical about and frustrated by the general post-November development.
For the media coverage of the papal visit, see for example the interview with TV moderator Václav Moravec in Katolický týdeník (see Katolický týdeník, 20, No. 43, 20.–26. 10. 2009).
For details of the last papal visit to the Czech Republic, see Papež Benedikt XVI. v České republice. Kostelní Vydří 2009.
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the media and the non-Catholic public, the pope’s statements were viewed as an effort of
Benedict XVI to wake the Czech Catholics from some lethargy, as the local ecclesiastic elites
had failed to formulate a long-term political vision of the church to respond to the current social
trends and suggest solutions.
It is certainly interesting that the accents of religious revival stressed by the pope remind us
to some extent of those in Czechoslovakia between the two world wars when the Catholic church
also had to face the challenge of secularization pressures and to search for a new spiritual and
social identity in modern society. After some initial hesitation the church was able to respond to
that situation with a remarkable religious revival whose protagonists were particularly members
of holy orders and of intellectual Catholic associations.
Part of Benedict XVI’s visit was also a meeting with the academic community in the
Vladislaus Hall of the Prague Castle. The pope spoke on that occasion about the urgent need of
a dialog between faith and reason. Referring to Pope John Paul II’s Encyclical “Fides et Ratio”
(from the year 1998) he stated among other things that “faith and reason complement each other
and that either have a scope of action of their own; in spite of that some people still try to
separate them from one another. The advocates of this positivistic exclusion of God from the
universality of reason deny the deepest conviction of the faithful and, at the same time, hamper
the real dialog of cultures that they require themselves. Reason, if it is deaf to everything that
concerns God and drives religion out to the realm of subculture, is unable to enter into the
dialog between cultures that is so urgently needed in our current world”18. The rapid
development of information technologies brings about not only new challenges, but also
temptations and risks. One of such risks, according to the pope, consists of trying to separate the
use of reason from the search for truth. In the pope’s statements he made a very strong call for
seeking common points of both science and faith to achieve the real truth and freedom, and to
overcome the previous separation dating mostly back to the beginning of Modernism.19 Thus,
the Prague message of the pope appeared to be not only an important stimulation to the spiritual
situation in the Czech Republic, but also an important signal to seek a European identity in the
current dialog of cultures and a call for a partner-like dialog with the agnostics and those who
seek across the spectrum of opinions.

Shrnutí
Reflexe papežských návštěv v Československu a České republice
v kontextu přeměn v církevně-společenské sféře
Papežovo pražské poselství se jevilo nejen jako významný podnět pro duchovní situaci České
republiky, ale i jako důležitý signál k hledání evropské identity v současném dialogu kultur a výzva
k partnerskému dialogu s agnostiky a hledajícími napříč názorovým spektrem.
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Papež Benedikt XVI. v České republice (Pope Benedict XVI in the Czech Republic). Kostelní Vydří 2009, p. 98–99.
The relationship of actual church identity with modernity was discussed shortly after Benedict XVI’s visit by the important Austrian theologian Paul Zulehner. See ZULEHNER, P.: Europas Religionen im Modernisierungsstress. In:
Johann Marte – Vincenc Rajšp – Karl W. Schwarz – Miroslav Polzer (eds.): Religion und Wende in Ostmittel- und
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AN END TO MYTHS AND STEREOTYPES? CONCERNING
PROBLEMS, NEW WORKS AND INTERPRETATIONS IN CZECH
ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY AFTER 1989
JIŘÍ MIHOLA
Po desetiletích nuceného půstu, řadě omezení, cenzuře a ideologických manipulacích se po listopadu 1989 mohlo znovu naplno a svobodně rozvinout bádání na poli církevních dějin. Některým autorům však chyběly potřebné znalosti z historie a teologie, kritická práce s prameny,
schopnost obecných komparací či oproštění se od přílišné svázanosti s vlastní konfesí. Uplynulá dvě desetiletí poskytují poměrně dostatečný prostor ke krátkému ohlédnutí a zhodnocení, co
se podařilo a co zůstává úkolem do budoucna.
Klíčová slova: Církevní dějiny; konfese; křesťanství; mýty; stereotypy; školní dějepis
Introduction
After decades of enforced abstinence, many restrictions, censorship and ideological
manipulation, research in the field of ecclesiastical history could recommence in full and freely
after November 1989. In an attempt to rectify and make up for the wrongs committed against
the church (against the Catholic church in particular) during the period of totalitarian rule, at first
many enthusiasts and apologists took up this theme, in addition to the small community of
experts. But some of them lacked the necessary knowledge of history and theology, critical work
with sources, the ability to make general comparisons and the ability to free themselves of the
excessive association with their own confession. It is very difficult to arrive at a balanced view
free of prejudice, clichés and stereotypes. In this context, the work of Jiří Rak, Bývali Čechové
(They were Czechs)…, which many other authors later built on, especially in relation to the
teaching of history, is a great contribution and inspiration for historians of ecclesiastical history.1
The work points out with great precision the main Czech myths and stereotypes with no claims
for their immediate solution, and it also contains interesting expressions of certain authorities
concerning the church, its personalities and role in Czech history.2
The past two decades provide a relatively adequate space for a brief retrospective and
evaluation of what has been achieved and what remains to be done in the future.
1
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RAK, J.: Bývali Čechové … České historické mýty a stereotypy (They Were Czechs … Czech Historical Myths and
Stereotypes). Praha 1994; Stereotypy a mýty v dějepisném vyučování (Stereotypes and Myths in the Teaching of History). Ústí n. L.: UJEP, 2008.
“Only a very poorly educated person could not know that in our country as elsewhere, for many centuries all advances
in education and enlightenment were made exclusively in church institutions … My Protestantism was not the reason
why I never concealed the fact that in the course of so many centuries some people unworthy of the honour sat upon
the throne of the Bishop and Archbishop of Prague, and that infamous, or even wholly woeful attempts and acts arose
from the very heart of the Roman Catholic Church. The reason was the fact that I was a persistent and just researcher
of history … But to jump to the immediate conclusion that an entire organisation is evil because there were some evil
people in it would be an incorrect and impermissible conclusion, not only from the historical aspect, but also from the
aspect of logic. (František Palacký, Pokrok 1873 Cf: RAK, J.: l. c., pages 43–44.
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Immediately after the fall of the totalitarian regime the church historian Rudolf Zuber
pointed to certain serious problems and tasks of ecclesiastical history.3 One of these problems is
the fundamental dispute as to its essence and nature. Many historians see it as historical
theology, that is to say the history of salvation, whereas other researchers include ecclesiastical
history in the general history of mankind, where it occupies the same place as political,
philosophical, economic or cultural history. Zuber also asserted a need for a change in the
methodology and content of ecclesiastical history, stating that the day-to-day life of the simple
believer or groups of believers in parishes and broader regions had remained unnoticed. He
emphasised the need for a deeper study of the Baroque and Enlightenment and also mentioned
certain important works concerning these periods, their spiritual movements and personalities.4
He considered the matter of non-Catholics to be a pressing issue in our history, although the
ecumenical view to a certain extent smoothed over many confessional disagreements. Zuber
referred to the dechristianisation so characteristic of our spiritual history in the 19th and 20th
century as the second and more serious problem of Czech ecclesiastical history. This process
(not exclusively Czech but occurring in all churches) of the separation of social groups from
official churches was impacted by the Enlightenment. It will be necessary to expand the
discussion about the meaning of Czech history to include a new conception of the Enlightenment
and research into religious sociology. These ideas were taken up at the start of the new
millennium by Jiří Hanuš, according to whom the study of the Josiphian era is crucial to the
understanding of subsequent ecclesiastical history.5 The original and in many respects revealing
work of Eduard Wintr on this period has not yet been improved on, despite its schematic
concept.6 But a new, critical reading of it is one of the basic preconditions for a shift in
ecclesiastical historiography.
Subject of study
What is ecclesiastical history, what is the subject of its study, and what are the tasks facing the
historians who study it? Frequent misunderstandings arise even in the basic questions and
understanding of terms. The history of the church is closely linked with history in general, and it
also represents a secondary science to all theological disciplines. The secondary sciences closest to
ecclesiastical history are philosophy, sociology, anthropology, and the secondary sciences of
history and historical geography. The subject of the study of ecclesiastical history is the church
– originally the universal community of Christians. Ecclesiastical history looks at the history of the
church from different aspects, but it has no prescribed content. Although it has many lessons, it
offers no revelations nor standard. For the Christian the source of both is the Holy Word. The
interpretation of ecclesiastical history should thus not be confused with religious education. The
ecclesiastical historian faces a difficult task and goals in his work. Despite the fact that today
relatively narrow specialisation is required in the field of science, ecclesiastical history should not
3
4

5

6

ZUBER, R.: Nové tendence ve studiu církevních dějin. (New Tendencies in the Study of Ecclesiastical History). Duchovní pastýř, year XXXIX, January 1990, number 1, pages 1, 4–6.
Cf. for example KUČERA, J. P. – RAK, J.: Bohuslav Balbín a jeho místo v české kultuře. (Bohuslav Balbín and his
Place in Czech Culture). Praha: Vyšehrad, 1983; SOUSEDÍK, S.: Valerián Magni 1586–1661. Kapitola z kulturních
dějin Čech 17. století. (Valerián Magni 1586–1661. Chapters from the Cultural History of the Czech Lands of the 17th
Century). Praha: Vyšehrad, 1983 etc.
BASTL, O. – HANUŠ, J. – VÉVODA, R.: Česká a moravská církev od josefinismu k modernismu. (The Czech and
Moravian Church from Josephinism to Modernism). In: L. Jan (ed.): České církevní dějiny ve druhé polovině 20. století. (Czech Ecclesiastical History in the Second Half of the 20th Century). Brno: CDK, 2000, pages 60–69.
WINTER, E.: Josefinismus a jeho dějiny. (Josephinism and its History). Praha 1945.
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be limited to just one part of the church or selected Christian denomination. It should not be a mere
eulogy to the positive aspects of the church, nor should it try to justify its behaviour at any price.7
On the other hand the foundation of ecclesiastical history should not be cheap self-flagellation
giving an unbalanced emphasis to the failings and crises of the church, nor a merciless, sometimes
even mindless, criticism from a hostile party.8 The term Holy Church, which sounds pejorative to
many, is often understood and interpreted incorrectly. Over its two millennia of history, the church
as a hierarchically organised society has undergone periods when it flourished and also periods of
crisis associated with the failings of individuals and entire groups.9
Ecclesiastical historical research, possibilities and problems
After 1989 ecclesiastical history acquired a significant position, and not only in the university
environment. Many organisations, societies and associations were also created. We might mention,
for example, the Czech Christian Academy and Moravia-Silesia Christian Academy, and at the start
of the new millennium the Centre For Ecclesiastical History was created for the Czech Episcopal
Conference, with its headquarters in Vranov near Brno, as was the Mikulov Centre for European
Culture. These institutions organise symposia, seminars and lecture cycles for the expert and
general public, and they issue magazines and anthologies.10 Some institutions focussing on the
popularisation of history also offered the ecclesiastical theme to those interested.11
Several publishers specialise in the publication of literature concerning ecclesiastical history
and have replaced the publisher Česká katolická charita, which was subject to censorship during
the years of the totalitarian regime.12
Thus far there has only been a partial recap of ecclesiastical history research and evaluation
of historiography concerning Czech ecclesiastical history. Although an Ecclesiastical History
7
8

9

10

11

12

Cf. MOLNÁR, A. – ŘÍČAN, R.: 12. století církevních dějin. (Twelve Centuries of Ecclesiastical History). Praha:
Kalich, 1989, pages 19–26.
Cf. FIALA, J.: Hrozné doby protireformace. (The Terrible Times of the Counterreformation). Heršpice: Eman, 1997;
Ibid: Temno. Doba Koniášova. (The Darkness. The Time of Koniáš.). Benešov: Eman, 2001. Cf. also the reviews of
this book prepared by the historian T. Knoz. Časopis Matice moravské, č. 2 / 1998, pages 513–516.
Bruce Marshall explains the term comprehensibly in the book Plná slávy. (All Glorious Within). Praha, Zvon, 1993.
Holy because it is full of the glory of God through which it speaks to the world. Also see Předlouhá cesta duchovního
uzdravování Tomáše Halíka. (The Long Road of Tomáš Halík’s Spiritual Healing), interview in the magazine Xantypa, August 1996: „The history of Christianity is also unfortunately a history of the failings of Christians. …And so
the history of the church is a constant struggle between God’s call and human weakness. It is an extremely dramatic
process with dark figures and various unfit popes, but also positive phenomena, such as Saint Francis of Assisi, who
took God’s call seriously, with all that it entailed“.
The Czech Christian Academy issues the magazine Universum, and the Moravia Silesia Christian Academy issues the
magazine Dialog XXI. století (21st Century Dialogue), the Mikulov Centre started to issue the thematic series Synesis, and the Centre for Ecclesiastical History planned a magazine focussing on ecclesiastical history (Bohemia, Moravia et Silesia sacra). But the death of the Mikulov provost S. Krátký (2010) has called into question the further
existence of the Mikulov centre, and the Vranov Centre for Ecclesiastical History ceased its activities in 2006.
In cooperation with the History Department of the Pedagogic Faculty at Masaryk University, the Moravian Museum
in Brno organised the lecture cycles Ecclesiastical Orders and their Monasteries and Convents in the Czech Lands in
the Middle Ages (autumn 2002), Ecclesiastical Orders and their Monasteries and Convents in the Czech Lands in the
Modern Age (spring 2004) and Ecclesiastical Orders and their Monasteries and Convents in the Czech Lands in the
“Long” 19th and 20th Century (autumn 2006). In 2009 there was a lecture cycle focussing on the matter of pilgrimages and pilgrimage sites. Cf. MIHOLA, J. (ed.): Na cestě do nebeského Jeruzaléma. Poutnictví v českých zemích ve
středoevropském kontextu. (On the Road to the Heavenly Jerusalem. Pilgrimages in the Czech lands in the central
European context). Brno: MZM, 2010.
Zvon, Karmelitánské nakladatelství Kostelní Vydří, the Brno Centre for Democracy and Culture offers more liberal
oriented works, the publisher Vyšehrad continued in the work from before 1989.
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Section worked at the 8th Congress of Czech Historians in Hradec Králové in September 1999,
only a contribution focussing on the historiography of Czech medieval ecclesiastical history has
been published.13 A broader view is offered by the publication edited by the ecclesiastical
historian Libor Jan, which evaluates the state of research into Czech ecclesiastical history in the
second half of the 20th century, with a certain overlap allowing a comparison, for example, with
the research into the era of the First Republic.14 There was a brief evaluation of the history of
the church, clergy and monasticism of the early modern era in comparison with the results of
research in Austria, Slovakia and Hungary.15 Amongst other things, the authors of this study
pointed to the fact that in contrast with Austrian research, ecclesiastical history in Czech
historical science has not yet come to terms with the theoretical concept of confessionalisation.
As a result it lacks one of the main methodological axes of possible interpretations. But several
synthetic works are also available where one can perceive an evident interpretational shift and
broader social, cultural and comparative context in the area of the Habsburg Monarchy.16 Czech
and Slovak historiography focussing on the church and religion of the 19th and 20th centuries
received a new and extensive evaluation.17
Which works on ecclesiastical history can be used successfully in school history lessons?
August Franzen’s Malé církevní dějiny (A Concise History of the Church) (reissued and
expanded) gives a basic overview of the matter. The more “textbook” work of James B. North
Dějiny církve od Letnic k dnešku (A History of the Church: From Pentecost to the Present),
published in Prague 2001, represents an alternative. The three-volume Dějiny katolické církve
(History of the Catholic Church), published in Olomouc 1993, is one of the works of Czech
authors still used. The study text of Radomír Malý called Církevní dějiny (Ecclesiastical
History) has come in for harsh criticism from the part of liberals, but has been supported by
some highly conservative Catholic readers.18 The brief work of the Swiss theologian Hans Küng
Malé dějiny katolické církve (The Catholic Church: A Short History), which after a short time
had a second edition in 2010, is of interest due to its non-traditional concept.
Despite the fact that over the past two decades several high-quality syntheses have been
published on Czech ecclesiastical history, the two-volume work of Jaroslav Kadlec Přehled
českých církevních dějin (Overview of Czech Ecclesiastical History) (Rome 1988, Prague 1991)
still has a significant position. The book market has been enriched by the works of Jaroslav Polc,
13

14
15

16

17
18

HLEDÍKOVÁ, Z.: České církevní dějiny středověku od roku 1945. (Czech Ecclesiastical History of the Middle Ages
since 1945). 8th Congress of Czech Historians, Hradec Králové 10–12 September 1999. Ed. J. Pešek. Praha: Scriptorium, 2000, pages 162–177.
JAN, L. (ed.).: České církevní dějiny ve druhé polovině 20. století. (Czech Ecclesiastical History in the Second Half
of the 20th Century). Brno: CDK, 2000.
Cf. BŮŽEK, V. – KELLER, K. – KOWALSKÁ, E. – PÁLFFY, G.: Společnost zemí habsburské monarchie
1526–1740 v české, maďarské, rakouské a slovenské historické vědě posledního desetiletí. (Association of Countries
of the Habsburg Monarchy 1526–1740 in Czech, Hungarian, Austrian and Slovak Historical Science of the Past
Decade). Český časopis historický (Czech History Magazine), No 3/2006, pages 485–525, especially pages 503–508.
ROYT, J.: Obraz a kult v Čechách 17. a 18. století. (The Picture and the Cult in the Czech Lands in the 17th and 18th
Century). Praha: Karlinum, 1999; ZUBER, R.: Osudy moravské církve v 18. století I. (1695–1777). (Fate of the Moravian Church in the 18th Century I. (1695–1777). Praha 1987; Ibid: Osudy moravské církve v 18. století II. (Fate of
the Moravian Church in the 18th Century II). Olomouc: Matice cyrilometodějská, 2003.
MAČALA, P. – MAREK, P. – HANUŠ, J.: Církve 19. a 20. století ve slovenské a české historiografii. (Churches of
the 19th and 20th Century in Slovak and Czech Historiography). Brno: CDK, 2010.
MALÝ, R.: Církevní dějiny. (Ecclesiastical History). Olomouc: Matice cyrilometodějská, 2002. Cf. review of Jan
Ziegler: Mimořádně nepovedené církevní dějiny. (An Exceptionally Poor Ecclesiastical History). MF Dnes, 15. 2.
2003 and reply of Radomír Malý: Podle stylu 50. let, tentokrát „liberálně“. (In the style of the 1950s, this time
“liberally”). Světlo, No 10/2003, page 13.
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Rudolf Zuber and Zdeňka Hledíková, and other monograms from historians of the younger
generation are gradually being issued.19 But there is a lack of guides to Czech or general
ecclesiastical history. The guide written by Pavel Mráček did not meet the criteria required of a
modern publication of this type and met with something of a negative reaction.20 The concept,
work on which began at the Institute of History of the Academy of Sciences after 2000 in
Prague, stagnated from the very start. There is no choice but to refer to the extensive, although
now in part outdated, Příručka českých církevních dějin (Handbook of Czech Ecclesiastical
History), written at the start of the 1970s by Bohumil Zlámal.21 The work of Hubert Jedin, who
is also known in the Czech Republic as a result of the translation of the useful work Malé dějiny
koncilů (A Brief History of the Councils), published in Prague 1990, offers a new alternative to
general ecclesiastical history.22 Jedin is the main author of the Atlas církevních dějin (An Atlas
of Church History), which like the guide is at present available only in the original language.23
Secondary literature represents a relatively rich offer, with extensive illustrations and in
some cases with examples of sources.24 The well-written Encyklopedie českých klášterů
(Encyclopaedia of Czech Monasteries and Convents), prepared by Pavel Vlček, Petr Sommer
and Dušan Foltýn (Libri 1997) was followed by the Encyklopedie moravských a slezských
klášterů (Encyclopaedia of Moravian and Silesian Monasteries and Convents), prepared by
Dušan Foltýn et al. (Libri 2005). Both encyclopaedias contain an extensive list of old and new
monastery literature and basic information about sources for the individual monasteries and
convents. Surprisingly there is as yet no ecclesiastical history in dates, although inspiration for
it can be found, for example, in neighbouring Slovakia.25 For a correct understanding of expert
terms from the area of ecclesiastical history in the teaching of history it is possible to use many
other encyclopaedias and popular education works.26
19
20

21

22
23
24
25
26

POLC, J.: Česká církev v dějinách. (The Czech Church in History). Praha: Akropolis, 1999; HLEDÍKOVÁ, Z.: Svět
české středověké církve. (The World of the Medieval Czech Church). Praha: Argo, 2010, also ZUBER, R.: see note 15.
MRÁČEK, P. K.: Stručná příručka církevních dějin. (Brief Guide to Ecclesiastical History). Olomouc: Matice cyrilometodějská, 1996. In the case of this book, some historians talk of militant Catholicism. Cf.: Zájem o historii je únikem do
historie. (Interest in History is an Escape into History). (interview with P. Čornej). Host, No 2/2005, page 6.
Zlámal’s guide contains these works: 1) Počátky latinského a slovanského křesťanství na Velké Moravě (800–1000).
(Origins of Latin and Slavonic Christianity in Great Moravia (800–1000), 2) Počátky latinského a slovanského
křesťanství v Čechách (800–1000). (Origins of Latin and Slavonic Christianity in the Czech Lands (800–1000), 3)
Doba románské katolicity (1000–1200). Era of Roman Catholicism (1000–1200), 4) Doba gotické katolicity
(1200–1400). (Era of Gothic Catholicism (1200–1400), 5) Doba husitská, českobratrská a protestanstská
(1400–1550). (Era of the Hussites, Czech Brethren and Protestants (1400–1550), 6) Doba rekatolizace (1550–1650).
(Era of Recatholicisation (1550–1650), 7) Doba barokní katolicity (1650–1750). (Era of Baroque Catholicism
(1650–1750), 8) Doba osvícenská (1750–1850). (Era of the Enlightenment (1750–1850), 9) Doba probuzenského katolicismu (1850–1918). (Era of National Revival Catholicism (1850–1918), 10) Doba československého katolicismu
(1918–1950). (Era of Czechoslovak Catholicism (1918–1950). After more than thirty years Zlámal’s guide has been
reissued – the content has been preserved and more modern literature has been added.
JEDIN, H. (Hg.): Handbuch der Kirchengeschichte. Freiburg 1973.
Ibid: Atlas zur Kirchengeschichte. Herder Verlag 2004.
Kronika křesťanství. (Chronicle of Christianity). Praha 1998; STEMBERGER, G.: 2000 let křesťanství. (2000 Years
of Christianity). Kostelní Vydří: Karmelitánské nakladatelství, 1999.
Cf. JUDÁK, V. – ČEKOVSKÁ, E.: Prehľadné cirkevné dejiny. (A Concise History of the Church). Bratislava: Lúč, 1996.
REMEŠOVÁ, V.: Ikonografie a atributy svatých. (Iconography and Attributes of the Saints). Praha: Zvon, 1991;
ODEHNAL, F.: Olomoucká arcidiecéze na prahu třetího tisíciletí. (The Olomouc Archdiocese at the Threshold to the
Third Millennium). Olomouc: Burget, 1999; CHODURA, R. – KLIMEŠOVÁ, V. – KŘIŠŤAN, A.: Slovník pojmů
sakrálního výtvarného umění. (Dictionary of Terms of Sacred Fine Art). Kostelní Vydří: Karmelitánské nakladatelství,
2001; LEMAITROVÁ, N. – QUINSONOVÁ, M. T. – SOTOVÁ, V: Slovník křesťanské kultury. (Dictionary of Christian Culture). Praha: Garamond, 2002; ŠIMANDL, J. – MÁDR, O. – BARTOŇ, J. – HLAVSOVÁ, J.: Jak zacházet
s náboženskými výrazy. (How to Treat Religious Expressions). Praha: Academia, 2004.
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The Historicko-geografický Atlas českých církevních dějin ve 20. století (HistoricalGeographic Atlas of Czech Ecclesiastical History in the 20th Century) by Zdeněk Boháč
represents a useful aid to Czech ecclesiastical history. Unfortunately the author only managed to
map out the Czechoslovak period, and died before he could continue in the work.27 So a
treatment of the older periods remains a challenge for other authors.
New images and interpretational shifts
In addition to a knowledge of literature, a history teacher should have an overview of the
interpretations and current debates about important figures and events in ecclesiastical history.
Textbooks accept these conclusions with a delay, and with regard to the generalisation of the
subject matter, sometimes only in passing or even not at all.
During the past quarter of a century, Pope John Paul II stood at the very start of the numerous
attempts to deal with the injustices of the past. He emphasised the example of the saints and
excellent figures in history, but he did not hesitate to make critical references to the painful and
difficult chapters in the history of Christianity, including the Crusades, the Inquisition, antiSemitism, the blunders of the church in the field of scientific advance etc.
One of the most important events in ecclesiastical and general history after 1989 was the
holding of an international symposium on the life and works of John Huss at the Pontifical
Lateran University in Rome in December 1999. With the participation of Czech and other
European experts on Huss, this symposium was the culmination of several years of work of the
committee for the study of matters associated with the personality, life and works of John
Huss.28 Although the martyr of Constance was not fully rehabilitated or canonized, agreement
was found in that he should now be seen as a reformer and a bridge between the Christian
confessions.29 This was the fulfilment of the wish of John Paul II expressed openly during his
historical first papal visit to Czechoslovakia in spring 1990 that experts should „more precisely
define the place which John Huss occupies amongst the reformers of the church along with other
well-known figures of the Czech middle ages, such as Thomas Štítný from Štítný or John Milíč
from Kroměříž.“30
Another source of the long-term confessional division of the Czech people is the question of
the interpretation of the recatholicisation of the Czech lands following the Battle of the White
Mountain and the personalities associated with the time of the Catholic reformation and the
Baroque period. Here also John Paul II attempted to make a conciliatory gesture during his
second visit to the Czech Republic in 1995. During a homily in Olomouc the Pope asked for
forgiveness for all wrongs committed in the history of our country against non-Catholics, and at
27
28

29

30

BOHÁČ, Z.: Atlas církevních dějin českých zemí 1918–1999. (Atlas of Ecclesiastical History of the Czech Lands
1918–1999). Kostelní Vydří: Karmelitánské nakladatelství, 1999.
Concerning the work and results of the commission: MIHOLA, J: Reformator Kościola i most miedzy konfesjami.
Przeobrazienia obrazu Mistrza Jana Husa i jego recepcji u progu nowego milenium. In: Maria Kujawska – Bogumil
Jewsiewicki (eds.): Historia – Pamięć – Tożsamość. Poznań 2006, pages 215–223; MIHOLA, J.: Reformátor církve.
Cesta k novému obrazu Mistra Jana Husa. (Church Reformer. A Way to a New Image of John Huss). Dialog XXI.,
No. 1–4, 2001, pages 82–87.
Cf. DRDA, M. – HOLEČEK, F. J. – VYBÍRAL, Z. (edd.): Jan Hus na přelomu tisíciletí. (John Huss at the Turn of
the Millennium). Sborník husitského muzea. Tábor 2001; KEJŘ, J.: Jan Hus známý i neznámý. (The Known and Unknown John Huss. Praha: Karolinum, 2009; KOTYK, J.: Spor o revizi Husova procesu. (Dispute on Review of Huss
Trial). Praha: Vyšehrad, 2001.
Evokace fondu demokratických iniciativ. (Evocation of Fund of Democratic Initiatives). Special edition focussing on
first visit of John Paul II to the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, no page numbers, 1990.
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the same time offered forgiveness for all wrongs committed by the other side.31 But the
canonisation of the Blessed John Sarkander provoked considerable outrage, in particular
amongst the non-Catholic confessions, despite the concurrent canonisation of the “problemfree” Blessed Zdislava. In the case of Sarkander, historians refer to the problem of finding a clear
boundary between the historically documented, legendary honourable Catholic and demonically
perceived Sarkander of the Evangelists.32 Unfortunately it was not possible to initiate the work
of the intended recatholicisation commission which would examine and evaluate this
phenomenon in detail. But many themes of the early modern age gained new images and
interpretations. The articles, discussions and polemics on the pages of the popular-education
magazine Dějiny a současnost are highly important for school history.33 In particular the
polemic on the theme of recatholicisation following the Battle of the White Mountain attracted
attention.34 The image of the Society of Jesus and the notorious figure Antonín Koniáš could
also change fundamentally as a result of new research.35 Moravian historians once again offered
a critical appraisal of Cardinal František from Ditrichštejn and his times.36 A special
commission looked into the sources concerning the witch trials in northern Moravia in the
second half of the 17th century. One result of their work is the rehabilitation of the Šumperk
deacon Lautner, who was burnt at the stake.37
Certain hitherto overlooked themes from the ecclesiastical history of the 19th and 20th
century were opened up at the Masaryk University Faculty of Education as part of the
preparation of theses, some of which were published.38
The aim of historians and commissions is not to rewrite history, nor to manipulate it, but to
interpret it correctly and sensitively on the basis of critical work with sources. Despite the
differing standpoints, in problematic questions it will remain important to seek out that which
unites us, rather than that which divides us, because Huss is just as much a part of Czech history
as Saint John of Nepomuk, John Amos Comenius and the Jesuit Koniáš, Saint Zdislava or Saint
John Sarkander and the Catholic and non-Catholic tradition.
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Papež Jan Pavel II. se omluvil za křivdy spáchané na nekatolících. (Pope John Paul II Apologises for Wrongs Committed against Non-Catholics). ZN noviny, 22. 5. 1995, page 1.
Cf. VLNAS, V.: Dvojí život Jana Sarkandera I.–III. (The Double Life of John Sarkander I.–III.). Dějiny a současnost
No 6/1994, pages 19–23; No. 2/1995, pages 14–19; 3/1995, pages 27–32; Catholic interpretation of saint cf. in:
ZLÁMAL, B.: Blahoslavený Jan Sarkander. (Blessed John Sarkander). Praha: Zvon, 1990.
SOUKUPOVÁ, H.: Svatá Anežka česká v legendě a skutečnosti. (Saint Agnes of Bohemia in Legend and Reality).
Dějiny a současnost 4/1992, pages 11–17; VLNAS, V.: Svatý Jan Nepomucký, český poutník v barokním světě. (Saint
John of Nepomuk, a Czech Pilgrim in the Baroque World). Dějiny a současnost, 3/1993, pages 7–11; ibid: Jan Nepomucký. Česká legenda. (John of Nepomuk. A Czech Legend). Praha: Mladá fronta, 1993 and others.
ČORNEJOVÁ, I.: Pobělohorská rekatolizace. Nátlak nebo chvályhodné úsilí? (Recatholicisation following the Battle of the White Mountain. Coercion or Commendable Effort?). Dějiny a současnost 4/2001, pages 2–6; cf. polemic
KOŘÁN, I.: Pochopit,ale neodpouštět. (Understand, but do not Forgive). Dějiny a současnost 6/2001, pages 49–50.
ČORNEJOVÁ, I.: Tovaryšstvo Ježíšovo. Jezuité v Čechách. (The Society of Jesus. Jesuits in the Czech Lands). Praha:
MF, 1995; SVATOŠ, M.: Misionář Antonín Koniáš S. J. – služebník Boží či ďáblův? (Missionary Antonín Koniáš of the
Society of Jesus – Servant of God or the Devil?) Dějiny a současnost 2/1996, pages 14–19; RAK, J.: l. c., pages 132–133.
Kardinál František z Ditrichštejna a jeho doba. (Cardinal František of Ditrichštejn and his Times). 29th Mikulov
Symposium. Brno: MZA, 2006; BALCÁREK, P.: Kardinál František Ditrichštejn (1570–1636). Gubernátor Moravy.
(Cardinal František Ditrichštejn (1570–1636). Governor of Moravia). České Budějovice: Veduta, 2007.
SPURNÝ, F. – CEKOTA, V. – KOUŘIL, M.: Šumperský farář a děkan Kryštof Alois Lautner, oběť čarodějnických
inkvizičních procesů. (Šumperk Priest and Deacon Kryštof Alois Lautner, Victim of Inquisitorial Witch Trials).
Šumperk 2000.
POSPÍŠILOVÁ, J.: Naděje v lepší budoucnost. Život ThDr. Karla Skoupého, XII. brněnského biskupa. (Hope in a Better Future. The life of Doctor Karel Skoupý, 12th Bishop of Brno). Újezd u Brna 2005; one of the sought-after themes
was, for example, female congregations operating in the urban environment.
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AN END TO MYTHS AND STEREOTYPES? CONCERNING PROBLEMS, NEW WORKS AND INTERPRETATIONS
IN CZECH ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY AFTER 1989

Shrnutí
Konec mýtů a stereotypů? K problémům, novým dílům a interpretacím
v českých církevních dějinách po roce 1989
Kromě schopnosti orientace v literatuře by měl mít učitel dějepisu přehled o nových interpretacích, ale
i aktuálních polemikách nad významnými osobnostmi a událostmi církevních dějin. Učebnice tyto závěry
akceptují se zpožděním, s ohledem na generalizaci látky někdy jen náznakem nebo vůbec.
Na počátku četných snah o narovnání křivd minulosti stál v uplynulém čtvrtstoletí papež Jan Pavel II.
Zdůrazňoval příklad světců a vynikajících osobností v dějinách, neváhal se však také kriticky vyjadřovat
k bolestným a problematickým kapitolám dějin křesťanství mezi něž patří křížová tažení, inkvizice,
antisemitismus, přehmaty církve v oblasti vědeckého pokroku aj.
Cílem historiků i komisí není přepisovat dějiny, ani s nimi manipulovat, ale správně a citlivě je
interpretovat na základě kritické práce s prameny. I přes odlišná stanoviska bude v problematických
otázkách i nadále důležité hledat nikoliv to co nás rozděluje, ale to, co nás spojuje. Do české historie totiž
náleží stejně Hus, jako sv. Jan Nepomucký, Jan Amos Komenský i jezuita Koniáš, sv. Zdislava nebo sv. Jan
Sarkander, katolická i nekatolická tradice.
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Sborník prací Pedagogické fakulty Masarykovy univerzity,
řada společenských věd 24, 2010, č. 2
PHILOSOPHICAL CONTENTS AND THE HISTORY OF THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN CONTEMPORARY INSTRUCTION
IN HISTORY ON THE EXAMPLE OF ELEMENTARYAND SECONDARY
JUNIOR SCHOOLS AS WELL AS IN THE OPINION OF STUDENTS
MAJORING IN HISTORY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ZIELONA GÓRA
BOGUMIŁA BURDA – AGNIESZKA SAWICKA
Výzkum respondentů z řad žáků a studentů dal podobné odpovědi jako na základní a střední škole, tak i na univerzitě. Každá skupina potvrdila nedostatek informací o historii církví a náboženských vyznání období 17.–20. století.
Klíčová slova: Filozofie; křesťanství; základní a střední školy; univerzity
The tasks of contemporary Polish schools, at all levels, focus on developing creative thinking
and communicative skills in all subjects. Education is definitely student-centered. These are the
main principles of the school reform introduced in 1999. Particular tasks and functions of school
are focused around these issues. The process of education has been divided into stages
corresponding to the psychological and physical development of students. The first stage
introduces pupils to the world of knowledge by means of integrated instruction. The division
into particular subject areas is introduced at the second stage, grades IV–VI of the elementary
school, and includes block instruction in humanities and natural sciences. Particular subject
areas are identified at the third stage, i.e., in the junior secondary school. Hence at this stage we
deal with subjects corresponding to specific academic areas. The curriculum for the first three
stages of education functions as the basis for syllabus writers and specifies the tasks of the
school, educational objectives, course contents as well as achievements of students.1 At the same
time it shows the option of more creative approaches to syllabus design.2 Starting from the
second stage of education school instruction should be supplemented by inter-curricular paths.
The concept of inter-curricular courses is not a new one, at first it was used in the context of
reform in education in 19923, the recent reform from 1999 went much further in this respect and
defined educational paths in terms of contents and abilities of high educational value the
realization of which takes place within various subject areas (or blocks of subjects) or in the
form of separate modules. Schools, while moving in the direction of broadly understood
instruction and education, have introduced educational paths at the second and third stage of
education, including senior secondary schools4. Unfortunately, the present 2009 reform has
cancelled inter-curricular paths.
1
2
3

4

The Journal of Laws No. 14: The Order of the Minister of National Education of February 15th, 1999 on the curriculum for six-year elementary schools and junior secondary schools, point 129.
GIERMAKOWSKI, M.: Konstruowanie programu autorskiego. Nowe w szkole 1997–98/1, pp. 1–4.
See: Zarys koncepcji generalnej zmiany kształcenaiiogólnego w polskich szkołach. In: Społeczeństwo Otwarte, 1992,
No. 1; NOWARSKI, Cz. Próba bilansu II etapu prac nad podstawą programową z historii. In: Wiadomości Historyczne, 1993, No. 3, p. 138 and others.
Reforma systemu edukacji. In: Szkolnictwo ponadgimnazjalne: projekty-materiały do dyskusji. Warszawa 2000.
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At the second stage in grades IV–VI these included: health education, education for ecology,
reading and media, whereas the module of education for family life comprised of education for
family life, regional studies, as well as studies of cultural heritage, patriotism and civic
education5. The following paths were introduced in junior secondary schools along with
standard subjects: philosophy, reading and media, health, ecology, regional studies, cultural
heritage, civil defense, European integration and Polish culture on the background of the
civilizations of the Mediterranean. Just like junior schools, senior secondary schools offered five
paths. These included: media studies, participation in culture, European studies, philosophy and
ecology6. It is possible to observe a logical continuation in the assumptions of the reform since
reading, media studies occurred at all levels, whereas philosophy and European studies were
taught in junior and senior secondary schools, including specialist schools (closed down three
years ago). The cultural and regional heritage path was introduced at the second and third stage,
and in secondary grammar schools it was taught as part of the history course which included
elements of regional studies.
Philosophy was taught in Polish schools to a limited extent only. Such a situation may appear
strange or even disturbing since teachers did not see the need to introduce this path. Philosophy
should be taught within all school subjects since all academic areas are related to philosophy. Yet
the main responsibility for teaching philosophical contexts lies with teachers of Polish, history
or social studies7.
Philosophy was taught as a school subject both in the Middle Ages and modern times. The
need to explain, discuss, take part in debates or interpret the works of ancient scientists was
observed starting from the 16th century in both Protestant and Jesuit secondary schools8.
Courses in philosophy were offered by universities. The need to study philosophy was also
observed between World War I and II. It has to be stressed that some Polish senior secondary
schools have introduced philosophy courses recently. Some of the examples include a Seminar
in History and History of Philosophy offered to the students of humanities by the Senior
Secondary School no. 5 in Zielona Góra or an elective in philosophy run by the Senior
Secondary School no. 12 in Krakow9.
The search for the truth, reflection on the role of logical thinking, shaping moral sensitivity,
finding one’s way to self-cognition, analyzing the surrounding reality, ‘loving love’, developing
sensitivity to basic questions concerning the meaning of life: Who am I? Where do I come from?
Where am I going? What is the meaning of human life? These are the contents and tasks of the
philosophical path in junior secondary schools and specialist senior secondary schools. In what
areas, however, are these contents introduced?10 Major philosophical concepts and problems,
the genesis of philosophy as well as the first concepts of the world, selected contemporary moral
issues were present both in junior secondary and in elementary schools.
5
6
7

8
9

Podstawa programowa kształcenia ogólnego dla szkół podstawowych i gimnazjum. In: Journal of Laws, No. 14, 1999
r.
Reforma systemu edukacji..., p. 36.
PILIKOWSKI, J.: Filozofia w gimnazjum. Ścieżka filozoficzna. Kraków 2000, p. 5. Mathematicians should not forget
the philosophical aspects of their discipline. While teaching physics we certainly discuss various ideological issues
such as eternity and infinity of the world, the concept of matter or natural laws. Biologists should encourage debates
on the origin of life. Ethics is a discipline which is fully philosophical. The question of God will certainly be discussed
during religion classes.
Historia wychowania, volume. 1. Warszawa 1965.
BURDA, B.: Seminarium z historii z elementami historii filozofii, V LO przy ODN Zielona Góra, unpublished materials; NOWAK, R.: Autorski program nauczania historii w XII LO w Krakowie. In: Wiadomości Historyczne, 1994,
no. 2, pp. 103–107.
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In junior secondary schools it is vital to introduce information concerning philosophers and
particular disciplines of philosophy, the concept of the human being as a person as well as
timeless philosophical truths. The realization of these assumptions could already start at the first
stage, as part of integrated instruction or in grades IV–VI11. Similar solutions are already used
in the United States. One of the examples includes education for philosophy for children
suggested by Matthew Lipman12, an American philosopher. The idea resembles an intellectual
adventure in which children discuss problems of characters from selected books and in this way
solve philosophical problems. The approach is worth recommending to Polish teachers as it can
be introduced in any schools provided it supplemented by appropriate methodology. The method
of discussion, interpretation, analysis, search for the truth, finding answers to ‘small’ yet crucial
questions is an art in itself and a form of inspiring people, in this case encouraging students to
think creatively and be involved in conversations.
Education for philosophy consists mainly not in the transmission of information, but in
discovery and experience13. Looking for supplementary sources of information, observing
relations, taking advantage of knowledge from various academic areas, using resources,
analyzing the works of great philosophers, experiencing through drama techniques, creative
thinking. Thinking is strictly related to language, hence it is generally assumed that development
of speech, thinking and reasoning are parallel. In this respect introducing philosophical content
in the courses of Polish, history or social studies seems to be natural. Thus the philosophical path
was the first step to the broadly understood philosophical education. It shaped students, triggered
their aspirations, built their personality, encouraged work with various resources, created a rich
conceptual apparatus and combined the understanding of the human being with the
understanding of oneself as well as timeless philosophical truths viewed as the spiritual legacy
of humanity14.
At the same time it exerted a significant impact on shaping of values, exemplification of
emotions, and adjusting the level of emotions to concrete historical and philosophical contents.
Yet underestimation of empathy, that is the ability to identify with others as well as experience
emotions, in this case in relation not only to people but also societies and personified institutions,
e.g., the state or the church, political parties, the views of people or philosophers constitutes an
important element in the realization of the philosophical path15.
The significance of the contents propagated by particular Churches or Christian
denominations in contemporary education can be easily observed using the example of history
courses taught in elementary and junior secondary schools as well as in the opinions of students.
The issue of the history of the Churches is related to social issues, the foundation of states,
architecture and politics. The analysis concerns the school curriculum from 1999 as well as the
syllabuses and textbooks for elementary and junior secondary schools used until the 2009/2010
school reform.
Textbooks for classes IV–VI introduced in 1999 in the Lubuskie province were written by
authors who cooperated with ‘Arka’ at present ‘Nowa Era’, at that time a new publishing house.
10
11

12
13
14
15

Reforma systemu edukacji..., p. 82.
Filozofia w szkole.III, Filozofia jako podstawa integracji naucznaia i wychowania. In: Conference materials Kielce,
21–22 września 2001. Kielce–Warszawa 2002; Filozofia w szkole. IV. Tradycje, przemiany, dążeni w procesie integracji europejskiej. Kielce, September 2002. Kielce, 2003.
LIPMAN M. – SHARP, A. M. – ASCANYAN, F. S.: Filozofia w szkole. Warszawa 1997.
OKOŃ, W.: Wprowadzenie do dydaktyki ogólnej. Warszawa 1996, In: ZACZYŃSKI, W.: Uczenie przez przeżywanie.
Warszawa 1996, p. 9.
Treści ścieżki filozoficznej do gimnazjum.
RULKA, J.: Emocje i wartości w edukacji historycznej. Forum Humanistów 2000/1, p. 52.
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These included: books for grade IV by B. Szeweluk-Wyrwa and books for grades V and VI by
G. Wojciechowski. At the same time numerous schools decided to use books offered by the M.
Rożak Publishing House. These included textbooks for grade IV by J.J Parysek and J. Wendt,
for grade V by J. Dumanowski, K. Polack, D. Musiał and S. Roszak, for grade VI by J. Ratajczak
and G. Roszak. These textbooks are no longer used by schools since the publishing house was
taken over by ‘Nowa Era’. The textbooks of Juka and Demart publishing houses were also used
at the time, yet neither of the companies exists any more. Course books published by Operon
came fairly late to the market.
The course in history and social studies taught in grades IV–VI of elementary schools
discussed the issue of Churches and Christian religion presented in grades V and VI. In grade IV
only one topic is discussed: Monasteries between the 10th and 15th centuries16. The subchapters
are: The orders and monks in Poland and The life of monks. The most important chapter is
entitled John Paul II, the great Pole and the prominent figure of all time17. In grade V in the
chapter Gods and people, the issue of monotheistic religions is presented18. The chapter
comprises two parts: the Jewish religion and Christianity: persecution and victory. The topic
occurs again in the part: Middle Ages: a new era. The chapter Great religions of the Middle Ages
contains the following subchapters: Christian Europe and Schism in the Church, the Birth and
development of Islam19.
The topic of churches is also presented in the context of monuments. The chapter In the
shadow of Roman and Gothic Cathedrals20. The contents are further supplemented by the
chapter The Scientists which discusses monastic and parish schools and universities in the
Middle Ages. In grade VI the issue of Churches and religion is presented more broadly. The topic
of Reformation and Counter-Reformation can be found in chapter: One religion, different
denominations21. Subchapters: Christianity divided, Christians in conflict and In the spirit of
reconciliation. The chapter introduces the concept of ecumenism, the second Vatican Council
and John Paul II, who is presented by his positive actions aiming at reconciliation in faith. The
issue of Polish tolerance in the 16th century is presented in the following chapter: The Golden
Age of Poland, subchapter: In the spirit of tolerance. Here students can find the information that
many protestants from the countries in which religious wars broke out – Germany, Bohemia,
France, Scotland or Netherlands found shelter in Poland which became another motherland for
them and in which they practice their own faiths, built churches, founded schools or worked in
craft or trade. Some of them decided to stay in Poland. Their work contributed significantly to
the development of the Polish economy and culture. With the passing of the years they started to
use Polish and assimilated with the rest of the society22. Tolerance is further discussed in the
part: At the times of piety and splendor, entries: passionate prayer and grand fun, gold, white
and marble, daily life full of contrasts and new ideas. The text is richly illustrated and although
it is very short it is appropriate for grade VI students. The passage presents information on
religious customs, manifestations of religiousness, yet only in relation to the Roman Catholic
16
17
18
19
20
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22

SZEWELUK-WYRWA, B. – SURDYK-FERTSCH, W.: Historia i społeczeństwo. Człowiek i jego cywilizacja, klasa
V. Poznań 2000, pp. 118–122.
Ibid., p. 180–181.
WOJCIECHOWSKI, G.: Historia i społeczeństwo. Człowiek i jego cywilizacja, klasa V, Poznaję cię historio!. Poznań 2000, pp. 63–66.
Ibid., pp. 99–104.
Ibid, pp. 158–162, 166.
WOJCIECHOWSKI, G.: Historia i społeczeństwo. Człowiek i jego cywilizacja, klasa VI, Poznaję cię historio!. Poznań 2001, pp. 19–22.
Ibid, p. 28.
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Church. It is worth noticing that as far as philosophical ideas are concerned the readers can find
information on new trends and directions in philosophy in the 18th century (The new model of
man, studying becomes fashionable, wigs, lace and antique) also in the chapter: The state in
service of its citizens. The author stresses the role of philosophers who criticize absolutism23.
The last chapter: Who am I? What is my destination? Introduces students to the issues of
nationality, religious roots and national bonds. Yet there is no information about other faiths,
sects or religions.
The topics of Churches and Christian denominations are presented in a similar way in the
grade IV textbooks for History and Social Studies written by J.J. Parysek and J. Wendt,
published by M. Rożak publishing house. Chapters: 2. Public and Church holidays, 3. Christmas
and Easter, 4. All Saints’ Day present important information, yet only in relation to the Roman
Catholic Church, and no reference is made to holidays in Reformed, Orthodox and Greek
Catholic churches or in Islam and Buddhism and only in chapter 6. Holidays in the past, are
Egypt, Israel and Greece discussed24. Only in grade V, written by four authors including
specialists in ancient and modern times, the topic is discussed in chapter 9 The Mediterranean
world becomes Christian25.
Chapter III The legacy of the Middle Ages in the first subchapter Pagan Europe accepts
Christianity students learn about the christening of Clovis and the state of Franks, further on
there is information about Mieszko and Włodzimierz. Two important issues are presented here:
the Christianization of Poland and Russia and subchapter 3 The unfulfilled dreams of Otto III or
the Congress of Gniezno and dreams of unification. The chapter is supplemented by a text by
Gallus Anonymous. Two topics discuss life in monasteries: The state of the Grand Master and
medieval architecture: The cathedral and its builders. The issue of tolerance and the Warsaw
Confederation is presented in chapter 5: In defense of tolerance, but students learn nothing about
the Reformation in Western Europe, churches in the Middle Ages are not discussed. On the other
hand there is information about philosophers: The apple of Isaac Newton and the benefits of
observation26.
Grade VI material is not significantly richer in information about churches in the 20th
century27. Only in chapter 38 is there information about Buddhism, Mother Theresa. Chapter 40
is devoted to the Pilgrim of our times or a Pope from Poland, a Pope and a Pilgrim, the Pope
of peace and conciliation28. Students do not learn anything about the churches and their roles
in the 19th and 20th centuries. It is surprising that elementary school students learn so little about
the functioning of other Christian faiths and churches. The scarcity of information suggests that
the issues are more widely discussed in textbooks for junior secondary schools.
The authors of textbooks for grades I–III already introduce the issue in grade I. D. Musiał,
K. Polacka and S. Roszak, the authors of the textbook for grade I, introduce the topic of churches
and Christian denominations and start from the presentation in subchapter: The first Christians
in which Palestine in the eyes of Jesus is presented, further on the teaching of Jesus and spread
of Christianity29. Chapter 5: Towards new times presents Rome and Constantinople, two capital
cities of the Christian world, yet the scope of information is too narrow. Some information about
23
24
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Ibid, p. 67 and others.
PARYSEK, J. J. – WENDT, J.: Historia i społeczeństwo. Podręcznik dla klasy IV. Gdańsk 1999, pp. 24–27.
DUMANOWSKI, J. – MUSIAŁ, D. – POLACKA, K. – ROSZAK, S.: Historia i społeczeństwo. Podręcznik dla klasy
V. Gdańsk 2000, pp. 31–33.
Ibid., pp. 82–83.
RATAJCZAK, J. – ROSZAK, G.: Historia i społeczeństwo. Podręcznik dla klasy V. Gdańsk 2000.
Ibid., pp. 158–160.
MUSIAŁ, D. – POLACKA, K. – ROSZAK, S.: Historia. Podręcznik dla klasy I. Gdańsk 1999, pp. 70–72.
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the Arab world and Islam is presented further on. The conflict between the Pope and the Emperor
as well as about Cyril and Methodius can also be found in further chapters.
Only the information about the conversion to Christianity in 96630 or the mission of Bishop
Adalbert and its results or the conflict between Bishop Stanisław from Szczepanów. A separate
chapter is devoted to Crusades. Particular Crusades, orders involved and crusades of the Piast
dukes are presented briefly on four pages. There is a separate chapter on the Teutonic Knights
in Poland. Subchapters: Military orders on the Baltic Sea, the power of orders, the development
of the order. There is no information about the schism in the Church, Council movements, Jan
Huss or Paweł Włodkowic (He is merely mentioned as a student of the Cracow Academy). Only
in the grade II textbook is there an entire chapter: Reformation and Counter-Reformation in
Europe31. The event following the speech made by Martin Luther, the development of
Reformation in Europe, Calvinism, the Anglican Church as well as the results of Reformation
are presented on 12 pages. The second subchapter: State with no stakes or Reformation in Poland
and the third: Counter-Reformation and revival of the Church. The authors decided to present
the topics of Reformation and Counter-Reformation simultaneously, which appeared to be a
good solution yet with no further consistency.
Similarly the authors decided to discuss the philosophy of the 18th century and particular
issues are introduced in chapter VI The culture of the Enlightenment, American and French
revolutions, and subchapters: Enlightenment in Europe, philosophers, the criticism of the state
and the Church32. Further information about the Church occurs in the context of the discussion
of ideological changes. At this point there is a brief mention if the Christian democracy and the
Leo XIII encyclical Rerum novarum33. Grade III is no different in this respect. The author,
J. Wendt in the chapter on Stalinism in Poland presents topics related to the Church and gives
the fragment the following title: The struggle with the Church34. There is also a separate chapter:
Changes in the Christian religion since the times of John XXIII, the Second Vatican Council, the
Church at the times of John Paul II35. In the chapter on the period of the rule of Edward Gierek
there is a short mention about the First Pilgrimage of John Paul II to his motherland.
The history textbooks published by Arka, at present Nowa Era, appear to be much better. In the
grade I book in the chapter: Rome, students can find information about the Roman rule in Palestine,
the life and the activity of Jesus Christ, the beginning of Christianity, Christianity as a state
religion, the development of Christianity, with all contents presented on 6 pages supplemented by
illustrations, including the pictures of the Tomb of Jesus in Bethlehem36. The following chapter
includes the discussion of the Byzantine Empire, the schism between the Catholic and Orthodox
Church, the Word of Islam, the activity of Mohamed, religion and followers, the Muslims, the
conquests of the Arabs, the achievements of the Arabs. On the following pages, the author presents
the church after the fall of the Empire and the struggle for domination in Christianity. The conflict
between the Pope and the Emperor is broadly discussed as well as the Concordat of Worms. There
is a separate chapter devoted to Crusades that it is the idea of the Holy war against the Turks for
the Holy Land, the Real Crusade, the foundation of military orders and the end of the Crusades37.
30
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Ibid., pp. 94–95.
POLACKA, K. – PRZYBYLIŃSKI, M. – ROSZAK, S. – WENDT, J.: Historia. Podręcznik dla klasy II. Gdańsk
2000, pp. 21–32.
Ibid., pp. 92–94.
Ibid, pp. 208–209.
WENDT, J.: Historia. Podręcznik dla klasy III. Gdańsk 2000, p. 175.
Ibid., pp. 191–192.
JANKOWIAK, S.: Historia, podręcznik dla pierwszej klasy gimnazjum. Poznań 1999, pp. 90–95.
Ibid., pp. 128–130.
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The Christianization of the state of Mieszko I and the missions of the Bishop Adalbert as
well as the Gniezno Council in 1000 are well presented38. The role of the Church in the
unification of Poland is presented in an interesting way. The question of weakening of the
authority of the Church and mainly Reformation and Counter-Reformation is presented in grade
II39. It starts from the account of the Reformation in Germany, the attempts of reform are
describe and further on the schism in the Christian Church and the Evangelical-Augsburg
Church. The second chapter is entitled Reformation in Europe or Calvinism that is austerity and
severity, Anglicanism born by the will of the King, Protestantism and religious wars. The author
presents the reforms of the Catholic Church and the Council of Trent and further on the indexes
of proscribed books, the Inquisition and the foundation of the Jesuit Order. The author also
presents Poland as a multicultural country in which various religions coexist.
The main focus is put on the Union of Brest, Warsaw Confederation, religious tolerance, the
concept of Nontrinitarianists as well as the reasons for which they were expelled from Poland are
explained. The history of the church at that time and the religious tension in the 17th century in
Europe is supplemented by a chapter on the Thirty Year’s War described as ‘the last religious
war’40. The author enriched the textbook with philosophical contents in the chapter: Baroque,
subchapter: subchapter: Scientists against dogmas. At this point the author wrote that the return of
religiousness did not harm the intellectual achievements of the previous period. He presents such
figures as Galileo, Isaac Newton, Johannes Keppler. In the chapter entitled: Europe, the period of
changes, new brave ideas are presented, i.e., the philosophy of the 18th century. Additionally in the
chapter: Baroque in Sarmatian Poland, the author describes the religiousness of Poles and included
a resource text by a French traveler Jean Laboureur which illustrates the issue41.
The textbook for grade II does not contain any information on this topic or the occurrence of
new religions or denominations42. Nor is there any information on churches and Christian
denominations in the course book for grade III by the same author. The question of the position
of the Catholic Church in Poland after World War II is presented in the chapter Soviet principles
in Eastern Europe43. The following fragment should be quoted: despite repressions, the Catholic
Church managed to maintain a strong position (resource text – Non possumus – the letter of the
Polish Bishops of May 8th, 1953 (fragments). When the Episcopate presented the authorities
with a letter of protest, the Primate of Poland was arrested in revenge and the clergy was forced
to swear an oath of allegiance to the People’s Republic of Poland.
Further information concerns ‘A Pole on the Papal throne’44 and the words ‘Let Your Spirit
descend to this land and revive its face’. The important issues related to the Second Vatican
council are discussed in the chapter: The world of conflicts and common values45. The author
observes that ‘the changes in the Catholic Church exerted an impact on the development of
Catholic social teaching and above all on Catholic ethics. This applies to moral principles, social
life, social justice, offering aid, solidarity, the primacy of man, freedom, equality, dialogue,
compromise and democracy. The new face of the Catholic Church in the 20th century is to a large
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extent related to the activity of the Popes John XIII, Paul VI and John Paul II. The word
ecumenism is used. The Church has redefined its attitude to other Christian denominations, for
example, Protestantism, the Orthodox Church and proposed the concept of ecumenism that the
unity of the Christians with simultaneous respect for identity and tradition of all denominations.
Unfortunately it is not explained what the sources of ecumenism were, what Churches developed
it and why the issue is particularly significant in the contemporary world.
The issue is much better discussed in the textbook for grade I published by Gdańskie
Wydawnictwo Oświatowe and based on the new curriculum according to which history is taught
in grades I–III of junior secondary schools and grade I of senior secondary schools. The authors
T. Małkowski and J. Rześniowiecki suggest a course book which is more than 250 pages long46.
At the very beginning students can read about various issues related to the Bible, the Old and
the New Testament, explanations concerning the Promised Land, monotheism, Judaism,
Christianity, Islam and Exodus. The text introduces Moses and the crossing of the Red Sea,
symbols of Judaism, the Kingdom of Israel, the exile and the Babylonian captivity as well as
other relevant information related to the topic47. It can be noted that from part V onwards, i.e.,
The Medieval Europe, the topic of Christian Churches occurs almost in all units. In the unit: The
Byzantine Empire, students learn about the way in which the Hagia Sophia was constructed, i.e.,
on the basis of the Greek cross, about the role of the Eastern Emperor, and why he was named
and referred to as having two faces.
Separate subchapters present the ideas of Caesaropapism and the beginnings of the Orthodox
Church. The conflict about the primacy and the Eastern Schism48 is described in a very
accessible way. Yet another chapter is devoted to Arabs (see Under the banner of the Prophet).
The authors present Mohamed and his life, the principles of Islam, the duties of Muslims,
fatalism, and above all the Koran as well as the concept of theocratic countries. What is more in
this part of the textbook the word tolerance is already used49.
The construction of the Catholic Church on the ruins of the Roman Empire is presented in the
chapter: The state of Charlemagne, in which the baptism of Clovis and the foundation of the Papal
State are described and the date 756 is given; the authors stress the role of the Pope in the
reconstruction of the Roman Empire and special reference is made to Otto I. The authors attempt to
explain the concept of Peace and Truce in God whose aim was to prevent wars among feudal
leaders. This information allows for better understanding of the Medieval Europe. The chapter Pray
and work is devoted presents the formation of medieval orders and their rules, their impact on the
local population and culture and dependence as well as the beginnings of the development of the
ideas of medieval universalism. Simultaneously the structure of the Medieval Church is presented,
referred to as the Feudal Church, i.e., the Simony, the Papal Conclave, the rule of the Order in Cluny
and the conflict between the Emperor and the Church, Henry IV, The Canossa humblement as well
as the Concordat of Worms and the foundation of new orders, i.e., the Cistercians, the Franciscans
and the Dominicans. In Chapter 30: This is the will of God, the phenomenon of Reconquista as well
as the Crusades are discussed starting from the Clermont Council (1095) presentation of the aim and
the history of Crusades, including the First Crusade, the functioning of the Jerusalem Kingdom up
to the foundation of new orders, the fall and the conquest of Acre and new evaluation of the
Crusades as well as the Crusades in the region of the Baltic Sea50.
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Since in the academic year 2009/2010 q new school reform was introduced, several issues
previously presented in grade I are at present taught in grade II, while grade III is expected to
cover the material up to World War I, and the issues in modern history are taught in grade I of
the senior secondary school. These changes are gradually being introduced into the school
curricula and in this year, i.e. 2009/2010 several changes are being introduced in grade I of
secondary junior schools. Grades II and III follow the curriculum developed in 1999.
The Junior Secondary School no. 1 in Zielona Góra, in which the research was conducted, at
present is using textbooks published by Gdańskie Wydawnictwo Oświatowe. The course book
for grade II has already had 9 issues51. Grade II started from the Union of Lublin,
Christianization of Lithuanians, and the construction of the Church in this part of Europe. The
chapter presents the Great War with the Teutonic Order and the Council of Constance as well
as the role of Paweł Włodkowic, a resource text about The power of the Pope and the Emperor
over the non-believers52.
Chapter 5: Towards the honor and pride of the country, while discussing the multicultural
character of the Polish society, the term tolerance for other nations, religions and culture is used.
Such attitudes were encouraged among people by the kings: Casimir the Great, who
incorporated the Ruthenia did not force the Orthodox population to change their faith to
Catholicism. A similar policy was followed by the Jagiellonians53. The same chapter presents
the good and bad sides of the Church i.e. the functioning of parishes, the policy of the Church
on the territory of Poland, including the questions related to education. Chapter 9 starts with
Reformation and Counter-Reformation. Its title suggests the topic: The divided Church as well
as the following chapter 10 The revival of the Church. The reformation in Germany, Switzerland,
England and Netherlands as well as the revival of the Church are presented on 15 pages. The
authors use subheadings which suggest particular topics. The basic contents are supplemented
by illustrations, fragments of resource texts and table (for example, the table on p. 72 – The
Lutheran Church and the Catholic Church – similarities and differences). Accompanying
activities as well as the glossary appear to be interesting. The chapter The revival of the Church
evaluates the Eastern Schism and the role of the Council of Trent, the concepts of CounterReformation, inquisition and the significance of the Index of Proscribed Books are explained.
The text also discusses the phenomenon of Witch hunts – the Catholic Church fought for the
souls of the faithful with the aid of means which were not strange in the 16th century54. In chapter
12: I am the state a resource text The political testament of Cardinal Richelieu which evaluates
17th century France as well as his own activity. The rule of the cardinal is presented as well as
the Edict of Nantes and the life of Huguenots in France in the 17th century after the cancellation
of the Edict of Nantes. Chapter 14: Common Poland discusses religious tolerance in Poland and
the role of Sigismund Augustus and the first elected kings. Further on there is information about
the life of Jews in Poland, the defense of the Jasna Góra Monastery, a resource text about the
Constitution of May 3, about prevailing religions, the Napoleonic Code and the Concordat
concluded by Napoleon and the Pope in 180155. According to the authors the Concordat made
Napoleon more popular among the Catholics. The Gregorian calendar and a 7-day week with
Sunday as a holiday were re-introduced.
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In grade III students are introduced to the issues from the second half of the 19th century
onwards ,i.e., until contemporary times56. The authors have divided the material into 41 chapters
and already in the first chapter The threat of communism information about the ideology of the
social Church according to Leo III is presented along with a fragment of Rerum novarum from
1891 and the picture of the Pope57. While discussing colonial politics, the authors present the
British missions in china in the subchapter Mission and Racism as well as the struggle with sati
and the ban issued by the British Governor in India in 1892. In the chapter Europe after World
War I the Concordat concluded by Il Duce and the Pope in 1929 is discussed58. Information
about the state of Israel is included in the chapter: Outside Europe, subchapter The state of
Israel.59
The authors present the background of the establishment of the new Jewish state, a fragment
from the Israeli Declaration of Independence of 1948, the map of the new country as well as the
wars in which the state was involved. In the chapter: The rule of Gomółka, the authors included
a chapter Non possumus60. The situation of the Church in Poland after 1945 is presented, the
authors write: In 1947 when the authorities crushed the Peasants Party (PSL) the time of
struggle with the Church came. It was not an easy task since most Poles were Catholics and
some of them were also party members. The following information is provided: the authorities
encouraged the movement of so called “priests and patriots” who supported the new system
(after a few years 10% of the clergy joined it). The authorities took advantage of the situation,
many clergymen were arrested and in 1950 the Church lost Caritas as well as its property, and
according to the authors in 1950 Wyszyński bought the agreement between the government and
the Episcopate to conclusion.
This was important both for the Catholics, since the Church retained the right to teach
religion, and the permission for the existence of the Catholic University in Lublin (KUL) and
the publication of the Catholic periodical was granted. Students learn about the background of
the policy of the government towards the church and the response of the Episcopate of 1953:
Non possumus to the decree of the State council according to which the authorities controlled
particular positions in the Church. The entire situation is described, including the moment when
Wyszyński is arrested, and further on the authors write about Thaw in Poland and Limited
stabilization after 1956. We forgive and ask for forgiveness is a separate chapter devoted to the
Address of the Polish bishops to German bishops of 196561. In the chapter ‚Solidarity‘ the
authors include a subchapter Habemus papam about the 1978 Conclave during which Karol
Wojtyła became Pope John Paul II and the first pilgrimage of the Pope to Poland is described62.
The final chapters: The end of the 20th century and The Contemporary World contain
information about religious and minority conflicts in the former Yugoslavia as well as the
conflict between Israel and the Arab world. It is disappointing that students of grade III of junior
secondary schools learn nothing about the movement of ecumenism and the situation of the
Reformed Churches in Europe and the world.
In November 2009, research based on a diagnostics questionnaire was conducted among
grade III students of Junior Secondary School No. 1 in Zielona Góra. The analysis covered 100
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respondents. Questions 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 were the most important since they concerned the
students’ assessment of the information about the history of Churches and Christian
denominations presented in history textbooks, and further on the students were asked what they
could do in order to broaden their knowledge in this area. The respondents were offered 7
choices, yet 70% chose the option I have done anything to broaden my knowledge in this area.
15% stressed that they searched for some information on the Internet and only 5% admitted
having books other that set course books. Generally it the students observed that there is too little
information about Christian Churches and denominations and in particular there is too little
information concerning the period between the 17th and 20th centuries. Students admit to having
a thorough knowledge about the beginning of Christianity , the emergence of the Papal State and
the role of the Church in education, politics, Christianization, architecture, Reformation,
Counter-Reformation, but that they know little about the Church and new denominations after
1648.
Simultaneously research among university students was conducted. It covered 40
respondents. Second year BA students and second year MA students specializing in teaching
history were asked three open questions. The first concerned the introduction of courses in
philosophy to schools and if yes at what stage of education. The second questions dealt with
amount of the contents referring to the history of Churches and denominations in history
textbooks at all levels. The third question consisted of evaluation of history textbooks in terms
of their contents in respect of the history of churches and denominations as well as the areas
which still need to be supplemented.
Certain similarities may be noticed between the responses obtained from school and
university students. Both groups explicitly admitted that school courses offer too little in terms
of the history of the churches and denominations in the period from the 17th to the 20th century.
There is particularly little information about the Reformed churches which arose within the
Anglican Church as well as numerous denominations in the United States or sects and religious
movements. Little is offered in respect of the attitude of the Catholic Church towards new trends,
towards World War I and World War II, ecumenism and current movements within the Church.
Additionally students observed that there is a scarcity of information about Buddhism, Islam,
Brahmanism or new movement such as Jehovah’s Witnesses, Pentecostalism or the Methodist
or Baptist Churches.
It can be noticed that although textbooks contain material from the areas of philosophy,
trends in philosophy as well as philosophers and particular Churches or denominations, classes
in religious instruction are offered, a vast amount of background literature is available and
numerous extracurricular classes are offered, there is a serious divergence between the students’
background knowledge and their interests. Certainly several actions need to be taken in this
respect.
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Shrnutí
Filozofie a dějiny křesťanských církví v současné výuce dějepisu na příkladu základních škol,
gymnázií a lyceí a studentů oboru historie na Univerzitě Zielona Góra.
Výzkum respondentů z řad žáků a studentů dal podobné odpovědi jak na základní a střední škole, tak
i na univerzitě. Každá skupina potvrdila nedostatek informací o historii církví a náboženských vyznání období 17.–20. století. Chybí především informace o reformovaných církvích a sektách a náboženských hnutích. Žáci a studenti postrádají informace o vztahu katolické církve k novým náboženským proudům, 1.
a 2. světové válce, ekumenickému hnutí a současným směrům uvnitř církve. Uvádí, že jim chybí poznatky o budhismu, islámu, brahmanismu a nových hnutích jako jsou Svědci Jehovovi, Adventisté prvního nebo sedmého dne, nemluví se o metodistech či baptistech.
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EVOLUTION OF A PERSONAL AND MORAL MODEL OF WOMAN
IN POLISH HISTORY BOOKS IN THE YEARS 1945–1999
MAŁGORZATA SZYMCZAK
Ve snaze charakterizovat nejzajímavější směry vzdělávací práce v průběhu hodin dějepisu, autorka příspěvku sáhla po učebnicích dějepisu pro střední školy vydaných v letech 1945–1999.
Stojí za připomenutí, že představy o ženách vytvářené učebnicemi dějepisu a výukovými programy jsou ve velké míře důsledkem vlastního vzdělávacího systému. Během období existence
Polské lidové republiky byly politické změny spojeny s rozsáhlými revizemi učebnic a výukových
programů.
Klíčová slova: Dějiny 20. století; historické knihy; žena; Polsko
One of the foundations of a school history education, apart from giving skills and knowledge,
is the forming attitudes, values and models. As a social science, history can be a source of values
in the area of creating, as well as expressing them. As J. Maternicki notices, every culture puts
the human at the top place of its rank system of value hierarchy. It is also the human who stands
as a basic value in history education1. “Placing the human on the pedestal of history education,
one should interpret his or her role in two ways, as a subject and object of the teaching process.
Every time we talk about certain personal models.”2 – stresses J. Brynkus. Considering history
as a science forming the present and the future as well, one should remember the values and
models the authors of history books create in the images of their characters. Textbooks are still
a final product of the author’s selection of facts. Andrzej Grabski notices: „It’s not the facts talk
about us in history, but those who organise them according to an idea, and who use them
precisely to convince us of their right. The so-called objective meaning of the facts, which we
so often appeal to, is nothing but a conclusion suggested by those who organise the facts into
a whole.”3. School history, popularized by textbooks and teaching programmes, creates certain
universal models dealing with which a student can revise his or her own behaviours, as well as
create new values.
Willing to characterise the most interesting directions of educational work led during history
classes, the author of this dissertation has reached for history textbooks published for secondary
schools between 1945 and 1999. It has been decided that the illustration of the ideals and models
should be limited to the characters of women appearing in those textbooks and how they were
changing under the influence of political and social transformations should be monitored. It is
also worth remembering that the images of women built by school history in textbooks and
teaching programmes are to a large extent the effect of changes in the education system itself.
During the period of the People’s Republic of Poland, political changes were connected with a
sometimes very great revision of textbooks and teaching programmes. Every syllabus change
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stressed history teaching and the contents of history books differently. Between 1945 and 1989,
the Polish education system had been structurally reformed three times: in 1945, 1961 and 1973.
All the reforms were holistic attempts at adjusting education to the political and social changes,
yet they led to education becoming political and ideological. Officially, after the end of World
War II legislation of the 2nd Republic was still in force in which the basis of the education system
had been introduced in 1932. Therefore a socialist ideal of education and organisation in the first
years after the War was not yet organised. The years 1945–1948 in the educational sphere were
characterised by rather temporary solutions. There was an attempt to adjust the system to the
new authorities needs by use of short-term actions. Properly selected information concerning the
western countries and the Polish-Soviet alliance was introduced into the teaching programmes
for history and Polish, the programmes were saturated with clearly anti-German accents. The
second direction of changes aimed at the creation of a moral and social model of a Pole – a hardworking patriot of a highly sociable personality, eager to sacrifice for higher goals4. It has been
underlined that the values preferred in education were the ideals of democracy and humanistic
culture, which were meant to become the basis for shaping moral attitudes and relations towards
work5.
In 1948, a reform structurally standardising the education system was started and with few
changes it survived until 19616. In 1949 at a School inspectors congress J. Barbag pointed out
tasks for history in school education: “History cannot be a thoughtless gathering of facts,
limiting the entire history to become the annals of wars and biographies of kings. (…) History
ought to be a school for folk patriotism and internationalism, it should develop pride in what has
been modern in a nation’s past and what served its interests, and it should spread fondness for
the best traditions connected with the struggle of progressive forces of all peoples for a social
and national liberation”7.
Another reform of the system of education came into force under an act from July 15, 1961.
Article 1 of the act defined teaching objectives as ensuring: “a versatile development of students
and forming them into conscious and creative citizens of the People’s Republic of Poland. It
aimed at providing the students and pupils with knowledge of the laws of nature and of social
life, of his nation’s and humanity’s history and culture, in order to form a scientific view of the
world”8.
Political and social changes of the 1980s and 1990s did not the leave Polish educational
system unaffected. Changes in the contents of teaching concerned not only the teaching
programmes9, but also the textbooks. They were especially visible in the humanitarian subjects.
The contents were gradually “unlied”, and history depicted in the textbooks contained less and
less “blank patches”, became more and more reliable. The biggest reform concerned the newest
facts, especially the periods of the 2nd Republic and of the People’s Republic of Poland. The
most important issues, apart from the system changes, were the programme changes, which
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consisted in reducing the teaching material and dividing it into an optional and a compulsory
part10. The deepest changes however took place in 1999, when the reform of the educational
system was introduced into the Polish schools11. Teaching objectives for history were
established as follows: “1. Deepening and developing knowledge and skills acquired at a
previous educational level in order to know and understand the past of one’s own region and
country as well as the history of the world better. 2. Deepening the understanding of connections
between the past, the present and the future. 3. Building one’s own identity and forming a system
of values. 4. Developing public and patriotic spirits, a sense of belonging to family, local,
regional, ethnic or national communities. 5. Preparing to participate in lives of various
communities, based on the principals and values of democracy; forming an attitude of
understanding and tolerance for different cultures, customs and beliefs fitting into a civilisation’s
standards of values12.
Moral models and attitudes in history textbooks from the period of the People’s Republic
of Poland
The dissemination of a model of full equality of rights took place after Word War II, and the
systemic changes which began in the USSR and spread to the other parts of Central and Eastern
Europe implied the creation of a new image of woman. The propaganda endeavours run by the
authorities led to the origin of a specific image of woman. It resulted in a great measure from
the state aiming to make use of every possible productive strength of the society for the needs
of the economy. “Enthusiastic factory girls in various types of propaganda materials are the
examples of the images of women which in the first years after the war were to show the range
of changes planned, and to become a promotion of sex equality”13 – writes R. Siemieńska.
Slogans for equality were also used to encourage women into professional careers,
simultaneously leaving them all the duties of being a mother and house keeping. In this way the
role of women doubled. On the one hand, the traditional mother and wife, on the other – a
working woman. “The communist female emancipation has either been grotesque or illusory,
and was aiming for actual economic effect”14 – notices M. Środa. The propaganda used both
stereotypes efficiently, distributing them by use of all accessible media15. It resulted from the
will to impose a defined view of the world on the society, being in fact an attempt “to
subordinate the citizens to the ruling élite, and not to allow the creation of a situation in which
the mass media could be used for criticising the existing order”16. Models of the treatment of
women from the USSR were used by increasing the meaning of factory workers. Women gained
access to jobs traditionally recognised as male only, also to active social work, politics and new
educational opportunities. The press often used fictious symbols of women who gained social
advancement thanks to new chances. The propaganda stereotype eagerly used as its icons the
images of “ex-illiterate women promoted to the posts of forewomen. Profiles of work leaders
who have not only achieved recognition in their workplaces, but also an improvement of their
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financial status, being symbolised with the assignment of a newly-built flat, were described”17.
Although the situation of women differed from the propaganda view, it changed significantly.
Women gained a new status through joining life conditions and connected the new social roles
with the expectations resulting from tradition with them.
During the period of the PRP, all the elements were reflected in the history textbooks.
Educational aims were reduced to basic issues – raising a citizen, a Pole and raising a man.
While learning history, students had to acquire the principles of a civil education, gain a feeling
for the relationship with the Polish nation and with the ideal of a citizen of a socialist state in
particular. For the authors of the textbooks, the “political correctness” of the presented character
was important, as well as the model it could become for the readers. Actions for combining the
ideas of patriotism and heroism, fighting for rights, but also social activists were valued and
emphasised.
A specific example of a character combining the ideas of patriotism and heroism is Joan
d’Arc. Her profile appears in every textbook from the discussed period. This young heroine was
described especially widely in textbooks from the 1950s and 1960s, where her behaviour
remains an example of personal heroism, but also of the class struggle. In the person of Joan,
shown as a liberator of the peasant masses, her plebeian origins are strongly emphasised by the
authors. This young girls’ manifestation is quite explicitly recognised as the burning patriotism
of French society. In some textbooks a religious reason for her actions appears18. As every hero
– “Joan in a knight’s armour took part in battles, fought in the first ranks and enthralled the army
with her courage. She showed a clear mind and the ability of orientation in the battle
situation”19. Even after being taken prisoner, while being judged she kept her courage – “She
was tried to be intimidated and embarrassed with tricky, cunning questions. Nevertheless Joan
kept her bravery and amazed her judges with her clear and simple answers”20. So Joan rises to
the role usually played in textbooks by men – she fights, is brave and tenacious – she is a model
for every young reader. However the character of Joan as a bearer of educationally wanted
values loses its meaning in the analyses from the 1980s and 1990s21.
In the textbooks edited in the 1990s, another symbol of bravery and courage is Emilia
Plater22, who – as A. Garlicki writes – “fought desperately at her uncle Cezary’s side in Zmudz
and Lithuania and died from exhaustion on her way to Warsaw”23, becoming a literary legend
thanks to this fact.
Models of a heroine-patriot are especially visible in the studies of the 19th century. The
writers’ attention is grabbed by the profiles of women being heroic – either through fighting in
national uprisings or taking part in revolutions. The Paris Commune was particularly interesting
for the authors of the first post-war textbooks. Women, as pointed out by the 1964-study authors,
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stood by their men, supporting them in battles and at their workshops24. Another example of a
character who was not afraid to fight and led other women to create a female battalion25 is
Louise Michel, a teacher, described by the authors as “a beautiful, brave person”26. Continuing
the previous reflections, profiles of women are shown against the background of the Paris
Commune’s fall. The authors clearly distinguish between the heroic, admirable victims of the
system and despicable followers of the old order. The heroines are described in a solemn way:
“So a systematic murdering of captured fighters for the Commune began, and apart from them
also common, ordinary, helpless people, elderly, women and children, everyone whose
appearance, bowed shoulders, heavy step or clothes betrayed a stigma of proletarian origins”27.
When the narration concerns struggles for workers’ rights, or when women appear as the
fighters at city barricades equal to men, they become a model of virtues, conscience and pride
in their role. The PRP’s textbooks multiplied the examples of great engagement of women in the
struggle for workers’ and proletarians’ better lives. Subjects reinforcing a bond with one’s own
nation were taken willingly, appealing eagerly to the suffering of women and children.
Provoking anger towards the owning classes, deepening reflections concerning the conditions of
preserving independence or life were, in the authors’ opinion, the best methods to develop
patriotic feelings. That is why women are shown as devoted mothers and wives, working hard
to support their families28. The 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries were the times of
massive employment of women and children in factories and mines. This fact gave huge
possibilities for showing the hard lives of the characters and turning one’s attention towards the
exploitation of the working class, which was performed by the authors willingly. It is worthwhile
to pay attention to the propaganda tones in the descriptions characteristic for 1950s textbooks29.
The authors generally disapproved of low earnings, inhumane conditions and long working
hours exceeding every norm, “brutal” exploitation, being imposed especially on women and
children30. All the images of female workers are a group portrait. There is not a single character
known for the reader by her full name.
One of the most important models and ideals popularised in education during history lessons
and in textbooks as well was a vision of a social activist. Folk activists like Maria Wysłouch,
founder of the “People’s Friend” magazine – encouraging the peasants to gain political selfsufficiency and to free themselves from the influences of the nobles and the clergy, were highly
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regarded31. A similar role was played by Emilia Szczaniecka, acting in the Prussian annexed
territory, who was a founder of a female organisation named “Women Society”32. The authors
also recall the character of Aniela Tułodziecka, engaged in the actions of Mutual Enlightening
Friends and Caring for Children Association “Warta”, which came into existence in 1894. The
organisation was established in order to protect the Polish language and focused women (called
“Warcianki”) conducting Polish lessons33. The authors emphasise merits of the activists of the
beginnings of the socialist movement – Filipina Płaskowicka among others34. She was arrested
for her actions in 1879. The heroine died on her way to exile at the stage near Krasnoyarsk and
became a prototype of Stefan Żeromski’s “Siłaczka” (“A strongwoman”).
The 1950s put a large propaganda emphasis on showing women as work leaders. It is
perfectly visible in Polish textbooks35 as well as in textbooks concerning Poland and
contemporary world studies36. A few notices of J. Wojdon, who was studying the language of
propaganda in the primary schools textbooks, are worth quoting at this place. The author writes
about women in Polish textbooks: “Professional success has been in a way the measure of her
value. Female tractor drivers, electricians, mill workers, female engineers supervising the
building of a house, a ticket inspector, a primary school teacher, a dentist in a district medical
centre and a seamstress in a service cooperative were presented. Women in the army were
shown. In the 1940s one could only meet housewives, then no earlier than in the 1970s the
ordinary mum appeared”37.
Women appear also in charity activities in the textbook narratives. Incidentally, the authors’
attitude towards the Church is worth pointing out, which was depicted as a mainstay of reaction,
an institution exploiting society38. Institutions and people who opposed the Church however
were looked at quite kindly, when the anti-ecclesial activities were connected with social or
national movements. That is why in the PRP’s textbooks characters connected with the charity
actions of the Church are hard to find. In the studies, a great number of heroines appear, but
usually they are people far from the ecclesial institutions. The image of the Silesian Hedwig
appeared no earlier than in the 1970s editions. She is described at the forefront of events – as a
good Christian, protector of the poor and the peasants’ supporter – but the authors avoid
describing the actions themselves. Typically the information is followed by a picture from a
14th-century illustration of the legend of the Saint’s life39. Apart from Hedwig, other female
saints appear marginally: Jolanta, Kinga, Salomea40. Female nunnery convents occupy a very
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small margin of the considerations. They are mentioned only in two textbooks41. Hedwig the
Andegavenian is another character, through the description of whom an idea of charity, but also
sacrifice and heroism appears. She is recalled in the categories of a good ruler honoured by her
subjects, a great-granddaughter of king Władysław Łokietek, who despite of her young age and
separation from her mother country, made her way to Poland to claim its throne42. She is
depicted in military acts leading the forces annexing Red Russia to Poland43, as well as being
the restorer of the Krakow Academy44.
In my considerations I have tried to reflect the evolution of moral standards which are
recommended to young people through history textbooks. They do not exhaust the whole range
of educational issues related to the development of teaching history. Looking at the moral
standards propagated by the history textbooks, one should also remember the fact, that the
author’s inner attitude towards the historical character has huge consequences, and it can lead to
a deformation called a valet’s regarding of the past. A. Zielecki explained this term as follows:
“The deformation consists of combining attitudes, character, temperament and components of
personality of a distinguished historical character with the judgements of the results of the
person’s actions. Usually a stereotype of transferring negative features of personality, attitudes,
character onto the historical role of the person appears. In the opposite situations, the positive
results of an outstanding historical person’s activities imply neglect of his negative character
features. A hero must be flawless if his achievements are to be immortal. Otherwise, if the person
has been morally worthless, his achievements must have been reprehensible, too”45. This
mechanism worked in many of the given examples. Students got a selected, saturated with
insistent propaganda, incomplete, and sometimes completely false picture of the past.
Nevertheless it can be admitted that the moral standards shown on the examples of women were
in the majority of cases positive models, and they promoted cultural values universal for all
people. Love, happiness, work, social activity, help for the weaker – these are humanitarian
values, which are also essential for contemporary youth46. It is important to preserve them as
priorities for future generations and to consider them as timeless values.

Shrnutí
Vývoj morálního vzoru ženy v polských učebnicích dějepisu v letech 1945–1999
Ve své úvaze jsem se pokusila představit vývoj morálních standardů, které jsou doporučovány mladým
lidem prostřednictvím učebnic dějepisu. Při pohledu na morální standardy propagované učebnicemi dějepisu by měl člověk pamatovat na skutečnost, že autorův vnitřní postoj k historické postavě má obrovské
následky a může vést k deformaci. Deformace spočívá ve spojení postojů, charakteru a temperamentu
osobností význačné historické pověsti se soudy o činech dané osoby.
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CHRISTIAN PATTERNS AND THE ETHICS – OPINIONS OF THE
POLISH YOUTH TOWARDS HISTORICAL CHARACTERS
JOANNA BUGAJSKA-WIĘCŁAWSKA
Pokud narazíme na výrazy etika a křesťanská výchova, obvykle je stavíme do opozice. Přijali
jsme za své, že etika by měla být spojena se sférou světských hodnot. Na druhou stranu křesťanská ctnost vyplývá z předpokladu víry. Ze stejných důvodů můžeme mluvit o světské etice
a náboženské etice. Obě hledají hodnoty v různých zdrojích. Světská etika je definuje z pohledu
lidského bytí, zatím co náboženská etika je spojuje s božím řádem.
Klíčová slova: Historické osobnosti; mládež; etika; křesťanské vzory
“People’s life experience in the human world is the foundation of human values.1”
( Zdzisław Cackowski)
When we encounter the notions “ethics” and “Christian education”, we usually tend to place
them in opposition. We assume from the very start that ethics should be connected with the
sphere of secular values. On the other hand, Christian virtues result from assumptions of faith.
For the same reasons, we can speak of secular ethics and religious ethics. Both of them look for
their values in various sources. Secular ethics defines them from the point of view of a human
being, whereas religious ethics links them with divine orders. Within the European cultural
circle, secular ethics makes use of the collective and individual experience of a man; the
religious one, in turn, reaches to the Biblical message.
It is assumed, similarly, that the consequences of breaking the rules are as follows: in the first
case – sanctions determined by individual assessment and social environment; in the latter case,
the results go beyond up to the supernatural world.2 We are confronting two philosophies
(ontologies), one of which accepts, and the other one rejects the existence of supernatural
entities. The Marxist ethics belongs undoubtedly to the latter family – according to it, it is man
who is the supreme good and the measure of all things. (Still, we encounter the concept of
“socialist humanism” in literature).3
The issues of seeking ethical or Christian virtues are, in fact, questions of the world of values,
of moral models or guideposts. The ambition of school education has been to shape man in such
a way so that he/she possesses not only knowledge and skills but also that a certain desirable
attitude to the surrounding reality should be instilled in him/her. A view on the durability or
invariability of these values is a controversial issue.4
Seeking historical examples as arguments in the work of upbringing and education has
always constituted an important element of humanistic tradition – also when history was not a
separate education subject. From the Middle Ages until the modern age, the historical science
has been promoting a defined moral model, based on an authoritarian tradition that may be
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simply characterized as a deeply Christian one. As opposed to the medieval model of the human
being submitted to God’s Will, in the Renaissance man started to be viewed as a part of a social
community, and apart from the model of life symbolized by contemplation, a new model of an
active life in conformity with the current political order emerges. The Jesuit educational system,
the most popular one in the baroque times, was also based on that model, and the extremely
strong position of the Society of Jesus – Order of Jesuits made it possible for the profoundly
catholic educational system to be dominant in Poland. In consequence, Christian virtues were
promoted and the characters and heroes personifying the deepest submission to Divine matters
– the saints and martyrs – were the most appreciated. Only second-ranked were leaders and
monarchs, praised – besides – as models of Christian knights.5 A similar educational model was
suggested by Piarist schools from before the reform time. The latter introduced an important new
idea in the perception of virtue. Since then, only those outstanding historical figures were
acknowledged as educational models who at the same time observed certain principles
considered highly moral and humanistic. The confession of the person was not considered as
important. However, the requirement for this figure to possess a religious cult remained
important.6
The content of moral virtues represented by the educational systems of the three Partition
countries remained unchanged and was based on the Christian canon. The acts and figures
regarded as heroic often continued to be shown as educational models.
The end of 19th and beginning of 20th century in Europe was a period of major social,
political and ideological changes. There arose a confrontation of traditional educational models
originating from the Christian tradition with the ongoing secularization of societies and the ideas
promoted by communists. The Catholic Church robustly defended the values rooted in the faith.
(The resolutions of the Second Vatican Council and the declaration of papal infallibility in
questions of faith and morals as well as the encyclicals: „Immortale Dei” of 1885, „Rerum
Novarum” of 1891, „Divini ilius magistri”7 of 1929 and „Divini Redemptoris” of 1937 turned
out to be crucial.8 These issues were also laid out in the „New Canon Law Code” of 1917.9
Following the regaining of independence by the Polish State, the legislator determined in
Article 20 of the March Constitution of 1921: “There shall be introduced religious education,
obligatory for all pupils, in every educational establishment that realizes the programme for
children and youth up to 18 years of age and that is maintained by the State or local government
bodies”.10 The precondition of faith remained the indispensable element in the universal
education system on Polish territories up to the outbreak of the war in 1939.11
The educational programme was not changed radically in the period between the end of the
Second World War and the parliamentary elections in 1947.12 However the manifestation of new
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moral models arose right after the elections – the Christian ideals were abandoned under the
charge of being “petty bourgeois”. There was an absolute criticism of all types of cult. All
individualism was despised – it was the community what mattered, which was characteristic for
K. Marx demands. We can read in the propaganda brochures of the time, inter alia, that the prewar school had brought up an “asocial individualist and egoist” who was to be characterized by:
„greed or hunger for further possession, envy, fear of loss of possessed property and the craving
for sensual pleasure.”13 Previous positive characters – a hero, a knight or persons personifying
Christian virtues were replaced by the apotheosis of people fighting for social liberation. Their
highest embodiment were proletarian fighters.
After 1956, comments regarding cults were expressed in a softer manner (the Christian
religion, however, continued to be depicted not in the spiritual but in the social context, as a
confrontation of the affluence of the clergy against the poverty of the people. The perception of
a historical hero changed only slightly. The assessments and judgments were based on the canon
of virtues constituting the fighter for social justice, well tested in the period 1948–1956, but
his/her social background was referred to not as frequently as before. National heroes, especially
home country defenders, were appreciated to a greater extent. This model was applicable until
the seventies. The next decade was characterized by relatively educationally neutral material in
the school manuals. There was certain changes in the assessment of historical figures. Heroes
representing proletarian activity were not promoted so categorically anymore; however, we
cannot speak at all of any complete revision of these opinions.
The main theme of our deliberations is treating outstanding figures from the past as role
models and making use of this fact for educational purposes during history education in
schools.14
First attempts concerning historical figures – which have given certain insights into the
preferences of young people – were carried out on the occasion of research on the state of youth
consciousness in interwar Poland15. The following scientists (inter alia) conducted their research
in the People’s Republic of Poland: B. Szacka16. J. Rulka17, or J. Mazur18, jointly P. Kwiatkowski and A. Szpociński.19 These issues were also the subject of sociological literature. All
abovementioned efforts focused mainly on historical consciousness as such, and the Authors’
interest did not go beyond problems related to the history of Poland. They were also restricted
to deceased persons.20
Accepting such a criterion, as well as concentrating solely on figures from Polish history
seems to be, however, an artificial limitation. More than in creation of historical personages’
individual popularity rankings, we are interested in the phenomenon of changes in their
assessment by young people which implies getting to a certain sphere of ethical or moral values
represented by the young generation.
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First own research was conducted late March/early April 1998. Participants of the survey
were pupils of one of the Lublin high schools (secondary level), selected at random, and the
History Students of the University of Lublin (UMCS)’s Faculty of Humanities. In total, 267 high
school pupils and 96 students took part in the survey. Respondents were asked to answer two
questions: 1. „Which historical personage do you rate the highest and why?” 2. „Which
historical personage do you judge negatively and why?” As already mentioned, no limitation on
answers relating to deceased persons was introduced. Where individual choice seemed
unsatisfactory to the survey participants, a multiple choice was suggested. A basic requirement
that was also a precondition for including a given personage in the prepared list was obtaining
by him/her of at least two votes.
It was observed that both in the case of high school pupils and students, the list of positive
choices was, on average, nearly twice as high as that of negative choices (in the first case the
ratio was 61:36, and in the second one 43:24).This may indicate that it is easier and clearer to
specify personages (which implies the values represented by them) who are intentionally
unaccepted. Sensitizing to unaccepted figures and acts is more precise whereas virtue
assessment criteria are vague. We simply notice easier evil, things and persons that we do not
accept. We react to them also definitely in a more emotional, sometimes dramatic way. The
choice of a particularly highly-esteemed person becomes thereby a matter of individual choice
to a much larger extent than it is in the case of a condemned person. On the basis of the high
school pupils’ answers a list of 34 names assessed positively (each of which received at least two
votes) was obtained. Definitely, the most highly-esteemed personage was J. Pilsudski – 36 votes,
followed by Napoleon Bonaparte – 19, Wł. Sikorski – 17, Mieszko I and King Ladislaus Jagiello
– 16 votes each, St. Hedwig of Andechs, the Queen of Poland – 11, King John III Sobieski – 10,
T. Kosciuszko – 9, M. Sklodowska-Curie – 8, King Casimir the Great – 7, King Boleslaw I the
Brave and C. Columbus – 6 votes each, St. Jeanne d’Arc and King Stanislas Augustus
Poniatowski – 5 votes each, J. H. Dabrowski and Pope John Paul II – 4 (!) indications each,
Queen Bona Sforza, E. Plater, Rev. Jerzy Popiełuszko, N. Copernicus, King Stephen Bathory,
Wł. Anders- 3 votes each, Diana, Princess of Wales, H. Sienkiewicz, H. Sucharski, J. Bytnar„Rudy”, Prince Joseph Poniatowski, Julius Caesar, C. Darwin, H. Poświatowska, M.
Pawlikowska-Jasnorzewska, Mother Teresa of Calcutta, Czar Peter I of Russia, St. „Grot”Rowecki – two votes each.
As we see, there is a relatively large number of names belonging to highly moral persons
among the choices made by high school pupils: St. Hedwig of Andechs, Jeanne d’Arc, Pope
John Paul II, Rev. Jerzy Popiełuszko, Mother Teresa of Calcutta and… – Diana, Princess of
Wales. Such a great percentage of votes given to personages considered to be moral models may
reflect great demand for authorities among young people at these times when the crisis of values
is an undeniable fact.
On the basis of analysis of choices made by students, on applying similar standards, a list of
15 names was created. These are as follows: as in the first case, J. Pilsudski heads the list with
21 votes, followed by prince Mieszko I and King Casimir the Great – 8 votes each, rulers
– Alexander of Macedon and King Boleslaw the Brave as well as Jesus of Nazareth, L. Walesa,
R. Dmowski and T. Kosciuszko – 3 votes each; A. Lincoln, J. Zamoyski, Julius Caesar, M.
Ghandi, and King Ladislas II Jagiello – 2 votes each.
Analysis of preferences of both high school pupils and university students allows us to come
to the conclusion that the negative choices are subject to an extreme assimilation. Although the
number of votes given varied, a definite negative judgment, or even condemnation, was
expressed towards the leaders of two European dictatorships of the 20th century: Adolf Hitler
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and Joseph Stalin. However, the disproportions of the votes given are very significant; among
high school pupils it was 110 negative votes for the leader of the Third Reich against 55 such
judgments relating to the leader of the Soviet Union. Correspondingly, on the basis of students’
answers, the relation was 39 to 30. It is likely that the reason for diminishing the ratio between
negative judgments concerning the personage of J. Stalin and A. Hitler is more comprehensive
information on the generalissimo’s activity that is gained by university students, or some deeper
need to release stress connected with their opinions (a phenomenon typical in the case of being
a long-term subject of information block). According to high school pupils, other leading antiheroes were also: King Stanislas Augustus Poniatowski (charged with responsibility for
partitioning of Poland) – 4 votes and L. Walesa (2). Both personages are not widely condemned
– their names are also on the lists drawn up on the basis of positive choices. These figures were
assessed more severely by students. L. Walesa obtained 3 votes on the list of positive choices
and 4 indications on the “negative list”. King Stanislas Augustus was condemned in four cases
whereas he could not be found at all on the list of positive historical heroes (!). Other indications
are: King Augustus III (Saxon) of Poland – 4 votes, Z. Berling – 3; King Michael Korybut
Wiśniowiecki, Napoleon Bonaparte, Prince Janusz Radziwiłł, H. Radziejowski, Lenin, J. K.
Branicki, K. Mazowiecki and Wł. Siciński – two votes each.
The survey results show that any signs of political discrimination were assessed very severely
– including murders committed on actual or alleged opposition members or people’s enslavement
in isolation or concentration camps. The acts of crime or betrayal of nation were subject to
particular stigmatization which was especially underlined by young people. This implied lack of
acceptance for any extremisms – tyranny as well as ideologies: nationalism and communism.
Preferring one’s own private matters to the ideas of the country or community is also unaccepted.
And vice versa – the struggle for home country, own nation or ethnic group are assessed very
highly. All persons inciting armed conflicts deserve, according to the respondents, an extreme
condemnation. It refers both to people instigating local wars (B. Chmielnicki) and to those
causing global disasters (A. Hitler). On the other hand, advocates of peace are highly appreciated
(John Paul II, Paulus Vladimiri). One can say on the basis of the number of answers that genocide
does not find any justification among young people and it is considered the greatest crime. In turn,
military commanders and their victories are traditionally highly appreciated. Wrong decisions and
political ineptitude are assessed negatively, whereas achievements in the fields of culture and
science (herein geographical discoveries) as well as economy gain wide recognition. Services for
religion are also noticed (conversion of Poland, Lithuania to Christianity). The analysis of survey
forms revealed that persons dealing with charity (Mother Teresa of Calcutta, Queen Hedwig or
Diana, Princess of Wales) are highly esteemed.
The next survey was carried out in the same high school (among 184 pupils) and in the
Faculty of History of University of Lublin (UMCS) – among 107 students, in November 2009.
As the Author’s intention was that the surveys should be a continuation and a comparative
material to the 1998 research, the respondents have been asked to answer the same questions.
(Just to remind you: „Which historical personage do you rate the highest and why?” and „Which
historical personage do you judge negatively and why?”). Additionally, it has been suggested
that the respondents answer the following question: „May a historical figure be an educational
ideal?” Similarly as in the case of previous surveys – the Author has skipped the names that have
appeared only once, with the aim to obtain possibly the most representative results and not to
develop too large a list of persons.
High school pupils’ choices were as follows: among characters assessed positively, the
largest numbers of indications were received by John Paul II and J. Piłsudski – 30 and 28 votes,
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respectively, and these were definitely the most frequently given answers. Third place – let’s say,
in the middle of the pack – was taken by Queen Hedwig of Andechs – 13 votes, followed by
Emperor Napoleon – 10 votes, King Casimir the Great and Prince Mieszko I – 7 votes each, and
Lech Walesa – 6 votes; next positions in the ranking were occupied by: Jesus Christ, Jeanne
d’Arc and Priest J. Popiełuszko and King Ladislas II Jagiello – 4 votes each, and Alexander the
Great – 3 votes. At the end of the list were: T. Zawadzki „Zośka”, czarina Catherine of Russia,
T. Kosciuszko, King John III Sobieski and King Bolesław the Brave, Zawisza the Black of
Garbow as well as: Mother Teresa of Calcutta, Irena Sendler and St. Francis of Assisi. Seven
among these 19 names represent the highest Christian virtues; actually, we can include also the
Knight Zawisza the Black of Garbow, as an obvious example of a Christian knight, similarly as
it is in the case of King John III Sobieski who was highly appreciated mostly from the aspect of
battles against the Turks, and – last but not least – also Priest Jerzy Popiełuszko.
Personages explicitly condemned were A. Hitler and J. Stalin – respectively 107 and 33
votes; then Lech Walesa – 5 votes, King Stanislas Augustus Poniatowski – 4 and Catherine II,
Prince Konrad I of Masovia, and (collective anti-heroes) – F. K. Branicki, S. Sz. Potocki,
S. Rzewuski) – 2 votes each.
University students made similar choices. John Paul II and J. Pilsudski (26 votes each) had
a clear advantage over the rest of the names, who were: L. Walesa – 6 votes, Prince Mieszko I
– 5, King Casimir the Great – 4, R. Dmowski and Julius Caesar – 3 votes each. At the end of the
list were placed: Queen Bona Sforza, Jesus Christ, Alexander the Great, M. Edelman and
a collective hero – „Polish patriots” – 2 votes each.
Similarly, high school pupils considered as the most negative persons A. Hitler (72 votes), J.
Stalin (38 votes), then B. Mussolini (3 votes), King Stanislas Augustus Poniatowski, Napoleon,
Henry VIII, Lenin, Kim Ir Sen, J. Pilsudski and a collective figure – communist leaders who
were given 2 indications each.
136 high school pupils replied affirmatively to the question „Can a historical figure be an
educational ideal?” whereas 40 pupils were opposed; analogically, there were 101 positive and
20 negative answers given to the same question by students. The rest of the respondents in both
groups did not take a definite stand on the issue. To begin with, one has to mention that young
people have noticed the fact that there is a conflict between the perception of a figure (i.e. – what
we know about him/her) and the fact of what he/she really was like. This constitutes an initial
distinguishing feature. In fact, it is difficult to find an unambiguously ideal person. (Although
John Paul II was considered as such, according to the respondents).
An analysis of statements of both students and high school pupils has revealed similar views
of young people to the question of perception of the world of values represented by selected
historical figures. A general distinguishing here was the notion of good and evil. Some
characters were described as “good people”, and in relation to Stalin and Hitler frequently given
answers mentioned that they “did evil”.
Appreciated virtues are moral authority (honour, courage), all personal talents – including
diplomatic ones, and the most favoured are those contributing to keeping peace, ecumenism and
tolerance, services for religion, political efficacy but – and here we again enter the sphere of
values – only when the latter is based on legitimate ideals, determined by moral principles. Only
in that case is faithfulness to ideals appreciated.
On the other hand, activities referring to failure to carry out one’s responsibilities to one’s
own State are not accepted: these are self-interest and political weakness which result in
weakening of the position of State, or finally betrayal of home country. Negatively judged types
of behaviour are also those bringing negative social consequences: authoritarian forms of
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government, racial discrimination, provoking repressions (especially when harming one’s own
nation). It is self-evident that the specifics of the research were negative judgments expressed
towards the figures who, despite being extremely politically skilled, made use of their talents to
the detriment of the Polish State (for instance, Catherine II condemned for the weakening of
Poland). This confirms a strong emotional relation to the home country. The sphere described by
respondents as “doing evil” seems to be more connected with moral categories; “doing harm”,
“degrading”, or “humiliating others”, imposing own views, religious persecutions or, finally
genocide itself, were mentioned here.
Historical facts and figures are symbols of the hierarchy of important things and acts
practiced by the people – they confirm it or violate, they are examples of glory or condemnation.
Non-identical values prove to be attractive for everyone and in spite of the fact that we can
observe certain cultural standard (truth, good, courage, honour, freedom, justice are generally
appreciated), there is a lot of space left for individual choices. (The above cultural canon is
subject to complications when ideological patterns prove to be binding. And in spite of the fact
that the values imposed by them may be objectively appreciated – they become significantly
enhanced, and there even arises a redefinition of them in certain cases. This is what their status
was like between 1947 and 1989). Following the political transformation involving changes in
educational programmes and manuals, resulting in the change of historical narrative, there has
been a return to traditional perception of historical figures that we had known until 1939. The
outbreak of the second World War and the specifics of this conflict, first of all the hecatomb of
victims, has tremendously impacted the perception of world and moral judgments.
The analysis of surveys has shown that values connected with ideals of humanism or
humanitarianism are the most appreciated. According to young Poles, a human being is
definitely the highest value. Man’s endangered life is an indisputable value, therefore Hitler and
Stalin or extermination camps were condemned so drastically.
Whereas, in the case of identifying with ideals or morals, the tradition of Christian virtues
still remains a rich source. Personages living on faith and capable of sacrificing their lives for it
are highly appreciated (including supererogative attitudes presented, for instance, by St. Hedwig
of Andechs who sacrificed her happiness for the faith, or by I. Sendler who saved so many lives).

Shrnutí
Křesťanské vzory a etika – hodnocení historických postav mladými Poláky
Pokud narazíme na výrazy etika a křesťanská výchova, obvykle je stavíme do opozice. Přijali jsme za
své, že etika by měla být spojena se sférou světských hodnot. Na druhou stranu křesťanská ctnost vyplývá
z předpokladu víry. Ze stejných důvodů můžeme mluvit o světské etice a náboženské etice. Obě hledají
hodnoty v různých zdrojích. Světská etika je definuje z pohledu lidského bytí, zatím co náboženská etika
je spojuje s božím řádem.
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CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
BEGINNING OF BIOETHICS TEACHING IN HUMANITIES
KVĚTOSLAV ŠIPR
Bioetika pojednává o etických aspektech ochrany člověka a jeho života a jako samostatný vědní
obor vznikla na začátku sedmdesátých let minulého století. V České republice byla bioetika
zavedena jako povinný vyučovací obor poprvé na Teologické fakultě Univerzity Palackého
v Olomouci v roce 1990.
Klíčová slova: Bioetika; morálka; Hippokrates; Kennedyho institut etiky; Teologická fakulta
Univerzity Palackého; Hastings Center
Nowadays science is characterized by gradual differentiation of its fields. One cannot master
all pieces of knowledge gained over the generations, and for that reason, an individual cannot
integrate them either. In past centuries many new science disciplines have been established.
What is typical for the twentieth century, however, is not only the disintegration of the various
disciplines, but also their concentration in the newly created areas of science. One of the
resulting fields is Bioethics.
What does Bioethics stand for?
Bioethics is usually understood as a field of science, which deals with ethical aspects of
biomedical research, including the application of its results. At the same time bioethics is a part
of ethics, i.e. science for human acting with regard to its specific human nature. A newer and
better definition of the term Bioethics is as follows: Bioethics is a field in science dealing with
the ethical aspects of protection of man and his life, and human behavior in relation to life
environment.
The terms ethics and morality may be understood differently. Ethics is defined usually as a
theory of morality. This definition includes philosophical opinions on morality, on moral
consciousness, and on behavior. Morality stands for the specification of rules of conduct and of
conventions binding on the individual conscience.
Bioethics has been developing dynamically and it is not surprising that each of the
researchers understands Bioethics from their own point of view. Some researchers claim that
Bioethics is the ethics applied to medical problems and issues related to the value of life. At the
same time there are authors who strongly disagree with the focus on issues of medical bioethics.
The Origins of Bioethics
Emphasis on the ethical issues of human behavior can be found as far back as in Plato’s
(428–348 BC) beliefs, from whom Augustine of Hippo had drawn much of his inspiration.
Aristotle (348–322 BC) became not only Plato’s disciple but also his critic. Aristotle taught that
matter (soma) and form (spirit) belonged to all living beings. Every living being is characterized
by the ability to move without any external cause. It can be said that life is movement. Thomas
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Aquinas adopted many of Aristotle’s philosophical and scientific opinions and thanks to him we
know them.
Without a doubt, the first bioethical codex was the so-called Hippocratic Oath, although the
term Bioethics was unknown at the time of its origin. If we can dare to judge by the preserved
writings only, people had been paying no attention to such “useless” topics as reflections on the
essence of life for more than one thousand years. The knowledge of philosophy and natural
sciences was preserved almost only in monasteries. People would not be able to find out “the
dawn of bioethics” without the work of Albert Magnus (1193–1280), Thomas Aquinus
(1225–1274) and William of Ockham (1285–1349).
The development of modern medicine is based on simple but scientific experiments
conducted by Gregor Mendel, a monk and abbot who lived in Brno. Mendel’s “Laws of
Inheritance” are recognized to this day. Charles Darwin, who lived nearly at the same time as
Gregor Mendel, brought significant knowledge from another, but no less important field.
The Beginning and Development of Bioethics
The term Bioethics was used for the first time in 1971 by the biologist van Rensselaer Potter.
He defined the role of Bioethics as well: using the findings of biological sciences to serve to
improve the quality of life. The first bioethical institution in the world is considered to be The
Hastings Center, which was founded in 1969 under the name of Institute of Society Ethics and
the Life Science. This important research and learning centre is a publisher of the broadly
respected bioethical magazine The Hastings Center Report.
In 1971 The Kennedy Institute of Ethics was established in Washington, D.C. at Georgetown
University, and The Center for Bioethics was opened there. This prominent academic institution
published the Encyclopedia of Bioethics in 1978. A new edition of this book, consisting of five
volumes, was printed in 1995. The quarterly Kennedy Institute of Ethics Journal is one of the
most prestigious journals in Bioethics. In 1979 Tom Beauchamp and James Childress published
the Principles of Biomedical Ethics, which is considered to be the fundamental bioethical
publication up to this day.
At the beginning of the 90s there were more than 100 bioethical institutions in the world.
There are four reasons for the unusually rapid growth of bioethics: the accumulation of new and
important pieces of knowledge in medicine and biology, the introduction of technology to
medicine, the interdisciplinary nature of bioethics and the growing interest of students and
scientists in ethics. Many critical issues of bioethics should be considered not only by medicine
and biology, but also by sociology, psychology, ecology and other disciplines.
The Introduction of Bioethics to the University Study Curriculum in the Czech Republic.
Comprehensive knowledge of bioethics was introduced to the Czech Republic after the socalled “Velvet Revolution”. In 1990 four participants from Czechoslovakia took part in a
bioethical symposium that was held in Dubrovnik, Croatia (Yugoslavia at that time). The
Hastings Centre was the organizer of this meeting. The symposium gave an opportunity to the
participants not only to get acquainted with the most important bioethical issues, but also to get
in touch with outstanding personalities and to get access to literature.
The Palacky University, Faculty of Theology was the first university institution to offer
lectures in Bioethics in the Czech Republic. In 1990 Bioethics became a part of a curriculum of
the fifth year of study, with a subsidy of two hours a week. By concurrence of circumstances,
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the participant of the Bioethical Symposium in Dubrovnik was entrusted with teaching Bioethics
and had been giving lectures there for two decades.
At the Bioethical Symposium in Dubrovnik it was decided that the first European conference
on Bioethics would be held in Prague in 1991. The Hasting Center was the main organizer and
the writer of this article was in charged of the coordination of the conference. One of the
outcomes of the Prague Bioethical Conference was the interest of the Hasting Center’s scientists
in the Czech Republic. The co-founder and executive director of the Hasting Center, Daniel
Callahan, became an external teacher of the Charles University, Faculty of Medicine, and later
on an honorary doctor.

Shrnutí
Počátky bioetiky jako součásti vzdělávání v humanitních oborech
Za světově první bioetickou instituci se považuje Kennedyho institut etiky (Kennedy Institute of
Ethics), založený ve Washingtonu v roce 1971. První bioetické symposium v Evropě se uskutečnilo v roce 1990 v Dubrovníku a jeho čeští účastníci se přičinili o zavedení výuky bioetiky na českých vysokých
školách. V roce 1991 proběhla v Praze I. evropská bioetická konference (First European Conference on
Bioethics).
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FORMING OF MORAL AND CIVIC MATURITY IN THE FAMILY
VLADIMÍR SMÉKAL
Ve svém příspěvku seznamuji s přehledem základních poznatků o mravní a občanské vyspělosti
a jejich formování v rodině. V rámci příspěvku je na morálku pohlíženo v kontextu občanské
zralosti. Využitá empirická data pocházejí z výsledků studie ELSPAC (Evropská dlouhodobá
studie těhotenství a dětství) a výsledků několika disertačních nebo diplomových prací, které byly
vypracovány pod mým vedením.
Klíčová slova: Morální dospělost; občanská dospělost; rodina
Introduction
In this message I will present an overview of basic findings about the moral and civic
maturity and its formation in the family. In the context of the presentation, morals will be viewed
as a component of civic maturity. I will support my assertions with research results that have
rather orientational, exploratory nature and define the antecedents and probabilities of the level
of civic maturity rather than unique causal factors. There is much more unknown in the area of
formation of the personality than hard facts. When arguing by the empiric facts I proceed from
the results of the ELSPAC (European Longitudinal Study of Pregnancy and Childhood) survey
and the results of several dissertations/theses prepared under my supervision.
Research Goal and Existing Findings
Let us define the family as a small social group whose members usually live in a particular
place, in a particular psycho-social climate, or relationships network, and are connected by
particular spiritual ties. As the definition shows, three basic dimensions are essential for our
family lives – though different for various families and their members – that specify the way of
our earthly lives. To simplify the miscellaneous nature of the viewpoint we can say that we live
(1) in the world of things, (2) in the world of people, and (3) in the world of the spirit. This
tripartism was formulated in other consequences by K. Popper (1995) and as the starting point
of logotherapy (treatment using the renewal of the life sense) worked out by V. Frankl (1994).1
To think of a family from the complex point of view it is necessary to come out of this
opinion and to lead people towards the harmonic cultivation of physical, psychosocial as well as
spiritual culture of personality and of the relationships to life. People who believe in God ask,
or should ask themselves, a question about how to live in this world with people with whom they
share their family, working as well and social lives and to “live with God” at the same time.
Moral and Civic Maturity
The moral and civic maturity has mainly been discussed in the studies and theses on
sociological, politological and psychological and educational topics (some characteristics of the
civic maturity at schools are discussed mainly in the subjects of Civics, or Foundations of social
1

POPEK, K.: Věčné hledání. Praha: Prostor, 1995; FRANKL, V. E.: Vůle ke smyslu. Brno: Cesta, 1996.
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sciences, however as the results of pilot studies show – mainly in the form of dictating the
theorems from the area of law and ethics, and exceptionally in the form of interactive practices
developing the personality).
The civic maturity has unquestionably been a breakthrough component that goes through
social, moral, political, legal as well as spiritual culture of the personality, as well as the health
situation of a person and environmental conditions.
But society has been formed by individuals. That is why the civic maturity of a person
represents complex of features and states or cognitive and action schemes that have traditionally
been treated as part of the character.
From the socio-psychological point of view it can be said that civic maturity represents a
basic condition of productive as well as participative social co-existence within the community
of the village, workplace, and associations as well as within participating in generally beneficial
activities of broader activities on the local, national as well as federal levels.
To understand the lifestyle of the citizens on the local as well as whole-society and national
level it is therefore important to become aware of the civic maturity genesis and what is
supported or inhibited by its positive formation, both in the family, and in the school as well as
out-of-school education and life conditions in the broadest sense, including health, and culturalhistorical conditions with emphasis on medical and environmental impacts.
The civic maturity structure as a complex disposition of the personality includes: the
empathy, awareness of solidarity, commonality, responsibility, judiciousness, respect for
fairness, tolerance. A great role in the integration of the civic maturity components is played by
the spiritual culture of the personality.
It can be said without exaggeration that the quality of the civic maturity as a whole
depends on the quality of the civic maturity of individuals. But also the political culture of
citizens elected to political functions at the basic as well as state level.
What is Civic Society?
We can define civic society as a group of people who know their rights and duties as well as
responsibilities towards their fellow citizens as well as the society and state whose citizens they
are. For a civic mature person basic human decency is typical, he/she does not threaten the justified
interests of the others, their privacy, he/she does not act in a way that provokes public displeasure
or that disrupts the order and neatness of the places where he/she lives, works and rests.
Civic society was dealt with by several conferences initiated by Václav Havel called Fórum
2000. Václav Havel formulated his concept of the civic society as follows: „I myself treat the
civic society as something that is created through the self-structuring of society, usually through
foundations and associations. Of course, it is natural human association in non-governmental
and non-profit organizations, clubs and civic initiatives. They are very important and form the
backbone of civic society. ... This civic society is essential, it is a mycelium, culture medium,
background of democracy.“
In his opinion, democracy in the civic society wastes away and decays due to political parties
that become estranged from the citizens. “...politics starts to be boring, close to itself, strange,
unpleasant to people in the end and it is not altered by the fact that everyone can vote.“
As Havel’s further words show, Havel understands precisely the interconnection of civic
maturity and civic society. In Václav Havel’s opinion the “civil society is one of the ways
through which our humanity is or can be followed through as a whole, i.e., in the more delicate,
worse understandable, but probably most important of which it is formed ... It is completely
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fundamental way of participation in public life. It is the first and most fundamental way of how
a man voluntarily, himself from his own need oversteps the framework of his private living.
Sociology normally says that citizenship has been “a social relationship between an
individual and a political society (state) where the individual offers loyalty and the state offers
protection. This relationship between individuality and the state is given by the law“ (Mohamad,
1995).2 Bashir (1998) defines citizenship from the psychological viewpoint as a “feeling of
solidarity and loyalty with the state and political leaders who satisfy basic needs and provide
protection“.3 The citizenship is based on positive emotional relationship to the state. It is an
emotion that attracts the individual to his/her homeland and supports him/her to work hard and
develop creative effort to ensure a good international position for his/her nation. This opinion on
citizenship has been formulated by Antwan (1994) in his political dictionary: “The love for one’s
own country bears a readiness to protect it. It is much more than a political idea that stimulates
a person to work for the welfare of his/her country, mainly in the periods of wars.“ 4
Citizenship often comprises of activities that lead to improving the community by way of
participation, voluntary work and endeavour leading to the improvement of life conditions of all
the citizens. Schools in the UK provide lessons of citizenship in this relationship frame, in Wales
a program of personal and social education is used.
The concept of citizenship has three main components or dimensions (Cohen, 1999):5
• Citizenship is a legal status defined by civil, political and social rights. A citizen is a legal
entity who has freedom in accord with the law and has the right to require protection by law.
It does not mean that the citizen takes part on acts formulation, neither does it follow that the
laws should be the same for everyone.
• The citizens are considered political officials who actively participate in the political
institutions of the society.
• Citizenship means membership in political society and thus serves as a source of identity for
the citizen.
“The Spirit of the Age” as a Risky Factor of Civic Maturity Development
“The most important problems of the coming ten decades are of a global nature, and thus
their resolution should also be on global level. The factors that prevent the solution seem to be
similar globally and are mostly independent of nationality and culture,“ says J. Kalous (2004) in
his study Global problems and social capital. He refers to the conclusions of an international
panel devoted to this topic (see: Glenn, Gordon 2002).6
The international panel considers most serious the following facts:
• Lack of interest in the needs of future generations
• Caring for the welfare of one group or one nation
• Corruption of the representatives of the decision-making sphere (politicians)
• Waste
• Gluttony and selfishness
Can we go even deeper and find one common denominator? In accordance with the given
analysis we think that the denominator has been an increasing egoism of an increasing number
2
3
4
5
6

MOHAMAD, G.: The Dictionary of Sociology. Cairo: University Press, 1995.
BASHIR, R.: Citizenship and Behaviour Phenomena. The Journal of Social Science, 15, 1998, 1, pp. 32–48.
ANTWAN, H.: The Dictionary of Sociology. Damascus: Press of Ministry of Culture, 1994.
COHEN, J.: Changing Paradigms of Citizenship and the Exclusiveness of Demos. The Journal of International Sociology, 14, 1999, 3, pp. 248–268.
GLENN, J. C. – GORDON, J. T. (eds.): Budoucnost světa, Vybrané kapitoly z let 1999–2001. Olomouc: UP, 2002.
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of people. It is a form of individualism in which a man is a goal for himself, sense of life for
himself and everything else is marginal. In some relationships (maternal love) and some
situations (revolutionary surge) the expressions of individualism are set straight, but so called
“normal” periods are environments serving as a breeding ground for individualism and
consumerist values and activities.
The general social climate is characterized by a double moral.
When thinking of the importance of forming civic maturity in family life, let us state one
historical argument. One of the greatest world historians Edward Gibbon (1737–1794) mentions
the following five main reasons for dissociation and decline of the Roman Empire:
• Collapse of the family structure
• Weakening of the sense for personal responsibility
• Undue taxes, strict control and governmental interventions
• Finding such entertainment that becomes yet more hedonistic, violent and amoral
• Decline of religion
Two hundred fifty years later Mahátma Gándhí denounced seven modern social sins:
• Policy without principles
• Business without moral rules
• Wealth without work
• Education without character
• Science without humanity
• Delight without conscience
• Religion without restraint
The Characteristics of Civic Maturity:
In this preliminary message, a list of characteristics and prerequisites of civic maturity will be
enumerated, without any deeper justification. We treat them as variables that would be subjected to
empirical surveys in sub-studies. First of all let us mention some characteristics of civic immaturity.
We can see many examples of civic immaturity, but also developing civic maturity in
societies that convert from dictatorship to the system of democratic states.
Examples of civic immaturity:
The motorcyclist or car owner goes across a field or garden of his/her neighbour, when
walking a dog does not remove the faeces from roads or public spaces, is noisy in the street,
burns plastic bags and other toxic materials, pours harmful stuff in waters and lakes, takes
domestic waste to unapproved places etc.
The Symptoms of Immaturity
• Unscrupulousness
• Egoism
• Egocentrism
• Social indifference and low sensitivity to needy people
• Anhednonia, value pragmatism
Examples of civic maturity:
Providing material or social, psychological and spiritual help to needy people, active
membership in voluntary organizations, founding communities serving to unify people
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connected by valuable educational as well as recreational goals (e.g. the establishment of
community schools).
Components of Civic Maturity
The will for the sense and awareness of the sense, or the sense for sense.
Freedom (treated as investigating the reasons for decision-making and choosing the way
respecting legitimate interests of the others).
• Responsibility. Respect for the laws and endeavour for their keeping.
• Consideration and judiciousness.
• Solidarity (the awareness of commonality).
• Social interest (Belongingness, Togetherness).
• Pro-social orientation and social perspective.
• Respect for the others.
• Empathy.
• Participation.
• Tolerance of differences (and the awareness of its boundaries).
• Absence of xenophobia.
• Fulfilment of duties.
• Wisdom.
• Moral culture of the personality.
• Spirituality – Samaritan attitude, Mother Teresa,
• The need of self-cultivation and knowing the methods of self-formation.
• Accepted and developing personal plan and lifestyle.
• Identity – positive identity that is neither self-centred nor reconciled to any movement or
guru.
• Legal culture of the personality. An effort to abide by orders and prohibitions formulated by
moral codices (religious, Charter of human rights etc.) supporting the positive quality of life
of human beings, or the regard for the spiritual dimension of being. Based on existing
surveys it can be proved that some of the characteristics stated above are also identified in
the analyses of spiritual culture of the personality that can be legitimately considered to be
an integrative core of civic maturity, mainly as far as the reflection of the life sense is
concerned.
Civic maturity intermingles with the more generally accepted social maturity, whose full
development is localized by E. Goldberg (2006) in the individual’s development up to the third
decade of his/her life and from his point of view of neuropsychologist he states that it is
connected with the biological maturation of the frontal lobes.7 In his opinion it is formed by the
following characteristics:
• Ability to control the impulses.
• Foresight.
• Critical self-evaluation.
• Accepting of the whole range of “mature” rights and responsibilities
(Like driving a motor vehicle, voting, ability to get married, possibility to buy alcohol,
serving in the army, criminal responsibility etc.)

7

GOLDBERG, E.: Paradoxy moudrosti. Praha: Galen, 2006.
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Formative Factors (Prerequisites) of the Civic Maturity:
• Social and economic family situation.
• Family education – problem of the family educational role crisis.
• Completeness of the family and the position of a child in the family.
• The structure of the school class.
• After-school and after-class education.
• Associational activities
• Leisure time activities
• Volunteer activities or their support.
• Environment
• State of health and nutrition
• The quality of ethical education not only in school, but also in medial presentations of
political dealings and presentation of the events.
How can the Level of Civic Maturity be found?
The available materials usually mention the criteria of civic society only from the point of
view of politology, law and macro economy.
From the point of view of psychology the basic indicator is the quality of life of individual
citizens and groups.
It is desirable to look at the quality of life from the point of view of:
• psychology,
• sociology,
• pedagogy,
• public health,
• spirituality,
• politology,
• Environment (urban).
Existing questionnaires for value orientations, lifestyle, pro-social behaviour, etc. can be
used for carrying out the surveys. Depending on the instantiation of the individual concerned
variables, the battery of survey techniques will be specified and replenished.
Research Results
We will take a look at the findings of two research studies that lead to cognition of protective
and risky factors of forming civic maturity.
Role of the Father when Forming Social Characteristics of the Child
Balharová, J., Šporcrová, I. (2001) and my consultation (Smékal, V.)
The questionnaires Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (R. Goodman, 1997) were used
to evaluate the social behaviour of children.8 They were filled in by teachers of the eight-year
pupils. Social behaviour, or the process of the child’s socialization has been accepted in the
broader sense as forming the child’s relationships with other people. A total of 190 schools was
addressed, of which 189 cooperated – 86 from Brno and 104 from other locations. (The survey
was carried out in almost every school in Brno and its surroundings.) We personally asked the
8

POPIELSKI, K.: Noetyczny wymiar osobowości. Lublin: KUL, 1994.
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schools from Brno and its surroundings (88), the remaining schools (102) were addressed in
writing.
We gathered the information about the total of 2707 children, of which 1385 were boys and
1322 girls. These children simultaneously take part in the ELSPAC study. 42 mothers suffered
from the absence of the father, more than 200 mothers from the sample felt a lack of his
emotional support.
The results of the survey show that even the endouterine period is important for the child’s
life. It sets the prerequisites for positive or negative development of a new personality. In this
phase, the father’s role has a provable importance. Based on the data, it is not possible to
determine precisely which evolutionary period affected the child most, however it was recorded
from which period the father was missing in the family.
In addition to the father’s absence during the monitored periods the child’s development
could have been influenced by many other factors (e.g., broader relatives or people who are or
were in close contact with the child, the child’s health status etc.).
In addition to this we must suppose that in the course of the children’s lives there are changes
in their families, including the real fathers’ functions. (In this case we mean psychological
fatherhood).
For example this means that where in the early phases of the child’s life the father was not
present, in further periods his function can be accomplished by another man (e.g. mother’s
partner). On the other hand, in the families, where both parents were present in initial phases of
the child’s life, the father can be absent later.
It was confirmed that the children whose mothers missed the partner or his emotional
support, behaved socially differently from the children whose mothers had emotional support
from the partner. It was proved that the absence of the father and lack of emotional support for
the mother was reflected in children’s worse behaviour. It shows that the real presence of the
father in the family, though he does not provide the emotional support to the mother, is generally
more beneficial than his total absence.
In most of the characteristics the worst positions were occupied by children without a father,
better evaluation was achieved by children from the group where the father was present, but did
not provide the mother with emotional support, and the best by children where the father was
present and provided support to the mother. Also, of great importance is the trend of less socially
sensitive behaviour in boys from the group where the father did not provide the emotional
support to the mother in the first period of the survey. It questionable whether this fact can be
partially ascribed to the psychological discomfort of their mothers during pregnancy.
The boys reacted to impaired family background differently than the girls, i.e., they showed
differences in other characteristics than the girls. The boys tended to express outward
aggression, while the girls through differently expressed rivalry (e.g., jealousy, envy, etc.). This
finding can be explained by the peculiarities of male and female development, i.e., from the
point of view of gender. When evaluating the groups in gender line a sample of characteristics
typical for boys was set aside, and another sample of characteristics typical for girls.
In the groups without a father boys to a greater extent expressed hyperactivity, psychomotor
instability, venomousness, disobedience, mischievousness, aggression, on the other hand they
were more attacked and provoked by other children.
On the other hand, girls without fathers had these characteristics: inability of empathy,
reclusion, unwillingness to lend things to others and unwillingness to help them, envy, effort to
attract attention and further on significantly better relationship with adults than with the
contemporaries.
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In general, teachers evaluated boys as more problematic than girls.
It was proved that the absence of father in the family as well as his unsatisfactory
relationships with the mother have negative impacts to the child’s socialization and it can be
therefore assumed that even in adulthood for civic maturity.
In the dissertation (made under my supervision) The sense of life as a determinant for the
quality of moral action, a survey was carried out using the questionnaire by K. Popielský (1996)
on 115 students of the last classes in secondary schools (46 boys and 69 girls), of which 56 were
from the grammar school in Hradec Králové (Biskupské gymnázium) and 59 from the state
grammar school in Pardubice. Their average age was 17; 11 years.
A Frankl’s pupil K. Popielski (1996) used the name of noodynamics for the spiritual layer of
the personality from the point of view of logotherapy. He created a questionnaire of 100 items
to investigate it (translated by V. Smékal) identifying 36 units that group into four categories by
his intention: noetical qualities (realizing value, sense, trust etc.), noetical temporality
(orientation on the past – present – future), noetical activity (the acceptance of the self and the
others) and noetical attitudes (to success, death etc.).
The scales proposed by Popielský appeared in our surveys as not very reliable. Therefore we
have made a factor analysis of the scales and the questionnaire items collected from 123 highschool students. The factors specified by both factor analyses provide 4 distinctly differentiable
factors. (1) The feeling of life meaningfulness, (2) will to the sense, (3) awareness of
transcendence and (4) rational or emotional way of carrying out the sense. In addition to the
questionnaire of noodynamics by Popielsky, the investigated people were presented with the
nomination technique of 15 ways of moral negotiations created by us in which the students were
asked to enumerate the classmates who acted in the defined ways. The nomination technique
included, for example, the following items: If he/she promises something, he/she keeps it, does
not spread gossip and slanders, willingly helps with curriculum I do not understand etc.
The gathered data was processed using a multivarial analysis and in the gathered correlation
relationships matrix between the noodynamic factors scores and percent frequencies of the ways
of moral dealing nominations we have searched for correlations significant for the importance
levels equal to or greater than 0.01.
We will only mention the factors correlating with the variables of moral dealings from many
significant correlations of individual variables of noodynamics.
The factor feeling of the meaningfulness of life correlates with nomination items of 10.
He/she is polite and considerate of other people (0,281, P = 0,01) and 13. It can be said he/she
is a person of good character (0,299, P = 0,01).
The factor awareness of transcendence significantly correlates on P = 0,01 with the item
10. He/she is polite and considerate of other people.
The factor will to the sense does not significantly correlate on P = 0,01 with any nomination item.
The factor ways of realizing the sense correlates on the level P = 0,01 with three nomination
items: 9. He/she is not a hell raiser, 10. He/she is polite and considerate of other people and 11.
I do not remember he/she has ever lied. We note that the correlation express the fact of emotional
involvement on moral acting.
The partial correlations through that we have eliminated the influence of the school type does
not reduce correlation coefficients indicating supposed associations.
As the significant correlations show, the noodynamic factors as aspects of spiritual life are
connected with significant components of moral dealings concerning decency, consideration and
truthfulness and that are concentrated in the person’s character. These are also significant
components of civic maturity that have their roots in family education.
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Discussion, Conclusions and Suggestions
Formative Factors of Forming Civic Maturity
As our surveys and investigations show, in addition to the educational and social factors the
following factors also influence the formation of civic maturity:
• Constitutional, temperament and health conditions
• People with whom children identify or contra-identify
• Attribution and scenarios
• Community principle of co-existence in the scope of family relationship and neighborly relations
• Membership and activities of parents in volunteer helping institutions
• Care for ill or socially needy family members and neighbors
• Internalization of the “golden moral rule”
• The principle of the scouts: “One for all, all for one”
• Practicing the principle “Unity in diversity”
• Drama plays
Summary
• The topic is highly topical, however psychologically less followed. The suggestion of the
project should encourage an increase in interest in this topic.
• On the pedagogical and generally praxeological level it is educating citizens to identification
with positive values that are the foundation of the quality of life and human dignity.
• It would be desirable to focus the survey on searching for the antecedents of civically mature
and immature people.
• In the longitudinal data of the ELSPAC (Europena Longitudinal Study of Pregnancy and
Childhood) project that is available at the proposer’s workplace it would then be desirable to
possibly follow the characteristics of social environment and personalities who were present
in the childhood of mature and immature personalities from the point of view of citizenship.
• It shows that it is highly desirable to heal the family – to restore its educational and positive
stimulation valuable function.
• To establish Schools for parents at advisory centres.
• To support multi-generation families exercising respect for old age.
• To build playgrounds for children and create conditions for constructive spending of time of
parents with their children.
• Cooperation of the school and family (– experience of Malta).
• Value of religion.

Shrnutí
Formování morální a občanské dospělosti v rodině
Ve svém příspěvku seznamuji s přehledem základních poznatků o mravní a občanské vyspělosti a jejich
formování v rodině. V rámci příspěvku je na morálku pohlíženo v kontextu občanské zralosti. Využitá
empirická data pocházejí z výsledků studie ELSPAC (Evropská dlouhodobá studie těhotenství a dětství)
a výsledků několika disertačních nebo diplomových prací, které byly vypracovány pod mým vedením.
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“AND THE WORD BECAME FLESH…“,
OR IS THERE A SPECIFICALLY CHRISTIAN MORALITY?
JAROSLAV LORMAN
Situace současného člověka v demokratické společnosti je obtížně slučitelná s autoritativně
formulovanými nároky, jak ukázala krize kolem encykliky Humanae vitae (1968). Vzhledem
k potřebě formulovat principy křesťanské výchovy v žité pluralitě je třeba se ptát po specifikách
křesťanského étosu, případně křesťansky formulované etiky.
Klíčová slova: Teologická etika; morální teologie; proprium christianum; zjevení; specifika
křesťanské etika; bible; Humanae vitae
Challenges after the Publication of Humanae vitae
The question of specifically Christian ethics has been asked urgently especially since the
1960s in connection with Church authority actions. Discussion was provoked namely by the
publication of Pope Paul VI’s encyclical Humanae vitae (25 July 1968), in which the Roman
pontiff endorsed the minority opinion of a large preparatory commission and explicitly
denounced any intention of a married couple to separate carnal intercourse from its reproductive
function. This brought a wave of discontent and even withdrawal from the Catholic Church, as
conduct required by the encyclical was unacceptable for many Catholics.
This negative reaction could be interpreted as confirming the existence of specifically
Christian (in this case Catholic) ethics, whose requirements, however, may be shrugged off and
a morally successful life may be led without them – such a stand would counter the theologically
valuable concept of the universal character of the Christian message. The rejected doctrine is
considered incompatible with personal life and the autonomy an individual’s life calls for. The
problem here is not the moral good which the magisterial statement seeks to protect (i.e. the
faithful wedlock of a man and a woman connected with the creation and protection of a new
human life). The problem could be that the voice of the majority in the preparatory commission
was not respected (the expectations of a contemporary western individual living in a democratic
society used to plurality of opinion and autonomous choice cannot be disregarded, not even by
the Church). Thus attention is drawn to the position of the Church authority in the ethics
discourse. Or, to be more precise, doubts as to the extent to which moral requirements may be
imposed on a person from the outside and from the position of authority without having to be
presented in an understandable and comprehensible way, i.e., to what extent they must be
substantiated by acceptable arguments. Finally we arrive at the difficulty of the first type of
explanation: if the ethical argumentation in a particular issue is to be understandable, it must be
rational. Rationality is the condition of communicability. And in rationality, together with ethical
tradition, it is possible to find an element of universality reaching beyond the boundaries of
religious appurtenance. Hence, to what extent can a thus imposed moral requirement be
specifically religious or even denominational?
It seems that the question of the specifics of Christian morality is the fruit of the modern
times characterized in Europe by increasing secularization and accompanying deChristianization of thought. Ethics is expected to create common human space for a dialogue
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about morally relevant issues, which cannot be conducted from religious standpoints only but
which can neither disregard them.
Can support be found in the oldest Christian texts, when the Church represented a more or
less tolerated minority within non-Christian societies? What attitude did its protagonists take
towards non-Christian ethos?
Examples of Openness in Biblical Texts
Pauline corpus:
In his epistles, Paul deals with many areas of life (interpersonal relationships, relations to
possessions, to the state and society, to sexuality…). His position is remarkably open; it even
seems that, regarding content, he does not create any new ethic. Although according to Biblicists
there is no evidence of direct Stoic influence on the Apostle to the Nations1, Paul uses terms
typical for contemporary popular Stoicism (nature, conscience), which can be explained by his
origins in Hellenized Tarsus of Asia Minor. Paul does not find it necessary to react particularly
to any of the contemporary streams of philosophy, which does not mean, however, that he would
not have a critical approach towards “heterogeneous” notional content. His differentiated
approach can be illustrated by the fact that Paul does not include in his ethical proclamations the
target values of stoical ethics, such as apatheia, ataraxia or eudaimonia, but within the
framework of the ideal of agape2 he criticizes vices (orgé, thymos: anger) and includes desirable
virtues (praytés: meekness, kindness; makrothymia: patience)3. At the same time he does not
hesitate to change the polarity of values. For instance the virtue of modesty (tapeinofrosyné) was
used in Greek non-Christian discourse in the negative meaning lowliness, humbleness (cf.
tapeinos: lowly, humble). Paul sees it as a virtue (Eph 4, 1f; Rom 12. 16), perhaps following
Matthew’s Christology (Mt 11, 29: “Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am meek
(prays) and humble (tapeinos) of heart and you will find rest for yourselves.”), and certainly in
connection with the Old Testament (cf. e.g. Prv 29, 23)4.
Precisely in the semantic frame of the novelty of life, into which the Apostle embeds his
moral requirements, is where the proprium Paulinum rests5, according to Biblicists. Paul
understands the kingdom of God mainly in its Christological dimension: the fact of Christian life
is described as being in Christ (Gal 5, 6), conversion as “putting on the new self” while the old,
not yet Christian self must die (Eph 4, 22–24). This image is the basis for Paul’s theology of
baptism as death and resurrection together with Christ (Rom 6). Conversion and the ensuing
“Christian” way of life is expressed through a change in conduct (e.g. refraining from lying,
theft…). Pauline ethics is marked by strong Christological orientation and in this view a
believer’s life has a strong Christophanical character.
An important element in the Apostle’s argumentation is that God’s action precedes human
action. Moral conduct is not a condition for God’s love; on the contrary, it is its consequence,
thus being responsorial in character. This standpoint is reflected in the structure of many of
1

2
3
4
5

BONHOEFFER, CF. A.: Epiktet und das Neue Testament. Gießen 1911; POHLENZ, M.: Paulus und die Stoa. In:
Zeitschrift für neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 42 (1949), 69–104; MARSHALL, L. H.: The Challenge of New Testament Ethics. London 1956, p. 234; SCHELKE, K. H.: Theologie des Neuen Testaments III – Ethos. Düsseldorf
1970, 211f.
Cf. Col 3,5–9.12–14; Eph 5,5–9.
Makrothymia is not included in the Stoics‘ vocabulary, although the virtue of persistence is highly valued among
them. Cf. Theologisches Begriffslexikon zum Neuen Testament. R. Brockhaus Verlag, s. l., 1993, p. 462.
Cf. Theologisches Begriffslexikon zum Neuen Testament. R. Brockhaus Verlag, s. l., 1993, p. 176ff.
Cf. PREISKER, H.: Das Ethos des Urchristentums. Gütersloh 1949, p. 247.
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Paul’s letters6: the first chapters are dogmatic and Paul often gives mystagogic instruction to
their addressees in them (so-called Pauline indicative) and only then encourages them to live
lives worthy of their calling in parenesis (so-called Pauline imperative). The basis of Pauline
morality is not an external norm nor a systematically conceived anthropology, but a personal
experience of God’s love.7 A Christian is provided orientation through his love of Christ (1Cor
16, 22) and guidance by the Holy Spirit (Gal 5, 16f); these, however, do not exclude adopted
non-Christian ethical concepts.
Jesus’ ethics
We have seen that for Paul’s ethical message the reference point is his theological
interpretation of the person of Jesus Christ. The question remains in what sense it is possible to
designate the ethics of the Nazarene Master as new. After World War I a storm was caused by
Gerhard Kittel, who studied late Jewish and early Christian teachings and arrived at the
conclusion that the moral principles preached by Jesus could be found with the surrounding
nations as well.8
The texts of the Gospels make it obvious that Jesus himself trusted sane human reason.9
Jesus’ teaching through examples and parables is rooted in his conviction that a man can be able
to find firm moral principles on the basis of his own experience. “When you see a cloud rising
in the west you say immediately that it is going to rain – and so it does; and when you notice
that the wind is blowing from the south you say that it is going to be hot – and so it is. You
hypocrites! You know how to interpret the appearance of the earth and the sky; why do you not
know how to interpret the present time?” (Lk 12, 54ff).10
What we usually consider Jesus’ typical ethical message is the requirement to love one’s
enemy and the positive formulation of the so-called Golden Rule. However, a closer look is not
without interest for our inquiry. The requirement of love for one’s enemies can be found both in
the biblical (cf. Ex 23, 4; Prv 25, 21f) and non-biblical late-Jewish11 traditions, and also in the
writings of Stoics.12 Jesus’ specific can be seen in theologizing this command – love for one’s
neighbor is linked with love for the personal God, it is its expression (Mt 25, 31–46). With this
Jesus breaks through the world-immanent ethical message of Stoicism while strengthening the
universal dimension of this requirement: it is applied to all people. Although this idea was not
alien to Old-Testament, especially post-exile, Judaism, in Jesus’ teaching this aspect gains key
importance. Moreover, Jesus gives the requirement of love special prominence among other
moral claims: “The principle ‘who does not fulfill one of the 613 commands, does not fulfill the
whole Torah’ does not hold any more; now it is ‘who does not fulfill one of many God’s
6
7

8
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Epistles to the Romans, Galatians, Ephesians, Colossians.
“Would Paul write in the same way even today, in the time of often only ‘sociological Christianity’?” asks the Pontifical Biblical Commission in the document Bibbia e morale, art. 55, http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/pcb_documents/rc_con_cfaith_doc_20080511_bibbia-e-morale_it.html (9-12-2009).
Cf. KITTEL, G.: Die Probleme des palästinensischen Spätjudentums und das Urchristentum. In: Beiträge zur Wissenschaft vom Alten und Neuen Testament, 3, vol. 1, Stuttgart 1926, p. 396f; SCOTT, E. F.: The Ethical Teaching of
Jesus. New York 1957, p. 13.
The certainty that God will take care of man may be drawn from looking at creation in which God takes care even of
grass which will soon be thrown into the oven (Mt 6, 30). It is equally understandable that a man will lift a sheep fallen into a pit even on the Sabbath (Mt 12, 11n).
Cf. also Mk 7, 21–23; Lk 10, 7; Mt 20, 13 etc.
Cf. Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs: Testament of Issachar V, 2; VII,6 and Testament of Dan V, 3. In: Robert Henry Charles: The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, with introduction, notes, and indices. London: Adam and Charles
Black, 1908.
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commands in the principal attitude of love for God and one’s neighbor, does not fulfill the whole
law.‘”13
Likewise the principle of returning good for evil is expressed in the Jewish deuterocanonical
story of Achikar (6th century B.C.),14 as well as in the Babylonian story of Xisuthra in
Assurbanipals’ library (ca 650 B.C.).15 It can also be found in Tao Te Ching by the Chinese wise
man Lao-tzu.16 We could state that as to content this moral requirement does not bring anything
new. The specific of Jesus’ message stands out well in the context of Matthew’s Gospel. Jesus
formulates the requirement of love for enemies within the so-called Antitheses in his Sermon on
the Mount. First, he mentions the notorious Old-Testament text, “You have heard that it was said,
‘You shall love your neighbor and hate your enemy,’” to then add his commentary, “ But I say
to you, love your enemies, and pray for those who persecute you,” with a justification in a
radically theological framework, “that you may be children of your heavenly Father, for he
makes his sun rise on the bad and the good, and causes rain to fall on the just and the unjust…So
be perfect, just as your heavenly Father is perfect.”17 The attitude of love for enemies in Jesus’
interpretation reflects God’s love for all creation. His wording is equivalent to those which can
be found in the wisdom of other cultures; however, he weaves it into the entire theological
framework of God’s inconspicuous love.
Neither the positive formulation of the so-called Golden Rule, “Do to others whatever you
would have them do to you. This is the law and the prophets,” (Mt 7, 12) is specific to Jesus,
though not infrequently claimed so.18 It can be encountered in the non-Christian context in
works by Aristaeus, Isocratos, and Seneca, or in the Indian national epos Mahabharata.19
These examples show that Jesus does not build a special ethic in the sense of new ‘revealed’
moral norms or requirements. His contribution to the broad (all-mankind) ethical discussion is
to be seen in the context of the main aim of his earthly mission, namely the renewal of
communion with God.20 We may find it inspiring that this aim of fulfilling the promises of the
Old Testament need not necessarily contradict originally non-Jewish and non-biblical moral
requirements. Jesus obviously joins the ethical discourse of mankind; he does not reject the
wisdom of his predecessors or contemporaries. On the contrary, he appreciates it and offers an
even broader scope of reasons to prove its authenticity.
12
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Cf. Philo of Alexandria, De specialibus legibus 2, 6, 63. Cf. also STAUFFER, E.: Die Botschaft Jesu damals und
heute. Bern 1959, p. 165.
NEUHÄUSLER, E.: Anspruch und Antwort Gottes. Zur Lehre von den Weisungen innerhalb des synoptischen Jesusverkündigung. Paderborn 1967, p. 117.
NIEHR, H.: Die Weisheit des Achikar und der Musar Lammebin im Vergleich. In: HEMPEL, C. – LANGE, A.
– LICHTENBERGER, H.: The Wisdom Texts from Qumran and the Development of Sapiential Thought. Leuven
2002, p. 174.
STAUFFER, E.: Botschaft Jesu damals und heute. Bern 1959, p. 55–60.
Chapter 49: “The sage has no invariable mind of his own; he makes the mindof the people his mind. To those who
are good (to me), I am good; and to those who are not good (to me), I am also good; – and thus (all) get to be good.”
Legge, James, The Texts of Taoism, 2 Vols, The Sacred Books of the East Vols. 39 & 40, (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1891; reissued New York: Dover, 1962.
Mt 5, 43–48.
Last even in the Czech translation of the so-called Jerusalem Bible: Jeruzalémská bible, Praha 2009, in note c on p.
1713.
KITTEL, G.: Die Probleme der palästinensischen Spätjudentums und das Urchristentum, op. cit. p. 109, note 4.
Document of the Pontifical Biblical Commission Bibbia e morale formulates the main aims of Jesus’ engagement according to the Synoptics as follows, “The forgiveness of sins or reconciliation with God, then God’s knowledge and
communion with God“ (art. 44; http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/pcb_documents/
rc_con_cfaith_doc_20080511_bibbia-e-morale_it.html, 9-12-2009).
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“AND THE WORD BECAME FLESH…”, OR IS THERE A SPECIFICALLY CHRISTIAN MORALITY?

From the theological point of view, the Incarnation of the Son of God is the climax of
hermeneutics in the sense of theological evaluation of the person of Jesus, which the Church will
soon grasp as “one and the same Christ, Lord, and only-begotten Son, in two natures without
confusion, change, division, or separation.”21 Likewise, we can imagine these two natures
joined into a harmonious entirety of one person in the domain of ethics. Both natures co-exist,
neither of them disturbing or disabling the full presence of the other. From the Christian point of
view, the Christmas event is the hermeneutics of God himself, his pronunciation,
communication, self-explanation, self-devotion. And also seeking, trying to find an expression
in the reality of human life.
Inspired by Transcendental Theology
Augustine addresses God in his Confessions as “more inward to me than the most inward part
of me.“22 “To think God” is then possible to grasp as an extreme capability of the competence of
human spirit, which a thinking subject realizes in the so-called transcendental experience (Karl
Rahner) and which in the relation of man towards empirical (categorial) experience plays the role
of a hermeneutical key. And through this very key, to a believer the world is apprehensible
(thinkable) and thus anthropologically and ethically relevant.23 ‘God’s thought’ found its
historical realization in the Incarnation of Jesus Christ. In his awareness of the Father as well as
his awareness of himself it became a reality capable of being experienced and communicated.
Hence Jesus Christ’s self- awareness is a permanent reference point of theological-ethical
reflection as well as of reflected Christian experience. The figure of Jesus of Nazareth is God’s
revelation, the word that God spoke in these last days24 without granting full knowledge to man
or claiming respect for himself, “the Eternal enters time, the Whole lies hidden in the part.“25
If we expected God’s revelation to remove suffering from the controversially experienced
earthly reality and to disclose the truth as a once and for all valid content, the event of God’s
Incarnation could easily become an outrage to us, as it became for many of Jesus’
contemporaries. In the Christological meaning the symbolic Gospel scenes which correct the
image of the Messiah incarnate are particularly eloquent. For in their view Jesus’ entry into
Jerusalem on a colt is the entry of the awaited king (Zec 9, 9), the washing of the disciples’ feet
during the Last Supper is an expression of God’s presence at the feast of God’s kingdom.
Equally eloquent is Jesus’ sentence before the Sanhedrin and his death under the inscription
titling him the King of the Jews. Contrary to that, Jesus’ way of not avoiding suffering is
presented as meaningful; the makeshift character of every human act stands out in the proximity
of his ‘meaningless’ death on the cross, the image of a happy life bound to success is then placed
among a new, although supremely human context.
God’s Incarnation is kenotic, it bears the form of self-emptying.26 However, God’s selfemptying is unthinkable as an objective reality beside other realities. It is rather contained in the
21
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Canon of the Council of Chalcedon of 22-X-451. In: DENZINGER, H. – HÜNERMANN, P.: Enchiridion symbolorum definitionum et declaationum de rebus fidei et morum. Freiburg i. Br. 2001, k. 302; translation according to
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_of_Chalcedon.
Augustinus Aurelius: Confessions, III, 6, 11.
Cf. Thomas Aquinas, De Veritate, q. 14 a. 1.
Cf. The Letter to the Hebrews 1,1.
John Paul II, Fides et Ratio 12.
Cf. the Christological hymn in the Letter to the Philippians, “Who, though he was in the form of God, did not regard
equality with God as something to be grasped. Rather he emptied himself (Gr. ekenósen), taking the form of a slave,
coming in human likeness; and found human in appearance, he humbled himself, becoming obedient to death, even
death on a cross.“ (Phil 2, 6ff).
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structures of thought themselves. And in this inwardness every reality is begun, including the
reality of man. A man does not gain his self-conception only by harmonically joining the given
reality of the world of phenomena external to him, but also by posing himself into the world
intellectually, ‘in-comprehending’ himself into it. The point where this happens is the individual
reality of a man in communication with others.
Precisely this kenotic aspect of God’s self-pronunciation in Jesus makes it possible to explain
the openness of early Christian authors towards stimuli from the surrounding non-Christian
world without having to sacrifice their own identity. The kenotic character of revelation makes
it impossible to pose positive moral requirements as a closed normative system valid once and
for all. It warns against the temptation to present generalized ethical judgments and to pretend
harmony in a reality often experienced as contradictory and leading to dilemmas. Every moral
judgment and human conduct is considered to be only provisional. In this way, theological ethics
is pre-destined for dialogue, in which “the theological” can play an important maieutic role. The
transcendentally philosophical standpoint in accordance with the biblical discourse generates
respect for other people: indeed, the place where man and God directly meet is the human heart
itself. However, from the outside it can be neither grasped nor judged.
This is where the limitations of the content of normative ethics stem from. In this sense,
specifically Christian ethics can be considered bravely open. It is an ethics which relates to its
own centre of gravity, which is God revealed in Jesus Christ. An ethics of a man’s response to
God’s invitation into a relationship. However, it must be based on personal experience of God’s
love and not only on membership in a church or religious education. In my opinion, it is the
focus on authentic Christian spirituality and pastoral practice, which poses an important
challenge to contemporary ethics discussion, which must not be overlooked.

Shrnutí
“A slovo se stalo tělem”, aneb existuje specificky křesťanská morálka?
Na příkladu pavlovských textů je možné si uvědomit otevřenost raně křesťanského myšlení nekřesťanským hodnotovým systémům. Pavel usiloval o jejich koherenci s křesťanským gravitačním polem.
Jeho etické hlásání chtělo být srozumitelné pro okolí (hodnoty např. stoické etiky – praytés,
makrothymia...), nepostrádalo však nové prvky (zapojení do rámce ideálu agapé, hodnotové přeznačení
tapeinofrosyné...). Vztažným bodem takto kladené morálky není pro Pavla vnější mravní norma, nýbrž
osobní zkušenost přijetí člověka Bohem.
Ani tzv. ježíšovská etika nás nepřesvědčuje, že by Ježíš přinášel obsahově zcela nové mravní
požadavky. Evangelní texty svědčí o jeho otevřenosti obecné lidské zkušenosti (např. Lk 12, 54nn). I často
uváděný požadavek lásky k nepřátelům nalezneme v mimobiblické tradici. Jeho hlavní přínos do etických
tradic je v jejich zapojení do kontextu trvalého společenství v Bohem, a to v horizontu ukřižování.
Uvedené biblické příklady nacházejí oporu v charakteru Božího zjevení, soustředěné v historické
osobě Ježíše Krista. Kenotická povaha jeho pozemské životní cesty (Fp 2, 6nn) musí být trvalým
paradigmatem křesťanského etického mluvení, které nepřináší nové vnější nároky, nevytváří primárně
ucelený systém ani neodstraňuje zakoušené rozpory. Teologická etika je předurčena k dialogu, ve kterém
hraje‚ to teologické maieutickou úlohu.
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INTIMATE EMOTIONAL RELATIONS IN MODERN YOUTH
NARRATIONS. EROSION OF ETHOS OF CHRISTIAN LOVE AND
RELIGIOUS VALUES
MAŁGORZATA BIEDROŃ
Lidé byli vždy doprovázeni náklonností, důvěrou a láskou a v literatuře zabývající se tímto
tématem je možné nalézt široké analýzy těchto pocitů. Moderní život přináší významné změny do
formální, organizační, funkční, stejně jako emoční a afektivní sféry rodinného života. Ovlivnil
jevy charakteristické pro postmoderní (individualismus, sekularizace, rozšíření médií, nadměrné
poskytování informací, ekonomizace, pluralismus hodnot a životního stylu, mobilita, dočasnost)
způsob myšlení, které odpovídajícím způsobem mění úvahy o formování vztahů a vytváření
rodiny. Ve své práci bych se chtěla zaměřit na jevy, které lze považovat za alarmující z hlediska
křesťanského étosu a světského pohledu (podle kterého jsou tradiční standardy hodné ochrany).
Klíčová slova: Hodnoty; citové vztahy; láska; náboženství
Attachment, trust and love have always accompanied people and in the literature concerning
this subject one can find extensive analyses of these feelings. Independently of the scope of the
analysis, the quality of a relationship between partners has a fundamental meaning for the
soundness of the individuals who create the family and the constancy of the whole structure.
Modern life has brought significant changes in the formal, organizational, functional, as well as
emotional and affective sphere of family life. Influenced by phenomena characteristic for
postmodernism (individualism, secularization, expansion of media, excessive delivery of
information, economization, pluralism of values and life styles, mobility, temporariness) the way
of thinking of forming a relationship and creating a family is changing accordingly. Scientific
analysis and everyday life observation show that many young people believe that meeting other
people, spending time together or even living together and starting sexual intercourse does not
require strong emotional involvement or even more serious long-term obligations. So-called
“dating” does not need to be the beginning of a long-term relationship which will lead to a
wedding. On the contrary, a relationship is treated as temporary. Therefore it can hardly be
assigned qualities such as strong mutual trust, a feeling of belonging and exclusivity which in
the Christian ethos are immanent features of an intimate relationship between a man and a
woman. Nowadays a decrease in the significance of engagement or marriage is observed. For
centuries these relationships constituted a natural basis for creating a family union. The
foundation and constancy of these relationships is neither conditioned nor supported by the
system of the social control. They have become a private venture of two people caused by
mutual love and attractiveness. These two motives have such a strong power that in fact no other
evidence is necessary to authenticate the decision made by partners. When young people enter
the adult world their idea of relationships is ambivalent. They treat it as an idealized romantic
relationship and on the other hand they perceive it from the pragmatic point of view. The strong
need of being in a satisfying relationship is confronted with a risk consciousness which
endangers its quality and persistence. Therefore young people calculate possible profits and
losses of a close relationship and its eventual dissolution. Paradoxically, a metaphysical feeling
of love (which is described by the respondents as a fundamental and the most essential element
of a relationship) may be explained within the rules of economic logic.
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In my thesis I would like to concentrate on phenomena which may be considered alarming
from the point of view of the Christian ethos and from the secular point of view (according to
which the traditional standards are worthy of protection). It does not mean that the said
disintegration of values concerns the whole population entering adulthood or so-called “young
adults”. The phenomena is so common that it is not possible to ignore it and treat it as an
ephemera or a temporary trend. Watching the innovation taking place in all spheres of life, one
may notice that the family as an institution and a social group reacts to the changes that take
place in a more extensive context. These changes are visible at the stage of defining the family
union. The notion of family has extended lately. As defined by the Catholic Church, this natural
social group is a sacramental relationship of a man and a woman together with born or adopted
children.1 However, as for the young people these are also partnerships which do not fit with the
classical and religious definition of cohabitation (with or without children), homosexual
relationships (with or without children), married couples in separation, reconstructed families
after a divorce2, intentional single-parenthood. The tolerance of these forms of partnership and
family life, which were previously considered marginal, have grown recently. The rituals which
accompanied matching in pairs for centuries have also changed. Although the sacrament of holy
matrimony, despite the passage of time, has remained unchanged, the other related rituals have
changed significantly. From the Catholic point of view an engagement was a ritual of
transformation, as well as an introduction to the establishment of a marriage. Partners made a
promise of their will to marry which was symbolized by an engagement ring. The engaged lived
separately until the wedding. Nowadays the attitude towards this issue has changed. The socalled “entrance” to the marriage means accepted or tolerated pre-marital cohabitation. The
blessing from parents used to be an essential element of the Catholic tradition. It is believed
nowadays that disapproval is not an obstacle. This means that the authority of the parents,
assigned by Catholic Church, has been undermined. This also involves separation of the family
from their relatives, as the maintenance of such contacts does not determine one’s comfort,
happiness and satisfaction.
The regulations concerning the fulfilment of marital and parental roles and the function of
the family have been reconstructed. K. Wojtyla wrote in his monograph about love and
responsibility that „mutual love constitutes the basis to create one „we” from two “I”3 in which
everything is common. However, as was signalled in many publications, respondents confirm
the thoughts signalled in many publications4. They confirm foregoing the idea of the family and
marriage as a whole, multidimensional community, in which partners do not exaggeratedly
assess the individual contribution (material5 and emotional6). It needs to be considered whether
1
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Kompendium Katechizmu Kościoła Katolickiego. Kielce: Jedność, 2005, pp 111–112.
Literature on this subject have introduced a notion of „with many children” – a combination of a few families coming from divorces and marriages. WAWRZECKA, M.: Rodzina w ego społeczeństwie – zanik czy przeobrażenie? In:
Rodzina we współczesności. Wrocław: Atut, 2009, p. 61.
WOJTYŁA, K.: Miłość i odpowiedzialność. Lublin: KUL, 1982, p. 79.
KWAK, A.: Rodzina w dobie przemian. Małżeństwo i kohabitacja. Warszawa, 2005; KAWULA, S.: Kształty rodziny
współczesnej. Toruń, 2005; SLANY, K.: Alternatywne formy życia małżeńsko-rodzinnego w ponowoczesnym świecie.
Kraków, 2002; BIEDROŃ, M.: Funkcja opiekuńcza rodziny wielkomiejskiej. Kraków, 2006; OKÓLSKI, M.: Demografia. Podstawowe pojęcia, procesy i teorie w encyklepedycznym zarysie. Warszawa, 2004.
Economic emancipation of some members of a family, including children, is visible not only in having separate bank
accounts but also in keeping in secret their balance. Premarriage agreements are becoming more and more popular
nowadays. These agreements are signed up because in case of a divorce they allow for recovery of financial and material contribution.
Marriages should aim at complete reunion and creating a togetherness on each level.
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the relationship based on the rule “something for something” should be called love or rather a
commercial agreement. The close relationship described in many Christian sources which means
making a sacrifice of oneself for the good and happiness of a second person, a constant duration
and disinterested care for the beloved makes young people only smile ironically. In their system
of values sacrifice, foregoing one’s needs or heroism appear to be rather archaic myths, useless
in modern civilization. Inability to devote oneself to the second person according to R. Sennett
is a characteristic feature of a narcissistic personality. “Narcissus vaguely recognizes others
needs, he is chronically bored with the search for immediate intimacy, he wants to be heard but
does not want to listen”7. Therefore, are young people incapable of altruistic love? This view
seems to be too pessimistic. Such declarations may occur as a consequence of the misinterpreted
idea of egalitarianism and partnership in marriage and family. There is the possibility that the
language of a public discourse which orders to “struggle for respect for ones rights”, “do not take
upon oneself habitual duties” or even “defend ones freedom” causes that those approaches
which are visible in many families are said to be decelerators of personal development by
champions of the new morality. Living together may be the source of new beneficial
experiences, knowing oneself, gaining new individual, social and cultural abilities, however,
contact between partners may not be superficial and limited to exchanging communication with
no deeper meaning. My respondents realize that creating closeness is a process which demands
discovery of a second person and taking the risk of opening up to this person, letting the person
into the deepest and most intimate parts of ones soul. Not everyone can do this, even if the
person misses real closeness. Most often these people lack the courage to get to know somebody
and let people know us because “mind you, we do not know how this knowledge about us and
our weakness can be used”. This lack of trust and fear of closeness is the reason why young
people are motivated by two contradictory mechanisms: need for closeness and need for
freedom. They still do not have the feeling of fulfilment in any of them due to this split. A
specific form of defending “independence” ensuring an inviolable private space is a couple
called LAT (Living Apart Together). People treat themselves as partners and they are sometimes
in a legalized marriage but they live separately, which is not a real family. Although it occurs
erratically, it is worth mentioning that there are married couples with children who live in a big
house (an apartment) divided into independent zones, arranged according to individual
preferences. Architects or designers have to implement special projects which take into
consideration the possibility of living in such separation. This model of marital existence could
be called LTA (Living Together Apart). It is hard to call these relationships functional in the
context of a Christian model of marriage and family. These phenomena should be treated as kind
of adaptation strategies to the new reality, strategies which allow us to maintain a safe distance
and a feeling (an illusion) that we are not lonely.
Another interesting issue in the field of family science is the theory of competition which
describes the rivalry between spouses about the position and authority within the family and in
other social groups. It is worth mentioning that according to the Sapir-Worf thesis of language
determination, language determines the things we see and the things we interpret, it creates our
consciousness and system of values.8 When we use the language of fear and competence, we
foster the myth of a struggle of two sexes and the necessity of being offensive or defensive. It
should not be a surprise that some young people (and even adults) instead of openness and
cooperation choose a neurotic defence against imaginative dangers. The language of
7
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SENNET, R.: op. cit., p. 23.
MORREALE, S. P. – SPITZBERG, B. H. – BARGE, J. K.: Komunikacja między ludźmi. Motywacja, wiedza
i umiejętności. Warszawa, 2007, p. 147.
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confrontation may be one of the causes of the dislike of young people of close interpersonal
relationships, marriage or family.
We are obliged nowadays to “invest in oneself”, to be educated, to have professional
experience and contacts with people. Some scientists believe that the tendency to subordinate
our plans to individual development and “seizing each opportunity” are (especially those in west
Europe) so strong among young people that they are defined as the ego-society. U. Beck claims
that members of the ego-society face a dilemma: self-development or living for others. He
claims that it is impossible to combine these two forms. It is surprising that in the field of
connotations it is claimed that self-development through living with other people is impossible.
Self-development is closely related to egocentricity, egotism, egoism. It is not surprising that the
characteristic features of the ego-society are: limitation to realization of ones needs and plans,
no need for creating a community and solidarity, denial of values and tradition, growing number
of divorces, decreasing number of marriages, growing level of sexual intercourses and children
born to unmarried couples and dislike of children because they are seen as inconvenient,
restrictive.9
One contemporary paradox is that in the system of values declared by young people, the
family is high-ranked.10 At the same time, they express a strong feeling of distrust for this social
institution. Young people postpone the decision for getting married and procreation. The social
role of a husband, wife or a parent is no longer a natural, inseparable part of life for a great
number of men and woman. These roles have become a personal choice and a creative
interpretation. Marriage is no longer the way to raise social status. It is an intentional lifestyle.
A hermeneutical interpretation of utterances of young people allows us to form the thesis that
marriage is perceived as a biographical experiment, a space in which an individual “tests” one
of the possible identities and may resign from it when she decides that this “version of me” is
not the right one. The most important motives for marriage are: love, respect, emotional and
sexual faithfulness, tolerance, successful sexual intercourse and mutual will to have children.11
Entering a relationship in late age or living in an informal relationship may mean that it is hard
to find a partner who would meet all requirements. Extraordinary expectations of marriage do
not allow you to content yourself with this indifferent substitute entangled with the difficulties
of everyday life. Young people tend to have an idealized vision of partnership with a person who
“would be the same”, a person we think “we have known for many years, a person who thinks
and feels the same, a person who has similar needs and preferences”. This sentences shows that
people lack a relationship which does not make demands of them. There is no place for trying,
mistakes, trials and errors, and waiting for another opportunity. An ideal partner has to be ideal
so that living together would not demand adaptation. Respondents seem not to know that love is
not a completed state, but a thing which needs to be worked on every day, when people face
problems and obstacles together. Many respondents claim that “short-term relationships are
safer and more beneficial”, and “reasonable choice of a partner” means aiming at fulfilling ones
needs without consequences.12 It should not be a surprise that young people prefer to meet as
9
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WAWRZECKA, M.: op. cit., p. 60.
In researches lead by Biernat and Sobierajski a “happy family life” category is the most important thing among 14 other values chosen by respondents. However, “creating a family” comes in the 4th place. BIERNAT, T. – SOBIERAJSKI,
P.: Młodzież wobec małżeństwa i rodziny. Raport z badań. Toruń: Wydawnictwo UMK, 2007, pp. 35–43.
BIERNAT, T. – SOBIERAJSKI, P.: op. cit., p. 68.
R. Sennet proposes similar conclusions, and he writes that: “short-lived relationships are more beneficial than longterm relationships”, he defines the latter as “uneconomical and indiscreet.” Compare to SENNET, R.: The Corrosion
of Character: The Personal Consequences of Work in New Capitalism. New York, 1998, p. 23.
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strangers and part company with a stranger and limit emotional engagement to traditional
slogans, superficial gestures and everyday courtesy. Taking this into account, it may be claimed
that an intimate relationship is not a gift or a task to fulfill but goods which can be consumed.
The “collecting” approach to relationships with the opposite sex results in some people declaring
that they are not governed by needs but by desires or whims. Ferguson writes that these needs
are “insincere and childish”, “moody and unstable”, that they “release the rule of pleasure from
any restrictions”13. The rule of constant pleasure and hedonistic approach to life may cause some
people to claim that a “permanent relationship kills love” and that “after a few months people
are bored with each other”. Some people accept only relationships filled with emotions,
eroticism, mutual fascination and intoxication which will not change, in which the temperature
of feelings will remain at the highest level. It is hard for some people to accept that a relationship
evolves continuously to become a mature, stable and responsible partnership in which the heat
of passion may not be as strong as it used to be, but there is a conviction that we can rely on our
partner in every situation. The ubiquitous (but unfortunately opinion-forming) media convinces
people that relationships, like many other things, have to be the most intense, continuously fresh,
exciting, free of boredom and routine. If the relationship starts to become boring, it is necessary
to end it and find a new partner. It is strange that people are not encouraged to work on
deteriorating relationships. Just like a broken device – it is easier to exchange it for a new one
(a better one) than try to fix it. Z. Melosik sums up this tendency in words: “throughout the
whole of the twentieth century the purchase of a sports car, nice perfume, diet drinks and new
sandwiches was connected in commercials with successful love, and due to this fact love has
become a product itself.”14 This may seem too pessimistic. A mercantile approach to love and
relationships does not concern whole population of young people. This may be a very limited
phenomenon. The growing number of divorces should interest those who appreciate stable
relationships between partners/spouses. The quality of marriage is a priority for young people.
Respondents claim that long unsatisfactory life with a partner is aimless and even harmful for a
human being. As an example of a negative kind of marriage they point to their parents’ marriage.
Respondents believe that a person has the right to enter a relationship when there are feelings,
or end it up when there are no feelings at all.15 There is no moral necessity for staying in a
relationship for the sake of children. Young people would rather give arguments for dissolution
of a dysfunctional family than give arguments for living together and gain the experience and
knowledge of how to face problems together. A great majority of young people accept the
possibility of divorce.16 Catholic doctrine does not guarantee persistence of a relationship
anymore and the sacramental “till death do us part” has become an artificial notion.
“Temporarily irreversible” would be a more accurate notion describing marriage nowadays.
Commitment “till death itself” has evolved into “an agreement defined by satisfaction”.
Marriages are temporary from a pragmatic point of view, so they are defined. As a result they
are prone to breakups as soon as one of the partners acknowledges that withdrawal would be
13
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FERGUSON, H.: Watching the World go Around: Atrium Culture and the Psychology of Shopping. In: Lifestyle shopping: The Subject of Consumption. London: R. Shields, 1992, p. 31.
MELOSIK, Z.: Kryzys męskości w kulturze współczesnej. Kraków: Impuls, 2006, p. 16.
Canon law explains the dogma of inseparability of marriage in words: although the decision to get married depends
on the two spouses, it contains an acceptance of creating a communion established by God, ruled by His rights, where
He sets aims and is blessed with goods. Therefore this communion is not dependent on the will of the partners.”
ŻURAWSKI, M. : Kanoniczne prawo małżeńskie Kościła Katolickiego. Katowice: Wydawnictwo Księgarnia Św. Jacka, 1987, p. 41.
BIERNAT, T. – SOBIERAJSKI, P.: op. cit., pp. 70–74.
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more beneficial than saving a relationship at any, unpredictable, price.17 People used to swear at
the altar before God, a priest and witnesses, to be together “in good times and in bad times”.
Nowadays it is only “in good times”. However, this condition is not certain because as we know
“better is an enemy of good”. Paradoxically, acceptance of divorces causes fear of marriage,
more precisely, fear of its dissolution. This approach is sometimes extremely anti-marital.18 The
above realization supports the thesis that membership in the Catholic church is irrelevant to the
values and axioms in life, that a great majority of these values are abstract ideas (so abstract that
they are impossible to fulfill). These values have a decorative rather than regulative function.
Jacobs claims that marriage and cohabitation are connected to two different concepts of love.
“Romantic love, which lasts forever” is characteristic for marriages and “love which is important
as long as it lasts”19 prevails in cohabitation.20 Thanks to the above realization it is possible to
explain the ambivalent approach to marriage. Young people believe in romantic love and want
to experience it, but on the other hand they are sceptics because “nobody can love like this
nowadays”. Young people are afraid of disappointment and the risk of pain caused by a divorce
or an eventual loss of a beloved person. Love is highly ranked by young people, and due to this
fact they “cannot have it” because the end of a relationship is extremely harmful and “leaves
a scar for the whole life”21. It seems logical that people who are afraid of separation from a
beloved person should be rather sceptical of cohabitation or a divorce. Actually, these two
situations force partners to take care of a relationship, to ensure a high quality of life, preventing
routine, not to make cardinal mistakes (cheating, violence, bad habits, lack of loyalty, reliability,
care for a spouse). It can be slightly perversely stated that young people tend to believe that the
quality and persistence of a relationship is dependent on the fear of its impermanence.
Biernat and Sobierajski have questioned a few hundred young Poles from different cities.
50% of respondents declares the will to live in an informal relationship as a trial run before they
make a decision on marriage. This form of living together may be called marriage-lite. The
recommendations of the Church concerning sexual abstinence and the right to live together only
after marriage were not treated seriously by any of the respondents22. Young people believe that
mutual love (sometimes even sympathy or sexual attraction) is a satisfactory reason for
cohabitation and living together before marriage. Living together and sexual intercourse before
the wedding is not a taboo burdened with any restrictions.23 Biernat and Sobierajski claim that
“a trial marriage” verifies the readiness for marriage. It may also be a trial of risk reduction. The
fear of abortive marriage manifested by youth seems to exclude the risk of a possible abortive
“trial marriage”. Sexual experiences and children which may be born in such relationships are
not insignificant for an identity to function.”24
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BAUMAN, Z.: Płynna nowoczesność. Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 2006, p. 253.
SANDERS, H.: Cohabitation – an obstacle or an obeisance to marriage. “INTAMS Review”, 2007, nr 13.
Giddens describes a relationship based on this feeling as “clear relation”. GIDDENS, A.: Przemiany intymności. Seksualność, miłość i erotyzm we współczesnych społeczeństwach. Warszawa: Wydawnictwo PWN, 2006, pp. 186–187.
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In the Christian tradition the procreative function plays a great role in the hierarchy of values
in marriage and in family. Children constitute a confirmation of matrimonial love, intensify the
bond in a family. Some definitions state that offspring gives the right to name a group of people
a family. In accordance with religion, children are the evidence of God’s blessing.25 As the
approach to the procreative function of the family has changed, its fulfilment does not require
authorization by marriage itself. Besides, latest research shows that the value of parenthood
competes with other values. Couples believe nowadays that professional development,
education, social life, travelling or other passions and hobbies are very important. The number
of childless marriages is on a constant increase (DINK type of marriage – Double Income No
Kids). Financial security and the possibility of self-development is an essential condition for a
successful life, and children are an obstacle in this case. Many young people state that they
decide to have children after considering the financial situation. Obviously, ensuring the material
basis essential for the functioning of the family (accommodation in particular) allows the
fulfilment of most needs of the family members. It is worth mentioning though that a good
financial situation is an essential condition for the accommodation of needs, but it does not
guarantee high-quality interpersonal relationships. These relationships may be overestimated,
which may result from the consumer approach and difficulties in foregoing individual (maybe
even egoistic) aspirations. Respondents’ opinions exemplify the social stereotype which they
also use offhand. An abundance of goods and efficient marketing propel aspiration for
purchasing other “objects of desire” and the realization of hedonistic needs. People find
illusionary fulfilment, autonomy and freedom in goods26. It turns out that the myth of an affluent
life, as the basis of the functioning of a family and the condition of satisfaction is higher than
the religious myth which connects happiness with a deep and close relationships in the family.
It is essential because, “involuntary emotional reactions” determined by a myth or a stereotype
imply a certain approach and decisions and assure their constancy. When people concentrate on
a cliché, they lose the chance to experience the thing which enriches an individual and develops
its personality. The fulfilment of the procreative function of the family is strictly related to their
view of contraception. In this issue young people seem to be unanimous. Despite all the
criticized and condemned attempts of the Catholic Church to limit this sphere of life,
respondents widely accept other methods of planning a family. What is more, more of them
define natural methods of contraception as anachronistic, useless and even dangerous and
depriving sexual intercourse of pleasure. One of my interlocutors says: “I believe in God and I
go to Church, but I do not understand clergymen who claim that contraception is morally
damaging, who persuade people to have many children when nowadays population growth is
negative and so many people are unemployed. How could these families live, will these children
find employment when they grow up? Do clergymen believe in an economic miracle?” Very
seldom young people believe that procreation is natural and should not be regulated or be subject
to speculation. Secularization of motherhood and fatherhood results in the fact that having
children are no longer treated as a moral obligation to fulfill in the name of God, motherland or
nation. On the contrary, this issue has become completely private and dependent on personal
preferences and implemented basically at one’s own responsibility”27. Fertility and procreative
25
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God’s declaration to Abraham: “I will surely bless you and make your descendants as numerous as the stars in the sky
and as the sand on the seashore.” (Book of Genesis 22, 17–18) may explain why the lack of offspring was viewed in
the past as a curse.
BAUMAN, Z.: Wolność. Kraków: Wydawnictwo Fundacja Stefana Batorego, 1995, p. 92.
Despite the alarm concerning negative population growth there is no important, key, systematic social and political
solution, which would promote, protect and support families with many children. Charitable actions have a contrary
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abilities are not highly ranked in the axiomatic system of a modern human. Acceptance for
families with many children is decreasing. The stereotype of a family with many children is
poverty and social pathologies. The approach to pregnancy is also interesting. Young women
describe it as a “period of limited freedom” because they need to take care of the child’s health
and welfare, it is a state of “decreased efficiency” during which a woman has to be prepared for
some unusual mental and physical behaviours and “has to say goodbye to freedom and her
figure”. Pregnancy is not treated as a blessing from God but as a some kind of illness which
limits freedom. Taking the considered issue into account, there is one interesting type of
narration which concentrated on contraceptives as a prevention against pregnancy with an
“inappropriate person”. Respondents claim that some of them are eager to make love with a
person they do not want to share their future with, or with a person who is attractive or
handsome. M. Evans describes this situation: “A man does not need to confirm his love to a
woman and a woman does not expect love in return for sex”28 This approach should be
considered as a complete instrumentalization of the body and depersonalization of a human. It
may be stated that young people not only deprive the intimate act of the secrecy, but they also
reduce its status to a merely physical fulfilment. Young people are able to talk about their
personal sexual experiences without constraint (with the same partner), comparing
“achievements” in that field, confessing to changing partners, or entering dating web pages
(performing cyber-sex), public declarations of openness for new experiences and searching for
someone who would satisfy needs and curiosity (for example group sex, sadomasochistic sex,
sex in unusual places). Some respondents frankly admitted that only “after sex” do they decide
if it is worth to continue an acquaintance. Such behaviours may give evidence that for some
people sexual relations are necessary and it cannot be put off until we find a perfect life partner.
Sexual intercourse does not have to be connected with feelings because it is only a test, a trial.
The author of Postmodern eroticism writes that “It is not about integrating sex into a system and
connecting it to our own emotionality, family or social situation, but about concern for sexuality
itself”29 It is educational though that most of my respondents regard sexuality as a confirmation
of a mutual bond and closeness, a source of satisfaction, a communicational tool between
partners. Young people tend to set high requirements for a sex life. It is no longer a “marital
obligation”. It is a life space which needs to and should be formed. It is advised that a person
should broaden their knowledge and improve abilities concerning this area. “The cultural status
of sexual function and individuals’ expectations are changing (...), sexual function has become
an autonomous sphere of experience ruled by the logic of pleasure”30 The strict standard of
sexual chastity before marriage has clearly weakened and it is even jeered at in some circles.31
Sexual behaviours of very young people are commonly accepted. Tabloids for youth (which are
commonly read by children) are full of instructions on how to seduce the opposite sex or
describe various sexual techniques which lead to erotic pleasure. The Internet is full of various
erotic advertisements directed at different age and social groups. The sexual sphere has been
“cleared of” any obligations and responsibilities. Now a desire to make love is a sufficient
reason. A growing number of sexual partners has been recorded around the world. Z. Bauman32
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effect. In the social stereotype, families with many children are regular clients in social security centres, thus they are
“consumers” of our taxes.
GIDDENS, A.: op. cit., p. 167.
KLIMCZYK, W.: Erotyzm ponowoczesny. Kraków, 2008, p. 190.
Ibid.
Many magazines describes virginity as an illness which needs to be cured.
BAUMAN, Z.: Dwa szkice o moralności ponowoczesnej. Warszawa, 1994.
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has characterized the negative phenomena connected to the sexual aspects of life and said that:
since “sex moved from the family to the street”, a human being treats this natural need as
“collecting impressions” and thus he is reduced to a consumer in this domain too. Sexuality
deprived of the secret, excluded from the sacred area, is treated recreationally, as an attractive
way of spending spare time. It may be observed that the limits of accepted and permitted
behaviours have reached dangerous boundaries. People are accustomed to some topics because
of their constant public presence (sex “without obligations”, marital betrayals, sex with random
partners treated as an antidote for boredom in a permanent relationship, sexual perversions and
others). The media sanctions the „normality” of various controversial behaviours, or at least are
suspicious of their “abnormality”.33 “The limit of social imagination has widened lately”34
Unfortunately, there are too many negative examples of consequences of the sexual revolution.
The assumption of the revolution was to cast off the yoke of philistine morality, duplicity and
hypocrisy, regime of genital sexuality and, instead the effect of revolution was the opposite to
what had been expected. “Rationalization”, “attributing a scientific character” and referring to
“authorities” have to explain and validate previously unacceptable behaviours. The analyzed
narrations have shown that sexual exclusiveness is a matter of bilateral agreement adapted to
postmodernist instrumental rationalism. Catholicism orders a married couple to be faithful
unconditionally, whereas young people treat this value as discursive. In many narrations betrayal
is defined not as a sexual relationship with other person, moreover they introduce many
diversified factors such as: approval of a spouse, physical or mental betrayal, (if sex was
deprived of emotional engagement, it is not treated as a betrayal), the reason for betrayal,
betrayal on the Internet and others. Ciczkowska – Giedziun proves that gender affects the notion
of betrayal. Women consider a close emotional relationship with another woman as a betrayal.
Spending time with another woman and taking care of her is considered as a betrayal even if
there was no sex. Men regard physical sexual relationship as a betrayal. This difference in
approach to betrayal may be a result of the range of different aspects of relationship. Women find
emotional exclusiveness the most important whereas men believe that sexual exclusiveness is
vital.35 Some people even believe in double moral standards for man and women, and they try
to belittle betrayal explaining that men have supposedly a naturally inborn inability to be in a
monogamous relationship.
Parenthood in the view of religious beliefs is also connected with the approach of youth to
abortion. The research of Biernat and Sobierajski has shown that 58% of respondents accept
abortion in particular situations, 4 % accept it because of financial situation and 6 % advocate
an unlimited right to abortion.36 People who demand the right to remove the foetus usually refer
to the medical division of early stages of pregnancy and an embryo, who is not regarded as a
human being, and later stages in which foetus develops “human” features. Another common
argument for abortion is freedom of choice and decision making (especially women) if the child
has to be born. In Christian dogma each human life is unconditional and has a sacred value, and
abortion is completely unacceptable and treated as murder. Meanwhile, young Catholics
repudiate this imperative.
33
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An extreme example of permissiveness is the NAMBLA organization formed in 1978 and MARTIJN formed in 1982.
These groups want to abolish the prohibition on intimate contacts between men and underage boys, providing that
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Taking the building and maintenance of a close relationship into account, it is surprising that
young people tend to believe that the appearance of a partner is meaningful. Very often the
beauty of a future partner (in a short-term or long-term relationship) is a deciding factor for
young people. They also pay attention to clothes or gadgets which may be a testament to
someone’s wealth (although, in this case it is a testament to the parents’ wealth). Beauty is a very
important factor in the first stage of acquaintance, and it is a necessary condition of transferring
to the next stage of intimacy. It needs to be emphasized that physical attractiveness is subjective,
therefore, a partner is attractive when his appearance is a source of pleasant experiences, and it
does not correspond to the one promoted by the media, which is oftentimes unreal. It is
surprising that young people believe that fashionable clothes and gadgets make amends for some
defects in appearance. It may be sarcastically said that J. Baudrillad was right when he said that:
“a consumer civilization learns that purchasing, owning and using are tools which can provide
high social prestige”37 or at least popularity with the opposite sex. Physical attractiveness or, as
W. Klimczyk says, the aesthetic effectiveness of a body,38 is meaningful in all phases of a
relationship because it influences sexual satisfaction. Partners may end up in a relationship when
one of them does not fulfil the aesthetic standards of the second partner. There again, according
to the postulates of Catholic religion, when we love someone, we should discover the person,
not only by their physical attractiveness, but also by spiritual values.39 Making appearance a
fetish strays from the criteria of human values acknowledged by the Christian religion,
according to which the body, which is the „nest” of the soul, belongs to the profane area, and
should be subjected to the soul, which is the sacred area. The division into the sphere of the
sacred and profane has a hierarchical power where the first is ranked higher than the latter. The
Catholic religion imposes respect for the human body and says it is a gift from God, and any
interference is an irrelevant behaviour in the view of contemporary civilization. Body shaping,
creating it according to current standards, is now becoming an obligation for each individual40
because in a word where: “first impression” is important it becomes a tool necessary to achieve
success in life.
An analysis of respondents’ utterances concerning intimate interpersonal relations has shown
that taking values acknowledged by the Catholic religion into account, it may be noticed that
people are gradually deviating from standards which for many centuries stated strategies for
creating a relationship and specified typical and indispensable feelings. The narratives of young
people clearly show that for many of them relationships with the opposite sex do not need any
justification or religious axioms. These opinions and approaches are, as I assume, a result of the
progressing secularization of modern societies and so-called privatization of religion, consisting
of transforming it into an individual project “adjusted” according to individual needs and
preferences.41 Maybe such an individualized, and therefore a flexible attitude to the faith, which
does not approve infringement of axioms, makes respondents neither feel uncomfortable, nor
notice the discrepancy in their declaration of belonging to the Catholic church and living against
its principles. Questioning or rejecting the rules which implied certain obligations and ensured
37
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their fulfilment makes the attitude of the young people to marriage and family ambiguous. They,
at the same time, rank it highly amongst axiomatic norms, and are afraid of commitment, as they
doubt the permanence of relationships and probability of meeting a person who would satisfy
their idealized requirements. The formation of the awareness of the respondents is, in my
opinion, strongly influenced by stereotypes belittling intimate relationships, reducing them to a
source of pleasure, fulfilling individual needs and requiring them to make judgements according
to financial criteria. Therefore it is difficult for some people to make an effort of mutual work
on a relationship, overcome difficulties and problems, which are inseparable elements of living
together. The imperative of self-development, self-realization and seizing each opportunity puts
the emphasis on release from any limitations which could disturb it. Unfortunately, one of such
obstacles could be devotion to another person and the necessity to take someone into
consideration when it comes to making lifetime decisions. It should not be surprising though that
many young people would prefer treating their relationships as superficial and temporary. Many
people from various working groups value the attitude of the young people negatively, they
condemn it and call egoism, cynicism, emotional disability or narcissism. In my opinion, the
most pertinent conclusion of the disputes on this subject are the words of Bourdieu: “those who
deplore cynicism among contemporary people should connect this issue to the social and
economic conditions which favour and demand it”?42 and, using these words, should start a
process of “character repair”.

Shrnutí
Intimní citové vztahy ve vyprávění moderní mládeže.
Eroze etosu křesťanské lásky a náboženských hodnot
Analýza výroků respondentů o intimních mezilidských vztazích ukázala, že berou v úvahu hodnoty
uznávané katolickým náboženstvím. Lze si všimnout, že lidé se postupně odchylují od norem, které po
mnoho staletí uváděly strategie vytváření vztahu a typické a nepostradatelné pocity. Vyprávění mladých lidí
jasně ukazují, že pro mnohé z nich vztahy s opačným pohlavím nepotřebují žádné odůvodnění nebo
náboženské axiomy. Tyto názory a přístupy jsou, jak předpokládám, důsledkem postupující sekularizace
moderní společnosti a tzv. privatizace náboženství, spočívající v transformaci do individuálního projektu
“upraveného” podle individuálních potřeb a priorit.
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VALUES IN TEACHING AND EDUCATION
MIROSŁAWA WAWRZAK-CHODACZEK
Lidský život je proces, ve kterém se realizují hodnoty. Člověk je svobodná bytost, která rozhoduje o hodnotách, které se jí zdají být důležité, cenné pro sebe samého i společnost, co stojí za
úsilí, obětování a má smysl pro lidskou aspiraci. Objevování, přijímání a život v souladu
v zaběhnutém systému hodnot je účelem vzdělání a sebevzdělání. Musí být nejprve objeveny
a poznány, aby umožnily se rozšířit. Rozlišení co je správné a co ne zahrnuje roky poznávání od
útlého dětství po dospělost. Jak bude proces pokračovat a jaké hodnoty bude mladý člověk respektovat záleží na rodičích a učitelích.
Klíčová slova: Hodnoty ve výuce; výchovně-vzdělávací proces
An acceleration of the development of the civilization has caused the disappearance of
cultural borders: people integrate, different cultures intermingle, places with the same meaning
everywhere come into being, which manifests itself in fashion, using the same objects in various
places in the world. Time and space disintegrate and create uniform social and cultural areas.
Social, political and economic changes, and technical achievements have made direct
intercultural contacts become a part of everyday life. The correlation of people in the world
makes those contacts more important. In the days of communication nets, travel on a larger
scale, and the growth of international migration, it turns out that we do not know much about the
culture and social rules of other countries.1
There arise numerous communicational and educational problems. You can agree with
K. Żygulski, who claims that many dilemmas are arising because of the current process of
globalisation, especially economic dilemma. The process is gaining in strength and has a clear
cultural aspect, so it also concerns various aspects of education.2 Stratification is mostly related
to the education of society, its social position and differences in points of view.
Polish society, being influenced by globalisation, has an opportunity to encounter new
cultural pattern coming from outside.
One form of social globalisation is globalisation of lifestyles and models of consumption,
and also changes in the local culture. The problem in the post-mass culture environment is a lack
of individualism in behaviour and clothing.
Modern societies are characterised by lack of constant models to follow. Young people many
a time want to imitate music or film celebrities. They have tattoos which were a symbol of
membership to a prison subculture. They follow behaviours of the famous people and the values
accepted by them. Everyone can create their values according to their liking, which may lead to
moral relativism.
People’s movement leads to meeting otherness. Migrations cause clashes of different
cultures conducive to creating a cultural mosaic and cultural melting pots where not all
individuals can feel well. Journeys of parents to work for a longer time have caused the creation
of a new form of orphanage called the ‘euro-orphanage’. Being raised without parents affects the
shaping of young people’s identity.
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Subjects taking part in a process of globalisation must also answer the question about the
extent to which we should adapt ourselves to a new situation, and to what extent we should stay
unchanged.3 Most times it is the question of fear of losing identity, not only the individual, but
also the social one.
Such problems as the legitimization, the idealisation of manners which had previously been
condemned, represents a challenge for pedagogy.
It concerns the legalization of homosexual relationships and confers to them a legal status
with permission to adopt and bring up children. From time to time there appear peculiar
homophobias, and opinions on euthanasia or abortion provoke controversies.
In numerous communities many cognitive and affective factors influence our opinions of the
members of a foreign group. This includes such factors as stereotypization, ethnocentrism,
mistakes of attribution, anxiety among groups or cultural shock. They very often also determine
the opinion on the members of a group in the cultural context.
According to F. Ziemski4 life or social awareness are influenced by the value systems on a
macro-scale and tradition on a micro-scale. It is clearly visible, especially now when processes
of integration have begun in Europe, not only in the military economic or political area, but in
the cultural one too.
In addition to the factors connected with direct intercultural interactions, economic and
political reasons of creating the differences are important . The opening of Europe to create a
single labour market can on one hand intensify the social competition for work, social and
political rights to shape and partnership, and it inevitably increases the tendencies towards ethnic
limitations and boundaries. On the other hand it can decrease the significance of paid work
throughout all of industrialized Europe and open the social and cultural areas shaping the
individual identity far from the economic area. There is a great chance of forming new attitudes
towards strangers, foreigners, refugees and immigrants.
Such global problems in the world as the threat of nuclear extermination, ecological
catastrophes, polarisation of wealth and poverty, increase in fanaticism and intolerance,
fratricidal struggles, economic emigration, diseases and epidemics result in the idea of
international education gaining the character of education for the future, education directed
towards the future problems of the world.5 So, an important educational task is the meeting of
kindness in culture, which results in a number of consequences for educational and
extracurricular life and adult education.
International pedagogy6, as B. Śliwerski remarks, has become a new trend in educational
science, which, in multinational and multicultural societies politically shows a tendency not only
towards work with the foreigners, but also its own citizens, to teach them reciprocally respect,
tolerance, mutual and peaceful social intercourse, and mutual cultural experience of the richness
of their cultures. It assumes that the problems of racism, extreme nationalism, intolerance and
hostility between nations can also be solved on the pedagogical level. Hardly anybody doubts the
significance of the need for international cooperation and peaceful social intercourse with the
participation of deliberately organized educational processes. Immediate or long-lasting meetings
with foreigners need an ability in the area of communication, agreement and cooperation.
3
4
5
6

MAZUR, H.: Tożsamość jednostki w obliczu wielokulturowości. In: Edukacja międzykulturowa w Polsce i na świecie.
Katowice 2000, p. 66.
ZIEMSKI, F.: Znaczenie tradycji w procesie edukacji wielokulturowej. In: Edukacja miedzykulturowa w Polsce i na
świecie. Katowice 2000, p. 341.
SUCHODOLSKI, B.: Wychowanie mimo wszystko. Warszawa 1990, p. 30 and further.
ŚLIWERSKI, B.: Współczesne teorie i nurty wychowania. Kraków 1998, p. 290.
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A. Niemiec7 claims that many examples and proofs can be cited that the intercultural
education is at present included to the main educational tendencies all over the world. It is an
important link if n the educational debates in our country. The problem of interculturalisme in
the educational actions references to the decentralization of educational system. From now the
local societies are to decide about organization, structure, aims and substance of care, education
or training.
Pedagogy in the present intercultural society must react to the political reality or social
changes, and it must act in the area of this politics. The educators should help their wards not
only in experiencing and learning a foreign language, but also in understanding the foreign
culture, and legal and social situation. Intercultural pedagogy ensures education between
cultures, taking into account the shaping of knowledge about the foreign country and its
inhabitants, and releases a positive attitude to it.
Dickopp suggests three levels of the intercultural education:
1. On level 1 we have to work with its political level, and that is why the aim of education is
tolerance, and mutual understanding between numerous cultures.
2. On level 2, the central aim of education should be a community of different cultures, so as
to create an interpersonal solidarity at the level of the social actions.
3. On level 3 of intercultural education the morality of an individual and society is
indispensable.8
One of the aims of education is preparing the individual for life in society. Education is a part
of a socialization process, thus all impacts from the individuals, organizations or institutions, and
it is directed at people belonging to a particular cultural circle.
Social changes lead to a staggering of moral norms, which manifests itself, among other
things, in the accumulation of antisocial behaviours (crime and drug abuse), general drop in the
work ethic and worshipping the indulging of own needs, and weakening of interest in education.
The religious life of the Poles is changing as well. The everyday religiousness in Polish society
is changing in a visible way, and these changes are taking place with a diverse intensity and in
different directions, especially towards loosening the ties of religiousness and morality. It
manifests itself in a reduction in the meaning of the moral norms serving the needs of trust /do
not tell lies, do not steal, do not be a hypocrite, be loyal and responsible for your words/, moral
norms guarding justice /the principle of fair shares, principle of equality/, moral norms serving
the protection of dignity – the concept of honour is becoming foreign, virtues organizing social
life /mutual help, solidarity/. Observation of social and political life enables us to notice that the
changes in perceiving moral norms concern all social groups. The process of subjectivisation of
patterns coming from traditional ethical systems is taking place. However, in ‘open’ societies,
especially in teenage groups, the role of individual patterns is growing weaker. It concerns in
particular those paragons which aspire to universality, infallibility and sufficient knowledge of
all aspects of social and moral reality.
There is an evident tendency to shape life in a more individual way, and broadening of all
that which does not belong to normality, so it is ethically neutral. Something like a cult of
privacy is broadening, it means evading evaluation of the behaviour of others if this behaviour
conforms with the privacy level. People holding public functions are a different matter. Their
behaviour is judged by society.
7
8

NIEMIEC, J.: Wielokulturowość jako tendencja i projekcja edukacji. In: Edukacja Międzykulturowa w wymiarze instytucjonalnym. Białystok 1999, p. 57.
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There is a visible growth in the area of freedom and social tolerance towards various
behaviours from the range of sexual morality condemned by the ethics system. The phenomenon
is connected with the recognition of personal freedom as virtually unlimited. It cannot be
contradicted that the sphere of sexual life is nowadays experienced with a greater awareness and
has been released from a number of external determiners and taboos. An atmosphere of greater
freedom and lack of embarrassment resulting from different conventions is being created by the
mass media: film and television programmes free from censorship without restraint show sexual
subject matter, and the press abounds with magazines of erotic or pornographic character.
It is worth noticing that the area of shaping moral awareness is not confined, and moral
education should enable a man to internalize general norms and detailed moral
recommendations and indications. It should not aim to the introduction of different moral norms
to the awareness and behaviour of an individual, but it should teach deeper judgement of own
others’ deeds, perceiving in a more complex way, and adequate to the moral and social reality.
It is essential to work out specific superior values in the moral personality of the individual,
steering in a general way through everyday actions, protecting against a descent into the
utilitarian or hedonistic profit and loss account. There appears the question of how to raise
individuals following the moral standards as the rule in social life?
First of all the role of pedagogy is care for the individual’s morals, which can contribute to
the general morality of the whole society, especially to values, because the world we are living
in is a world of values. A man cannot escape from values, and he is somehow obliged for their
realization. The choice of values shows the system of values accepted by a man, and it decides
whether his life will be really human or if it will experience degradation. The values also
differentiate the aspirations of people. People understand better when they accept the same
fundamental values. The values can be divided into: economic, aesthetic, moral, legal, cognitive
and religious values. All the values create a system of values. When there is a lack of a defined
hierarchy of values, an imbalance of personal identity is observed, since “values are certain
pictures or the visions of things, states or processes, recognized to be right, right or the desired
ones.”9
The problem of upbringing according to and through values generally consists of three
questions:
a) The first one concerns the meeting of values,
b) The second one concerns making opportunities good for the experiencing of values;
c) The third one concerns the realization of the values.
Through the realization of values we understand actions leading to a specification of values,
their intensification, respecting their existence, functioning in the human world, so putting them
into action. The realization assumes that there exist certain patterns of subjects which carry
values.10 Shaping constant moral virtues, in the process of education, should constantly inform
undertaken educational actions. In the process of education the moral values appearing in the
contents, methods and purposes.
Obviously, educational contents are the element where the educational values appear
directly. Values are essential in the process of education, and they should show a young man the
path that he can follow.
In all elements of the educational process – contents, methods and purposes – the moral values
function in a different way. Three basic ways of appearance of the moral values can be
9
10

NOWAK, S.: Postawy, wartości i aspiracje społeczeństwa polskiego. Przesłanki do prognozy na tle przemian dotychczasowych. In: Polskie systemy wartości i modele konsumpcji. Diagnozy-prognozy. Warszawa 1986, p. 13.
GOŁASZEWSKA, M.: Istota i istnienie wartości. Warszawa 1990, p. 87 and further.
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distinguished there. On the general level they appear in the transmission of knowledge about
values. It can take place through teaching morality and presenting the moral values in the contents
of accepted educational models. In such models the values appear with a clear reference both to
the wards, to whom the models are directed, and the educators, who formulate and choose them.
Making choices among them and presenting one of them as the only right one must be based
on justifying the moral values contained in it, which, according to the considered issues, should
be made using axiological argumentation.
In the conditions of rapid social, political and economic changes, new values emerge, and the
current ones get new features or destabilize. Not only do single values change, but also entire
value systems. There arises the question as to whether all values are changeable, determined by
the current social and economical conditions of life, or are there any constant, universal and
timeless values? It can be confirmed for sure. It seems that in the European cultural circle such
values are the Christian values, because they have arisen from an understanding of human
nature, and not only from faith. They guarantee normality and endurance of life, which increases
their significance among the other values. They are the fundamental stimulator of the
intellectual, cultural, social and moral life of the humankind. Their acceptance prevents and
counteracts the dehumanisation of different disciplines of life, occurring social pathology, threat
of atomic or ecological extinction.
Each man tries to open up to the values. The ability to notice them and drive for them
manifests itself in being ready to answer them. There is a need for a suitable atmosphere in our
life to enable us to feel participation in values. “An atmosphere favourable to respect them. If
the individual lacks good, solid support in something internal, stable and sure according to them,
then, as M. Straś-Romanowska says, they are exposed to grave difficulties concerning the
finding of peace in own life.11 The support for a young man is usually family, a close person,
the prestige of a teacher.
School is an important factor which participates in shaping the personal identity of young
people12 and helps them determine their own social identity, which means a characteristic for a
man’s desire for searching and creating the sense of life. At school a young man can see himself
and his actions in comparison with others. He aims at realizing his own dignity and protection
of his own moral identity by himself. Moral identity is given to the individual by the accepted
values. Therefore, the individual acting in the situation of moral choice, in accordance with the
values accepted by them, keeps their own moral and personal dignity.
An important issue concerning respect for a student’s dignity is the professional dignity of a
teacher. A conflict between own personal and social dignity takes place in professional activity.
I mean teachers working having many hours, which hampers the performance of their
professional duties properly. There is an association between preparing for the classes and using
school as a place to earn money, and less to educate. Treating students mechanically can occur
here, which violates their humanity, and the personal and professional dignity of the teacher.13
A. M. de Tchorzewski remarked that showing dignity to the student – ward expresses deep
concern about his/her good, which in the language of the present pedagogy, appears in the form
of the child’s right.
11
12

13

STRAŚ-ROMANOWSKA, M.: Wartości a wychowanie. In: Warsztaty Polonistyczne, 1993, nr 4, p. 66.
I accept the identity after Malewska i Śliwerski – it is a certain set of values and purposes which structuralize and direct the life and activity of a man. MALEWSKA, E. – ŚLIWERSKI, B. (ed.): Pedagogika i edukacja wobec wspólnot i różnic w jednoczącej się Europie. Kraków, 2002, p. 329.
WAWRZAK-CHODACZEK, M.: Poszanowanie godności uczniowskiej we współczesnej szkole. In: O nowy humanizm w edukacji. Kraków 2000, p. 422.
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The most important of the rights are:
1. Right to truth
2. Right to subjective treatment
3. Right to growing range of independence14
Respect for the child’s rights by the teacher is an everyday demonstration of own dignity and
showing the dignity to the student.
Behaving ethically is also a problem of the professional ethics of a teacher. In its simple
semblance of the reality of individuals, it appears as a general way of action – as a custom: while
the habit towards the ethics is second nature, which takes the place of the first one. It is only
natural will, and it is a penetrating determinant of its action. It is also closely related to a morality
which can be defined as the way of realizing personal values. The moral systems include an
essential element mostly called the pattern of behaviour and representing marks and norms in a
personal form. The ethical values represented by the teacher have an enormous impact on
shaping the students’ attitudes towards the reality.
What is more, the survey on perceptions of their teachers conducted among the students
showed that the students can perfectly well notice the discrepancies if the moral is ambiguous,
the slogans propagated by the teachers; when the position of the teacher is ambiguous, he or she
irretrievably loses the students’ trust; which undoubtedly negatively impacts their mutual
relations.15
School is a place where in addition to teaching by teachers and the gaining of knowledge and
abilities by the students, the social and civic attitudes of young people are modelled. When
constructing and realizing school curricula, shaping of the identity of the student is often treated
as a priority. Its effect is the establishing of young people in the world of such values as
patriotism, tolerance, or honesty. Values enable young individuals to identify with society.
Education does not mean the shaping of man, but help in showing and the choice of the
values, to let the man choose by himself. So education means teaching freedom.
In the process of education itself, values appear first and foremost in the aims, methods and
the contents. Reading the curricular contents shows that it is not about building new concepts
and educational systems, but about a return to values. Education is a process of realizing certain
values. Not noticing and underestimation of this fact causes a lack of the axiological attitude of
the teachers to the process of education. A survey of school textbooks, especially of the lower
grades, shows that in the contents of the texts and in the rest of the textbooks the universal
cognitive and vital values are dominant.
The teacher, to prove worthy of respect, must follow the supreme values, and such moral
duties which let him avoid being in a shameful situation. This is when the real moral significance
of the teacher is revealed. Moral reflection is also essential in the ordinary manifestations of
school reality.16
The problem of professional ethics of the teacher appears, since ethics and morality are
naturally included in the teacher’s personality. The ethical values represented by the teacher have
an immense influence on shaping the students’ attitudes towards the reality. What is more, the
results of a survey conducted among students on their perception of teachers show that the
students perfectly well spot the discrepancies between the moral banners propagated by the
teachers. When the moral attitude is ambiguous or duplicitous, the teacher irrevocably loses the
14
15
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trust of the students. It must undoubtedly affect their mutual relations.17 During the realization
of the educational process attention should be drawn to the shaping of universal values: truth,
good or beauty. Among the values nowadays treated as the universal, a special place is occupied
by:
• subjectivity,
• identity of a man,
• dignity,
• responsibility, political pluralism,
• civil liberties,
• patriotism,
• honesty,
• tolerance,
• family
• education
• health and its protection
• chance for self-realization
• work
• decent level of material and spiritual life.
The values that are written into the teacher profession are justice, responsibility or kindness,
which in educational actions manifest themselves in the assessment of the students and the attitude
towards the students. The described attitude toward reality, called responsibility, should be
characterized by attention to implementation of values in oneself, the student and the school circle.
Justice is first of all honesty in grading and fairness of conduct, in other words, human decency.
Sometimes it is difficult for a teacher to meet moral requirements, which is revealed in an ambivalent
attitude towards the student, where the there is a mixture of affection and hostility for the wards.
The value that has a significant role in shaping the identity of a school is truth, which grows
in importance in different educational situations. Education to the truth is one of the fundamental
tasks of education and the sciences related to it, because the truth itself makes the aim and
essence of cognition.
J. Gajda claims that “however, parents, educators and society educate for truth, first of all the
duty rests with the students. They must search for the truth, propagate it, and learn to distinguish
the truth from falsity.”18 Truth relating to teaching history, especially modern history, is
important. It is very important in shaping the identity of the student to let him express his/her
opinion about everything.
Freedom, justice, culture and honesty are sympathetic towards cooperation in the course of
the didactic and educational process. The interaction between the teacher and student should be
characterized by subjectivity, and the most important purpose in the teacher’s work, beside the
transfer of knowledge, is developing in wards the ability of understanding another man, arguing
and defence of own opinion, developing the wish to listen to others and taking their opinions
under consideration.
The role of teacher’s authority should be valued in the process of shaping the student’s
identity, as the views depend not only on the personally gained knowledge, but also on the
relations between the teacher and the student, and on the picture of the world created as a result
of acquisition of the norms and values passed by the society.19
17
18
19
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During my research20 it was noticed that in addition to the desired values in the educational
activity of the teachers, the students met with actions unfavourable for subjectivity in educating.
Teachers used insulting or humiliating statements towards the students. The message containing
negative opinions of the interlocutor or the objects he is identifying with, need a separate
category, because they make communication conditions exceptionally difficult. Humiliating
statements make the receiver take defensive actions enabling the rebuilding of the feeling of selfesteem. The most common insulting statements are the nicknames, rude and vulgar designations,
slanders, pejorative designations and humiliating comparisons.
It was noticed that there were cases indicating an infringement of the norms concerning the
personal space, which means the area directly surrounding the individual, where the most of his
or her interactions with the others take place. It related mostly male teachers. Such values as
freedom are sometimes deprecated, and it is visible as limiting the freedom of statements,
especially of those who have opinions different from those of the teacher (talks on taboo topics
are forbidden). Teachers often do not notice their mistakes, and the guilt for misunderstanding
their messages is transferred to the recipients. One negative phenomenon is unfair assessment of
work (homework, tests) by the teachers, so there is an evaluation when a lack of objectivity is
noticed. The situation is complicated by additionally activated emotions which each time colour
the personal assessment.
Another alarming phenomenon is the fact that the interpersonal contacts between the students
and the teachers are often based on the condition of authority and compulsion, which is often used
by the others. It is a state preventing partnership teacher-student relationship in a situation based
on negative interrelations. At times the human/students’ rights are violated by teachers.
Another significant factor in the process of communication at school and colleges is
impulsiveness, especially related to revoking the right of speech for a partner in an autocratic way.
Education does not mean the shaping of a man, but help in showing and choice of values, to
let the man choose by himself. So, the education means teaching freedom. A correctly shaped
identity of the teacher can be sympathetic towards this position, which I base of accepting the
distinctness of people having opinions different from his own.
The essential condition for the functioning of people of different orientations and beliefs is
the shaping of a position of tolerance belonging to the desired competences of the present
student. Tolerance can be shown towards dissimilar opinions or behaviours, and it can consist of
recognizing the right to difference.
Obedience to the rules of tolerance in everyday school life is a crucial source of regularity
creating the posture towards distinctness.
The fundamental conditions for a teacher’s tolerance to occur and realization of the rule of
the student’s subjectivity are respecting each individuality, offering the conditions for free
decision-making by students and concurrent responsibility for the decisions. Tolerance is able to
prevent conflicts in school efficiently and to significantly ease them.
Education refers to the human values, universal, humanistic, making fundamental concepts
for didactics. Considering the issues of the values and the purposes of education it is worthwhile
to be reminded of the statements of the Report of the European Commission Education for
Europe, where the mutual values of European civilisation are shown, at the same time
expressing a conviction about the need to develop new ways of cooperation to educate according
to these values. They are:
• human rights (dignity of a man),
20
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

basic liberties,
peace and rejecting violence as a means to achieve a purpose,
respecting other people,
human solidarity (in Europe and towards the whole world),
balanced development,
equality of the opportunities,
rules of rational thinking: ethics of the proofs subordinated to verification,
protection of ecosystem,
individual responsibility,21
At present it is not enough to realize such values as kindness, justice and conscientiousness
in the treatment of students. The teacher must know if and how his actions shape the internal
profile of a student. He has to be aware that he is an advocate of certain values and he presents
it to the students by his everyday behaviour, outlook on life.
Human life is a process of realizing values. A man as a free person makes a choice of values,
so this is what we see as important, valuable for an individual and society, worth an effort,
dedication, and purpose of human aspirations. Discovering, accepting and living a life in
harmony with the established system of values is the purpose of education and self-education.
They have to be discovered and recognized at first to enable values to be copied. The man
who does it must have suitable abilities and possibilities essential to ‘copy’ a certain value.
Distinction of what is correct and what is not encompasses the years from early childhood till
adulthood. The way how the process proceeds and what values a young man will respect in adult
life to a large extent depends on the parents and educators.

Shrnutí
Hodnoty ve výuce a vzdělávání
Lidský život je proces, ve kterém se realizují hodnoty. Člověk je svobodná bytost, která rozhoduje
o hodnotách, které se jí zdají být důležité, cenné pro sebe samého i společnost, co stojí za úsilí, obětování
a má smysl pro lidskou aspiraci. Objevování, přijímání a život v souladu v zaběhnutém systému hodnot je
účelem vzdělání a sebevzdělání. Musí být nejprve objeveny a poznány, aby umožnily se rozšířit. Rozlišení
co je správné a co ne zahrnuje roky poznávání od útlého dětství po dospělost. Jak bude proces pokračovat
a jaké hodnoty bude mladý člověk respektovat záleží na rodičích a učitelích.
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POSTMODERN THREATS OF A TRADITIONAL FAMILY ORDER
IN EMPIRIC PERSPECTIVE
ANNA MITRĘGA
Život každého člověka se odehrává v rodinných kontextech. Bez ohledu na to, zda žijeme v rodině nebo vedeme osamělý život, jsme doprovázeni obrazem našich rodičů, představami o dokonalém rodinném životě a zkušenostmi jiných lidí. Obraz rodiny je tvořen nejen našimi vlastními
a rodinnými zkušenostmi, ale je také formován kulturními mýty přítomnými v určité společnosti
předávanými literaturou, hromadnými sdělovacími prostředky a činností politiků.
Klíčová slova: Rodina; tradice; empirická perspektiva; řád
The life of each man is involved in family contexts. Regardless of whether we live in a
family or we lead a lonely life, we are accompanied by the picture of our parents, images of a
perfect family life and the pictures of experiences of others. The picture of a family is
constructed not only through experiences of our own and the generational family, but it is also
shaped by the cultural myths present in a certain society transmitted by literature, the mass
media or the activity of politicians.
The richness of transmission concerning the family causes an increase in stereotypes
concerning correctness, making it difficult to notice the individuality and diversity of the
family’s characteristic features. Co-existence of different cultural patterns causes dissonance
between the newly discovered values and these, which were shaped throughout the ages and are
still embedded in our memory, mentality and tradition. On this basis there arise questions about
the influence of the changes on the family, in what way people define the roles and duties in a
family, and concern about whether the transformations are not the beginning of its end. On the
social level these phenomena initiate a lively discourse between the supporters of liberalization
of family life and its opponents – the conservatives.
The fundamental question defining the framework of the presented study is the question how
the postmodern phenomena influence the structures of families shaped in traditional
culture transmissions. The Poles, strongly devoted to traditional family values, perceive it as a
place of meeting the most important life needs. The family is one of the fundamental social
institutions responsible for reproduction, socialization, provision of the common flat and transfer
of property. It lavishes attention and support on both the younger and older generations, it is
responsible for realization of the economic, emotional and instrumental tasks. The way of
organization of the family is changing, however, with the other social changes, such as the
growth of the meaning of the market economy, growth of salaries, growth of production,
urbanization, changes in the structure of education, changes in the ideology directed at
individualization.1 New achievements make life easier for people and give an appearance of new
ways of existence. They bring many new stimuli, ideas and trends, new values, which greatly
differ from long-standing and familiar ones.2 For families the postmodern changes become a
challenge for accomplishing reorientation in its functioning. As new ones they can generate
threats for the order of some families, but for the others they can become a chance for a different,
1
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but still functional life, moreover, with a quality better than before. Reflection on the most
essential factors of diversity of quality of family life is interesting.
The value of a family and its optimal functioning remains one of the most appreciated values
by the Poles.3 It means that symbolically, the family is still perceived as an area of potential selfdevelopment, achievements and determining own and mutual identity.4 Despite the declarations,
the objective statistic rates register delay in the decision about entering into marriage in the
population of young people, decrease in the number of formal relationships, increase in the divorce
rate or decrease in the birth rate. Therefore, the family is a field of controversies, it exists and
evolves in a field of action of many, sometimes mutually contradictory, forces. A family is an
interpersonal relationship of a group of people who, constituted by their mental and physical
characteristic features, shape the efforts to gain shared purposes in a broader social and economic
context. The final effect of the mutual efforts results in a differentiated and individual picture of
functioning of certain families, dynamically changeable in the successive stages of their
development. During the previous years there are taken the discussions, theoretical and empirical
research focused on establishing the common features of the families, in parallel with taking into
consideration their complexity and distinctness. The scientific reflection and empirical
explorations are justifiable, as we are exposed to intense social transformations. These processes
can spread confusion in family life with their intensity and dynamics, especially as they occur over
decades and not, as earlier, over centuries. From the system perspective a family is perceived as ‘a
complex structure consisting of the dependant groups, sharing history, feeling an emotional bond
to some degree, and they enter the strategies of interactions needed by the individual members of
a family and the group as a whole’.5 Thus, the family is a conglomerate of numerous subsystems,
connected by common purposes and tasks. It is defined by two main dimensions: structure and
task. The structural organization concerns the rules administering patterns of the interactions in the
family system, which defines the characteristic family order. The tasks generally regulate the
functions of a family in a certain context of social life. M. Plopa distinguished the rules of
analyzing family systems, assuming that despite the uniqueness of the family, it can be predictably
defined in what way the family members engage and influence one another. Family systems are
characterized by the rule of constancy, it is formed by a definite group of people, making a
contribution, which is synergetically larger than the total of individual contributions. This feature
gives family the individual trait, but it also makes that in the research analysis of the family
focusing on the particular elements is insufficient – the uniqueness of the family can be understood
only through understanding the rules of interactions creating certain system. Organizational
complexity results from the fact that the family is made of smaller subsystems or units. The most
common are the original subsystems, i.e. spouses, parents, and children. The subsystems are
determined both by the members of the family, but also by the tasks ascribed to them. The members
of a family are linked together by an interrelation, continuously influencing and interacting. In
practice it means that a change in one element of a subsystem changes functioning of the whole
family system. The rules define the dynamics of the description of the family systems additionally
inscribed in a larger reality, the system determined by political, economic, educational, religious or
ethnical factors.6
3
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The family creates own patterns of interactions and strategies in striving for realization of
their tasks. Making a specific set of rules it uses its own history, tradition or the cultural myths.
The tasks of a family are focused on the development of identity, establishing and controlling
external and internal boundaries with relation to a family system, maintaining the status by
administering the resources, steering the cohesion of the family or managing stress and
adaptation to crises. The quality of realization of the task in the family decides on the efficiency
or inefficiency of the family system. In an effective family the interaction patterns are conducive
to the quality of particular tasks and they enable maintaining the balance.
M. Plopa notes that the family systems built on solid structures are able to easier adapt to the
changing internal and external requirements.7 This conviction was confirmed in the collected
interviews with the parents, which are separate pictures of different constellations of elements
decisive about the structure in a family system. Each of the interviews is a unique set of
elements, and characterizes a unique system. The narrators – the parents – while relating, sketch
a subjective picture of functioning of their family, happiness experienced in the role of a parent,
and the difficulties they wrestle with.8 The analysis of the research material was prepared in a
way that took into account the influence of the phenomenon on specific elements of the family
structure, causing its efficient or inefficient functioning. The established assumption results from
the fact that a family can interpret a certain phenomenon in a positive or negative way,
depending on how efficiently the family managed it. In the analysis of the empirical material
describing the family environment, a structural model of a family was used. It concerned the
following elements:
• Organizational characteristics of a family – the way in which the subsystems are organized,
their hierarchical relationships and clarity of the boundaries among them;
• Description of the boundaries among the subsystems in the family;
• Development level of the family members, resources and the organisation of the family;
• Ways of managing stress in the family, adaptation to difficulties;
• Patterns of the interactions among the family members;9
The elements of a family system contain many elements composing diverse configurations.
The illustration for their different living conditions are the parents’ narrations. From among
many different themes running through the statements of the parents, the repeating examples of
the phenomena relatively common in Polish families of last few years will be presented. The
successive elements of the system were attributed one chosen phenomenon, presented in
different versions.
The Threats in the Scope of Organization of the Family
Looking at the family from the perspective of the system theory, the invariability of
organization of the family system is a condition of its identity. Sudden changes expose the family
system to dysfunctions, disintegration and breakdown. The stability of the system as a rule
ensures that it is created by a specific group of people bringing to its existence a customary
contribution. The order at this level is arranged by many elements, and among other things by a
division of duties in the parental subsystem. The parents are a significant force in modelling
7
8
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mature models. Children in a clearly specified organizational and spatial order have good
development conditions. The division of roles into masculine and feminine has been shaped for
centuries, as was the place and role of children in a family. Postmodern changes in different
ways modify the old order, bringing in chaos to many families at this level of functioning. Girls,
at home formerly gaining practical knowledge about being a mother, today see their mothers
encumbered /very often excessively/ by a double amount of duties. Analogically, boys are in a
difficult situation, as their contact with a working father is insufficient. They can have a problem
with the definition of the role of a man and a father in a family.
The previous patriarchal family created a clear system based on the unquestionable power of
the father. The unambiguous, determined power of a man contributed to a kind of harmony, as
it was accepted without any doubts by the other members of the family. The wife’s duty was to
care for the house, while the father was earning money for a living. The mother mostly looked
after the younger children / in the rich families they had help from the servants/, the significance
of the father did not allow him to take care of un important matters. The agreement, or at least
the approval of the father, was the indispensable condition for all actions of the wife and
children. The determined hierarchy of power and the divisions of duties in a family guaranteed
a clarity of relations in a family. The warranty of the stability of the marriage and the family was
the marital vows. The division of family duties was inflexibly distributed. The home was a kind
of a multi-specialist and self-sufficient company fulfilling many different tasks. The family clans
very often consisted of numerous subsystems: parents, children, grandparents, and sometimes
other relatives. Although in the post-war Poland the Family Code from 1964 created conditions
for changes, and the then social and political systems in many ways redefined old rules of the
family organization, the old patterns survived as a rule. This fact seems to validate the judgement
of A. Giddens, who for a lack of general debates on a family and its functioning in the post-war
period, blames the authoritative government and the conservative groupings.10 Only the period
of transformations suddenly transformed the former order of organization and hierarchy in the
family in Polish reality, and it created a field for discussion and thorough transformations. It
should be noticed that the models shaped in the family home can be deformed by sex
stereotypes, or pictures of the perfect parents and angelic children promoted by the media.
Realization of the assumptions resulting from the family structure guarantee realization of the
important assessments as interpersonal interactions. It concerns the compatibility of partners,
mutual openness, intimacy of relations and love, involvement and family support.11 The
problems of the process of searching for the balance in understanding the roles of the sexes
appear are clearly visible at the level of organization and hierarchy of the family. The
understanding defines roles in the parental subsystem, and among parents and the children.
Women, strengthened with the ideas of feminism more confidently aim at achieving what they
were refused before: equality, fairness, access to education, work and power. They can realize
their individual life projects in the family space, at work and elsewhere. The expectations
towards the man are not so obvious. The patriarchal order and the stereotype of a man connected
with the order is declining, which is causing the male role to become ambiguous, indefinite, and
sometimes internally contradictive. As far as for a woman the role of a mother is determined by
her physical rhythm and biological functions, the role of a father is getting more difficult to
determine.
The statements of the parents in empirical material indicate that some families are faithful to
the traditional division of the roles in the functioning of the family and they achieve a high
10
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quality of life. The family preserves the balance resulting from mutual acceptance of the state of
affairs, the spouses stress the advantages of the permanent presence of the mother at home and
her full dedication to the matters of children and family. In the group of statements signals are
present that in the opinion of the wife and children, a father engaged in intensive work has too
little time for their issues. It is characteristic that a group of families representing such a type of
organisation preserves a relatively high material status, which can indicate that such an option
of the role division is determined by quite a high husband’s salary.
Woman, 48 years old, married, three children, the family has a large company:
I am a dentist, but I worked for a very short time after the wedding. Since the children were
born I have been a conventional housewife, as well as being happy about life and myself. I have
the feeling that I have done more in my life taking care of the family and home matters than if I
had still been a dentist.
A significant number of families makes the effort of negotiating the role division between a
professionally engaged husband and wife. With differing results they try to determine the fair
division of the duties and care for children. Some families are characterized by a competitive
attitude with a different intensity, and the factor causes difficulties with maintaining positive
relations, because at present there are no (or they are in a fragmentary form) institutionally stated
rules defining the relations between a man and a woman. These rules become the subject of the
agreement, and the final product can be satisfactory or cause a feeling of discomfort. The further
the couple goes from the pattern “domination – subordination”, (as it appears) the higher level
it reaches. This pattern is defined as a partnership and it is perceived as fairer, and gives an
opportunity for the further development of the individual members of the family. The
contribution of the salaries of both spouses makes them partners in responsibility for the burden,
and it gives an equal position in the hierarchy of the family.
Woman, thirty years old, married, one child aged six, both spouses work:
Our family works as it should thanks to the equal division of the duties between me and my
husband. At the beginning there were many arguments, my mother-in-law taught my husband
that everything would be brought to him. Later on he becomes more engaged in home matters
and the care of our child. Now we are getting ready, because we want to have another baby.
The threat to the family order is lack of determined and accepted by both parents rules of
division of the duties. The situation of chaos can arise a discomfort. Doubts connected with the
duties of a man in a family, where there is not an organizational order are visible in the following
story of a father:
Father, thirty nine years old, higher education, two sons – aged 7 and 3:
I can’t come to terms with the situation where I have nothing to say in the matters of the
children. I grew up in a family where the father was an important person, he could decide on the
important issues. I can’t do it. When I come back from work, there is not much time. I can see
then, that there is no place for everything I discuss with my wife. They are a group of close
relatives, my work is to be a cash dispenser and a quiet participant of the family life. I have the
impression that my sons do not need me, and what is worse, my wife could live without me, too.
The man, brought up in a family with authoritative ties and ways of regulating the
relationships among the members of the family, created his relationship determined with an image
of a perfect family on the model and resemblance of his family. He expected a granted authority,
due to his being a head of the family and a man. His wife coming from a more liberal family
cultivated her different expectances. The couple functioned between two distant ideas of the
perfect family and did not determine their roles and mutual expectations. The effect of lack of
discussion and agreement between the husband and wife is an increasing conflict, and involving
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the son in a coalition with the mother more often evokes incorrect behaviour. The situation forced
the couple to determine the problem and try to solve it. In the case of this statement the problem
of organization of the family structure also concerns determination of the boundaries.
The Boundaries of the System
The boundaries in the family system regulate the way in which the family members interact
and the direction, style and the range of communication in its extent. The internal boundaries
appear among the subsystems in a family, while the external ones separate the family from the
broader social systems. The proper external boundaries on the one hand make it easier to
maintain privacy and intimacy, and on the other hand they enable the integration of the family
with the society.12 In the empirical material many statements suggest that the families maintain
a half-open character of the system, living separately as a family and protecting their space, and
letting pass the influence from the more distant family and a broader society.
The basis of a family is a strong and well communicating parental subsystem. It formulates
the directions of its impacts on their children, and in the case of the siblings on the relations
among them. These processes, however, need engagement, attention and energy. Their basic
purpose is the achievement of the rules of coexistence, which protect the interests and needs of
all members of the family. Lack of clear rules and boundaries can lead to a struggle, in which
the commonly used strategies concentrate on entering coalitions and alliances of some against
the others.13 In a well communicating family a dispute over the boundaries usually results in an
agreement providing more effective functioning. The permanent process of defining,
maintaining and redefining the boundaries (e.g., for the gradual growth of children) is a feature
characterizing a functional family structure. Many families maintain a visible charm for this
difficult communicational process.
Mother, aged 39, three children, aged 15, 9 and 6:
Each Friday we have a family meeting and a summary to keep everything working properly.
We sit at tea and talk. When we did not do it, there were arguments all the time. Now each of us
knows what the others wan.
The noticeable thread in the statements of the parents is the faint awareness of modern
parents concerning the need of defining the internal boundaries in the family. They think that
customary knowledge of the rules guarantees efficient functioning of the family. In the old,
traditional model of the family the regulation of the boundaries indeed provided for compliance
with the rules taken from one’s home. Nowadays, the diverse patterns of shaping internal
boundaries impose the necessity of their negotiation on the members of the family. Lack of
awareness in this field and passive waiting for the desirable behaviour of the close relatives can
influence the occurrence of the problems, impairing the quality of communication and lack of
satisfaction in the internal family relations.
Woman, aged 32, in the middle of divorce, son aged 12:
Ten years ago I waited for my husband to become a normal husband. He always yelled at
me. I left him when my son started to shout at me and finally he tried to hit me. Now I am
learning to say what I expect from my son, and we find the solutions of the problems together.
The problem signalized by the parents is the influence of the parents limited by the age of
the child, a strong exposure to the influence of different institutions or a coeval group. The
12
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parents, engaged in the issues realized outside the home, the professional matters and their own
development, to a lesser degree are able to work on shaping and modifying the boundaries
between them and the children or in their own relationship and influence on shaping the
boundaries between each other and the children or in the subsystem of the siblings. Strong
involvement of a parent in matters not concerning the family sometimes results in the family
drifting apart. In a sense, although the child grows up in a family, it is more strongly influenced
by other social groups, a kindergarten or school, local society or the media. Parents provide the
elemental needs, but they have less influence on the developing personality of a child. A
common thread is a conviction of a parent that the responsibility for the educational results
belong to the educational institution. They blame the inefficient actions of educational institution
when educational problems occur. And they excuse themselves the need of intensive work.
Father, thirty nine years old, higher education, two sons – aged 7 and 3:
When I come back from work I am fed up and tired. My wife wants something all the time,
and my son wants to torture me. He jumps at me and wants to wrestle with me, he haunts me.
I was hoping that when he starts school he would finally learn discipline.
In some (not numerous) statements of the parents there are expectations that help from
specialists will solve long-term educational negligence unregulated in the family.
Mother, aged 35, vocational education, single-parent family, son aged 9, hyperactive boy,
committed a theft at school:
I took him twice to the psychologist and nothing. What can such a young person know? She
has not got children yet. I will look for an older and more experienced...
Shifting the responsibility for the educational problems to others, unreal belief in the power
of the specialists free the parent from actively searching for the effective educational methods.
It causes rejection of the necessity to correct personally and with engagement, although under
the direction of the specialist. Such phenomenon can be ascribed to the growing expert culture,
intensifying the belief that others will correct the relations in a family.
Unfortunately the assessment also reveals the pathologies of a family life, being a source of
personal problems, it exposes other areas of the risk. This phenomenon is conducive to the
creation of a need for a new special service market – outsourcing in a family.
The Level of Development of Family Members, Resources and Makeup of the Family
Poland today is an area of disproportions in the quality of functioning of the individual
families, resulting from both social and economic factors, and the level of preparation of adult
people to manage in difficult reality. There is a chasm between richness and poverty,
resourcefulness and helplessness, elementary safety and feeling of threat of the fate factors
(illness, unemployment).14 The factors that can decide about the quality of life in a family
become the level of development of the family members, and maintaining an adequate status. In
the sense of a socio-economic phenomena, the often excessive (and harmful to the quality of the
processes of educating children) engagement of parents in the professional and educational
space is made clear and understood. It is characteristic that many parents – narrators are people
employed and at the same time continuing further studies. They increase their qualifications and
they make similar demands of their children. In education of their children, Polish parents look
for the chance of protection from unemployment and poverty in the future.
Amongst the number of threats in this area, attention should be drawn to the increasing
phenomenon of ascribing a superior meaning of the quality of a child’s education at school to
14
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other development areas. Sensible, ability-connected requirements of the parents towards their
children stimulate motives to learn and be successful. In the multidimensional perception of a
child and its different areas of activity, the parents have the chance to find a place to shape the
child’s interests, opinions, values and aspirations. They observe and strengthen development of
personality in many dimensions. They can describe the child through its strong facets and
weaknesses. They strive for the effective training of correct and socially accepted behaviours,
obeying of rules, they work with the child on its social, moral and emotional development.
Mother, aged 28, single-parent family, son aged 5:
I am probably the only mother in the group, who only accompanies the game, reads and
talks. I do not know if I do right and if I will not regret that. My friends teach their children
foreign languages, reading, mathematics, horse riding, and much more. Borys only wants to
play, and during the English classes in the kindergarten he usually plays and talks to himself in
Polish.
In the case of one-dimensional orientation on the educational effect the parents start to
perceive their child through the grades received at school. They diminish the significance of
different developmental dimensions, including the physical, social and emotional needs.
They perceive the non-intellectual forms of activity as a waste of time in a process of
competition with the coevals for the status of a good student. The perfectionist parents seriously
treat school education, engage their resources in an attempt to achieving higher and higher
levels. It also happens that they cannot realistically estimate the abilities of a child.
“The rat race” begins earlier and earlier, and its results among the others are visible in the
social relations among children.
Mother, aged 35, higher education, daughter aged 11:
My daughter was ill for almost three weeks. When she felt better we started to contact her
friends. We wanted to borrow the notebooks and work on the lessons. Each of four asked friends
refused, and I finally went to school to get the homework from the teachers.
The intellectual work of the child reduces the free time to the minimum, which makes that
children have no opportunity to free organizing their activities, movement, reading or doing
something else. Most of the offered classes for children are sets organized by the adults,
conducted by specialists and having clear aims. It is certain that it is favourable to the cognitive
development of the participants, but long-term ignoring of the other areas can create an essential
threat for the normal functioning of a child adapted to a psychophysical rhythm of life and its
behaviour. One-sided perceiving of education as a superior value can persuade the parent to plan
the adult life of the child and severe realization of the laid-out project, especially if they treat the
child as a special investment.
Father aged 39, higher education, sons: 13 years old /diagnosed Asperger’s syndrome/ and 6
years old / diagnosed ADHD – in the middle of the tests/:
The older son has been rebelling a lot recently. I cannot recognize him. After school he has
dinner at home. I help him with the scientific subjects, and my wife with the humanistic arts. He
has a terribly slow rhythm of work. We finish late, sometimes at 11 p.m.(…) he passed the mock
exam with the maximum scores…
Mother, aged 35, secondary education, daughter aged 14:
My daughter will study medicine. She has had private lessons in the necessary subjects for
a long time. If she does not make it, she will be a professor of Roman philology, like her
grandfather. I have not finished medicine, but it is a well paid job.
What does she want to do? Silly things, she wants to dance ... We know better what is good
for her in life...
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It seems that for many parents education and training of the specialist competences is a
guarantee for a future life of their children. Such purposes seem to be justifiable and understood
in the postmodern life. It is essential that the parent perceives a child as a mental and physical
whole and does not block the development of other important areas, and the development of the
values, attitudes and norms by excessive intellectual activity. The immediate consequences of
excessive requirements can be disclosed as the continuous frustration of the child, and later on
as decrease in the feeling of self value, belief in own abilities, emotional and social difficulties.15
Excessive investment in the development and one-sidedness of activity can become a brake on
correct development.
Over exposition of the values in education for purposes formulated in educating seem to
concern the uncertainty of parents experienced in the reality of everyday life and on the difficult
labour market. Driven by care of the child, they engage financial resources, time and energy in
the possibly extensive education of the child. Indeed, the perfection position of the parents is a
projection of their own fears onto the child and a kind of answer to social and economic reality.
The purpose of a family is, however, to attempt a release from the trap of the myths about perfect
parenthood and a perfect child.
Managing Stress in a Family and Adaptation to the Stress
In a systemic depiction of a family, the family should strive to maintain the balance at the
same level. All its members continuously adapt to the changes taking place inside and outside
the system. Crises have different characters: childbirth, beginning school education of the child,
leaving home of the adult child, illness, death, loss of work and many others. They become a
challenge for the family, so that the changes do not cause the destructive effects. The correct
balance between the morphostatic mechanisms /set for maintaining the former balance/ and the
morphogenetic mechanisms / increasing diversity of the system/ provides for maintaining the
identity of the family at the concurrent flexibility.16
A potential threat to the functioning of the Polish families is the financial migration of one
or both parents, and in consequence transformation of the family as temporarily incomplete. The
rate of the problem is visible in the statistics, at the end of year 2006, almost two million Polish
people were working abroad. The analysis of the empirical material shows that the phenomenon
is located usually in a version of the migration of survival, and the decisions are dictated by the
intention of providing the family with good material existence and for its good. The perspective
of improvement of the conditions of the family existence is superior to the cost in the form of
separation. The situation of the temporarily incomplete family is determined by the absence of
one or both parents, and this state changes radically the functioning of the family members, and
the changes concern the groups of all its functions.
The material and defining function is determined by the rate of earnings of the emigrant.
The money earned abroad in the case of ‘migration for survival’ is usually allocated for payment
of debts, fees and meeting other elementary needs. It should be noticed that in such a case the
parent’s trip increases the social security of the family and its financial independence. It is also
essential that the emigrant can acquire additional competences abroad increasing his/her
attractiveness on the local labour market and in the native community.
Separation connected with migration puts at risk the condition of realization of the sexual
and procreation function of the spouses, particularly visible in case of a long-term trip. The
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lessening of the sexual relation between a husband and wife at the time of separation exposes
the relationship to unwelcome temptations threatening its durability. Whereas weak relationships
can break up, for strong couples temporary separation can increase the attractiveness of the
partner again. The cohesion of the couple essential for bringing up the children can be strong
thanks to the providing of the need of security, cooperation, acceptance, emotional and erotic
closeness. A strong parental subsystem in a situation of long-term migration is exposed to risk,
it can disintegrate, or get stronger.
The absence of a father or a mother also significantly influences the level of realization of
the socializing and educational function in a family. The characteristics of such a family tend
to burden one partner with all functions, so the quality of the educational processes is
endangered. An excess of duties can cause a lack of time for children, irritability, or impatience
of the parent left in the native land.17 The consequences of the separation of a child and a parent
have recently become a subject of research on the phenomenon of the ‘euro orphanage’.
The inevitable transformations in a migration family naturally take place in the field of the
emotional function. Although an economic trip happens to be a symptom of care of the family
of the leaving parent, it can be conducive to its financial security. At the same time a long-term
absence of the father or mother causes yearning and a feeling of solitude, and in extreme cases
it can be identified by the child as a kind of an infidelity, valuing financial values over the value
of everyday presence. Lessening the emotional ties becomes a risk, which in a more or less
conscious way becomes a companion of the family. The scope of the transformations on the
premises of the particular functions in a family presents the migration trip in the context of a
crisis, in which it is important how the family manages stress and adapts to it. The families
consisting of strong structural elements are able to maintain the balance between the
mechanisms of morphogenesis morphostasy at the time of migration.
Mother, aged 49, son aged 12, husband has been working in Norway for 3 years. Also the
adult son with his wife are working in England.
Four years ago after my husband’s company went bankrupt, the debt collector came to our
home. (...) We sold the house and bought a small flat. My husband went abroad and I started
work. In another year and all debts will be paid. Then my husband will come back home.(...) Our
son is a home philosopher, we like to spend time together, talk and laugh. He is a very good
student and I don’t have any problems with him. When my husband was leaving, I knew I would
have a double role (...) now I am proud I managed it. My husband talks to him on Skype every
day, he is “an Internet dad”... My daughter-in-law often talks to my younger son in English
through the Internet, so he does not need private lessons.
In the case of a family with chaotic structural elements the migration trip can lead to
disintegration. The members left in the homeland may inefficiently manage the stress intensified
by the absence of their parents or the spouses, and adapt to it awkwardly.
Son aged 18, mother has emigrated for 10 years:
After my mother left I stayed with my father. He wasted the money she sent on drink and
games. For a time I was with my elder sisters, but later they left home, too. (...) I left school after
a Junior high school (...), I have a guardian. (...) I wish my mum would come back...
The cited narrations reflect the diversity of family reactions to the experienced absence of
one of its members. The currently common migration separations can help some families to
17
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achieve desired social security, and solve real problems. In other families they can bethe
beginning of a progressing disintegration of the relations among the individual people,
disintegration and breakdown of the family. The radical changes in a system can generate serious
crises and disrupt its correct functioning, impose performing roles upon the members of the
family they are not always prepared to. The family at the moment of a crisis must be able to take
actions ameliorating its negative effects – individually or with help of people outside the family.
The superiority of the morphogenetic dynamics of actions can determine the best actions in
a constructive way. Domination of the morphostatic tendencies and duration in own roles can
contribute to disturbances, and in consequence to a reduction in the quality of the family life.
Bonds in family relations – binding
The position of the child in the family has changed lately. A child used to be perceived as
unimportant. Nowadays its role is more appreciated. As is noticed by Slany, although a child is
economically worthless it has become emotionally priceless. A child gives the parents’ life an
aim and a direction, it is a source of personal satisfaction and emotional reward. Raising children
is treated by many parents as a very important sphere of self-realization, a chance for
experiencing continuous pride and joy of an offspring. Proper development of a child and its
accomplishments become evidence of the parents’ competence, a living proof of valuable
genetic material, a confirmation of their own value in society’s opinion. Parents give a child the
right to individual development, self-realization, experiencing their subjectivity.
The quality of the parent–child relationship has changed together with the continuing process
of individualization. On the one hand parenthood for an adult is an obstruction in the process of
individualization because it demands exhausting strength and resources, on the other hand a
child becomes strongly attached to a parent and continuously improves the tools of the
“dictatorship of need”.18 A child manipulates parents’ behaviour using laughter or tears.
Parenthood becomes in this way the last, indissoluble, unchangeable, social relationship.
Partners may change, but a child stays. Thus, parenthood makes up for the longing for
indissolubility of a relationship, constancy, a child is a special remedy for loneliness. This
phenomenon favours the child’s placement at the centre of the family – becoming “king child
with parents”. Parents frequently drop behind children to a certain degree, reduce their own
processes of individualization, to create a space for their offspring to realize his needs and
processes of individualization.
Placing a child at the centre of the family may slightly contribute to the creation of
favourable conditions for development. Children’s “release”19 should result from the positive
creation of bonds between parents and children. Bonds should evolve commensurate to the
child’s age and commensurate to its growing competences. Bonding (centripetal force) should
be in harmony with the processes of individualization (centrifugal force). When centripetal
forces become stronger, there is a risk of knot instead of bonding. A parent may then behave in
a way characteristic for the past phases of development.
Mother, age 41, married, unemployed, a son aged 15.
I can’t go to work. I have a lot of duties at home. My son is very delicate and sensitive. He
is often ill. I drive him to school. He has not eaten much since he was born and I really have to
try to make him eat something. (…) I teach him each afternoon and I read books from reading
list aloud to him. (…) He does not have any friends, I have to fill his world.
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I sometimes argue with my husband. He does not understand Tomek.
Parents’ narrations include many descriptions concerning alarming inadequate bonds with
children. They appear in the early phases of development and continue later on. Unjustified
breast-feeding (sometimes even for several years), circumscribing independent activities,
dressing children when they could do it successfully by themselves, bathing children of school
age, finally, telling children what to do or what to feel are only several examples of behaviours
of a parent who “constricts” his offspring. “Constriction” behaviours lead to many negative
consequences in a child’s development – lack of independence, feeling of addiction to parents,
objectification, lack of autonomy, a feeling of passiveness and helpless functioning. Blocking
children behaviour connected to centrifugal force may determine the appearance of serious
problems in his future. Justification of such behaviours and presenting them as necessity is also
characteristic. It seems to be appropriate to intervene from outside the circle and help a family
in which this problem is visible. Escaping from emotional traps in a parent–child relation,
identification of a feeling which evolves from love to an egocentric and dangerous feeling,
seems to be a task which demands vigilance from parents and specialists.
When a child is in the first place in a family, his position may be a source of its power, which
increases the probability of realizing complete development. In extreme cases it may be a
blocking factor for development and a source of agony. Retaining balance between devotion of
a child to the family and his independence and creating a separate identity is an important task
for the contemporary family. Avoiding emotional traps in parent–child relations, conscious
vigilance of relations with a child appears to be a very important task for parents.
Summary
Theoretical considerations about upbringing in a family may differ from the process itself in
that they are deprived of emotions and the overwhelming feeling of responsibility. It is easier to
notice the occurrence dependencies when we are objective.
The family functioned as a kind of defensive system for many centuries, which could give a
chance for physical survival. Then the family was a kind of productive organization giving
financial stability to its members. Nowadays people may lead a satisfactory life and they do not
need to live as a couple, and they can realize their projects separately. Despite this possibility,
young Poles declare that family is one of the superior values. They assume symbolically that
there is a place in the family for potential development, achievements and creating independent
and common identity.
Marriage and family have changed from an economic transaction to an emotional
transaction. This may be the reason why people tend to take more interest in the knowledge of
the family and continuously desire to exist in a properly functioning family. Myths about perfect
parents present in tabloids, magazines, movies and soap operas express an idealistic view of the
family and upbringing. The best spouses and ideal parents are in most cases those who did not
enter in a relationship and do not have children.
Postmodern changes in the last two decades have the created many various models of family
coexistence. The family has to build up its shape in particular elements of the structure. Previous
family experiences are useless in this case, intuition is not enough. It is essential though for the
members of the family to make a continuous effort in creating constant structures, retaining the
family’s ability to balance between morphogenetic and morphostatic mechanisms. The above
examples have illustrated various behaviours of families in the context of exemplary factors.
Families which have strong, balanced structures retained their functionality in different
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situations, even at critical moments, other families, which have weaker structures, would reveal
dysfunctional features more easily. Experiencing difficulties, finding solutions to problems
seems to be a stimulus to development of the strong family and for individual members of the
family. A weak structure of the family expose the family, despite the effort of individual
members of the family, to the creation of unclear boundaries, chaos, and even a dissolution as a
result of crisis.
It is worthwhile to emphasize, on the basis of the presented empirical material that building
a strong parental subsystem and investing in development of a relationship is essential.
Occupational problems, home duties, educational ventures and many other undertakings are
sometimes the reason for negligence in the sphere of the parental subsystem, especially at times
when time and the level of energy seem to be the most deficient resource in a contemporary
family. Meanwhile, a strong relationship of parents is at the same time the strength of the
children. It helps to create a feeling of identity and individuality. It is easier for parents in a
strong relationship to work together, make the rules of coexistence and execute them, it is easier
for them to execute parental power without using compulsion or violence. A strong parental
subsystem is more effective when it comes to children.
The strengths of a postmodern family are communication skills, emotional and social
intelligence, a constant reflection on life and family, axiology and awareness of professed
values, or a reflection on gender stereotypes. In this context, excessive loyalty to models existing
in the family for ages may be a strength or an obstacle in the process of creating an authorized
project of our own family which would be adequate for contemporary situation.

Shrnutí
Postmoderní ohrožení tradičních rodinných pořádků v empirické perspektivě
Silou postmoderní rodiny jsou komunikační dovednosti, emoční a sociální inteligence, neustálé úvahy
o životě a rodině, axiologie a povědomí o hlásaných hodnotách, nebo úvahy o genderových stereotypech.
V této souvislosti nadměrná loajalita k modelům existujícím v rodině může představovat silnou stránku
nebo překážku v procesu vytváření vlastní rodiny, který by měl být adekvátní k současné situaci.
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THE CONTROVERSY AROUND SEXUAL EDUCATION
MIROSLAVA FURMANOWSKA
V Polsku není dobře promyšlená koncepce psychosexuální výchovy pro hendikepované lidi a ve
školách pro těžce mentálně postižené prakticky neexistuje. Problémy spojené se sexuální otázkou
patří do nejintimnější sféry lidského života a v Polsku se s ní všeobecně zachází rozpačitě, řada
dilemat vztahujících se k sexu se setkává s mlčením.
Klíčová slova: Sexuální výchova; vzdělávání; hendikepovaní jedinci
The two terms sex and handicap very rarely occur close to each other in everyday people’s
consciousness, in research and analysis. The interest in them increased in the 1990s due to the
discussions on the introduction of sex education into schools – its syllabus and books. The
research carried out by the Public Opinion Research Centre (PORC) in 1998 showed that 66%
of adults consider passing on knowledge and teaching a pro-family attitude as important, with
teachers and parents equally responsible for it. However, until 1956 in pedagogy and sociology
there was a period without sex. On 27 April 1956 the Parliament passed a law allowing abortion
not only for health reasons, but also for social, such as families with many children and difficult
financial conditions. In many social circles the awareness of the harmfulness of miscarriages,
used as a birth control method, as well as the belief in the necessity of education of responsibility
for family planning, resulted in progressive doctors, columnists and social activists aspiring to
the sex education of society.
On 13 November 1957 The Organizational Committee of Society for Planned Motherhood
was set up. From then sex education developed largely thanks to the Society. Educational
activities were undertaken. Motions to introduce sex education in schools and to organize premarriage counselling in Registry Offices were put forward. Owing to colonel Adam
Gasperowicz’s endeavours, soldiers were also trained in the subject of sex education.
Universities, medical secondary schools, Polish Red Cross posts, teaching secondary schools
and the last forms of secondary schools were equipped with adequate literature. This was the
result of cooperation between: the Women’s’ League, General Knowledge Society, Polish Red
Cross and youngsters’ organizations.
The movement for planned motherhood had many opponents in Poland, similarly as before
the war. The idea of planned parenthood paved its way to people’s consciousness with difficulty.
Even medical staff was occasionally against it.
The issue of raising the school youngsters’ awareness met resistance from teachers, and the
Ministry of Education did not allow the introduction in syllabi of any content of sex education.
In 1960 a course for doctors and teachers of the subject was organised. In 1961 the book by
Aleksander Majda titled Sexual education of children and youngsters: a guide for students,
teachers and parents was published. In Warsaw the first Pre-marriage and Family Counselling
Service started, and from 1962 onwards they were almost at every Registry Office. In 1963 short
talks concerning sex education were started in schools. The information about family planning
was passed to high school students during hygiene and biology lessons.
In 1966 The Ministry of Education started the preparation for introducing sex education in
primary schools. A script was drawn up for biology and hygiene teachers and training sessions
for them began during summer courses.
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Showing the process of sex education in a broad context of preparation for family life helped
overcome to a great extent the resistance of social circles. At the beginning, the classes were
treated as extra-curricular ones called preparation for socialist family life. In his report Mikolaj
Kozakiewicz claimed that in 1978 48% of town primary schools and 70% of those in villages
did not provide such classes even occasionally.
Following the minister of education’s decision from July 1981 the subject of preparation for
family life was removed, and its contents were added to the form classes in years V–VIII of
primary schools and in all years of secondary schools. The form teacher or another appointed
teacher was to devote to this subject every other form lesson (19 lessons a year). The detailed
programme for the subject of preparation for family life was given to teachers on June 4 1984.
Such a state continued until January 1993 when the Polish Parliament passed a law on family
planning, protection of the human foetus and conditions allowing abortion. Act 4.2 of the above
law obliged the minister of national education to draw up a detailed syllabus.
On 18 August 1993 the Minister of National Education Directive number 26 was released,
obliging schools to implement sex education. School psychologists and form teachers took on
this problem during form lessons. In order to improve their skills many of them expressed
interest in courses or workshops organised by provincial methodology centres, and some of them
did a post-graduate study. The sociologist Maria Trawińska, drawing on the results of the report
Family and Sexual Education in Polish Schools 1994/95 points out that 60% of schools carried
out the directive from the Minister of National Education and took on this difficult problem.
The amended act about family planning introduced among other things the obligatory
introduction in schools of the subject knowledge of human sex life. On account of this the then
Minister of Education on 19 September 1997 issued Directive nr 17 on the way of introducing to
school education and the content of the subject: knowledge of human sex life. It was planned that
pupils in year 5 would have 5 lessons during the school year, years 6 and 7 – 6 lessons; year 8 – 7
lessons; whereas in all secondary schools there would be one lesson per month, or 10 lessons per year.
In January 1998 The Ministry of National Education appointed a Consultative-Advisory
Group for the Introduction of the Subject Knowledge of human sex life into school education.
This group drew up new contents of the programme and rules for implementing the subject.
The legal basis for the beginning of sex education in schools was the Directive of The
Minister of National Education from 21 April 1998 on the introduction of the subject knowledge
of human sex life to schools along with its programme contents. Currently this is 14 lessons for
each pupil: 9 lessons with the whole class and 5 hours divided into girl and boy groups. The
name of these lessons was changed in 1999 to education for family life. These lessons were not
planned for moderately and severely handicapped children and youngsters.
Mikołaj Kozakiewicz highlighted four aspects of sex education:
• population education
• sex education
• education in interpersonal bonds and cross-gender communication
• preparation for marriage and family life
Population education is centred on the problem of procreation. It concerns shaping the
attitude towards moral responsibility for the birth rate. The main aim is to equate youngsters
with methods of contraception, with the problems of abortion and sterilization. It is conducted
above all in countries with high birth rates.
Sexual education is based on the traditional Swedish pattern and constitutes preparation for
sexual life treated autonomously, separate from marriage and family. The main aim is to
familiarize students with safe and reliable forms of achieving erotic satisfaction. Propagating the
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use of contraception is to prevent the social effects of unwanted pregnancies in under-age girls.
This education concentrates on the physiological sphere of sexual life, that is why it does not
affect people’s procreative motivation.
The education for interpersonal bond and cross-gender communication connects sex education
(sexual awareness) with shaping the humanistic attitude towards the opposite gender’s individuals.
There are no culturally privileged forms of people’s sexual intercourse, such as marriage, having
children or family. The equality of women and men in the sexual sphere is especially emphasised.
Contraception is advised because it prevents unwanted pregnancy and venereal diseases.
Preparation for marriage and family life links widely understood sex education with
preparation for performing future marital and parental roles. Marital and family life is much
more widely understood than as sexual intercourse between two people or interpersonal
relationships. It is rather expressed in a full range of its psychological, economic and social
conditionings and effects. Parenthood is the value and goal of every human being.
In the presented models sex education is treated autonomously and instrumentally. In the first
example the point is to teach safe and reliable forms of gaining sexual satisfaction in life. In the
second one, the most important thing is to prevent social problems such as unwanted
pregnancies or a too low or too high natural birth rate. Which model of sex education should be
chosen for the handicapped?
Another classifying criterion of sex education models of the handicapped can be the
axiological-ethical position towards human sexuality. It will allow the differentiation of:
• restrictive ethics
• permissive ethics
• the golden mean ethics
Restrictive ethics is characterised by a reluctant attitude to sex, which appears due to
teachers’ concern about preventing, limiting and refraining from or postponing any sexual
behaviour. Sex is a value only as an element of marital love, and procreation the main aim of
sexual and marital life. Parenthood is only accepted in marriages. The roles of men and women
are perceived as separate but with the men leading.
Permissive ethics is characterised by sex affirmation in different forms. Sex is an
autonomous value, essential to achieve happiness and life satisfaction. Marriage is an institution
outside sex and procreation is not necessary due to the overpopulation of the world.
Psychosexual roles, the needs and structures of women and men are identical. The above
assumptions implicate differently than in the previous conception tasks for teachers relying on
teaching how to use fully and safely all potential values centred in human sexuality.
The ethics of golden mean rates sex positively depending on the context and submits it to
other values. Marriage is one of the places for sexual life, an important and valuable institution.
Procreation is the coping stone of psychosexual development, called optimisation, but not the
maximization of the number of children. There is full acceptance of contraception. It accepts
equity, but not identicalness, of men and women complementing their social roles.
Based on the presented models of sex education Kazimiera Nowak-Lipińska differentiates
three ways of describing sex education of people with a quite severe mental handicap:
• desexually-evasive orientation
• sexually-totally-approving orientation
• sexually-sublime orientation
The desexually-evasive orientation claims that the psychosexual development of students
with a quite severe mental handicap is significantly slowed down, that is why their sex education
is redundant and ignorance of sexuality justified.
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The sexually-totally-approved orientation perceives sexuality as a value positive in itself and
allows any forms of sexuality. It accepts getting married. This orientation shows two courses:
the first is sexual hedonism – without the psychological sphere – aims only at sexual pleasure;
the other describes sexuality comprehensively and links it to the psychological sphere. It is
possible to make so-called protected marriages which are discreetly looked after by a competent
social worker. Many relationships are based on tenderness and the feeling of belonging without
sexual relations (so called white marriages).
The sexually-sublime orientation treats the sexuality of mentally handicapped students as the
integral sphere of human beings, stressing that sexuality is secondary to the emotional sphere.
Education should help in experiencing own sexuality. Supporters of this orientation are reluctant
to agree to marriages between handicapped people.
In Poland, sexuality, its manifestations and expression by mentally handicapped students are
treated as socially unwanted, thus totally excluded from their life. Ignoring and preventing sexuality
is desexually-evasive orientation. It can be explained in two ways. People with a quite severe mental
handicap are perceived and treated as ‘eternal children’ and concentration on the intellectual defect
results in ignoring natural, typical to all human beings biological changes leading to sexual maturity.
Research conducted in western countries has shown that the process of sexual development
and somatic changes of handicapped youngsters proceeds similarly to their able-bodied peers.
The issues of the sex education of handicapped people and the needs in this respect prove to
be an essential and cross-disciplinary complex of points. There is no integration, physiotherapy,
activation without this aspect of life. During the period of adolescence the sexual need develops
and increases. It is integrated with other needs, especially with the need for emotional contact.
According to Andrzej Jaczewski, the sexual need of mentally handicapped people is very great,
it appears earlier and sexual experiences are stronger than among the average population. It is
connected with the damage to the core mechanisms resulting in sub-core mechanisms
controlling innate sexual reactions. This is because sexual behaviours are not influenced by
hindering intellect, education or morality and predominate over intellectual ones. However,
Georg Feuser and Hanna Olechnowicz claim that the deeper the mental handicap, the less sexual
need and aspiring to its realization. Yet most researchers agree with the thesis that there is a
connection between the level of mental handicap and forms of sexual need realisation.
Every human being has the right to express their sexual needs and sustaining intimate
relationships but in practice the rights to sexuality of handicapped people are ignored and not
respected. The causes of limitations can be located in propagated patterns and behaviour styles.
Our cultural model of ideal sexual attraction bears complexes, especially among girls who suffer
from body defects. Suppressing sexual expression (gestures, facial expressions, interest in the
opposite sex, autoeroticism) restricts freedom in girl/boy contacts and becomes the reason for
inhibitions. The shaping of anxiety attitude and preserving stereotypes connected with fulfilling
certain social roles becomes the reason for inhibitions and a sense of guilt.
There are many common problems in education, school organization, individual and group
life during the maturing and development of able-bodied and handicapped individuals but the
difficulties which are encountered in the education of the handicapped are always multiplied
compared to those occurring in the education of the able-bodied. For many teachers, classes and
talks about sex are difficult. Another obstacle during talks is the communication barrier. The
communication contact is frequently limited to basic issues connected with school life and
conducting such conversations, even by well-intentioned teachers, is extremely difficult. Parents
whose children attend boarding schools do not usually know what their children already know
about this topic or what they should know for the time being.
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A. Jaczewski supports education through parents because they know their children best and
are their role models. They also have the right to choose the best form of sex education.
However, parents of handicapped children rarely talk to them about sexuality. In many families
this topic determines a kind of linguistic, cross-generation as well as an opposite gender taboo
but it is parents who play the exceptional role in this respect. It is they who build the sense of
self-esteem and sexual acceptance. Attention to appearance, hygiene and emphasising the gender
by clothes or hairstyle is especially important to children whose looks differ from a typical
image of a child. The pre-school and school period is the time to learn sexual roles, shaping ideas
of masculinity and femininity. The isolation from peers makes observation and common
exchange of experiences impossible, and makes children dependant on parents. Parents should
also pay attention to toys which they buy for their handicapped children, since they are usually
rehabilitation toys and do not prepare for performing the future roles of a woman or man.
Children and youngsters of a quite severe mental handicap have their own desires, dreams
and expectations connected with their lives. The impossibility of realising them is frequently a
painful truth, which parents and teachers of their children or pupils must face. It is extremely
hard to give the child the sense of usefulness and make them believe that the impossibility of
having a family does not undermine their role in life.
Physical and hormonal changes during puberty are a natural part of a mentally handicapped
child’s life cycle. The phases of psychosexual development most frequently occur in a similar
way as for people within the intellectual norm, but if they are delayed they demand from parents
and teachers actions beyond age standards, i.e. longer hygiene training.
During the puberty period handicapped youngsters are in a very difficult position. The crises
of maturity begin. Youngsters feel shy and incapable. They learn to hide their interest in sex.
Erotic games take place. Reactions are strong. A lot of girls and boys react negatively to somatic
changes occurring during the period of puberty. They are frequently accompanied by the feeling
of anxiety, uncertainty, anger or even despair. The main reason for the negative perception of the
changes is above all the lack of understanding. The tendency to compare themselves and
superficial judgement in this sphere of attraction are especially painful and cruel.
The family in such a situation must support, strengthen and stabilize self-esteem, and not
avoid difficult topics. The psychologist Małgorzata Kościelska claims that lack of a socially
developed concept of mentally handicapped people’s adulthood, including the dimension of
masculinity and femininity, leads to a situation where this dimension on the grounds of family
and even more institutional education is ignored, neglected or even consciously or
unconsciously eliminated.
Dilemmas connected with the sex education of mentally handicapped people become the
more serious the less the child is able to control their own development in this sphere. If the
parents are open to education, then it is their responsibility to make decisions concerning forms
of behaviour, sexuality and realising the child’s psychosexual needs. Otherwise institutional help
is necessary and sometimes outsiders take over these responsibilities totally. Some handicapped
children come from families where there are negative occurrences, such as alcoholism,
educational inefficiency, poverty, single parenthood, etc. Among special school pupils there are
also students with multiple handicaps.
The Polish law states that sexual contact with a person of a limited capability of
understanding the situation is punishable. Article 198 of the Penal Code from 1997 in chapter
XXV on crimes against sexual freedom and morality says: Someone who uses the helplessness
of another person or resulting from mental handicap or mental disease the lack of capability of
this person to understand an act or directing with their actions, leads her/him to maintain a
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sexual relationship or to submission to another sexual activity or to perform such activity, is
punishable by imprisonment from 6 months to 8 years. Such legislation stops completely the
sexual life of mentally handicapped people. Without negating many difficult issues – for
example protecting these people from abuse – it is necessary to consider whether limitations,
prohibition or the atmosphere of a deep taboo result from concern for their own good or the
egoistic approach of society, avoiding confrontation with difficult issues connected with them.
The key to the realisation of the right to love is authentic integration.
To sum up:
In Poland there is no well-thought-out conception of psychosex education for handicapped
people, and in schools for a quite severe mental handicap it is practically non-existent.
Problems connected with sexual issues belong to one of the most intimate spheres of human
life, and in Poland they are universally treated as embarrassing, and a range of dilemmas related
to sex is met with silence. Even among experts from the Commission for Psychosocial Aspects
of Handicap, the conditioning and diverse problems connected with handicapped people’s
sexuality are not quite known or understood.
Teachers should create conditions protecting the handicapped’s sexual needs, help parents
and families in understanding and accepting this so important area of handicapped people’s life.
It is crucial to swap the overprotecting attitude for aspiration to independence, allowing access
to information and a wide range of specialist education, to maintain peer relationships, and to
respect the right to intimacy.
It is also important for parents to pass on knowledge and feelings connected with sexual life,
yet the problem of the puberty of mentally handicapped youngsters is treated peripherally in
Polish literature, so parents do not have the possibility to gain knowledge on this topic, although
in recent years they have spoken more bravely on intimate life, and come forward with the
necessity for training devoted to this problem frequently expecting clear answers containing
concrete ways of solving this problem, just like a plan of action.
A lack of sex education results in the fact that mentally handicapped people become helpless
towards their own sexuality and unable to control their emotions or behaviours. The only proper
way to avoid these problems can be matter-of-fact sex education, adjusted to the handicapped
person’s level, conducted at home and school.

Shrnutí
Kontroverze kolem sexuální výchovy
Učitelé by měli vytvořit podmínky ošetřující sexuální potřeby hendikepovaných lidí, pomoc rodičů
a rodin v pochopení a akceptování této tak důležité oblasti života. Je rozhodující umožnit přístup
k informacím a velkému množství speciálního vzdělání k získání rovných vztahů a respektování práva na
intimitu.
Je také důležité, aby rodiče předávaly znalosti a pocity spojené se sexuálním životem. Dosud problém dospívání mentálně postižených je okrajově zpracovaný v polské literatuře, takže rodiče nemají
možnost získat znalosti tohoto tématu, ačkoli se v minulých letech začalo mluvit vice o intimním životě
a přišlo s potřebou vytvořit konkrétní plány, jak řešit tento problém.
Nedostatek sexuálního vzdělání vyplývá z faktu, že mentálně hendikepovaní lidé jsou bezmocní ve
své sexualitě a neschopní kontrolovat své vlastní emoce a chování. Jediná možná cesta předejít těmto problémům je skutečná sexuální výchova, přizpůsobená úrovni hendikepovaných, vedená doma i ve škole.
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DIALOGUE BETWEEN CULTURE AND CHRISTIANITY – CONTENT
OF EDUCATION AT ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS?
LUDMILA MUCHOVÁ
Nový rámcový vzdělávací program pro základní školy v České republice, který se zaměřuje na
změnu vyučovacího prostředí směrem k větší flexibilitě a dynamice, zavazuje školy k systematickému představování multikulturní výchovy pod termínem mezipředmětové vztahy, které by měly
být zahrnuty v různých sférách vzdělávání.
Klíčová slova: Náboženství; kultura; multikultura; náboženská výchova; křesťanství
1. Intercultural Education as a Part of Multicultural Education
New Framework education programmes for elementary education in the Czech Republic
with a demanding aim – to change educational atmosphere towards higher flexibility, dynamics
and alternative field – oblige schools to systematically introduce multicultural education under
the terms of the so-called Cross-Curricular Subject which are those that are supposed to be
included in a larger number of different fields of education.
Religion, however, is mentioned as one part of such education only marginally, and only
within very general features. That is why I want to deal with the reasons for paying more
attention to this topic on the level of individual school educational programmes in a more
detailed way. To make them clear, however, let’s define basic terms first.
When reflecting goals and means of interreligious education, a concrete environment where
education takes place can’t be abstracted away. The context which I will take into consideration
during this lecture will reflect the situation in the Czech Republic on a background of the
situation of other European countries, because the Czech trend in this field can be very
informative. In the picture you can see options a child inhabitant of Brno has: in the street he is
passing a Christian temple, a Hare Krishna procession, Islamic mosque and he or she can also
go to a Jewish cemetery.
2. Defining of Basic Terms
In the most general sense by culture we mean „everything that a man has created in his
historical development, a whole complex of thoughts, opinions and attitudes, both sacral and
earthly elements, everyday as well as festive, a whole complex of both material and immaterial
estates, artistic objects as well as useful. This includes institutions which we subordinate to or
which we create, ways of behaviour and our reactions to behaviour of others even that which we
can’t observe directly, but which we can feel …Through culture we evaluate not only what seems
wonderful, funny, fair, honest to us but even such philosophical categories as the truth.1”
Culture is defined in this wide way for example in a project of NGO Člověk v tísni called
Variants, which concretizes a problem of intercultural education for high schools very well.
From this point of view we can distinguish big cultures – like European culture, Arabian
culture, Indian culture or African culture. This wide definition has a logical implication that
1

Člověk v tísni. Interkulturní vzdělávání. Příručka nejen pro středoškolské pedagogy. Projekt Varianty. Praha: Lidové
noviny, 2002, p. 34.
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religion – as a holy element – is inseparable from any culture and that it participates in the
building and preservation of society.
According to Christian sociologist Tomáš Bahounek people who form society and culture
together with natural environment create religion. This is because human nature is formed by unity
of spiritual soul as “shaping basics” and material body as “shaped matter”. That’s why human
society includes the same levels in its basis: a spiritual and material one. The material basis is
represented by natural environment, the spiritual basis by religion. According to Halík religion is the
third part of the basis of every society and culture. It is on these three bases – nature environment,
human population and religion – where the further parts of society and culture stand: virtuousness,
arts, education, language, theory, law – state, politics – the army, economy, technology.2
Fully religious sociologist and religionist Tomáš Halík doesn’t agree with Bahounek’s thesis
that religion as a human’s relation to God becomes a base for building and preservation of
society. I quote his book Vzýván i nevzýván (Invoked and not invoked): „Today’s Europe is
neither non-Christian or non-religious. In a certain sense it is Christian and in a certain sense
it is religious. However, it isn’t religious in a Christian manner. Christianity isn’t a religion of
Europe anymore and our European Christianity isn’t a religion anymore.”3 However, Halík uses
completely different definitions of religion than Bahounek. According to him religion – “religio”
– is “power which integrates society.” This power is according to Halík represented by the media
nowadays. That is why contemporary Europe isn’t non-religious, it has just found its own
functional substitutive equivalents for former religious systems. The media plays its role among
economic and political institutions but they still won’t have any major competitor for the role
“religio” in the upcoming future.4
If we accept Halík’s definition of religion and relate it to Bahounek’s general sociological
theses we can say that a spiritual base of society, where institutions grow, is represented by
collective worshiping of power of some kind which goes beyond society and connects it at the
same time but it doesn’t necessarily have to be faith in God. In Czech society there isn’t a God
in Christian understanding anymore but, for example, consumerism, production and
consumption and mostly media instead. The media have started dictating to people what to buy,
what to postpone or where to go on holiday but also what to take care about and who – or what
– to believe in, which T. Halík repeatedly points out.5
In a relation to God Halík defines the term “faith”: specific, from biblical sources coming
from the Christian and Jewish relation to single God. According to him it has firstly an inward
dimension, like an act of faith as a means of trust which is confessed by a concrete person and
secondly a dimension of faith reflexion as a means of doctrine, orthodoxy (fides qua creditor)6.
Where in the structure of contemporary Czech society are groups of Christians situated then?
Each culture includes many subcultures, thus „specific groups that are creators and carriers
of strange, different norms, values and behaviour patterns and mainly lifestyle even though they
participate in the dominant culture and in the functioning of wider community”7 as stated in
Variants of the project which I cited before.
2
3
4
5
6
7
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If we observe the life of Christian church members under the terms of this definition we can
not but come to the opinion that they also confess certain values that aren’t confessed by the rest
of society (i.e. eternal life, God), they live their specific lifestyle (they celebrate ecclesiastical
holy days, they create mostly traditional family communities, they put emphasis on
demonstration of solidarity and suchlike) and they obey norms that the rest of society is not
subject to (i.e. indissolubility of marriage, inviolability of unborn life).8
3. Czech and European Multiculturalism and its Religious Dimension
In contemporary Czech society Christians form a small subculture in terms of number. 32 %
of Czechs profess to certain church but only 9 % define their religious faith as faith in a personal
God, which is a typical characteristic of Christianity and for example classes of religion at state
schools are attended by 5 % of the child population on average.9
Meanwhile it is evident that Czech society is multicultural. By multiculturalism we mean a
situation when two different sociocultural groups with specific systems of institutions,
traditions, attitudes and values live next to each other. Every society in which at least two social
groups coexist can be described as multicultural. However, the coexistence of different cultures
does not automatically mean that the two groups get along with one another. There may be
segregation, discrimination, integration and cooperation.10
When we observe Czech society we can find members of other cultures here who live
besides each other in relatively small groups. These include Jews, Arabs, the Vietnamese but
even, for example, Gypsies. It is a situation which presents many opportunities but also many
difficulties at the same time. The best-known danger is the hidden but deep belief of the
dominant culture members in their superiority, which is the cause of an attitude where they
expect only “the others” to change. They are also blamed for their – often bad in some sense –
situation. If two cultures or subcultures live together in such distance where they expose
themselves to a danger of living with so called “lost information”, it means people stop being
aware of customs, values or norms of the other groups. And the less they know them, the more
fear they have of them. Then they fall prey to prejudices easily that can eventually gain the
character of a very negative stereotype. In relation to Christians, particularly Catholics, we can
often hear the following negative generalizing statements: “They brought only wars to Europe”,
“They burnt Jan Hus”, “They caused a period of darkness over Europe”, “They stole from poor
people” etc. On the other hand, even Christians often repeat their stereotypical prejudices against
the rest of society: “Society without God is a priori bad and sinful”, “There are few of us,
Christians, in society, but we live better, only we have a chance to find the meaning of life and
the aim of life”, “it is just a matter of time until God punishes this sinful world”, etc.
Under the terms of his vast work about the nature of prejudices American social psychologist
Gordon Allport pointed out that people tend to prejudices in general. He also described a simple
scale of demonstration of prejudices. Going from verbal smearing, shunning and discrimination
to physical attacking and annihilation.11 In the history of the 20th century people were too often
8
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victims of violence which had its origin in this irrational human tendency. Religion has also been
too often the arena in which these tragedies have taken place. However Allport convincingly
shows that no religion in itself a priori includes any values which would support the formation
of prejudices. According to him this is more a problem of applying an ethnocentric factor in
religion which supports a lifestyle tainted by prejudices and exclusivity instead of applying a
universalistic factor which causes an infusion of ideals of brotherhood into human thinking and
behaviour.12
4. Interreligious Education as a Part of Intercultural Education
From this simple interpretation it is apparent that the state as a social institution will strive
to make interreligious education a part of multicultural education because it is concerned with
conservation of stability in society which could be seriously disturbed by extreme demonstration
of prejudices. Nowadays – according to Huntington’s Clash of Civilizations – not only keeping
individual civilizations is concerned but keeping the Civilization as such.13 Meanwhile it is a
fact that only people who understand their own culture can also understand the culture of others,
and they are able not to be an easy target for political propagandas leading to intolerance and
conflict. And only a man having reached adult demonstrations of own religiosity won’t succumb
to his own or other religion members’ ethnocentric argumentation.
In this connection I want to deal with the European context, in which the problem of
interreligious education under the terms of multicultural Europe is being discussed more and
more urgently both at the level of experts and politicians. As an example we can take an
international conference that took place in June 2004 in Oslo, Norway, as an European Council
conference called “Interreligious dimension of intercultural education”. Out of many notable
contributions that were presented I pick a statement of the Norwegian Prime Minister Kjell
Magne Bondevik: “In response to 11th September in New York and Washington the European
Council expressed their resolve to “promote wide intercultural and interreligious dialogue to
allow our society to find greater cohesiveness and to reduce risks of misunderstanding.”
According to the Prime Minister this resolution of the European Council doesn’t relate only to
governments of individual countries but a need of engaging the entire civic society arises. And
here the school environment, after family (whose importance of possible religion prejudices was
pointed out by Allport), seems to be very important.14
It seems that a simple reflexion of sociological presumptions and contemporary European
reality brings us to a problem:
How to communicate about religion and religious values with children and young people
who don’t have any experience with religion and religious form of language because they are
members of the majority society where no official religion is confessed, and a substitute way of
religious thinking, feeling and behaving has been accepted?
In the European area the problem of multiculturalism is concretized as an educational topic
in three different ways which are always characteristic for specific countries. They differ in the
prefix “inter”, “intra”, “multi”, which is put in front of the collocation “cultural education”:
12
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• „multi“ – we mediate mainly knowledge about various cultures with a distance, with a view
from above, in their plurality that doesn’t touch either us or our pupils: we learn about the
others
• “inter” – we lead pupils to understanding and reciprocal enrichment on the basis of
knowledge of other cultures and religions: we learn from each other
• “intra” – pupils learn to understand deeper their own culture, meanwhile it is not supposed
they could be seriously touched during their life by any other culture that would cross their
attitudes and values.
Framework education programmes i.e. for elementary education define this aspect of school
education as multicultural education on one hand, however a relatively demanding goal is
formulated rather towards intercultural education: pupils are supposed to “understand other
cultures, develop a sense for justice, solidarity, tolerance....”15
If it is valid that multi-, inter- and intercultural learning has its own religious dimension then
we have to be interested in the didactical concretization of this religious dimension in the next
step. A Belgian religious pedagogue, Bert Roebben, deals with this. He proceeds mainly from
questions pupils should identify with, for example, “How could I actually learn something, if
there was no variety? Where do you come from, who are you and what do you believe in?”
According to him precisely defined moments in education occur when they get to a level of
differences in interpretation. Thanks to this a pupil or a student can state: “You are different from
me, you are a challenge for my imagination, your thoughts inspire mine, your manners are
unknown to me but I want to get to know you, how do you want to treat me? This is me and who
are you?”
According to him there are three didactical principles that have to be adhered to during the
lesson:
• Learning in coming together
• Learning „in presence of the others” (Mary Boys)
• Learning in difference

B. Roebben talks in this connection about the deepening of the multi- and inter-religious
dimension of learning into a very open inter-religious form. This way significantly deepens the
dynamics of learning by hermeneutic dynamics via communicative exchanges among pupils in
a class. Here the hermeneutic dimension means a possibility to take a look into the inner
structure of religious experience of “the other”, to participate in it in a certain rate. “The other
one” in this case isn’t “the generalized other one” anymore (classic sacred text or great tradition
of some religion) but he or she is the actual other one, the one who sits opposite me (my
classmates’ “text”, traditions in their own mind, way in which they celebrate their religious
feasts...). Open inter-religious learning doesn’t provide first and foremost a view on a certain
15
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religion from a foreign perspective but rather in its inner dynamics a search for what is important
for young people in communication with other people.
This critical coming together fortifies retrospectively an ability to have a deeper look into my
own system that gives me a life sense and to investigate further existential resistance offered by
this system. Like one student stated many years ago during discussion: “I’ll tell you what my
faith in God gives to me, tell me what your unfaith gives to you.” Through open inter-cultural
and open inter-religious meeting I am invited to redefine and re-evaluate myself, get to know
myself better and respect myself better as a human being with dignity that is different in meeting
with others. In this didactical model of teaching and learning, the teacher and pupils learn mainly
from a difference (in Czech circumstances mainly a difference on the poles “believing pupil
– in a Christian manner believing pupil – nonbeliever pupil”) which is present in a school class
(thus in “known territory”). The way of learning is typically inductive (learning “from the
specific to the general”), and it happens while the situation of mutual meeting is emphasized.16
From how we described the problem of opening the religious world to pupils in three areas
it is apparent that a conception where multi- and intra- religious learning is subordinated to a
level of open inter-religious learning, which has a noticeably dialogic character, it doesn’t aspire
to emphasizing exclusivity of one world view (or religion) compared to others but it leads to
reciprocal understanding and awareness of enrichment of own identity coming from a meeting,
has to be concerned. It is evident that under Czech conditions neither the state nor churches
aspire to such a form of inter-religious meeting on the educational ground of a school. This
contribution wishes to point out the fact that this is to the detriment of everybody involved.

Shrnutí
Dialog kultury s křesťanstvím – obsah výuky na základních a středních školách?
Autorka definuje náboženství jako část základní kultury. Popisuje vícenáboženskou situaci v České
republice. Představuje tři postoje k mezináboženskému a kulturnímu vzdělání v Evropě.

16
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INPUTS INTO TEACHING AND DIDACTIC PROJECTS
WITH RELIGIOUS THEMES AS A SERVICE TO CURRENT SCHOOL
AND TO TEACHERS OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
ŠÁRKA KOFLEROVÁ – EVA MUROŇOVÁ
V praxi se objevují stereotypy mezi lidmi ze školního prostředí u témat vztahujících se
k náboženství. Existují dostatečné základy pro naše úsilí jak zlepšit práci ve škole. Zahrnuje to
osobnost dítěte, jeho původ, náboženství a sociální skupinu a schopnost v ní pracovat.
Klíčová slova: Didaktické projekty; náboženství; společenskovědní předměty; základní škola
1. Religion in Education – REDCo
The framework curriculum for basic education (FC BE) mentions in several places the
phenomenon of religion as an educational topic: there the contents are presented in particular as
part of an interdisciplinary theme of multicultural education. The question is how to bring it into
teaching with respect to the changed social context in which religion exists not only in our
country, but also in Europe at the beginning of the 21st century.
One of the expressions of this social climate changed can be the initiative to reach the EU
this year in the form of recommendations resulting from the research report entitled Religion in
Education. A Contribution to Dialogue or a Factor of Conflict in Transforming Societies of
European Countries (REDCo)1.
This is the first major European comparative research project on young people’s views of
religious diversity and possibilities for dialogue, interaction in classrooms and teaching
strategies. An impulse of the research project was renewing importance of religion for
individuals and for society in the national and international policy and public debate. Growing
religious diversity has brought a new urgency, partly because it has an impact on ‘social
cohesion’, which is a frequently cited policy goal.
The project originated in response to international documents such as White Paper on
Intercultural Dialog (Council of Europe 2008) or Toledo Guiding Principles on Teaching about
Religions and Beliefs in Public Schools (OSCE2 2007). Both documents stress the importance
of dialogue between people of different faiths and convictions in the context of intercultural
teaching and learning.
A team of highly qualified researchers in the humanities and social sciences developed
thematic and methodological approaches in order to obtain an overview of how European
citizens of different religious, cultural and political backgrounds can live together and how they
can enter into dialogue of mutual respect and understanding.
The project ran from March 1st 2006 until March 31st 2009. Within the bounds of the project
qualitative and quantitative research was carried out in eight countries (Germany, England,
France, The Netherlands, Norway, Estonia, Russia, Spain) mainly focusing on religion in the
lives and schooling of students aged 14–16 years. The students expressed their attitudes on the
personal experience with religion, the social dimension of religion, and religion in school.
1
2
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REDCo was financed by the European Commission and its conclusions are addressed
primarily to:
– EU Institutions (Parliament, Commission, Council of Ministers), Council of Europe, United
Nations (UNESCO, General Assembly, Alliance of Civilizations)
– National Educational Bodies of EU-member states, Educational Research Associations
– Non-Governmental Organizations
– Religious Organizations
– Universities and Schools
1.1 Key research finding of REDCo
– The majority of students appreciated the religious heterogeneity in their societies, although
a range of prejudices were expressed.
– The most important source of information about religions and worldviews is generally the
family, followed by the school.
– The school population includes a sizeable group of students for whom religion is important
in their lives, a sizeable group for whom religion is not important and a sizeable group who
hold a variety of occasionally fluctuating positions between these two poles.
– Irrespective of their religious positions a majority of students are interested in learning about
religions in school.
– Students are well aware of and experience religious diversity mostly in, but also outside school.
– Students are generally open towards peers of different religious backgrounds. At the same
time they tend to socialise with peers from the same background as themselves, even if they
live in areas characterised by religious diversity.
– Students often express a tolerant attitude more at an abstract than a practical level. The
tolerance expressed in classroom discussion is not always replicated in their daily life world.
– Those who learn about religious diversity in school are more willing to enter into
conversations about religions and worldviews with students from other backgrounds than
those who do not have this opportunity for learning.
– Students desire peaceful coexistence across religious differences, and believe that this is possible.
– Students believe that the main preconditions for peaceful coexistence between people of
different religions are knowledge about each other’s religions and worldviews, shared
interests, and joint activities.
– In most countries students support the right of adherents to a moderate expression of
religious faith in school. For example, they do not oppose in school the wearing of
unobtrusive religious symbols or object to voluntary acts of worship for students who are
adherents of a particular religion.
– Students for whom religion is important in their lives are more likely to respect the religious
background of others and value the role of religion in the world.
– Most students would like to see school dedicated more to teaching about different religions
than to guiding them towards a particular religious belief or worldview.
– Students express their desire that learning about religions should take place in a safe classroom environment governed by agreed procedures for expression and discussion.
– Students generally wish to avoid conflict on religious issues, and some of the religiously
committed students feel especially vulnerable.
– Dialogue is a favoured strategy for teachers to cope with diversity in the classroom, but
students are more ambivalent about its value since in practise, not all students are
comfortable with the way diversity is managed in schools.
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– Students generally favour the model of education about religion with which they are familiar.
On the basis of the research the importance of dialogue at classroom level is underlined
which emphasizes an exchange of different perspectives of students concerning religions and
worldviews.
1.2 Recommendations for the public sector of REDCo
1.2.1 Encouragement for peaceful coexistence
Education policy development and implementation need to focus on the transformation of
abstract (passive) tolerance into practical (active) tolerance.
Actions:
– Counter stereotypical images of religions, present more complex images that show the
impact of religion on society and the individual.
– Develop and strengthen skills for dialogue between pupils concerning different religions and
worldviews.
– Provide opportunities for engagement with different worldviews and religions, (including
cooperation with local communities in order to increase exchange between different religious
and non-religious groups) and to offer opportunities for encounters between students of
diverse positions vis-à-vis religion.
1.2.2 Promotion of diversity management
Citizenship education tends to focus on homogeneity; but in turning from passive to active
tolerance, it is necessary to value religious diversity at school as well as at university level.
Actions:
– Offer opportunities for students to learn about and give space for discussions on religions
– Develop innovative approaches to learning about religious and worldviews in different
subjects including RE, history, literature and science.
– RE and learning about religion must incorporate education for understanding and tolerance
and take account of children’s differing needs as they develop.
– Encourage universities to give fuller considerations to religious diversity in research and
teaching.
1.2.3 Including religious as well as non-religious worldviews
School is a place where all students must be respected, regardless of their worldview or
religious conviction. Religion is important to some students, and their beliefs must not be
allowed to become an obstacle to their academic progress.
Actions:
– Inclusion of learning about different religious and secular worldviews in their complexity
and inner diversity.
– Inclusion of the religious dimension into general intercultural education, education for
democratic citizenship and human rights education.
1.2.4 Professional competence
No changes can be made without education professionals and the required competence on
their part. Such education would be needed both at initial training level and in the continuing
professional development of teachers.
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Actions:
– Prepare educators in different subjects to treat religious topics relevant to their subject,
ensuring the inclusion of students regardless of their religious or non-religious background.
– Train educators in methods that support and encourage students to be comfortable with
difference and to engage with the diversity of their personal experiences.
– The curriculum for teacher training should include the development of skills to organise and
moderate in-class debates on controversial religious issues and conflicting worldviews.3
We consider recommendations resulting from this research particularly important because
they formulate the requirements for changing educational approaches of education systems of
European countries in terms of philosophical neutral empirical study. This is the appeal raised
by the experts to change educational objectives, contents and methods in the field of intercultural
education, in which the inter-religious dimension should be included.
2. Project Man and the Christian Message
Project of our Pedagogical and catechetical centre of Ostrava-Opava diocese, which we are
presenting, we consider how to accommodate both the recommendations of that study and the
contents of FC BE.
2.1 Description and Management of the project
Since the school year 2007/08 we have begun to offer programs based on RVP ZV and
related to the topic of religion to primary schools and adequate classes of grammar schools.
Currently, we have prepared the following themes:
– The Message of Christian Christmas (with the theme of St. Nicholas, projects Bethlehem can
be everywhere and Living Advent Calendar)
– The Message of Christian Easter
– Man and Christianity
– Personalities of Christianity (with the theme of St. Cyril and Methodius)
In order to meet the requirements of schools, we offer the programs through an hour-long
input into the teaching and also through the form of accredited educational seminars for teachers.
An accredited educational seminar for teachers and educational advisors called Daniel will
never come again offers the theme of how to deal with a classmate’s death.
We make all the themes with respect to other Christian churches and denominations and in
full respect for the religious neutrality of a school.
Each theme is drawn up separately for each educational level: for the first educational level
(for 1st to 3rd classes) and the second educational period of the first grade (4th and 5th classes)
and of the second grade (for 6th to 9th classes). In selecting the themes we try to respond to the
interest of schools. For example, another series of the programs The Message of Christian
Christmas and Easter has been created for repeated interest of schools.
In the future we are planning to draw attention also to other holidays that have Christian roots
as a celebration of Halloween or St. Valentine’s Day. To enrich the educational area of Language
Learning and Linguistic Communication we would like to process the theme of the Bible,
3
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particular literary types in the Bible. To deepen the interdisciplinary educational theme
Multicultural Education we would like to offer the theme of solidarity or basic orientation in a
pluralistic society, e.g., introduction to the world’s religions.
One of the main purposes of the project is to contribute to the understanding of Christianity
as a part of our culture and to create attitudes of tolerance and respect in accordance with the
principles of life in a democratic society. We consider important that the project has good
organizational background and that those who are participating in the project as lecturers,
understand its mission. This is not only the organizational, methodological and motivational
measures, but also evaluating the experience from the implementation of programs and creating
work relationships between guarantor and lecturers.
To be able to offer these programmes to primary schools as well as through the form of
supplementing the education for teachers, especially of teachers in social science disciplines, in
2008 we became an accredited educational institution in the Ministry of Education within the
framework of further education of teachers. In this system we have also accredited training
seminars for teachers.
2.2 Management of the project
The project is managed by the guarantor, whose task is
– To develop a project plan for the current school year
– In collaboration with expert educators, theologians, psychologists and others to process new
themes for each educational period
– To prepare documents for the accreditation of training seminars for teachers at the Ministry
of Education
– Through the form of a leaflet to offer new themes for pupils and training seminars for
teachers of primary schools and the adequate classes of grammar schools
– To offer training seminars for teachers of religion and especially from their ranks to create a
team of assistants for realization of inputs into teaching
– To lead administration of the project
– To seek appropriate sources of finance for assistants
Our current offer, which is sent to schools as a leaflet with a cover note, has not met with a
great response. But experience shows that it is much more successful when new themes are
offered to a school by an assistant, mostly by a local teacher of religion.
In the case of interest in the theme from our offer, school management contacts the guarantor
of the project. He proposes a suitable assistant for the school and agrees the date and details of
realization. School management or a contact person at the school completes a registration file
and send it to the guarantor of the project. The registration file is a source of information on the
number of realized lessons and number of children and provides background for employment
contracts with the assistants. Immediately after the realization of the lessons the guarantor of the
project sends to the school a request for a referral evaluation. This evaluation is filled out and
sent back by approximately 60% of approached schools.
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2.3 Evaluations
2.3.1 Selection of positive responses
– Natural and gentle communication between the teacher and the children, who could express
their opinions, was very effective.
– We use knowledge of these lessons in multicultural education. The history teacher thanks for
the presentations and for historical information about Judaism.
– On behalf of the whole team of teachers I give thanks for non-commercial lessons that
attempt to wake in children sense of goodness and sensitivity to relationships.
– Lessons contributed to create a pleasant Christmas atmosphere in the classrooms.
– We were surprised by the modern form of the lesson, which was very impressive and
emotional. The lesson led children to reflect on themselves, was current and very well
connected with prominent personalities of the contemporary world.
Received evaluations show positive rating
– Performing and professionalism of lecturers (37 %)
– Contribute to the climate in the classroom (31 %)
– Approaches to the themes and teaching methods (21 %)
– Enriching the curriculum (8 %)
– Other (2 %)
– Non-commerciality (1 %)
2.3.2 Evaluations – selection of negative responses
– Students of 7th classes were more critical about the lessons and didn’t respond to the call for
discussion. We think that the reason is the large number of children in classrooms.
– Your theme has been processed attractively, but the students didn’t show corresponding activity.
– Lessons were generally well received, but some students protested against direct religious
topics – this part of the lesson was rejected by some students in advance.
– The theme „Israel – country of the Christmas story” has been realized through lectures. In
the opinion of my colleagues and me the theme is designed more for older students.
– The theme for the 4th classes was too difficult for this age group, time non-conceptual and
contained too much historical information and constructs, which children of ten years cannot
understand. The theme for the 6th classes was intended more for children who have a subject
of religion.
Received evaluations show a negative rating:
– Passivity of children
– Stereotypes of religion
– Professionalism of lecturers
The number of negative responses is irrelevant to the positive ones. But it is likely that any
further negative evaluation may come from schools that have not sent their evaluations.
3. Stereotypes
Seeing that one of the main intentions of the project is exploring own cultural background
and helping to awake the incompatibility of racial, religious or other intolerance, as a basis for
our further work we have put a question about which stereotypes the lecturers have met during
the realisation of their lessons.
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Stereotypes are erroneous and oversimplifying overgeneralizations often about people or
groups, based on assumptions and misinformation rather than on facts. They do not consider the
current circumstances of the individual or range of reasons why members of a group or category
may differ from one another in a variety of ways. Stereotypes can lead to discriminatory
behaviour, and often serve to justify prejudice.4
The source of data was the experiences of the tutors, which were collected through
unstructured interviews. Through the individual interviews a question was put to the tutors:
What stereotypes by pupils, teachers, or by the management of the school did you meet during
the realization of the lessons?
32 individual interviews were carried out in which these types of responses were
experienced:
3.1 Types of stereotypes
3.1.1 Stereotypes of the profession of priest
Tutor L. E. said: „I have specific experience from the realisation of lessons at the second age
level at a primary school. I introduced myself at the beginning and I said I am a priest. The
children in the classes despised me and openly rejected my teaching in advance. The following
day after the consultation with the guarantee of the project I presented in the introduction only
my name and I said my occupation at the end of the lesson. By this procedure I never met a
similar approach from children of the same age in the same school.”
3.1.2 Stereotypes of the theme
The Religion teacher J. V. described her experience: “I experienced a control approach at the
hands of the school during the realisation of the first lesson. The assistant of the headmaster
stood during the first part of my lesson at the back of the classroom and after he made sure that
there was no manipulation on my part, left the class. The supervision of the assistant occurred
even though the class teacher was there all the time. Consequently I learned from her that some
teachers were afraid of manipulation, and therefore it was personally important for the deputy
headmaster to supervise the manner of teaching.”
3.1.3 Stereotypes of the subject religion
The Religion teacher J. K. described her experience: “I was led to classrooms with modern
equipment in which I was throughout all my teaching. The groups of children took turns. When
children were entering the classroom, where they saw on the interactive whiteboard the title of
the presentation ‘What do we know about the birth of Jesus of Nazareth?’, I repeatedly heard
how the children made contemptuous remarks: ‘Why are we here when it is religion?’ ‘Is
religion compulsory?’ During the lesson children weren’t open, and I felt great distance.”
3.1.4 Stereotypes of the teaching of the other external organizations
The tutor B. V. said: “After realisation of my lesson at the first age level in a village primary
school a teacher came to me and showed me colouring books and other promotional materials
from the fire brigade. She did not comment on the teaching or my work, but she critically said:
‘I don’t want to advise you, but look at what the others are giving to the children...’”
4

KEATS, J. (ed.): Religion diversity and intercultural education: a reference book for schools (Intercultural Education, Human Rights Education). Council of Europe Publishing 2008, pp. 33.
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3.1.5 Projection of own ideas of spirituality
Tutor J. P. said: “After the realisation of my lesson at the first age level one of the teachers
came to me and enthusiastically told me how she understood the spiritual dimension of children
and showed me a candle, which she uses during meditation with children.”
4. Summary
These key lines of stereotypical images appeared in our particular practice when there was
an interaction between people from the reality of school and the theme relating to religion. There
are sufficient bases for our efforts to improve our service to schools – competently provide a way
to implement the provisions of the framework curriculum:
To contribute to the development of children’s personality, for example, by developing their
ability to recognize and tolerate differences of other national, ethnic, religious and social groups
and their ability for cooperation with them.

Shrnutí
Vstupy do výuky a didaktické projekty s náboženskými tématy jako služba současné škole
a vyučujícím společenskovědních předmětů
V praxi se objevují stereotypy mezi lidmi ze školního prostředí u témat vztahujících se k náboženství.
Existují dostatečné základy pro naše úsilí jak zlepšit práci ve škole. Zahrnuje to osobnost dítěte, jeho
původ, náboženství a sociální skupinu a schopnost v ní pracovat.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CRITICAL THINKING
IN RELIGIOUS LESSONS AT PRIMARY SCHOOLS
JARMILA PLAČKOVÁ
Zdá se, že vzdělání a kritické myšlení v programu Filozofie pro děti má didaktické potřeby v celé
školní atmosféře. Je potěšitelné, že také zahrnuje hodiny náboženství.
Klíčová slova: Kritické myšlení; náboženství; základní škola
Why does somebody believe in good, somebody in destiny, astrology or “nothing”? Does our
world have a beginning and an end, or does it not? Could science and faith understand each
other? Are evil deeds excusable? Can war be just? What characterizes a friend? What happens
if my friend deceives me? Does he or she stay my friend?
It is not so difficult to have your own opinion on something. It is much more difficult to be
able to give reasons for your opinion, to state your case and to present strong arguments. And
what is even more difficult? To be able to listen to other people’s opinions and arguments with
an open mind and understanding, especially when they differ from our opinions, and based on
this to amend our present view.
When describing and classifying conventional theories of education by specialists from
different parts of the contemporary world, Yves Bertrand1 mentions among others a group of so
called academic educational theories. In California the Center for Critical Thinking has been
established. R. Paul, its founder, suggests that education should cultivate critical thinking. This
brings us to important questions: What does thinking mean? What does reasoning mean? How
to teach thinking?2 The Center for Critical Thinking describes the characteristics of a critically
thinking person exactly: “Every critical thinking or reasoning that deserves this name actually
includes a certain number of the following elements: an objective, a problem, framework of
reference, information, key terms, premises, deduction and consequences. The main features of
critical thinking are: humility, courage, responsibility, discipline, sympathy, curiosity, stamina,
integrity and mind independence“3 How to ensure that pupils learn this?
The Framework Training Programme for Primary Teaching specifies the goals of primary
teaching. It should help pupils form and gradually develop key competences, and provide them
with a secure foundation for general education focussing especially on realistic situations and on
practical use. Therefore, primary teaching seeks to achieve the following objectives:
• To enable pupils to master learning strategies and to motivate them to learn all their life
• To incite pupils to creative thinking, logical reasoning and problem solving
• To lead pupils to multilateral, effective and open communication
• To develop their ability to cooperate with others and to respect their own as well as other
pupils‘ work and success
• To prepare pupils to be independent, free and responsible personalities who claim their rights
and fulfil their obligations
1
2
3

BERTRAND, Y.: Soudobé teorie vzdělávání (Contemporary Theories and Practice in Education). Praha: Portál,
1998.
Ibidem, p. 213.
Ibidem, p. 214.
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• To create a need for pupils to express their positive emotions concerning behaviour, acting
and experiencing life situations
• To lead pupils to tolerance and consideration for other people, their cultural and moral
values, to teach pupils to live together with other people.4
The Programme of “Philosophy for Children” and its Use in Tuition
Achieving all these objectives could be facilitated greatly by the method of Philosophy for
Children, which results from the pragmatic pedagogy of John Dewey. The didactic movement
emerged in the United States in the 1970s. Its main authors are Matthew Lipman from
Montclair State College and Ann Margaret Sharp. Nowadays, Philosophy for Children is spread
all over the world and is successful especially in ethical educational programmes, religious
lessons and in humanistic subjects. It is distinguished from other programmes with similar aims
by the effort to combine critical thinking with creative and at the same time engaged thinking.
Is it possible for one method to partake in achieving so many objectives? As a “taster” we
offer an extract from a dialogue with ninth-year pupils from a religious school. The question
was: What attitude do pupils have towards Christianity?
A girl says: “The Catholic Church waged many wars in the past. I don’t like wars, because
they cause a lot of pain and cost a lot of lives… I don’t think it is good to be a Christian.”
Teacher to the others: “Do you have the same opinion as Monika?”
Several children raise their hands. They give their opinion one after another.
Teacher: “Could somebody sum up the views we have just heard?”
Monika: “Jirka disagreed with me. He said that not all wars of the Catholic Church had been
unjust and he didn’t find it wrong to wage a just war, even though it cost lives. Jana also
disagreed with me. She said the Catholic Church hadn’t only waged wars, but had looked after
the poor and sick, and had founded schools. Petr thinks the Catholic Church is bad, because it
teaches people to believe in God and this is unscientific…“
Monika’s expression is rather sad; evidently, she feels left alone with her opinion.
Teacher: “Monika, do you think that any of these arguments is strong enough to be able to
alter your opinion on Christian faith and the Catholic Church?”
Monika: “Well, maybe, if Jirka gives me an example of a just Catholic war. But what Petr’s
saying is also important.”
Teacher: „Does it make a substantial difference if Monika doesn’t agree with Christian faith
because of the past of the Catholic Church and Petr because of the content of the Christian
teaching?” etc.
What happened during this short time? The teacher led her pupils to express their opinion, to
find logical arguments for their statements, to find correlations, to summarize information that
had been given during the discussion, to return to what had been said before by someone else,
to ask themselves if they were willing to modify their opinion under the weight of arguments
etc.5
During such a discussion the teacher plays a role similar to the one of an orchestra conductor
who controls what should be taking place. It is also implied by the layout of the group:
everybody, including the teacher, sits in a circle.
4
5

Framework for primary teaching. www.vuppraha.cz, pp. 12–13.
MUCHOVÁ, L.: Methodological Material for the Seminar of Philosophy for Children. Ostrava: Catechetic and
Educational Centre at Ostrava-Opava Episcopate, 2009.
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By asking questions, the teacher ensures that the discussion does not touch the problem only
superficially and that it does not turn into psychotherapy or telling life stories without further
searching for deeper meaning.
The fact that children express their thoughts in a group discussion has three dimensions:
1 a cognitive dimension,
2 a social and ethical dimension, and
3 a philosophical dimension.6
The cognitive dimension could be supported by the following questions:
Why did you say that?
What reasons can support this statement?
Is it the right reason?
What does this statement anticipate?
Are these two statements not contradictory?
What conclusion can we draw from what has been said?
Could you specify your question?
Is it possible to prove this hypothesis?
Could you find an example that would prove this hypothesis?
Is there an example questioning our hypothesis?
If we invert the sentence you have just said, will it still be true?
Do these two sentences have the same subject?
Can we try to define this expression / this thought?
Does this thought resemble another thought?
Is there an important difference between these two thoughts?
Are there any synonyms that could help us understand better what we are talking about?
Is it possible to divide the problem we are discussing into more parts?
Can we look at this problem from another angle?
Could analogy help us to a better approach to the problem?
The social and ethical dimension could be supported by the following questions:
Do you need the help of the others?
Can anybody give us an example to support Pavel’s hypothesis?
Can anybody help Jirka clarify his question?
Can anyone of you express Petr’s thought in the form of a hypothesis?
Assuming that this opinion were one of the possibilities, what would it imply?
If we accept Jana’s standpoint, what consequences will it have?
If one of you is right, does it mean that the other one is wrong?
The philosophical dimension could be supported by a successive choice of questions
taken from informal logic, ethics, aesthetics, gnoseology and metaphysics.
For instance, the topic of “crimes against humanity“ could raise the following questions:
Sample questions of informal logic
Do you think there is a difference between a person who is sad and a person who is crying?
6

We adopt suggestions for the running of communities of philosophical inquiry from seminars conducted by Prof. Sasseville at the Faculty of Theology at the University of South Bohemia (TF JU) between 2003 and 2004 and from his
article Chairing a Discussion in a Community of Philosophical Inquiry. Working Translation for the Seminar of
Prevention of Violence Using the Method of Philosophy for Children. České Budějovice: TF JU, 2003, pp. 2–12.
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Would you be able to describe the relationship between crying and sadness?
Do you differentiate between the expressions to commit an offence – to commit a crime – to
commit a crime against humanity?
Sample questions of ethics
How big must the offence against another person be to be called a crime against humanity?
When somebody who hasn’t eaten for three days steals a loaf of bread, is it an offence?
When people claim that they don’t separate rubbish, because there aren’t appropriate
containers in their town or village, is it an offence against environmentally friendly behaviour?
Is it possible to claim that man is the only creature on earth who kills not because of being
hungry, but because of reasoning?
Sample questions of gnoseology
When I claim that the sky is blue and a colour-blind person claims that it is grey, which one
of us has learned the truth about the colour of the sky?
When somebody claims that two plus two makes four, how do they know?
When somebody claims that their mother is the most beautiful woman in the world, how do
they know?
If man is able not to kill another person in spite of being hungry, does it mean that their
existence differs qualitatively from the existence of an animal? If so, does it have any
consequences?
Sample questions of metaphysics
If there isn’t any empirical evidence for the existence of extraterrestrials so far, does it mean
we can deny such existence?
If religion claims that God inserts the soul into the human body, does it mean the soul has a
different existence to the body it dwells in?
Is it possible to deduce from the fact that the entire existence in our space is ephemeral that
there is an existence which is the opposite of ephemerality?
When a person dies, can their deeds continue living in a form? Is it also true for those who
have committed crimes against humanity?
The examples listed above demonstrate how a philosophical discussion can deepen pupils‘
reflections on a specific topic in various subjects. Let us take a look at the way the method of
Philosophy for Children can treat a topic in religious lessons. We have used the method in a
group of twenty eighth-year and ninth-year pupils from a primary school. We had stories from
the novel …rospect of s…7 by Ludmila Muchová at our disposal. First, we read a two-page
story, from which we quote the following passage:
A passage from the novel …rospect of s…
Hare Krishna?
“Hare Krishna, hare Krishna, Krishna, Krishna, hare, hare…”
High Street connecting a railway station with a square of this city is full of people on
Saturday morning. They are heading to the shops that are crying out loudly their unrivalled
7

MUCHOVÁ, L.: Methodological Material for the Seminar of Philosophy for Children. Ostrava: Catechetic and
Educational Centre at Ostrava-Opava Episcopate, 2009.
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cheapness in the region, or they are just wandering from one shop window to another licking
this year’s last portions of ice-cream. The autumn sun is just strong enough to let the guests in
front gardens of restaurants drink their morning coffee at ease. And this is exactly what Miriam
and her daughter Eva are doing.
From the station below joyful singing is flowing towards them, accompanied by the sound of
small drums:
“Hare Krshna, hare Krshna, Krshna, Krshna, hare, hare…”
Eva has already spotted the procession in the corner of the street: Men with clean-shaven
heads and flyaway clothes, women wearing big colourful scarves.
“If I didn’t find it stupid, I’d romp with them at once.”
Miriam gives Eva a surprised look. At this moment the Krshna group is passing a Catholic
church. Somebody has opened the door and the melody of the Praise and Thank to Thee, my God
hymn in organ version is flowing towards them out of the church interior. The blend of all these
sounds has a rather confusing effect, especially when it is joined by the advertising yell from a
nearby shop speaker.
“We are cheaper than bankruptcy, everlasting creator of all, hare, hare!!!” With this creative
connection Eva added even more fuel to the smouldering fire of Miriam’s unrest.
“Mum, it’s great, isn’t it? So many cries, everybody believes in their own God, can He hear
them all? Or, are those who made a mistake and are calling Krshna or Allah by mistake down
on their luck?”
Having read the story in full, the pupils made groups and formed the following questions:
Why are there so many religions?
Can God hear everyone?
Does the One we believe in have several names?
Why was Eva afraid of death?
What is it like in heaven?
What comes after death?
What are the reasons to believe or not believe in God?
The class chose the very first question to discuss. Thus, the diversity of religion and diversity of
objects of human veneration became the base for a philosophical dialogue. The teacher had the following
extending philosophical questions from the authors of the instructional material at her disposal:
1. Do you have any experience with different religions and the ways they practise their faith in
God or in another supernatural being, or with totally different world views?
2. If there are voices of several religions in the main street of a city at the same time, does it
mean that they don’t leave room for each other? Or that they ignore each other? Or that one
doesn’t respect another one? Or does it mean anything else? – Looking for premises
3. If there are voices of several religions in the main street of a city at the same time, does it
mean an invitation to passers-by? – Looking for consequences
4. If there are voices of several religions in the main street of a city at the same time and a
Catholic is passing by, does it mean a different invitation to him or her than to an unbeliever?
Or to a Hindu? Or to a believing Jew? – Logical aspect
5. If we took into consideration that the presence of various religions in public places is a part
of their „advertisement for faith“, would it mean that we as citizens are in the „market-place
of religion“ where we can „buy“ the one which suits us best? If so, what consequences would
it have? – Drawing conclusions
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6. Why do various religions present themselves in public places at all? Can they have other
reasons than advertising themselves? What reasons? – Looking for reasons
7. Is it a good thing that people can meet various religions in the street? – Ethical aspect
8. Do you think that each supporter of a world view should have the right to practise it in
public? For example in the street, on TV, in the radio, in newspapers…? If yes, why? If not,
why not? – Ethical aspect
At the beginning of the discussion some pupils held a firm opinion and made clear
statements, but they were not able to give reasons for their arguments. Step by step they learned
to express and to specify their ideas and trains of thought, to keep a certain distance from them
and they started looking for connections and contrasts among them. During the discussion they
also became more sensitive to the thoughts and ideas of their classmates; they took them more
seriously and strived to develop them. The way the discussions were held gradually changed
pupils‘ behaviour towards willingness to accept the others, to tolerate them and to help each
other when considering the answers to the raised questions.
Where to find more
We provide those who have become interested in this didactic method of critical thinking
development with information on where it is possible to find more about this programme.
There is a civic association in Prague called Centre of Philosophy for Children. It focuses on
practice.
The Faculty of Theology and the Faculty of Education at the University of South Bohemia
in České Budějovice organize seminars on Philosophy for Children designed for students and
teachers in practice. At some schools and leisure centres in České Budějovice region students of
the Faculty of Theology offer chairing of a philosophical discussion by the method of
Philosophy for Children within the framework of their teaching practice.
Another organization developing this programme and offering seminars is the Catechetic and
Educational Centre at Ostrava-Opava Episcopate. The seminars are designed not only for
teachers of humanities subjects at state schools, but also for religious teachers, priests and
catechists. The seminars are called “Philosophy for Life”. They are accredited by the Czech
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports within the further education of teachers and
educationalists and their graduates receive a certificate.
It seems that the education to critical thinking in the programme of Philosophy for
Children has its didactic use in the entire educational school atmosphere. It is pleasant to
see that it is also evolving in religious lessons.

Shrnutí
Rozvoj kritického myšlení v předmětu náboženství na základních školách
Vzdělání a kritické myšlení v programu Filozofie pro děti poskytuje didaktické podněty v celé školní
atmosféře. Je potěšitelné, že program zahrnuje také hodiny náboženství.
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EDUCATIONAL AND THERAPEUTIC VALUES OF CAROLS AND
PASTORALS IN WORK WITH YOUNG HANDICAPPED PEOPLE
PAWEŁ CYLULKO – JOANNA GŁADYSZEWSKA-CYLULKO
Pozornost a uvažování zahrnující křesťanské hodnoty obsažené v polských koledách a pastýřských zpěvech mohou být inspirací pro další výzkum.
Klíčová slova: Koledy; pastýřské zpěvy; postižení lidé; výchova; terapie
Long before Christmas, nearly from the beginning of November we have many occasions
and opportunities to get in touch with Christmas related songs on an everyday basis. Their sound
follows us when shopping in the shopping malls. New discs with Christmas hits by the best
performers of pop music and so-called classical music appear on the market. The CDs recorded
by them are added to daily newspapers, the press release services concerning them are present
on the Internet all year round. Carols and pastorals do not only have to be a marketing means.
They can also be a means of exerting influence used in the education and therapy of handicapped
children. Therefore, we would like to devote this paper to that topic. Due to the limited scope of
this work, we intentionally omit issues connected to the history of carols and pastorals and their
literary and musical analysis.
Carols and pastorals are the treasures of culture of many nations of the World, passed from
one generation to another together with tradition and faith of their fathers. They are valuable
components of musical, religious and folk cultural heritage. According to the Polish tradition,
they are to be sung since 24th December (Christmas Eve) till 2nd February (Presentation of the
Lord Feast). Unfortunately, more and more often and particularly be young people, Christmas is
associated with songs extraneous to national culture and tradition, which frequently stray in their
content from Biblical message concerning Jesus Christ nativity and are singing glory to
Christmas tree, Christmas tree lights, little stars, bells and gifts, i.e. objects representing dubious
educational, patriotic and religious values, so necessary for proper development of the
contemporary young people.
Carols and pastorals have a particular and unique charm, lyricism and sentimentalism. Like
no other works, they carry huge emotional load, mainly of the positive kind. They are also a
source of rich aesthetic experiences. They are characterized by simple, catchy melodies, have
simple words, understandable by subsequent generations of people as well as differentiated
character of expression (happy, sad, bluff, sentimental, lyrical), rhythmic and even dancing one.
Through rhythms of the Polonaise, Mazur, Kujawiak and Krakowiak, names of shepherds,
musical instrument names, costumes, landscape and heavy winter descriptions they are deeply
rooted in the reality of the homeland. Furthermore, they have a unique and inimitable character,
carrying a huge, positive emotional load. They have a simple form of verse songs, often
including chorus. Their rhythmicity, among other things, gives us sense of calm, internal
orderliness and harmony.
According to Mrs. Ewa Kofin almost all music (including secular music) considered festive,
unusual and separating from everyday life can find itself in the sacred area. Musical as well as
literary form decides whether a musical work belongs to the sacred or profane area. On the other
hand, massive reproduction of art works can lead to its desacralization, therefore a loss of
attractiveness. In the case of carols we are dealing with the overlapping of the sacred and profane
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areas. On one hand carols preach the Truth, saying that due to His love for man, the Lord sent
to the World His beloved Son, whereas music and lyrics serve to praise the Lord and not to
appreciate the literary or musical composition skills of the author or surrounding a man with
objects or phenomena. On the other hand they have simple words (shepherds names, musical
instrument names, costume, landscape and seasons of the year description), joyful, bluff
expression, dancing rhythms. The massive distribution of carols performed in this way is not
always appropriate for their musical notation or literary character expression, mood and national
or religious tradition (i.e. jazz, swing, metal, rap or hip-hop) can bring their sacred to the
profane.
The worth of carols and pastorals may be evaluated from three aspects: historical, folkloristic
or religious ones. More and more frequently they are used in education and rehabilitation of
children, youth and adults at various periods of the liturgical and calendar year. First of all, their
unique, inimitable character calls for using these songs in work with handicapped children. Like
no other songs they carry a huge positive emotional load. The World they show is good,
harmonious, full of goodness, love, joy and peace.
Therapeutic and educational effect of carols and pastorals is based on lyrics, musical material
and situational context in which they are used. They can be listened to, sung, played on musical
instruments, recited. One can make accompaniment for them (by clapping, stamping, on musical
instruments), improvise about them (i.e. with word, voice, movement, instrument), make visual
arts interpretation, pantomime or psychodrama performances. The educational and therapeutic
action of such a songs may be enhanced by fairy tales, poems, stories, pictures, photographs,
movies and other accessories of various kinds linked to Christmas or Winter Season subjects.
Within a framework of educational and therapeutic activities, pupils may listen to and
perform traditional carols and pastorals, i.e. perform them in a traditional manner cultivated
during religious ceremonies and patriotic events. They can also paraphrase their lyrics and
melodies, make new verses for the existing melodies or new melodies for the traditional lyrics.
Furthermore, they may compose totally new melodies as well as brand new lyrics. Joint
performance of Christmas songs results in greater emotional and psycho-motoric involvement
of each particular pupil than is the case of mere listening. Group singing or playing facilitates
getting in touch with other people and maintenance of interpersonal contacts as well as
mastering collaboration abilities within the group and submission to its standards. For this
reason, children like these musical pieces as they encourage them to oral, vocal, instrumental,
movement and imaginary activities. In this way they allow even to a minimum extent shy, timid,
less musically gifted and more handicapped people to join these activities, for example: by
means of murmuring, whistling melody, recitation of lyrics with low voice or rhythmic tapping.
Even though the child does not express any activity in the contact with carols and pastorals, the
contact itself gives him sensation of joint music making, closeness and unity with other children
of the same age.
Carols and pastorals can be used in work with groups and individuals and applied with regard
to various group of children: healthy, sick, able-bodied and handicapped. Under no
circumstances should one level of interaction be preferred, i.e. the musical one, whilst forgetting
about their deep literary and religious message telling the story of Jesus Christ’s Nativity. Pupils
may identify themselves with the circumstances of His birth, poverty and misery of the
Bethlehem Crib, shepherds’ joy, the Infant helplessness, the Mother of God’s embarrassment and
fear, looking for some analogies between their own fates and His fate. The Joy deriving from
lyrics and music caused by the coming of the Lord spreads to the class participants, gives them
hope for better future, frame of mind, health, financial situation and living faith, that they will
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be able to cope with new responsibilities and challenges brought about by everyday life. In the
case of a handicapped child, songs about Christ Nativity may have a positive impact on this
child’s orientation in time, seasons of the year, feasts, liturgical periods, customs, contributing
to greater authenticity of his perception of the times he lives through, particularly if he lives for
extended time periods outside of his home, i.e., in an educational or health care institution.
Children feel themselves safe in the carols repertoire, being somehow “wrapped” in their
lyrics and melodies well known from early childhood and memories linked to sensations of
Christmas time. A sense of safety, which spreads to them during listening or music making gives
their actions harmony, order, control and calm. Musical sounds and lyrics of Christmas songs
contribute to the creation of unique and inimitable atmosphere, where participants of musical,
catechetical encounters have a strong feeling of unity, joy and satisfaction. When making music
this way, they build a community of people close to each other, reciprocally receiving and giving
their presence, joy and love. Interpersonal relationships between meetings participants are free
of diffidence, rivalry, hostility and aggression. They are rich in gestures of tenderness, reciprocal
affection and respect. One may say that they reflect gentle tenderness of Mary – Mother of Jesus
Christ, mute anxiety of St. Joseph – a caregiver of the Holly Family, troubleless joy of shepherds
and exultation of angels in the Heaven. During listening and music making participants have a
sense of safety coming from realization of Lord’s Providence.
The carol, performed in various ways, gives an opportunity for verbal, motional or
instrumental expression, i.e., creation of own, individual improvisations and due to this fact,
contributing to sensitiveness and openness to other human beings, greater mutual tolerance and
forbearance development. When sung or played, even on very simple brass instruments, the
carol may become a personal message of a handicapped pupil, an attempt to communicate to
himself or others his needs, expectations and preferences. Through its performance – even in a
very simple way at an elementary level of competence – he may feel listened to, appreciated and
accepted by his pals. Christmas songs allow for the expression of emotions, feelings, thoughts,
associations and conceptions often difficult to express verbally.
Lyrics and melodies of carols and pastorals may become an inspiration for shows comprising
text and music (so called Jasełeka – a specific type of nativity based play), pantomime and
psychodrama etudes. The song material can be an integral part of the performance action or
barely its musical and textual background. The production of these plays requires from each
participant taking on specific social roles, which teaches empathy and reciprocal tolerance.
Educational and therapeutic activities of this kind contribute also to child’s vocabulary, range of
produced sounds, tones and movements development, etc. The Christmas Jasełka can also be
used for teaching religious truths and national traditions.
Carols and pastorals may also contribute to making one aware of unfulfilled desires and
dreams, particularly children’s ones, accompanying Christmas time. However, the most
important issue is that these dreams do not concern material things, but a fulfilment of spiritual
needs such as love, safety, belonging to a family or community, finding a sense of life or
religious truths. Strong and deep positive emotional reactions are associated with these
memories and following those carols. This can, for example, be proved by the fact that carols
are used in the case of patients in a coma, since these songs, so full of emotions, may facilitate
contact with them.
Nevertheless, for some people carols may be associated with something sad, unpleasant or
traumatic. In such a case, they can be a medium between a patient and his problems and
therapist. Using such a means of interaction allows an awareness of pathogenic, conflict carrying
experiences i.e. from childhood, family home, past Christmas, their verbal definition and
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expression and then working them out and removal. Somehow, emerging into Christmas lyrics
and melodies allows patients, during their affective experience to return to difficult and painful
moments from the past in order to confront them, settle, react to fear, tame phobia, express
rebellion, anger, grief, aggression, and this way once and forever close the past and accept it the
way it was.
However, one cannot forget that Christmas music making can also be a prayer for a man, an
inspiration for deeper reflections, new insight into biblical truths about the God-man Nativity
and the occasion for spiritual renewal.
Any young individual perceives Carols and pastorals in a highly unique and inimitable
manner. First of all, their impact depends on his emotional and aesthetical sensitivity to music
and lyrics, experience, philosophy of life, education, accepted moral rules and values. Due to
this fact, using musical works of this kind in education and therapy requires a particularly
conscious and equilibrated approach. We cannot forget that they are part of the priceless cultural
and religious heritage of many nations, requiring great respect and cultivation. Carols and
pastorals are willingly listened to (and often performed) by believers as well as atheists. Thanks
to their simplicity and the positive content they carry, they somehow “fly over” the divisions and
differences dividing people.
Observations and considerations presented by us concern Christian values brought about by
Polish carols and pastorals and may be an inspiration for further research in therapeutic and
educational application of these songs.

Shrnutí
Výchovné a terapeutické hodnoty koled a pastýřských zpěvů při práci s mladými postiženými lidmi
Pozornost a uvažování zahrnující křesťanské hodnoty obsažené v polských koledách a pastýřských
zpěvech mohou být inspirací pro další výzkum.
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ON CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN FAMILY AND SCHOOL
JAN ADAMKIEWICZ
Je v dnešní době možná křesťanská výchova? Lze našim dětem zprostředkovat duchovní
a mravní hodnoty ve společnosti, která tyto hodnoty stále více postrádá? Neexistuje krásnější
povinnost než péče rodičů o děti s cílem “vytvořit člověka”, protože člověk – dítě je mnohem
cennější než celý vesmír.
Klíčová slova: Křesťanská výchova; rodina; škola
Introduction
Is Christian education possible nowadays? Is it possible to convey spiritual or moral values
to our own children in society, who are more and more devoid of these values? There is no more
beautiful duty than a parents’ childcare obligation “to build a person”, because “a person – a
child” is much more valuable than the whole Universe. One theologian used to say: “The most
practical issue is to have own ideas in mind in order to introduce them in our lives.” By saying
that, he wanted to tell us that the “rules of life” are very important for us to build our lives on
ideas that we have in mind. We can say that every family has their own “philosophy” on which
they base the upbringing of their children. Very often such a ”philosophy” is not clear enough
or well defined and thought over, but confused and contradicted within itself. Nevertheless, there
are some visible dominant interpretations. Such “philosophy” involves a very particular
interpretation of life, love, family, marriage… Christian educational goal was formed by the
French pedagogue – bishop Dupanloup (+1878): “The goal of education is harmonious
Christian life that is to be preparation for eternal life”. Therefore, parents ought to mould
children’s’ ability to communicate and also help them to reach maturity as a man and a Christian.
Parents ought to shape their children’s psychological values and moral virtues for they could
become “people of dialogue: through: sincerity, openness, trust, respect, politeness, ability to
listen, and humility.
1. Upbringing in the Concept of John Paul II
The term “upbringing” is the basic one in the field of pedagogy. The concept of upbringing
has its origin in ancient Greece, where it was presented mainly by Socrates. Then, it was
transferred to the field of Christianity by St. Augustine and St. Thomas Aquinas. Upbringing was
described with the use of the metaphor of giving birth. An educator is supposed to help his child
to come to this world. Every man carries a certain inner truth and the tutor’s task is to help his
pupil so that the truth is born in him. The 20th and 21st centuries are full of a multitude of
pedagogical streams which offer different concepts “in”, and at the same time, give many
definitions of the term “upbringing” (naturalistic pedagogy, sociological, cultural, humanistic,
and also numerous changes of alternative pedagogy and anti-pedagogy, such as for example,
emancipating pedagogy, analytically-critical, anti-authoritarian and unauthoritarian one.) In
many definitions there appears to be a tendency for determining it as a one-way influence,
effecting, formulating, shaping or leading a pupil by an educator. Therefore ‘education’ has
become more a kind of a monologue directed at the pupil, rather than a common discovering of
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humanity in a man. The Rev. Zwoliński in “Encyklopedia Nauczania Społecznego” (Social
Teaching Encyclopedia) by John Paul II writes “education”-it is an ensemble of manners and
processes which help a human being, especially by interaction, to realize someone’s humanity.
The second stream of personal vision of education was initiated by Vatican council II. They
paid attention to the complimentary embrace of the whole process that is combined with
education with particular consideration for the comprehensive and harmonious development of
a person, occurring through common dialogue. Education that is understood in this way includes
physical, moral and intellectual dimensions, as well as social and religious ones. Education
means gaining a greater maturity visible in increasing responsibility with which young people
take their ordered and essential activity while seeking true freedom. Education is gaining both
the courage and patience that is needed to overcome all difficulties; it is also a positive and
careful sexual education. Education is a suitable social education thanks to which young people
would be able to actively join different regions of common life, being available for a dialogue
with others in order to help in multiplying common welfare with acknowledgement of moral and
religious formation.
Valuing the importance and meaning of human education, John Paul II in his many speeches
considers the issue on many aspects, never restricting it only to one single aspect or a
measurement. He is perfectly aware of how complex and at the same time hard the process is for
educating another person, and especially in the present reality so full of contradictions. The
concern is to give to the world and also to all educators the vision of the Church concerning the
rivalling educational systems surrounded by ideological chaos.
John Paul II, taking into consideration both the human’s personal point of view and
axiological and normative look, but also socio-cultural and religious as well, is creating a pattern
and suggesting an educational explanation for the whole of Christian pedagogy. In fact, the
pattern has a very universal character, not confined to any ideology or social and political
system.
Such a general view of a man is the basis for drawing a concept of the education of an
individual.
The concept of one’s upbringing in the view of John Paul II is faithful to the truth about a
person, about its dignity and inimitability, about its spiritual and material unity, about its
constant becoming into the natural and supernatural sphere. As John Paul II writes, the formation
of a man starts already in the mother’s womb and lasts through the whole family life. In this
case, it is about the work that gives the human and Christian form of one’s soul, name, heart,
conscience and responsibility for oneself and other people.
Assuming the anthropological point of view, which is deeply embedded in Christian
individualism, the Pope clearly stresses: “Upbringing serves to civilize a man, which has a
particular meaning. A man, being a man from the first moment in the mother’s womb, gradually
learns how to be a man – and this essential idea identifies with the idea of upbringing. The man
constitutes the future of their family and the whole of humanity – however, the future of the man
is inseparably connected with upbringing.”1
John Paul II treats a man with definite care and respect. A man has dignity in terms of a goal,
not a means. These are strong words concerning the issue: “A man is such a right (...) that cannot
be treated like an object of use; therefore the proper reference of a standard value is merely
love.”
1

Homily during the Mass for families in Portugal, 15. 05. 1982. In: Rodzina w nauczaniu Jana Pawła II. Antologia
wypowiedzi. Kraków 1990.
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Man’s dignity spreads and concerns every single individual, including the handicapped –
physically or mentally. John Paul II writes: “a new man, since the conception and birth, is
destined for full expression of their humanity – for its fulfilment. The idea concerns everyone –
including chronically ill and mentally retarded. To be a man is man’s fundamental vocation: to
be a man to measure the gift they received. To measure the talent which is humanity itself, and
then to measure all the talents that they were endowed with.”
Undoubtedly, we have to agree with the Pope’s statement saying that upbringing has to be
considered in terms of creativity. Every man is different; therefore every man has to be treated
in an individual way. It is impossible to open every man’s soul and heart with the same means
and methods. For that reason, when an educator wants to bring up other people, he has to
become a creator, and not a craftsman. John Paul II said: “Upbringing is creation in terms of the
human – you can bring up a man – an animal is only trained (...). Everything that is naturally
composed in a man being educated is a material for educators, the material for which their love
ought to reach. In addition, everything that God gives belong to the whole of that material, as it
is about the supernatural case, that is to say-grace. The Pope doesn’t leave the act of education,
which is in a way constant creation of personality, fully and only to parents, but He also takes
part in it himself”.
In education the constant presence of rules and obligations is necessary, and they should be
complemented with a specified value system. The analysis of K. Wojtyla’s philosophical texts
concentrated on how a man makes it possible to show basic values and norms for which you can
formulate the fundamental rules of education. They are: value of welfare and truth, and also value
and dignity of person. In the light of these actions we must assume that education is to insert a man
into a world of basic values which are: freedom, responsibility and love. Education for freedom is
at the same time education for responsibility: “a man is responsible for his deeds because he is in
possession of an ability that responds to value with will. The process of a subject and its value
arises, and in combination with it responsibility for the subject is brought according to its value”.
2. Education vs Value
The fundamental values in humanism, as in Christianity, are:
• Truth-it is valuable because of the difficulty of its gaining,
• Good – is a motive, a goal for all to aim for, its reading should be connected with every single
man’s individual effort.
• Love-means a creative decision of trust in another man.
A compromise conditioning peoples’ life in relative harmony is also a humanistic value.
Rev. doc. Marek Drzewiecki claims that “values are principles and rules of behaviour which
enable a pupil full development and also protect him from harming himself and others”.
One crucial element of responsible education is supporting the pupil in discovering, realizing
and respecting fundamental values that consider the particular ranges of human life. It is obvious
that only some methods of behaviour lead a man to self-development and happiness.
All other ways lead to crisis and suffering. This fact introduces the empirical issue of values.
In terms of upbringing, values can be described as all the goals, principles, and behaviour
confirmed by everyday experience which enable the pupil to develop and achieve permanent
satisfaction of life. Therefore, the true values do not result from ideological assumptions or
groundless tradition, but from the analysis of experience related to growth and upbringing of a
man. They are subject to empirical revision as much as behaviour, being in contradiction to these
values leads to disturbance in development, as well as to harm ourselves and others.
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A responsible and realistic educator is aware that every man, especially a one in the stage of
growing, is able to harm himself and disturb his own development. Therefore, every pupil needs
a certain set of principles called values. These kinds of principles are favourable for the pupil’s
growth and at the same time, they protect them from faults. The need of upbringing in the sphere
of values is very obvious. That is to help pupils to discover and respect basic values. However,
it is not an easy and spontaneous process. An educator is aware that there is no such thing as a
neutral upbringing, as far as world-view and values are concerned. An educator is also aware
that to adopt a certain set of values in a given pedagogical system does not result merely from a
logical analysis of previous educational experience, but also concerns the concept of man, which
a pedagogue accepts, consciously or not.
It turns out that the most essential issue is to understand and define the term “value” itself.
Regardless of any difficulties in defining the term “value”, its existence is certain, just as certain
as is the existence of the real world. Undoubtedly, values give shape to our lives. An educator
ought to try to recognize properly, read, and eventually assess the particular behaviour of pupils.
An educator-parent has to cooperate with a pupil-child in terms of valuation. It is possible
because values exist irrespective of us. It would be hard to bring up someone in an effective,
intelligent and responsible way if objective values were not applied.
In the language of philosophy, the term “value” means something positive, but also negative.
Axiologists use the term in relation to health, justice, goodness, as well as to illness, ugliness or
untruthfulness. Therefore, ethical values are divided into positive and negative.
3. Josh McDowell on Building the Bond – Love in Family
Josh McDowell talked about building the family bond, friendship with the child and building
love during his lecture in Warsaw in 2001. He emphasized that parents’ emotional negligence,
and especially a fathers’, has a destructive influence on the development of a child. He claims
that a code of behaviour introduced by parents and teachers, but without any personal relations,
leads to disobedience. Unwanted behaviour of a young man may be changed with the help of
personal bonds. How to build them? Answering the question the author gives 6 steps to build the
bonds:
The first step – AFFIRMATION; in other words – happy confirmation for the feelings of the child.
“Enjoy together with ones in high spirits, be sad together with blue ones”. The author wants to say:
let’s enjoy together with the child or let’s cry when it does, so we must confirm its way of feeling.
• The second step – ACCEPTANCE; it gives to the child sense of safety, without any
preconditions.
• The third step – APPRECIATING; if we appreciate our child then it feels the sense of what
it does. Appreciating gives the child self-esteem. It feels that it is doing something with
sense.
• The fourth step – AVAILABILITY; thanks to this, we communicate the child’s importance
for us, as for a parent or a teacher. When we are available our child sees its importance, but
when we don’t have any time for the child, it feels unimportant for mum and dad or a teacher.
• The fifth step – FEELING-TOGETHER; we inform the child we love it. When we show our
feelings the child knows that it’s loved, because the child all the time needs lots of love.
When it feels unloved by its parents, it will be seeking it among its peers.
• The sixth step – READINESS FOR SQUARING UP; we confirm our children’
responsibility. We introduce to the child clear rules, and then we square up with it. In this
way they can feel they are responsible.
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The author says that we must remember that our children grow up fast and one day they
won’t be two years old anymore. Therefore they will not always want to sit on our knees and ask
questions. Such a period will occur in our life, and then we will want to speak with our children;
and want them to ask us for a piece of advice, or we’ll try to do something together. So, if
nowadays we find some free time for the child, it will find some time for us in the future; if we
now show it that we love it, it will show its love to us then; if we listen to it now, it will want to
listen to us one day, too. No matter how old we are, we can always change that which doesn’t
build the family bonds. It’s never too late to change the relationship with our child. But the older
our child, is the more difficult it will be for us to change it.
4. Education at School
After the social breakthrough that occurred in Poland in 1989, there were also changes in
Polish schools which started to open up to the pedagogical trends that are common in Western
Europe and North America. Especially in the field of lay humanistic pedagogy where the most
promoted representative is the American pedagogue and psychologist, Carl Rogers. He assumes
that human nature is absolutely good, and the pupil is an internally harmonious and peaceable
person.2 As a result of this kind of assumption, the highest value is spontaneity and selffulfilment according to the criteria every pupil describes as subjective. In this vision there are no
objective values, nor objective criteria of development. The highest principle of development is
to spontaneously follow the pupil’s own corporeality and emotions.
Whereas, in the light of obvious experience, the pedagogues-humanists’ belief about the
inner harmony and peace ability of a pupil seems to be an equally attractive, naďve and
dangerous utopia.
However, in Polish schools we can observe the uncritical perception of this kind of
humanistic vision of education. Marxist education that led to pupils’ submission to collective
good is now being replaced by individual education, which means their submission to their own
body, emotions, subjective beliefs and egoistic tendency. In this way it becomes an ideal, which
is the most dangerous thing for education. Elementary experience, conscience, social bonds,
love, responsibility, and even fundamental moral principles are not important in the field of
humanistic pedagogy. If it was possible to achieve happiness and development, all the people
brought up in this way would be happy. Whereas, this is exactly the concept of education that
led to a great crisis of a contemporary man.
In this situation, the pedagogues-personalists’ task is to give children double educational
support. The first mission is to expose false beliefs and attitudes in relation to the sphere of
values. The second mission is the consequent promotion of real values; values that are confirmed
by empirical knowledge and experience. Exposure of the misinterpretations and attitudes in the
axiological sphere is to reveal that well-known previous ‘values’ are not, in fact, values. It also
means restoration of the appropriate position to the values in the hierarchy which are secondary,
but nowadays shown as absolute ones.
Here are some fundamental truths being the material value for the pupil and the process of
upbringing:
• to be a human means to being gifted with intelligence and freedom, and at the same time to
be in danger of other humans and oneself;
• the human being can commit evil which he doesn’t want more easily than the welfare which
he longs for;
2

ROGERS, C.: On Becoming a Person. Boston 1961.
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• the human may control his freedom in such an immature way that he is going to lose it;
• there are precisely known and described ways of behaviour which lead the human to his
development and love, and also precisely documented ways of behaviour leading him to
aggression, mental disorders, addictions, depression, suicides;
• the human being is able to cheat himself to such a degree that for this reason he dies.
The attitude of the particular ward to love, truth and also to other basic values mainly
depends on the quality of his family bonds and relations. In the family the child builds bonds
which later become the patterns for all mutual relations between people. Also in the family the
child learns how to perceive both itself and the world, in other words, it’s putting “spectacles”
up that are helpful in the interpretation of later information and experiences. Mostly it depends
on the family situation how realistically the ward will understand itself and the world as well
(truth), and also how serious will be his attitude to himself and other people (love).
Education is to help man in discovering himself, the sense of his life, the world of values,
and to improve him to act in agreement with discovered truth.
Thus in the process of education an adult is needed to be the authority – the educator who
will show the aim, values and the direction to gain them-with own example, with own life and
attitude. The base of the upbringing process should be welfare of the ward as a person. The
educator, parents, institutions and other persons who have influence on the process of education
of parents, teachers, catechists, educating institutions making upbringing projects, the media,
journalists, Members of Parliament, local societies creating the law, etc. They all have a duty to
help the ward to become a better person. Social expectations mustn’t be in contradiction with the
education for becoming a better man. The good of each and every person should be the common
good. In this case, there is no conflict between social life and the education of an individual.
An educator-personalist is aware of the fact that the formation of the axiological sphere is
performed not only through official conversation. Most often it is realized in an unnoticeable
way from the outer world due to the atmosphere between an educator and a pupil, to common
acts, to rules of reacting to conflicts and difficulties, to ways of communicating. The most
effective way of bringing up a pupil in the sphere of values is to fascinate the pupil with a life
full of love, truth, freedom, responsibility, holiness, and fidelity to own vocation. In order to
bring up a pupil in the axiological sphere, an educator has to set an example. It is very useful to
apply the method of God, who is the best educator ever. In the first place He explains the reasons
why certain principles are valuable: you should cherish the holy day so that you and your family
could rest. You should cherish your mother and father so that you could live long and be
successful. Through the history of salvation God assures us that respect for these values is
always our profit and leads us to achieve complete joy.
5. Integral Aspect of Education
Maritain and Guardini claim that the need of religious education (potential of the spirit)
results from the fact that “a man is necessarily turned towards God.” The necessity is the need
of explaining to a man the meaning of life, suffering and death. Guardini adds that the
relationship to God, being a necessity, is something that cannot be fulfilled merely by a man’s
deeds. That is why any discussion about religious education is wrong, because if we reject God,
we do not have any possibility to give answer to all the existential problems of a man. There is
no neutral education, for there is always an assumption concerning certain values. Religious
education helps a man to find answers to basic questions concerning the existence of a man, and
the transcendence towards God.
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Undoubtedly, education has to be integrated as far as all domains are concerned. One-track
education will always be harmful to a pupil. It is necessary to keep the balance in all domains of
education.
In upbringing we follow the golden rule of behaviour given by Christ: “So always treat
others as you would like them to treat you.”(Mt,7,12).
The fundamental reason for the family’s existence and that which it is like is its members’
welfare. Sharon Wegscheider-Cruse together with her husband had a need to create a bright
picture of a healthy, well-functioning person, and thereby a picture of the family. Then Sharon
and Don started to develop the model of the ‘concept of a person as a whole’. They both
consider the model effective; as the starting-point for work with families, but in the centre of that
model there is a man as an individual.
They use the model to appraise the problems concerning both the individual and the family.
It is also a valuable tool which helps a man- ‘a client’ to understand themselves. Sharon believes
that a single person is composed of six dimensions:

The circle model of a persona a whole

If we say that a human being possesses those six abilities, thereby the human- the model
shows the person geometrically as a whole, in the form of a circle, which has been accepted by
myth and dream researchers as the symbol of fullness and integral whole for many years. This
model is composed of six separate, but equivalent parts. When one of them is incomplete or
disabled, the whole circle loses its integrity. To keep the model balanced it was limited to the
structure of the person. It doesn’t show the structure in action. In fact, every one of the
dimensions, although shown in the model as separate, remains in dynamic contact with the
others, constantly being under their influence and also being influential itself. If we imagine the
model as a rotating, “working” wheel, we will be able to easily understand how deformation of
any of the parts influences the work of the whole thing. In every situation in our lives, our
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feelings and acting result from the interaction of some or all of the potentials. They cooperate
with each other with different intensity. Generally, they create a vast diversity of possible
relations within a man, with other people, with the environment and finally with the Universe.
A working person who lives in the name of philosophy of success, philosophy of appearance,
philosophy of possession and pleasure, has a few typical symptoms indicating which of the
potentials might be neglected.
To verify ourselves is essential if we want to function well in our families or perform any
work and at the same time be good. The circle model ‘as a whole’ is supposed to serve us to
identify the spheres that are being neglected in the process of development ourselves. But if you
still do not see yourself and your family, and you are still wandering, take the motto of Thomas
Gordon: ‘Accept all you cannot change’. There is also a prayer of Gordon:
Lord, give me courage to change what I can change;
Give me inner self-control to accept what I cannot change;
And wisdom so that I can distinguish one from the other.
Conclusion
Against the background of preceding considerations you can formulate a definition of
upbringing that is proposed by John Paul II, which is also the conclusion of his teaching upon
this subject. By John Paul II’s own account:
In upbringing the point is,
to let a human become more and more human
- to let him ‘be’, and not only ‘possess’ more
-to let him be more and fully human thanks to everything he ‘has’ and ‘possesses’,
which means, to let him not only ‘be’ with ‘the other’, but also ‘for the others’.
Upbringing understood in this way has a basic meaning for shaping mutual and social
relations.
The pedagogical message in the sphere of upbringing preached by John Paul II is a Christian
proclamation of Church that awakens from moral hibernation. It needs consequence in thinking
and acting, taking on oneself the effects of one’s own action to which every man as the moral
person feels obliged. Recalling the whole picture of a person, showing the truth of welfare and
values is the evidence of the timeless and supra-governmental vision of papal pedagogyChristian pedagogy.

Shrnutí
Ke křesťanskému vzdělávání v rodině a ve škole
Myšlenky z oblasti výchovy hlásané Janem Pavlem II. Jsou křesťanskou proklamací církve, která se
probouzí z morální hibernace. Proto je třeba v myšlení a jednání brát v úvahu následky vlastního jednání,
což každý člověk jako morální osobnost cítí jako povinnost. Připomínat celý obraz osoby, ukazovat pravdu
dobrých životních podmínek a hodnot je důkazem o nadčasové a nadvládní vizi papežské křesťanské
pedagogiky.
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CHRISTIAN MODEL OF PARENTHOOD IN THE OPINIONS
AND VIEWS OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
JACEK DĄBROWSKI
Během období mládí se odehrává nepřeberné množství důležitých událostí, které mají vliv na
zbytek života, například navazování přátelství, postojů a chování k ostatním lidem, zklamání,
prožitky štěstí a tragédie apod. Všechny výše uvedené situace ovlivňují proces rozhodování
člověka po celý jeho život a mají vliv na podobu a stabilitu rodiny.
Klíčová slova: Křesťanství; mládež; rodičovství
Introduction
The greatly increasing transformation as well as liberalization of political, social, religious,
sexual and cultural views oftentimes triggers a feeling of confusion and being lost. The lack of
role models is what escalates this feeling. During the period of youth, many important events
take place which affect the rest of life, including: making friendships, attitude and conduct
towards other people, experiences of youth, disappointments, experiencing happiness and
tragedy. All of the situations mentioned above affect the decision-making process throughout
one’s lifetime, which influence the shape and stability of a family.
Much attention was given to these issues as far as the Catholic Church’s teaching is
concerned. Taking into consideration its wide rage of pastoral activity and multi-aspect
perspective connected with parenthood and upbringing it would be wrong to deny that it
performs a great role in creating specific opinions and views of people at all ages.
The aim of the following research was to show the state of consciousness of university
students with reference to the model propagated by the Catholic Church, particularly the views
of respondents on the planning and upbringing offspring. This aspect appears to be even more
interesting considering the asserted decrease of the Catholic Church’s popularity and teaching,
even though the tendency to contract marriage in church has not really decreased.
Description of the Research Sample
The selection of a research sample was made at random but a survey containing 19 either
open or closed-ended questions was the basic research tool.1
The respondents came from various cities in Opolskie Voivodeship, however their common
determiner was an affiliation to a group of university students. A definite majority of the
respondents were women – 66.3%, 36.7% were men. In relation to the fact that all the
respondents were full-time university students, they were all aged 19–25.
Regarding the subject of research the most important variable accepted was the ratio of the
students to religion. Assuming that the consciousness of the respondents on the subject of the
1

The research was carried through a casual interview. This method did not allow the collection of quantity data, however, it enabled the gaining of data showing determinants and circumstances shaping specific opinions and conducts,
motivation and behavior of individual respondents. The casual interview was then an opinion poll amongst university students which was to help the author direct problems which were indicated in the basic research tool i.e. the survey.
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model of a family introduced by the Catholic Church and the degree and way of its acceptance
may be related to the level of their religiousness. They were therefore asked for a declaration of
faith because religious self-identification presents a general picture of a role and importance of
the religion in either one’s or society’s life. The results showed that:
55.0% of respondents maintained that they were rather religious. For 20.8% of respondents
religion was an important issue since they defined themselves as religious – 10.8% or very
religious – 10.0%. For 11.7% of respondents religion was not an important issue in personal life
and this is an amount of people defining themselves as unreligious. 12.5% respondents could
not define their attitude towards religion. As the results presented above show, a common
respondent was between 22–24, they were 3rd or 4th year university students and were people
for whom religion played an important role in life.
Analysis of Personal Research
The role and importance of a family in one’s life has been the subject of discussion, research
and either domestic or foreign publications for many years. Here different interpretations of its
appropriateness arise. Vital laws and responsibilities of a marriage and family arising from the
Catholic Church’s teaching are frequently attacked by different groups and socio-political elites.
In consequence, a cognitive disparity and world view clash is caused in social opinions and
views. Causes of such reluctant or even hostile involvement of Christian values to a family life
is worth analyzing and explaining.
The research carried out into university students was to answer the following question – the
research problem: What is the awareness of university students in relation to having and
upbringing children in a family living according to the Catholic Church doctrine?
Views of respondents on Responsibility of Transferring Life
The Church teaches that marriage in its nature is oriented to acts of marriage which in nature
lead to the bearing of offspring.2 This objective is the main law and aim of a husband and wife
as it comes from the primal vocation, which is service to life.3
The Second Vatican Council teaches that birth and upbringing of children is an appropriate
mission of a husband and wife which “they must perform in the sense of human and Christian
responsibility”.4 The married couple would betray their mission if they did not want to have
offspring. Those entering into marriage with such intention cannot marry each other.5
The Council’s documents highlight a social and religious importance of giving birth by
married couples because a new family is made of a Christian marriage, therefore new citizens.
That is why the Church appeals to national authorities to secure a law of parents to give births.
As for its main responsibility, the country should acknowledge the security and development
of the family. The country should also guard public morality and be in favour of family
prosperity.6
2
3
4
5
6

Code of Canon Law (CCL) (1984), canon 106, p. 1.
Dogmatic Constitution on the Church in the Contemporary World “Gaudium et Spes” (DCC) (1980)., no 50, (07 December 1965); The Bible Millennium “Be fruitful and multiply” (chapter 1,28), 3rd Edition. Poznań–Warszawa.
DCC, no 50.
CCL, Canon 1101, p. 2; KRUKOWSKI, J.: Wykluczenie potomstwa - Nowe tendencje w orzecznictwie Rotalnym. Kościół i Prawo. T. 3. Lublin (1984), pp. 232–41.
The Second Vatican Council. CCL, “Lumen Gentium”, no 11, (21 November 1964); CCL no 52.
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The law of giving birth not only is maintained without any significance to married couples,
but is also spread throughout secular or church societies.
Married couples give proof of their maturity by an overwhelming desire to have children,
their birth and upbringing. Quite often, unfortunately, the possibility of conceiving a child is
treated as a danger which needs to be protected against by all means. As the earlier research
results of the author showed, a relatively high percent of respondents support contraception
(70.8%), termination of pregnancy is considered a private issue (54% of women and 39% of
men).7 It cannot be denied that these are means which aim at preventing people from becoming
pregnant. In the presence of such facts getting to know the plans of youth on having children
appear highly interesting.
The first problem in this range concerned the issue of offspring. Respondents were asked to
give an opinion on what a child should be for a married couple?
Among the respondents 84.2% claimed that having offspring through its birth should be “a
free choice of a husband and wife”. A free choice in decision making process is often a vital
priority for youth. This fact is confirmed here as well. Almost every 11th person claimed that a
married couple has “a duty to conceive offspring” (9.2%), and it is a view in accordance with
the Church’s doctrine. Some respondents (4.2%) had a different opinion on this matter, for
example: “a child should be the most joyful thing for a married couple”, ”…a compliment of a
relationship between a man and a woman”, “…a divine grace”.
It was assumed that the level of religiousness could diversify views on this matter. However,
it turned out that only in the group of very religious (16.7%) and rather religious (1.5%) was
the following answer chosen: “it should be an absolute obligation”. This quite extreme view
gained the lowest index of choice, i.e. 2.5% of respondents. Concerning the remaining cases
religiousness did not fundamentally affect the respondents’ opinions.
Having a child is a natural component of a complete family. The decision of a married couple
on having offspring has a great significance either individually or socially. As Skrzydlewski W.
B. points out, individually since parents develop themselves mainly by bringing up their
children, and socially because by a conscious parenthood they contribute to the development of
society.8
It sometimes happens that a husband and wife are not capable of procreation, which is often
irrespective of both spouses. Then there may be a willingness to solve the problem by technical
means, i.e., a tendency aiming to make procreation independent of both sexual and family
relations. Artificial insemination and animal cloning research are occurring as a result of this.9
These techniques are contrary to the Church’s view since the dignity of a person is a value in
itself and cannot be subject to any manipulations.
The Church’s legislation does not allow for the possibility to give birth in an unnatural,
inhumane way without the sexual cooperation of both spouses, i.e., laboratory environment10,
therefore the Church stresses that “a child cannot be considered a subject of ownership”,
something due to parents. The Child has a right to “be the result of the act of conjugal love” and
7

8
9
10

The Catholic Church strongly opposes such practices expressed among others in an encyclical on transferring life Humanae vitae (25th July, 1986); Declaration of abortion “Quaestio de Abortu Procurato” (18th November, 1974); encyclical on worth and sanctity of human life “Evangelium Vitae” (25th March, 1995).
SKRZYDLEWSKI, W. B.: Planowanie rodziny – wyzwanie moralne. Kraków, pp. 10–11.
KORNAS, S.: Współczesne eksperymenty medyczne w ocenie etyki katolickiej. Częstochowa, pp. 162–174.
All these issues are brought up in Instruction on respect for nascent human life and dignity of its transmission Donum vitae , 22nd February, 1987, Chosen Documents of the Holy See, For the sake of life., Tarnów 1998; The Holy See,
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the Family (CFRF) position 4b: L’Osservatore Romano 25 November, 1983.
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as a person, since it has been conceived, it has also a right to be respected11. A gift of a
marriage, and as a gift it should be accepted.12
Table 1. Relationship between respondents’ religiousness and acceptance of artificial insemination methods.

In the presented research, university students were therefore asked if they could define their
view on the subject of acceptability of artificial insemination. Answers are given in table 1.
In contrast with the previous question religiousness was sure enough an important matter
here for the average attitude towards the possibilities of artificial insemination. The highest level
of their acceptance was in the group which did not clearly specify their attitude towards religion.
The lowest was amongst the very religious – 70% of respondents in this group opposed these
kind of methods. Amidst the religious, views on this matter were divided, whereas the rather
religious and unreligious were in favour of these practices. On average, every 20th person in
these groups recognized these methods as unacceptable. Respondents who did not take a definite
stand on this matter made the level of 10%.
The given results directly indicate that the respondents do not accept the Church’s teaching
concerning the use of artificial insemination in marriage. The respondents’ consciousness orients
the youth to have children regardless of the means. From such a tendency it does not appear that
a child is a gift but something different – something due. If it is wanted, there is a readiness to
reach the goal by all means, or if it is not wanted, all means are used to prevent it (contraceptives,
abortion). It is probably another proof that contemporary youth govern themselves by the widely
understood freedom of choice by adjusting it according to their needs, their own advantage, even
if they could appear quite opposite to Christian norms and traditions, the followers of which they
describe themselves as.
Views of Respondents on Upbringing of Children in a Family
According to the Second Vatican Council both spouses performing the duty of giving birth
contribute to multiplying the people of God.13 However, the Council did not strictly indicate the
number of children for the duty to be fulfilled. It only provides general rules which indirectly
indicate the scope of the obligation to provide life, i.e.: guide oneself by the right conscience,
obedience to the Majesty of the Church being responsible for parenthood and sacrificial
adoption of further offspring.14
11
12
13
14

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, instr. Donum vitae, II, 8.
Catechism of Catholic Church (CCC), 1994, no 2378.
DCC, no 50.
Ibid, no 50.
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On the number of children, The Church leaves the decision to the parents. Moreover, they
should care for their own good and children’s good, either those born or anticipated in the future,
take into account the financial and spiritual conditions of the family and society.15
Simultaneously, they are obliged to responsibility which would “guide the divine law” based
on appropriately shaped conscience – at such a serious moment they cannot only count on law
created by public authority.16 For experience shows that over decades, the happiness and good
of a family were interpreted by individual governing bodies differently.
Decisions which were made in the end did not always contribute to ethical, moral or religious
rights, demonstrated by the fact that at present in many European countries and recently in
Poland a decrease in natural population growth is found. A fertility rate below 2.11 indicates a
numerical reduction of society. In 1991 Poland’s fertility rate reached 1.93 and that is why louder
discussions about “responsibility of elected bodies (the Seym, Senate, the Municipal Councils,
administration and political parties) for activities supporting families” arose. There were
proposals for appointing councils for different ranks for the family which would dynamize the
national authorities’, Church’s, educational facilities’, political parties’ and social organizations’
activity.17
The Catholic Church always condemns government’s or other authorities’ actions leading to
the restriction of any freedom of a husband and wife in deciding on having a child.18 It is always
in their hands and can never be handed over to national authority.19
Thus the respondents were asked about the ideal number of children in a family which they
could potentially establish in the future. The gathered information shows that more than a half
of respondents (59.2%) planning the number of children accept a rule: “as many as a husband
and wife want to have”. Almost every sixth respondent (16.7%) sees “two or three” children as
an ideal number, while 15.8% of respondents empathise with the model family 2+2.
Only 2.5% of those questioned are in favour of a large family. What is interesting is the fact
that none of those asked declared having a “family with no children” although Świda – Ziemba
H. revealed in her research that such a tendency amongst youth exists.20 On the issue of number
of children in a family 3.3% of those asked have never thought about it.
There is an important connection between the human life transferring and upbringing of
offspring. Service for life to which parents are submitted is not only about conception but also
concerning for its full development, both physical and spiritual. Since parents have given life to
children, they have an obligation for their upbringing, therefore they must be considered the first
and the main guardians.21
The obligation of parenthood to bring up children has been highlighted in a myriad of
documents of the Catholic Church i.e.: Declaration of Christian Education Gravissimum
educationis, Catechism of the Catholic Church, Charter of Fundamental Rights of a family, Code
of Canon Law and speeches of Popes on this particular matter. The above documents state that
upbringing is the primary and unending right and responsibility of parents.22
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

DCC, no 50; CFRF, position 3.
DCC, no 52 and 87.
Polska u progu katastrofy demograficznej., Słowo Powszechne. 1992, no 108, p.14.
John Paul II: Familiaris Consortio, 22 November, 1981, no 30.
DCC, no 87.
ŚWIDA-ZIEMBA, H.: Wartości egzystencjalne młodzieży lat dziewięćdziesiątych. Warszawa 1997, pp. 186–187.
CFRF, position 5; John Paul II, Familiaris…, no 36; Second Vatican Council, Declaration of Christian Education
Gravissimum educationis (DCE), no 3 (28 October, 1965).
CCC, no 2221; and DCE, no 3; CCL, canon 226 p.2, 1055 p.1, 1136; DCC, no 50.
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Law – the responsibility of parents to bring up children is connected with human life
transferring itself, and that is why it has a priority over upbringing activity by virtue of bonds
joining parents and children.23 The obligation of personal child rearing was clearly indicated in
article 27 of the Family and Guardianship Code, where the issue of “personal efforts to bring
up children” appears. Thus parents who allow others to look after their children at all times do
not fulfil the obligation.
The family constitutes the beginning and basis of the whole of human society, for
preparation of children and youth to play responsible roles in it in the future, and this places an
obligation on the country to establish favourable conditions which will help to shape moral and
social values.24 This obligation covers: the right of a family to be established, have children and
bring them up according to one’s moral and religious beliefs; the right to confess one’s faith,
bring up children according to it with all needed means and institutions; the right to work and
receive work, dwelling place; the right to have medical assistance or be entitled to family
allowances; security of safety and health conditions, especially in terms of such dangers as:
drug addiction, pornography, alcoholism, etc.; the right to associate with other families.25
The realization of a professional career. This opinion is supported by every 11th respondent.
The second type of opinion was related to bringing up children by both parents. The rejection of
such an obvious fact by 20% of respondents is quite surprising . It may seem that for this group
of people children represent an obstacle in life rather than a real parental calling. Świda-Ziemba
H. considers such phenomena as a “new symptom of civilization” which could be interpreted as
the insensitivity of youth towards the Church’s teaching or a sign of rebellion against its
commandments.26
The third view concerned a family situation where a husband should earn a living and a wife
should take care of the household and children. As well as in the first instance the majority of
respondents (80.8%) did not agree with this possibility. Only 13.3 % of respondents did agree
with this option. The last but not least option concerning taking care of children by national
institutions. Views on this matter were divided. Two fifths of respondents said that it is a proper
solution for children living in very bad conditions, however, every second respondent did not
concede anybody the right to do that. Some even gave an explanation of their choice: “parents
deciding to have a baby should, in a sense of responsibility, provide it with such conditions so
that there was no need for any help from state facilities”.
That kind of justification is surely accurate, however, we know that oftentimes reality writes
its own script different from assumed claims.
Analyzing opinions on the subject of the Catholic model of marriage and family, it was
interesting how the university students deal with the issues related to religious upbringing. The
Majesty of Church in the Declaration of Christian Education Gravissimum educationis distinguish
two types of upbringing: natural and Christian (religious).27 Both have a wide range. These ranges
coincide in some way since it is hard to divide issues connected with the both, for example: moral
upbringing which enters the scope of either Christian or natural upbringing, though with different
contents. The natural one is a responsibility of all parents, whereas the Christian one is a
23
24
25
26
27

John Paul II, Familiaris…, no 36.
Ibid, no 1.
CCC, no 2211.
ŚWIDA-ZIEMBA, H.: op. cit., pp.186–187.
Other canonists divide upbringing likewise using different names, for example, cf. SYRYJCYK J.:
Catholic Church’s concern about the education of children in the canonical criminal law, CP 30 (1987), n. 3–4, pp.
204–205.
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responsibility of those of the Christian faith, and the parents should bear in mind that their
educational tasks acquire a sense of calling through the sacrament of marriage. As Christians they
are the first proponents of faith for their children and it comes to life by word and personal
example.28 Parents are obliged to evangelize their children from the early ages presenting them
with liturgy as an essential element of a human life.29 The responsibility to provide children with
the truths of faith, rules of moral and religious conduct, implementation of the apostolate rests with
their Christian parents30, supporting them in the recognition and choice of calling and conduct
according to the Christian teaching.31 They are therefore obliged to lead their children to the
sacrament of baptism, prepare them to receive Eucharist, teach them how to pray, to finally enter
them into the life of the Church developing awareness of the given gift of faith.32 It is therefore
unwise to believe that the obligation of a religious upbringing concerns mainly the Church and its
teaching and the only responsibility parents are under is to make sure the child takes part in the
Eucharist and participates in religious instruction lessons. These activities are certainly a part of
parents’ responsibilities, however, they do not constitute to the religious education.
Respondents being asked for their opinion on whether parents should raise children in the
spirit of the religion they profess answered as follows: “parents should raise their children
religiously if they are religious themselves”. The respondents agreed on religious upbringing of
children, subject to the stipulation that their parents are (78.3%). Every ninth respondent claimed
that religious upbringing is unnecessary “until the child has been able to make decision itself”
(10.8%). Out of 8.3% of respondents only 3.3% said that “religious upbringing is mainly the
church’s (-s’) obligation; all of the remaining ones “did not hold any view” on this subject.
Amongst the population of the respondents there were some who did not find anything important
for upbringing in religious education (2.5%).
Analyzing the attitude of respondents to religious education in family liberalism, which
appeared in the answers, is worth mentioning. Despite the fact that most of the respondents
declare themselves to be religious, the number of those treating these issues indifferently or
unwillingly is considerable. It is therefore not difficult to notice that there is a contradiction
between declaring one’s own religiousness and raising children in the spirit of adopted religion.
The above data indicates that planning and raising children in a family is such in important
issue that in the future they intend to undertake tasks and responsibilities connected with it. The
data gathered shows that the concept of upbringing differs amongst the respondents, especially
in the subject of: having children, way of raising them, planning the number of children or
religious upbringing. Changeability in opinion may be caused by significant changes which are
taking place in the modern world or by accumulated experience acquired in one’s own family
from which new roots take hold.
Summary
Above all, the introduced research was of a diagnostic character. Its task was to find the
opinion of university students on the subject of the Catholic model of a family. The empirical
material allows us to make the following conclusions:
28
29
30
31
32

Ibid, n. 39; CCC, n. 11; CCL, canon 1246, p 127.
CCC, n. 2205, 2757; MISIACZEK, K.: Wychowanie chrześcijańskie w świetle Katechizmu Kościoła Katolickiego.
Wprowadzenie do Katechizmu Kościoła Katolickiego. Warszawa, p. 127.
CCC, no. 2225.
CCC, no 11.
DCE, no. 2.
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– The Church’s teaching indicates that the aim and sense of a marriage is to conceive children
and raise “new people”, whereas all of 84.2% of respondents stated that having offspring is
not an obligation of a married couple but their free choice. Thus they can but do not have to
have a child, they can remain a childless married couple focussing on a professional career.
It is also worth mentioning the extremity of views as far as the issue of artificial insemination
is concerned; when the married couple decides on having a child but are not able irrespective
of each other. Regardless of the justification of the Church on the use of artificial
insemination, almost 80% of respondents considered it acceptable. It may seem peculiar but
even among the group of very religious respondents – those who should know and obey the
Church’s teaching – not quite 17% would allow this possibility.
– Awareness of the need for religious upbringing was declared by 78.3% of respondents but an
observation appears here – if most of the young do not accept the way imposed by the
Church, why do they consider having their children thought religious by practices connected
with their faith? Maybe that tendency is a sign of an inner need of seeking the truth which
the parents did not find in themselves, or maybe it only helps the parents to look after their
child which with a properly shaped conscience, has a chance to become “a better person”.
The research proved the thesis that the majority of university students’ points of view on the
subject of planning a family diverges from the one proposed by the Catholic Church.

Shrnutí
Křesťanský model rodičovství v názorech a pohledech studentů univerzity
Představený výzkum měl především diagnostický charakter. Jeho cílem bylo zjistit názory
univerzitních studentů na problematiku katolického modelu rodiny. Empirický materiál
umožňuje učinit následující závěry:
– církevní učení uvádí, že cílem a smyslem manželství je zplodit děti a vychovat “nové lidi”,
oproti tomu 84,2 % respondentů uvedlo, že mít potomky není povinností, nýbrž svobodná
volba manželských párů.
– povědomí o potřebě náboženské výchovy deklarovalo 78,3 % respondentů.
Výzkum prokázal, že názory většiny studentů vysokých škol na problematiku plánování
rodiny se liší od těch, která předkládá katolická církev.
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ON THE EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY OF STANISLAV JULÍNEK
On 6th May 2011 a former member of Masaryk University, Faculty of Education,
Department of History Assoc. Professor Stanislav Julínek, PhD., celebrated his 80. After the end
of the WW II the jubilant started to study at the Grammar School in Old Brno. In 1949 he
enrolled to the Faculty of Education of Masaryk University, subjects history, arts and civics; later
between the years 1955–1959 he attended a follow-up history study at the Faculty of Arts of
Masaryk University and between the years 1964–1967 librarianship study at the Faculty of
Journalism of Charles University in Prague. When he had accomplished his teacher and librarian
practice in 1968 he was hired to the Department of History of the Faculty of Education of
Masaryk University as a lecturer, where he was tasked with the history didactics.
Both, his pedagogical and academic works are linked to general didactics and branch history
didactics. Already in 1971 he presented the rigorous thesis called Principle of permanency and
its importance in the teaching process, that was successfully defended at the Department of
Pedagogy of the Faculty of Education of Masaryk University on the 21st of January 1972
(examiner Josef Maňák) and obtained the PhDr. degree. In this period he also participated in
preparations regarding the selection of fiction for history lessons in the 7th and 8th grade of the
primary school (Brno 1971 and 1974), he was focusing on the importance of bibliography for
regional work of history teacher, he prepared the bibliography for history didactics, he studied
the issue of cooperation between the museum and school from the perspective of preparation of
history students, he selected teaching aids for national history curriculum for the 5th grade of
primary school, and he contributed to knowledge of regional history of his native Vyškov region
(Velešovice 1972). He also gave discussion papers at the scientific conferences, at home and
abroad: for instance at the symposium Statisches Bild in Greifswald in 1972 he spoke about
application of didactic technology during didactic preparation of history students. He has also
cooperated on works connected with amendments of syllabuses and curriculums of internal,
extra-mural and postgraduate history studies, he also participated in building the collections of
visual aids and he focused on modernization of the teaching in terms of content and technology.
He has also investigated the share of history syllabus on creation of aesthetic feeling of the
youth.
In the 80’s Stanislav Julínek participated in solution of scientific and research task
Methodical use of didactic means in history teaching. In connection with introduction of new
concept of history teaching in primary and secondary schools and new syllabuses he also
participated in teachers’ trainings in these schools. In 1984 he defended his dissertation at the
Faculty of Education of Charles University in Prague named Education through arts in history
teaching and he obtained an academic degree PhD. He published articles about history of history
teaching in Czech primary schools from the perspective of development of syllabuses,
curriculums and textbooks, aesthetic education in history teaching process, didactic analyses as
the foundations for functional selection of teaching means in history teaching, basic methodical
procedures with utilization of the curriculum from arts history during history teaching and
excursion activities as a part of professional and didactic preparation of history students. In 1985
he also presented new knowledge from subject didactics at the III Dresden Days at the
Pedagogical University in Dresden. On the basis of successful pedagogical and research
activities he was appointed Associate Professor for subject history didactics in 1988.
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He presented his opinion on history didactics in teaching text Introduction in theory and
practice of history teaching. He was also leading the team of authors that prepared a nationwide
university textbook for history didactics (Brno 2004). His remembering colleagues wish him all
the best for the future.
Jaroslav Vaculík
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